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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This document provides Level C detailed navigation require-
ments for review prior to the 8 November 1976	 onorbit-1
and	 onorbit-2 mode team meetings, and the subsequent on-
orbit operations computer Toad (i.e. the navigation soft-
ware for the entire operational sequence 2, and operational
sequence 8).	 The original	 intention was to issue only ren-
dezvous - unique requirements., but, in the process of'gen-
erating the rendezvous design, a substantial re-design was
necessary for the	 onorbit-1 software.	 This, coupled with
the recent decision to separate all navigation Level C
requirements into three separate books per memory load re-
sulted -in the decision to document the entire orbit oper-
ations computer load, rather than just rendezvous - unique
requirements.
' The rendezvous	 (onorbit-2) requirements are based on re- 	 j
vision to MDTSCO Transmittal Memo 1.4-MPB-323, First Data
Dump 	 Rendezvousp	 (onorbit-2) Navigation Software, dated 	 r
E 30 July 1976, suggested at two TELECON review sessions
k held on 20 and 26 August.	 The	 onorbit-1	 (non-rendezvous)
requirements are based on the July 1976 FSSR, modified by
' the 25 June 1976 FSSR input change page document, further
modified by changes `which came aboutduring the rendezvous
software design process, and finally modified by the ascent/
t
1'-1
L.
f
onorbit mode team meeting (August 2 through 6, 1976)
•'	 decisions. All changes and FSSR section status are
identified in the PRASE 41 A Status Log included in this
section.
The following assumptions were used in the development
of the level C onorbit-2 (and revised onorbit-l) require-
ments, and thus represents the combined developmental	 }
phases 4 and 4A:
1. No onboard external data are processed during the
non-rendezvous portion of operational sequence 2. One-
way Doppler/TDRSS measurement incorporation is not
.currently planned for the OFT program.
2.- The following external data will be processed during
the rendezvous coast and TPF stationkeeping navigation
phases (no external data will be processed during the
rendezvous powered flight navigation phases):
a. Rendezvous radar shaft angle, trunion angle, range,
and range rate,
b. Star tracker horizontal and vertical angles, and
C	 COAS (Crew Optical Alignment Sight) horizontal and
vertical angles.
3. A nine-dimensional state vector is maintained during
nonrendezvous portions oil
 operational sequence 2 (three,
position; three,', velocity, and three, unmodeled accel-
eration biases):
_1-2
lf
4.. The state vector maintained during rendezvous coast,
rendezvous powered flight, and TPF stationkeeping navi,-
gation phases is composed of 19 elements/
	
1-3	 Orbiter position (Aries mean of 1950)
	
4-6	 Orbiter velocity (Aries mean of 1950)
	
7-9	 Orbiter unmodelled acceleration biases (body,
coordinate system)
10-12 Target position (Aries mean of 1950)
13-15 Target velocity (Aries mean of 1950)
16-19 Rendezvous tracker 'biases (sensor coordinate
systems)
5. Prestored tables of nominal vehicle at ti tude, nominal
vent, magnitude and body-relative thrust directions,_
a
nominal RCIS . uncoupled thrust magnitudes and body-relative
directions, and veh cl'e/payload area configuration are re-
quired for acceleration models
6. The IMU SOP provides an estimate of the total accumulated
IMU velocity at the time of a data snap, in the presence
Of commfaults.
7. All operational sequence 2 (and 8) floating point vari-
ables are assumed to.be in double precision.
,8. TPF stationkeeping phase includes braking and LOS control
phases.
9. External measurement data are selected and processed
mutually exclusive on an instrument basis, with 'the ex-
ception of rendezvous radar range and range-rate which
1-3
may be processed with COAS, star tracker, or rendezvous
radar angles. The DIP (display interface processor)
will insure this by activiting the navigation sensor
selection "ENABLE" flag for only the most recently
crew-selected instrument..•.
10. All rendezvous tracker bias variances are propagated
as exponentially correlated random variables.
11. A 19x19 covariance matrix of Aries mean of 1950 posi-
tion and velocity (orbiter and target), of body-fixed
acceleration bias errors, and of at most four rendezvous 	 r
tracker (instrumcrt) biases, is propagated during ren-h
dezvous coast, rendezvous powered flight, and TPF sta-
tionkeeping.navigation phases.
	 A 9x9 covariance matrix
of Aries mean of 1950 position and velocity (orbiter,
only), and of three body-fixed acceleration bias errors,
is propagated during onorbit coast and onorbit powered
flight navigation phases..
12. Use of sensed velocity in the navigation state propagator
is triggered by entrance into the	 onorbit or rendezvous 	 3
powered -flight Navigation phases . ( ignition time minus
TBD seconds, event-68) and a prestored sensed acceleration
threshold.	 Use of sensed velocity during TPS/stationkeep-
ing is triggered by entrance into that major mode (P A M 213)
and by a prestored sensed acceleration threshold.
13. External measurement.data processing shall be inhibited
1-4
during rendezvous powered flight navigation phases. In-
•,	 hibiting shall commence at ignition time minus TBD seconds.
This event is independent of the event (n68) to begin the
rendezvous navigation phase, itself.
14	 Backward and forward integration capability is provided 	 -^
for state prediction and propagation.,-
15. Prestored nominal attitude time Tines are used for pre-
diction, and current AM attitude is used for propagation.
16. The precision state prediction function has accuracy com-
parable to that of the precision state propagation function,
and has the option of being executed in w faster (b rut less
accurate)_ conic mode.
17. Acceleratlun models include attitude-dependent drag and
venting, Earth gravity, and uncoupled (RCS) thrusting
effects
	 I
18. A one-state vector configuration applies during all navi-
gation phases in operational sequence 2 (and 8),
19. The acceleration due to lift force is assumed to be
negligible in'the atmospheric drag acceleration model.
20. An automatic inflight update capability will be provided
by which the ground can uplink either an orbiter or a
target state vector (M1950) and associated time tag,
during any navigat•iop
 phase (rendezvous or non-rendezvous).
The following additional assumptions apply to this capabili ty :
a. The ground shall uplink one vehicle state (3 position,
1-5
^	 1j
3 velocity, associated time tag, and vehicle ID)
at a time,
b. The onboard software receiving this data (ground
uplink processor) will set the DO_ AUTO _UPDATE flag
to "ON", test the vehicle ID to determine if the
uplinked data pertains to orbiter or target, and
set up one of the following two variable sets
depending on the results of this test
i
R GND ' 	R'' TV GND
OR M
	
_
V GND	 V TV GND
T GND	 Orbiter T TV GND	 Target
OV UPLINK = ON 	 Uplink	 TV UPLINK = ON U linkp	 P
C. The navi'gation software has the capability of re-
initializing the orbiter and/or target state vectors;
i
(and associated covariance matrix) in a single navi-
gation cycle. i
d.; If a target vector is uplinked during a non-rendezvous
navigation phase, it is stored for eventual use in a
rendezvous phase.
e. Whenever an orbiter or target state vector is re-
initialized because of a ground update, all correla-
tions between orbiter and target vehicle position and
velocity errors are zeroed	 The respective vehicle
(6x6) position/velocity submatrices are re-initialized
using prestored UVW values (or uuIinked) UVW values. All
1-6
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in-plane correlation terns, and a single out-of-plane
correlation term is included in this re-initialization,
' 21.	 Propagation of orbiter position and velocity vectors
r
will be performed by use of the precision integration
scheme (during onorbit and rendezvous coasting flight 	 -^
navigation phases), and by-use of the super-G inte-
gration scheme during onorbit and rendezvous powered
flight navigation phases and during the TPF station-'
keeping navigation phase. 	 Propagation of the target
position and velocity vectors will be performed by use
r
of Lhe precision 'i n t;egratioti scheme	 In all - rendezvous-
F ; related navigation phases (coasting, powered, and TPF
stationkeeping).
c 22.	 Upon entry into a rendezvous-related navigation phase 	 ?
i
from a non-rendezvous-related navigation phase, or,
from outside of OPS-2,',the target state vector will be
initialized :according to one of the following four
options:
a.	 Set to ground uplinked value (predicted to current
time),
b.	 Set to last onboard estimate from previous rendezvous
phase	 (predicted to current tirrte),
c.	 Set to equal to current orbiter state, or
d.	 Set to pre-mission stored'values (predicted to
current time)'.
1-7
s	 ^	 l
M,
Option c., above is included to handle the current
OFT rendezvous sequence, in which target dnd orbiter
actually begin in a near stationkeeping configuration,
separate, then rendezvous.
23.. If the sensor (including IMU) SOP's are not in the
same GPC as the navigation filter software;
a. Data and time tag must be preserved as a pair,
b. ICC (inter computer communication) transmission
of data must be pairwise, and
c. ICC transmission rate must be fast enough such that
the data time tag and „ current time (in NAV GPC)
differ by no more than TBD seconds
If the sensor SOP's and navigation filter reside in the
same GPC:
a. Data must be time tagged,-and
b. . Data must be no more than TBD seconds.
The next FSSR input to the onorbit-1 (non-rendezvous, phase
4) requirements will be on 17 December 1976.
t	 ,
o`
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SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
1.0 INTRODUCTION Revise list of assumptions to
include recent rendezvous
design, 25 June 1976 onorbit-1
FSSRinput-change-page document
changes, and requirements for
OPS-8 and checkpoint resulting
from the recent ascent/onorbit
mode team meeting_; add.page
change notice
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS (to be provided)
3.0 OVERVIEW (to be provided) 	 +
4.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS- Minor word changes to reflect
addition of PHASE 4A require-
ments'(rendezvous)
4.1 Navigation and User Para- Minor word changes to reflect
meter Sequencer Principal single computer load FSSR
Funct ions
4.1.1 Onorbit/Rendezvous Nav- Modifications to include rend-
igation Sequencer ezvous' requirements; slight
logic re-structuring and initial-
izing procedure to take advan-
tage of software cor=ohal i ty
between onorbit and rendezvous
functions; incorporate covariance
re-initialization`module, for
use by both onorbit & rendezvous
software for sequencer initial-
ization and ground updates;	 add	 Y
logic to operate'` during OPS-B;
and initialization into OPS-2
from a CHECKPOINT: section re-
numbered
4.1.2 Onorbit/Rendezvous User Section renumbered; update to
Parameter Processing provide scheduling requirements
Sequencer for onorbit user parameter
calculations and to reflect
o	 _
changes in scheduling requi re-
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SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
ments_for onorbit user parameter
i state propagation
4.2 Subfunctions Common to Change title of section to:
j Several Navigation Prin- "Subfunctions Common to Several
cipal Functions Navigation Functions".	 Change
wording to allow requirements to
be written in this section which
are 1. common to two or more nav-
agation principal functions, or
- 2.	 common to two or more navigation
subfunctions (either within the'same
principal function, or from different
principal functions)
4.2.1 State Propagation Minor word changes reflections
outline change to single onorbit-
operations computer load FSSR
4.2.1.1 IMU`Data Snap Minor word changes reflecting out-
-line change to a single orbit op-
erations computer load FSSR (single-
string snap only)
4.2.1.2 Acceleration Models Minor word changes reflecting out-
line change to a single orbit
operations computer. load FSSR
4.2:1.2.1 Gravity These are new sections added to
4.2.1.2.2 Drag the "common'subfunction" section,
4.2.1.2. `3 Venting and Uncoupled since they are common to both on-
RCS Thrusting orbit navigation and rendezvous
navigation principal	 functions...
previously documented directly under
onorbit navigation state propagation;
also fix error in attitude model
4.2.1.3 Integration of State ' Minor, word changes reflecting out-
Equations of Motion line change to a single orbit
operations load _FSSR
4.2.1.3.1 Super-9 Section added as per `outline
change, and to be common element .-
for onorbi t and 'rendezvous 'naviga-
tion state propagation.
J,
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SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
I	 4.2.1.3. 2 Preci si on Correct errors, bring requirements
up to date based on 25 June 1976-
onorbit-1 FSSR, and recent rend-
ezvous design
4.2.2 Covariance Matrix New section describing revised
Propagation mean-conic-partial techiqu,e for
propagating covariance matrix for
both onorbit-1 and rendezvous
4.2.`3 State Vector Inter- New section describing rendezvous
polation measurement requirements for state
vector interpolation.
4.2.4 State and Covariance New section describing revised
Measurement Incorporation Kalman filter equations for use
(Kalman Filter) during rendezvous navigation -
4.2.5 Ground Updates (auto in- New section describing revised
flight) auto inflight update requirements
for both orbiter and/or target
vector uplinks
4.2.6 Angle Measurement Partials New section describing common
requirements to several rendezvous
navigation subfunctions deal ing
with Kalman filter angle measure-
-
ment observation partials
4.2.7 Conic Solution (F and ` 1 New section, documenting common
G Series) requirements for conic (orbital`
2-body problem) solutions used in
. precision state propagation/pre-
diction (Pines Method),
riean-conic partials technique
(current;ly proposed for transition;
matrix generation associated with
onorbit_& rendezvous covariance
matrix propagation, and
rendezvous state vector -inter-
pot ati on`
4.2;3 Position-Velocity Sub- New section, documenting onorbit/
matrix of State Transi-• rendezvous requirements for comput-
tion Matrix; ing transition matrix, for use in
covariance matrix propagation (note;
this technique is proposed to replace
old onorbit-1	 technique),	 and invol-
ves us.e.of "mean conic partials"
^	 1-11
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SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
4.2.9 Covariance Initialization New section describing'require-
ments for initializing a 6X6
covariance matrix from prestored
UVW standard deviations and
correlation coefficients	 . used
for both ground updates and sequencer
i'nitializatio.ns
4.3. Navigation Processing Minor word changes reflecting out-
Principal	 Functions- line change to a single orbit
operations load FSSR
4.3.1 Onorbit Navigation Minor word changes to describe
capability to update target state
vector during onorbit navigation
add principal function 1/0 table
4.3.1.1 Onorbit Control No changes required except for
secti orr number,	 included 1-or
document completeness
4.3.1.2 State and Covariance Make consistent with latest onorb;it/
Setup rendezvous design (i.e,	 allow uplink
of either orbiter or target state)
4.3.1.3 State Propagation Make consistent with latest- onorbit/
rendezvous design; refer to "com-•
' mon subfuncti on sections" for detailed
requirements of tasks:
. IMU data snap
. acceleration models
.-integration of equations of motionI	
_
.'propagation of biases
4.3.1.4 Covariance Matrix Changes to make consistent with re-
Propagation cent rendezvous' design
4.3.2 Rendezvous Navigation New section describing overall
subfunctions undei, the rendezvous
navigation principal function
4.3.2.1 Rendezvous Control Nev, section identifying navigation
executive logic during; rendezvous &
TP'F stationkeeping phases
External Sensor Data New section` describing data snap
Snip requirements during rendezvous
navigation PF. operation (rend-
s
ezvous radar, star tracker, and COAS)
1 ­ 12
jSECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
4.3.2.3 Sensor Measurement' New section describing sensor
Selection selection of angles data (star
tracker, COAS, & rendezvous radar)
independent of radar range & range
rate
4	 4.3.2.4 State and Covariance New section header descri bing re-
Setup configuration of state and covariance
because of measurement reconfigura-
tion or ground update for rendezvous
Measurement Reconfig- New section describing require-'
uration ments for state and covariance
rei ni ti al i zation- as a result of a
new sensor measurement cbnfigura
1
tion
4. 3. 2.4.2 Auto In-Fli ght. Update 	 ! New secs i on describing r e q u i -rer, ein t s
for stateand covariance reinitial-
ization as a result of either orbiter
and/or target ground update during
r rendezvous
S
-4.3.2.5 State Propagation New section describing requirements
for orbiter & target state vector
propagation during ` powered and
coasting flight arcs of :rendezvous
°	 4.3.2.6 Covariance Matrix New section describing requirements
Propagation for powered and coa.iting flight
covariance matrix propagation during
rendezvous navigation phases
-	 4.3.2.7 State and Covariance New section header describi ng require-M'
Measurement Incorpor-, ments -For state and covariance filter,
ation updates during rendezvous
'	 4.3.2.7.1 Rendezvous Radar Range New sect i on requirements for cal-
f culation of Kalman filter partial
vector & residual for rendezvous
i radar range measurement
^-	
4.3.2.742 Rendezvous Radar Range- New section requirements for cal-
Rate culations of Kalman filter partial
vector & residual for rendezvous
radar range-rate measuroment
e
6
fSECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
4.3.2.7.3 Rendezvous Radar Shaft New section requirements for cal-
Angle culation of ,Kalman filter par tui a?
vector & residual for rendezvous
radar'shaft angle measurement
4.3.2.7.4 Rendezvous Radar Trunion Nett section requirements for cal-
Angle culation of Kalman filter partial
vector & residual for rendezvous
radar trunion angle measurment
4.3.2.7.5 Star Tracker Horizontal New section requirements for cal-
Angle culation of Kalman filter partial
vector & residual for
star tracker horizontal angle mea-
surement
4.3.2.7.6 Star Tracker Vertical New section requirements for cal-
An culation of Kalman fil^,Pr partial
vector & residual star tracker
vertical angle measurement
4.3.2.7.7 COAS Horizontal Angle New section requirements for cal.-•
culation of Kalman filter partial
vector & residual for COAS horizontal
angle measurement
4.3.2.7.8 COAS Vertical Angle New section requirements for cal-
culation of the Kalman filter 
partial vector & residual for COAS
vertical -angle measurement
4.3.2.8 Measurement Processing New section;modification of entry
Statistics	 _ measurement processing statistics
requirements to satisfy unique
onorbit display. requirements;	 in-
clude "target confirm" logic (;pre-
viously done in ST SOP).
4.4 Subfunctions Common to- (this header and all subsaetions
Several Navigation`- 4.4.1 through 4.4.9 will	 be pro-
Rel ated.Princi pal	 Func--vi ded at a later date)
tions,(Coordinate Trans-
format'i ons )
4.5 General Requirement Prin- Minor modifications (new FSSR
cipal
	
Functions structure)
1-14
SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
.	
4.5.1 Site Lookup (to be provided)
4.5.2 Onorbit Precision State Correct errors;,and gener41'y
Prediction bring requirements up to date
based on 25 June 1976 onorbit-1
FSSR input, and recent acceler-
ation model changes
4.5.3 Star Tracker SOP (to be provided)
Ephemerides
4.5.3.1 Solar Ephemeris
4.5.3.2 Lunar Ephemeris
4.6 User Parameter Process- New section describing subfunctions
ing Principal
	 Function within the onorbit user parameter
(onorbit) processing principal function
4.6.1 User Parameter State New section describing requirements
Propaga-tion lur u5er paraimieter state Nr opaga-
tion as per recent rendezvous design;
change integration method from
fixed - G to average -G as per•recent
- ascent/onorbit mode team discussion'
4.6.2 Onorbit User Parameter New section describing CRT display
Calculations requirements for onorbit and
rendezvous
4.'7 ~Specialist Funs ti ons ' (to be provided)
Navigation Sup;)ort
Formulation
4.8 ^I -Load Requirements (to be provided.-..will	 contain'
essence of old "CONSTANTS" section)
4.9 Down List Requirements (to be provided)
Appendix. A Navigation Variable Revise complete variable list for
Names & Descriptions orbit-operations computer load
Appendix B Navigation Sequencer Revise table of contents to contain
Principal Functions and list of latest onorbit and rendezvous
Navigation Processing. flow charts':	 include all orbit op-
Principal Function Flow erations load flow charts
Charts'
SECTION NO. SECTION TITLE DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Appendix C General Requirement Revise table of contents to
Principal Function Flow contain list of latest oit
Charts and rendezvous flow charts; 'in-
clude only flow chars and var--
able names for predictor software
...	 coordinate system flow charts
and definitions to be provided
later
Appendix D User Parameter Flow Provide revised table of contents
Charts, Variable Names, variable list and flow charts for
and Descriptions orbit operations load ... in the
area of user parameter processing
functions.
Appendix E Specialist Function (to be provided)
Navigation Support Flow
Charts, Variable Names,
and Descriptions
trt
4.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS
The various subsections of this section specify the detailed
requirements for the Shuttle navigation system flight software
package. This document contains OFT detailed requirements for
navigation and user parameter prone'ssing principal' functions
for the orbit operations computer load (on-orbit and rendezvous),
operational sequence 2. In addition, requirements dealing with
navigation software functions during operational sequence 8 and
in association with checkpoint storage and retreival are also
addressed.
When viewed in the larger context of the total shuttle flight
software, the navigation software package documented herein is,
itself, a modular system whose function is to supply various
parameters required by other major modular systems such as
	
3
guidance, displays, fright control, and others. The require-
ments placed upon the navigation system by,-these various Users
often play a large role in determining the design structure
and cyclic rate structure of the navigation system. The re-
L,
quired-inter°faces between the navigation system and the other
major software systems that use navigation system data are
presented in the Level B CPDS document which controls all the
interfaces between principal functions.
I	 r	
,,
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441 NAVIGATION AND USER PARAMETER SEQUENCER PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS
The sequencer principal functions shall initialize and sequence
the proper navigation and user parameter principal functions to
meet navigation and user requirements. For OFT, there shall be
one navigation sequencer principal function,and one user para -
meter sequencer principal function that control navigation and
user parameter principal functions during operational sequence
2 (orbit operations computer load).
navigation sequencer: on-orbit/rendezvous navigation
sequencer
user parameter sequencer: on-orbit/rendezvous user
parameter processing sequencer
i
a,l^l
zu
tY
r	 I
i	 4.1.1	 Onorbit/Rendezvous Navigation Sequencer
' The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function s.hallinitialize and sequence the onorbit naviga-
tion and rendezvous navigation principal functions during
operational sequence 2 (ops-2), while the following major'..
modes are active:
MM 201, orbit coast
f
F
MM 202, (orbit coast) maneuver exec.
E
MM 211, rndz.	 nay.
MM 212, (rndz. nay .) maneuver exec.
MM 2 i3	 Tpc sta+ionkeeping
The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function shall also initialize and sequence the onorbit
navigation principal function during operational sequence 8
(ops-8, orbital operation checkout).
Detailed requirements for each, navigation processing
principal function are identified in the specific principal
function description sections	 (4.3.1.
	 and 4.3.2).	 -Cues for
performing the proper, navigation initialization and sequencing
during ops-2 and ops-8 are defined in the Level B-GN&C CPDS.
The particular events and resulting navigation software actions
pertaining•to the onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer`
principal function are shown in Table 4.1.1-1. 	 Dynamic Para-
meter ;input/output data flow between the onorbit /rendezvous
navigation sequencer principal function and other princil
functions is shown in Tables 4.1.1-2 and 4.1.1-3.
1
j	 -
i
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TABLE-'4.1.1-1 -"ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER EVENTS
EVENT EVENT NAVIGATION NAVIGATION
NUMBER NAME - CRIT'ERIA ACTION
' 60 transition to MM 201- "ops 201 pro" Call:	 Ops- 2 --or3 INITIALIZE
from MM 107 Call:	 Onorbit-COVINIT-UVW
(ops _ Set:;
	 RENDNAV.FLAG -= OFF, USE IMU DATA=OFF
Signal ;	 OPS?-DR_S-NITIALIZE COMPLETE
Set:.
o
PWRD-FLT-NAV = OFF
Schedule:	 NAVONORBIT; repeat every DT ONORBIT_NAV
:^. 60a transition to MM 2^01 __ "ops 201 pro" Call:	 OPS?-OR-3:INITIALIZE
from GN&C ops-8 Call:
	
ONORBIT-LOVINIT
	
-- -
. Sett	 REND-NAV_i=LAG _ OFF, USE IMU DATA =OFF
Signal: OPS1._.OR3	 NITIALIZE COMPLETE
Set:
PWRD_FLT3AV-= OFF
Schedule: NAVONORBIT;' repeat every W_ONORBIT-NAV
r.
60B transition to GN&C (refer to VU,. Store selected parameters in protected memory
-ops-8 from MM 201_ _ bevel B,CPDS) locations for use by ops-8-or ops-3 navigation
f, TERMINATE OPS-2 sequencer principal functions.
e ,f
i
-	 TABLE x+:1.1-1 -''ONORG IT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER -EVENTS
EVENT EVENT `	 NAVIGATION ,	 NAVI_GATION
14U11BER NAME CRITERIA ACTION
61 transition to MM 201 "ops 201 pro" (same as for event #60A)
from MM301,
o
(ops- 3)
t
64 transition to MM 211 "ops 211 pro" Cancel:
	 NAV ONORBIT
from MM 2.01 Call:
	 TARGET NAV KNIT
Get:	 USE IMU DATA	 = OFF
p
PWRD FLT NAV	 = OFF
=f USE MEAS DATA	 ON
s
b r TARG VEC AVAIL = ON
^d Execute:	 DISPLAY COUNT INIT (CODE)
Schedule: NAV RENDEZVOUS; repeat every
s VT REND NAV
G
65 transition to MM 201 "ops 201 pro" Cancel:
	
NAV RENDEZVOUS
from MM 211 Set:	 REND NAV FLAG	 = OFF
T TV = T - CURRENT FT LT
! -- USE IMU DATA = OFF
PWRD FLT NAV = OFF
Schedule: NAV ONORBIT	 repeat every pfi ONORBIT NAV
i
r w
TABLE. 4.1,1-1' - ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER EVENTS
EVENT EVENT NAVIGATION NAVIGATION
w NU11BER NAME CRITERIA ACTION
t
6 h transition to MM 213- "ops 213 pro" Cancel:
	
NAV ON-ORBIT
	
,
from 14M_201 Call:.	 TARGET NAV INIT
Set:	 PWRD FLT NAV = ON
't USE MEAS DATA = ON 	 -
TARGET VEC AVAIL = ON
Schedule: NAV RENDEZVOUS; repeat every
° DT REND TPF NAV
68 initiate powered' TB7	 y(sec.) if in rendezvous powered flight navigation--pha-se 
flight navigationg (Y seconds (i.e., if	 REND NAV FLAG-= ON)
prior to a burn
_
Cancer:
	
NAV RENDEZVOUS
Set:	 PWRD FLT NAV = ON
Schedule;	 NAV RENDEZVOUS; repeat every
—
E<< u%.REN^^t W^t^FLT"
if in onorbit powered flight navigation
phase (i.e., REND NAV FLAG _ OFF):
Cancel:	 NAV ONORBIT
Set:	 POD FLT NAV = ON
Schedule:	 NAV ONORBIT; repeat every
DT ONORBIT PWRD FLT
I
FTABLE 4.1:1-1	 ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS ,'NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER EVENTS
	EVENT	 EVENT	 NAVIGATION	 NAVIGATION
	
NUMBER	 NAME	 CRITERIA	 ACTION
73 transition to M14201._ ._ fl ops 201 ''pro" Cancel:	 NAV ONORBIT
from MM 202 Set:	 _USE-IMU DATA ---OFF
PWRD- FLT NAV = OFF
y
0
Schedule:	 NAV ONORBIT; repeat every DT ONORBIT NAV
w
•:	 Q, 74 transition to MM 211 flops 211 pro" Call:	 OPS 2 OR 8 INITIALIZE
from MM 107 Call.:	 ONORBIT COVINIT UV 
(opS-1) Call:	 TARGET NAV_INIT
^. Set:	 USE IMU,DATA = OFF
Signal:	 CPS	 OR SINITIALIZE COMPLETE
Set:	 PiN	 FLT NAV =_ OFF
TARG VEC AVAIL = ON
^xec.utz:	 DISPLAY COUNT INIT (CODE)
Schedule: 	 NAV_ RENDEZVOUS; repeat every DT REND NAV
73	 transi ti on to MM 211	 flops 211 pro
	 Cancel:
	
NAV RENDEZVOUS
from MM 212	 Set:	 USE IMU DATA OFF
PWRD FLT NAV = OFF
USE MFAS DATA = ON
JAM_ VEC` AV" AIL = ON
Execute:	 DISPLAY COUNT INIT (CODE)
Schedule:	 NAV RENDEZVOUS; 'repeat every
DT REND NAV
0_TABLE 4.1.1-1 - ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER EVENTS
EVENT EVENT NAVIGATION NAVIGATION
NW iBER NAME CRITERIA ACTION
79 transit
	
14M 213
' M
 H
"ops 213 pro:' Cancel:	 NAV RENDEZVOUS
from Set:	 PWRD FLT NAV = ON	 --^--
USE 'PEAS DATA = ON
TARG VEC_AVAIL. = ON
Schedule:	 NAV RENDEZVOUS; repeat.every
o .
D T REND TPF NAV
80 transition to MM 201 "ops 201 'pro" (same as for event #65)
from MM 213
81 Checkpoint complete Checkpoint Execute:	 CHECKPOINT_INIT (CODE)
(entry into MM 201 complete and Call:	 OPS-2-OR 8 INITIALIZE	
:+
from ops-0) successful Call:	 ONORB'IT COVINIT UVt:
Set:	 REND NAV FLAG =. OFF,
	 IMU DATA = OFF
k x. Signal:	 OPS_2-OR 8 INITIALIZE COMPLETE
_ Set:	 -
P14RD FLT NAV =. OFF
Schedule:	 NAV ONORBIT; repeat every
D T CNORBIT NAV
82 transition to MM-213 "ops 213 pro: (same as for event #79)
from MM 211
...........
TABLE 4.1.1-1 - ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
SEQUENCER EVENTS
EVENT EVENT NAVIGATION NAVIGATIONONU1 iBER NAME CRITERIA ACTION
El transition to MM 301' ' t ops 301	 pro" (same as for event #60B)
from MM 201
Iv TERMINATE OPS-2
JTBD) begin inhibitingg TB7	 (sec.) Set:	 USE MEAS DATA = OFF
incorporation of (x seconds prior test to see whether event #68 has occurred,
external measurement to a burn) and take appropriate action (see above table
entry)... both evert #68 and this TBD event
may occur simultaneously' 
THE FOLLOWING EVENTS PERTAIN TO SEQUENCER FUNCTIO11S DURING OPS-8
• Call:	 OPS 20R 8INITIALIZE
50 transition. to GN&C (refer to VU Call:	 ONORBIT COVINIT UVW
ops-8 from MM 106 level	 B CPDS) Set:	 USE IMU DATA = O_FF'
(ops- 1) Signal:	 OPS 2, 07 8 INITIALIZE COMPLETE
Set:	 REND NAV FLAG _ (?FF
a. PWRD FLT NAV_ OFF
Schedule:	 NAV ONORBIT; repeat every
DT ONORBIT NAV
60A transition to MM 201 tops 201 pro" store selected parameters in protected memory
from GN&C ops-8 locations for use by ops-2 navigation
TERMINATE OPS-8 sequencer initialization functions.
w
E
TABLE 4.1.1-1 - ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION
-
SEQUENCER EVENTS
1
'EVENT EVENT' NAVIGATION NAVIGATION- -
I	 NUMBER NAME CRITERIA ACTION
Call:	 OPS 20R 8 INITIALIZE
606 transition to GN'&C (refer to VU Call:	 ONORBIT CbVINIT-UVW
ops-8 from MM 201 level B CPDS) Set:	 USE_IMU DATA =,DFE
,. (ops-2) Signal:	 OPS 2 OR 8 INITIALIZE COMPLETE
Set:	 REND RAV FLAG = OFF
PWRD FLT_NAV = OFF
j Schedule:	 NAV_ONORBIT; repeat everp	 y DT ONORBIT NAV
3
•1
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LEVEL'B ---L-EVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL	 INTERNAL SUBFUNCTI-ON DESTINATION
MNEMON -VARIABLE NAME t, FUNCTION-SOURCE	 (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION	 SUBFUNCTION
NAME	 INPUT TABLE
,
R FILT
—
IMIT Deorbit Ln
,
dg NAV Se-q. 
V- FILT- INNIT ASC NAV Seq	 4.1.1	 - 4
Orb/Rnd NAV
V
 Se
0
0 s -8)
V LAST FILT INIT lMll RM .4.1.1	 4
T-LAST-FILT-INIT Deorbit Lndq NAV Seq7 ASC NAV Seq
Orb/,Rnd NAV Seq (Ops-8)
E-INIT Deorbit Lndg NAV Seq 4.1.1	 4
Orb/Rnd NAV Seq (Ops-8)
TARG VEC-AVAIL Onorbit Navigation 4.1.1-4
TBD R TVA REND Navi6ation
V- TVT_ TV
rT--CURRENT-FILT REND'Navigation 4.1.1,-	 4
R CHECK-PT CHECKPOINT SPEC FCN 4.1.1	 4
PT
,
-V—CHECK
T CHEcr,-.-PT
o
f
s
io
.A
LEVEL 'B
MNEMON
LEVEL C I SSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL	 INTERNAL SUBFUNCTI-ON--DESTINATION
FUNCTION SOURCE-	 (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION	 SUBFUNCTION._
—^	 NAME	 INPUT TABLE
OPS 2. Or B MSC	 -	 4.1.1-5
Initialize Comp.
_
R FILT
- ---
--- --
V FILT Onorbit Navigation - 4.1,1	 -	 5
V`1AST FILT
T`LAST-F` ILT
Rendezvous Navigation -
E-	 -
REND NAV FLAG
TBD PWRD7'rLTAAV
SQR--El•IU
C • MIT -AN
S-MNAN
C=-MX AN
S_l4X AN
Tl5'i' ,ACC
VENT THRUST BIAS
USE-MEAS-DATA Rendezvous Navigation - 4.1.1	 -	 5
R TV
V-
 
rV',
GG TV
LEVEL B
MNEMON
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL	 INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
FUNCTION SOURCE	 (SUBFUNCTIONS'WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUB'FUNCTION	 SUBFUNCTION
NAME	 INPUT TABLE
N . -ACCEPT Rendezvous Navigation
N REJECT
ACCEPT_EQ•
SE(REJ ECT
USF-IMtLDATA Onorbit Navigation - 4.1.1	 - 5
. Rendezvous Navigation
Onorbit USER PARAM
PROC
R RESET
V RESET Onorbit USER PARAM - 4.1.1
	 -	 5
V_IMU_RESET PROC
TBD TJRESET
FILT_UPDATE
R_TV_RESET
V_TV_.RESET
R FILT INIT Deorbit Lndg NAV SEQ - 4.1.1	 - 5
V FELT INIT . Orb/Rnd NAV SEQ (Ops-U)
V—LAST_FILT_INI1
T—LAST-FILT_INI
E INIT
^	 h
A. Detailed requirements. For OFT orbital operations
(ops_2 and ops 8), navigation requirements can be divided
into five navigation phases: onorbit coast, onorbit po-
wered flight, rendezvous coast, rendezvous powered flight,
and TPF stationkeeping.	
.,
1. Onorbit coast navigation phase - This phase shall
use the onorbit navigation principal function and shall be
active during operation of major mode 201, and 'during operation
of the orbital checkout operational sequence (ops-8). The
onorbit coast navigation phase shall begin in one of the fol-
lowing ways;
Entry into MM 201 from ops-3 or ops-8 (events 61
or 60A, respectively,
Entry, into MM 201 from ops-1 or ops-D, via check-
point (events 60 or 81, respectively,
J
Entry into MM 201 from MM 202 (event 73),
;Entry into MM 201 from MM 211 or MM 213 (events
65.or 80, respectively),
Entry into GN&C ops-8 from ops-1 (event 50), or
Entry into GN&C ` ops-8 from ops-2, MM 201, event
606)	 j
"
If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by
j 	 entry into MM 201 from ops-3 or ops 78 (events 61 or '60A,
respectively), the onorbit/rendezvous' navigation sequencer
principal function shall provide the capability to initia-
lize-the orbiter state vector, covariance -matrix, and other
4.1.1-•13
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required navigation parameters on the basis of prestored
computer locations unaffected by the computer program
memory load reconfiguration. The following sequence should
I
	 be followed:
1.1.1	 initialize orbiter position and velocity vectors
and 'time tag
I	 R FILT	 R FiLT INIT
V FILT V FILT INIT
T LAST FILT T'LAST TILT INIT
1.1.2 - initialize accumulated IMU velocity
V LAST FILT = V`LAST FILT iNIT
1-.1.3 - initialize those parameters required by the user
parameter state propagation subfunction (section 4.6.1).
R RESET _ R FILT INIT	 {
V RESET V FILT INIT
V IMU RESET=- V^ LAST FILT_INIT
T RESET = T LAST FILT INIT
FILT UPDATE = ON
1:i.4 - initialize other parameters as required for the
onorbit; navigation principal function
B = 0
VENT THRUST BIAS 0.
SQR EMU	 SQRT (EARTH-MU)
C MX AN = COS (MAX DENS ANGLE)
S MX AN
	 SIN -(MAX _DENS ANGLE)
C MN AN = COS (MIN DENS ANGLE)
S MN
-
AN
	
SIN (MIN-oENS`ANGLE)
4.1.1..14
J
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1.1.5 - zero the total 19 x 19 dimensional covariance
matrix
	
E	 =0
i to 19, 1 to 19
1.1.6 - initialize the diagonal elements of the co-
variance matrix pertaining to unmodeled acceleration biases,
to premission constants
EI^I	 COV ACCEL BODY TNIT
_ - -
I-6
	
for I	 7 to 9
	
1.1.7	 compute the total acceleration vector of the
orbiter to match the initial state at the time T LAST MT,
for use in the covariance propagation subfunction.
TOT ACC = ACCEL^PERT ONORDIT (GM DEG, GM_ORD,
1 1 '1 1 01 R FILT, V FILT, T_
 LAST _FILT)	 3
EARTH MU R FILT/ ^ FILT i3
	1.1.8	 initialize the 6 x 6 orbiter position/'velocity
portion of the covariance matrix to.values transferred across
the memory transition from ops -3 or ops .8.
	E 	 = E INIT
I,J	 I'j
a
for I	 1 to 6, J` = 1 to 6
1.1.9 - set a flag indicating to subfunctions.of the
orbit navigation principal function, that rendezvous navigation
is de--activated.
REND NAV FLAG - OFF
1.1.10 - arid, set a second flag indicating that IMU data
is not to be used for navigation and use, state pro;,agatioei
4.1.1-15
Nil,
F
USE IMU DATA OFF
1.1.11 - signal that the proper initialization has been
accomplished to allow the onorbit/rendezvous user parameter
processing sequencer principal function to be scheduled
SIGNAL: OPS 2 , OR 8 INITIALIZE COMPLETE
1.1.12 - set a flag which indicates use of the coasting
flight state propagation algorithm
PWRD FLT NAV OFF
After completion of initialization, the capability shall be
provided for sequencing the onorbit navigation principal funs-
tion at the designated repetition rate (DT 0 N^O2DIT NAV) for
coasting flight.
If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by entry
into MM 201 from ops-1 or ops-0 (via checkpoint initialization), 	 1
events 60 or 81 respectivel y, the ororbit/rendezvous navigation
sequencer principal function shall provide the capability to
initialize the orbiter state vector, covariance matrix, and
other required navigation parameters on the basis of prestored
data and ops-1 or checkpoint data obtained from protected com-
puter program memory Load reconfiguration 	 The following se-
quence shall be performed:
1.2.1 - if re-initialization is to occur based on check-
point data (event 81), perform the following functions
a. snap current IMU accumulated velocity and
associated time tai
x}.1.1.16
yF__
I
r
(see section 4.2.1-.1 for detailed requirements of
this SNAP function)
r b. envoke the onorbit precision state prediction
principal function to bring the checkpoint state
vector (R CHECK PT, V CHECK PT) from stored tine
-	 (T CHECK—PT) to current time (T_LAST FILT_INIT)
CALL: ONORBIT PREDICT
INLIST	 GM DEG, GMORD, - 1,1,1, PREC STEP,
-R CHECK PT, V_CHECK PT, T CHECK PT
T LAST FILT INIT
OUTUST: R FTLT INIT, V -FILT INIT
(see section 4.5.2 for detailed requirements
of the onerbit prediction p r incipai function)
Once this step (1.2.1) is completed, or if  `event_60	
j
had occurred, instead of81,proceed to the`next step
(1.2.2)
1.2.2 - (perform steps 1.1.1 through 1.1.7, above)
1.2.3	 initialize the 6 x 6 dimensional orbiter position/
velocity covariance matrix to pre-stored UVW standard devia-
tions and correlation coefficients.
CALL: ONORBIT COVINIT UVW
INLIST: SIG UVW OFS 2, COV COR OPS 2,
R SILT, V FILT
	 -
OUTLIST; E
1 to 6, 1 to 6
{	
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detailed requirements for the above subfunction
are described in section 4.2.9.
1.2.4 - (perform steps 1.1..9 through 1.1.12, above)
After completion of initialization, the capability shall be
provided for sequencing the onorbit navigation principal„
function at the designated repetition rate (DT _ONORBIT NAV)
I
for coasting flight.
3
If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by entry
I
into MM 201 from MM 2"02 (event 73), the onorbit/rendezVous
navigation sequencer principal function shall provide the
capability to cancel operation of the onorbit navigation
principal function. Initialization shall be performed as
follows:-
	
1.3.1
	 set a flag indicating the non-use of IMU data
for navigation and user propagation
USE IMU DATA _= OFF	 j
	
1.3.2	 set a flag indicating the usage of a coasting
flight integration algorithm for navigation state propaga-
tion
	
	
3
PWRD FLT NAV = OFF
After completionof this initialization, the capability
shall be provided for sequencing the onorbit navigation
principal function at the designated repetition rate
(DT ONOP,BIT NAV) 'for coasting flight'.
4.1.1-18
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If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by entry
into MM 201 from MM 211 or MM 213 (events 61 or 61A, respec-
tively), the onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function shall provide the capability to cancel operation of
the rendezvous navigation principal function. The following
initializations shall then be performed:
1.4.1 - set a flag indicating the activation of onorbit
navigation (and de-activation of rendezvous navigation).
REND NAV_FLAG = OFF
1.4.2. - store the current target state vector time tag
(for potential use when re-initialize rendezvous navigation
at a later time)
T TV T CURRENT FILT
1.4.3 = (perform; steps 1-.3.1 and '1.3.2, above)
After completion of this initialization, the capability shall
be provided for sequencing *he onorbit navigation principal
function at the designated repetition rate (DT ONORBIT NAV)
for coasting flight.
If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by entry
	
a
9
into GN&C ops-S from ops-1 (event 50) the onorbit/rendezvous
navigation sequencer principal, function shall provide the capa-
bility to initialize the orbiter state vector, covariance ma-
trix, and other required navigation parameters on the basis
of prestored data and ops-I ;data obtained from protected
r
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computer program memory load reconfiguration The following
initialization sequence shall be performed:
1.5.1 - ( perform steps 1.1.1 through 1,1.7, above)
1.5,2 - initialize the 6 x 6 dimensional orbiter covar-
iance-matrix to prestored UVW standard deviations and cor-
relation coefficients:_ 	 j
CALL:	 ONORBIT_COVINIT^UVW
INLIST: SIG UVW OPS 2, COV COR OPS 2,
R FILT, V FILT
OUTLIST: E
1 to 6, 1 to 6
(see section 4.2.9 for detailed requirements
of this common subfunction).
1.5.3 - set a flag to indicate the non-usage of IMU
data for navigation and user state propagation
a
USE IMU DATA OFF_	 r
1.5.4 - indicate completion of initialization of para-
meters for use by the onorblt/rendezvous user parameter pro-
cessing sequencer principal function
SIGNAL: OPS 2 OR S INITIALIZE COMPLETE
	
1.5.5	 set a flag indicating the activation of onorbit
navigation (and de-activation of,
 rendezvous `navigation)
REND NAV FLAG = OFF
	
1_.5,6	 set a flag indicating the use of the coasting
flight integration scheme for—state propagation
4.1.1-2p
PWRD_ FLT_NAV = OFF
After completion of this initialization, the capability shall
4
be provided for sequencing the onorbitnavigation principal
f	 fuoction at the designated repetition rate (DT ONORBIT NAV)
for coasting flight.
'	 If the onorbit coast navigation phase is begun by entry
into GN&C ops-8 from ops-2 (event 60B), the onorbit/rendezvous
navigation sequencer principal function shall provide the
capability to initialize the orbiter state vector, covariance
matrix, and other required navigation parameters on the basis
-	 of prestored data and op5-2 data obtained from protected com-
puter locations unaffected by the computer program memory
load reconfiguration.. The following initialization sequence
shall be performed:
1.6.1	 (perform steps 1.1.1 through 1.1,.7, above)
1.6.2 - initialize the 6 x 6 dimensional orbiter position/
velocity covariance matrix to values transferred,across'the
memory transition from ops-2 to ops-8
EI' J = E INI1'
I,J
for I	 1 to 6, J
	 1 to 6
1.6.3 - (perform steps 1.5.3 through 1.5.6, above)
After completion of this initialization,  the capability shall
be provided for sequencing the onorbit navigation principal
function at the designated repetition rate (DT ONORBIT iNAV)
for coasting flight.
4.1.1-21
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2. Onorbit Powered Flight Navigation Phase - This
phase shall use the onorbit navigation principal function,
and shall be active during MM 202 only, and shall 'begin
upon the occurrence of event 60 (OMS ignition minus,'Y
seconds). The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer prin-
cipal function will first cancel operation of the onorbit
navigation principal function (the REND NAVrFLAG will be in
the OFF configuration during this navigation phase)'. The
only initialization required is to set a flag indicating
the use of the powered flight integration scheme for state
propagation
PWRD FLT NAV = ON
After completion of this initialization, the capability shall
be provided for sequencing the onorbit navigation principal
function at the designated repetition rate (DT ONORBIT PWRD_
FLT) for onorbit powered flight.
3. Rendezvous Coast Navigation Phase - This-phase-shall
use the rendezvous navigation principal function and shall be
active during operation of major modes 211, 212 and 213. The
rendezvous coast navigation phase shall begin in one of the i
following ways:	 1
. Entry into MM 211 from ops-1 (event 74),
. Entry into MM 211 from MM 201 (event 64), or
. Entry into MM 211 from 14M 212 (event 78).
5
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If the rendezvous coast navigation phase is begun by
entry into MM 211 from ops-1 (event 74), the onorbit/rendezvous
navigation sequencer principal function shall provide the
capability to initialize the orbiter and target state vectors,
covariance matrix, and other required navigation parameters
on the basis of prestored data and ops 1 data obtained from
protected computer locations unaffectedby the computer pro-
gram memory load reconfiguration.	 The following initializa-
tion sequence shall be performed:
3.1.1	 - initialize orbiter state vector, covariance
matrix and other parameters as indicated by
- r
steps 1.1.1	 through 1.1.7.
3.1.2 - initialize the 6 x 6 dimensional orbiter
position/velocity covariance matrix to pre-
i
stored UVW standard deviations and correlation
coefficients
-
CALL:	 ONORBI7 COVINIT UVU!
INLIST:	 SIG_UVW OPS 2`, COV COR OPSl2,
R FILT, VV FILT
OUTLIST:	 E
1	 to 6, 1	 to 6
(see section 4.2.9 for detailed requirements)
3.1.3 - set a flag indicating that a re^ief^zvr^us navi ga-
tion " phase has - been initialized i
REND NAV FLAG = ON
4.1.1-23
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3.1.4 test a flag (TARGTEC AVAIL) indicating the presence
(ON) or absence (OFF) of _a stored target position/ve
locity state vector from which to initializer
the rendezvous coast navigation phase.
3.1.5 - if the TARG VEC AVAIL flag is ON, then
initialize target state and covariance matrix..
according to the following sequence:
a. -predict the stored target position vector
(R TV) and velocity vector (V TV) from time
T TV to the current time (T CURRENT'`'FILT) by
use of the onorbit precision state prediction
principal function
CALL:	 ONORBIT PREDICT
INLIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV,
0,3,PREC STEP, R TV, V_, TV, T TV,
T CURRENT FILT
OUTLIST: R TV RTV
i (see section 4.5.2 for detailed requirements)
b, initialize the 6 x 6 dimensional target position/
velocity covariance matrix to prestored standard
deviations and correlation coefficients
f	
;
CALL: ONGRBIT COVINIT UVW
INLIST: SIG TV UVW, COV_COR TV,
R TV, V TV
OUTLI'ST: E
10 to 15 10 to 15
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(see section 4.2.9 for detailed requirements of
this common_subfunction).
c. compote the current total acceleration vector
of the target vehicle for use by the covariance
propagation subfunction.
G TV ACCEL P^ERT ONORBIT (GM DEG, GM_ORD,
DRAG MODE NAV, 0,3, PREC STEP,
R TV, V TV, T CURRENT FILT
_	
3
-EARTH MU R TV/'R TVI
(see section 4.2.1.2 for detailed requirements per-
taining to usage of the acceleration models)
	3.1.6	 if the TARG VEC AVAIL flag is OFF, initialize
target state vector (R TV, 'V TV)`, total acceleration vector
(G TV), and time tag _(T_TV) to orbiter` values
R TV R FILT
V,TV = V FILT
G TV = TOT ACC
T TV = T LAST - FIL-T,
also set target position/velocity' covariance matrix
equal to orbiter matrix.
E	 =E
10 . to 15, 10 to 15	 1 to 6, 1 to v
	3.1.7	 regardless of the TARG VEC AVAIL flag setting,
set the following user parameter propagation subfunction target
state vectors for use in initialiaation of that subfuncton
by the onorbit/rendezvous user parameter processing sequencer
principal function
4.1.1.-25_ `
E	 t
-	 ...
	
..... 	 is
k
I
I	 R`TV RESET = R TV
V TV RESET = V TV
3.1.8	 set a flag indicating non -usage of IMU data by
the navigation and user parameter state propagation subfunctions.
USE IMU DATA OFF
3.1.9 - indicate the completion of that portion of
initialization required for the onorbit/rendezvous user
parameter processing sequencer principal function.
SIGNAL: OPS 2 OR 8'INITIALIZE COMPLETE
3.1.10	 set a flag indicating that the coasting flight_
(precision)propagation scheme shall be used for orbiter state
advancement
PWRD FLT NAV _ OFF_
3:.1 .11 - s t a flag i ndi cat ng that external measurement
	 j
data processing is to be permitted in_ this `navigation phase
USE MEAS DATA ON
3.1.12	 set a flag indicating that the target state has
been initialized
TARG VEC_AVAIL = ON
3.1.13 zero counters related to the measurement pro-
cessing statistics subfunction (see Section 4.3.2.8)
N ACCEPT 0
N REJECT = 0
SEQ_ACCEPT = 0
SEQj,)EJECT = Q
OF IGNAL' PAPooR QU GE
is
4.1.1-2b
iMEW 11-
1
q
f
After completion of this initialization, the capability shall
be provided for sequencing the rendezvous navigation principal_
ffiunction at the designated repetition, rate (DT REND NAV) for
i	 -
the rendezvous coast navigation phase.
If the rendezvous coast navigation phase is begun by en-
try into MM 211 from MM 201 (event 64), the onorbit/rendezvous
sequencer principal function shall provide the capability to
initialize target vehicle state vector from one of the fol-
lowing options:
. based on pre-mission values,
based on ground uplink data,
based onlast value in previous rendezvous navigation
phase (predicted to current time), or
set to orbiter state value at.current time.
E	 The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal func-
tion shall also be capable of initializing the target -,po-
a
sition/velocity covariance matrix based on pre-stored UV4!
data. The first actionof the sequencer upon occurence of
event 64 is to cancel operation of the onorbit`'navigation
principal function. The following initialization sequence
3
shall then be performed:
3.2.1
	
	 initialize target state & covariance matrix
(perform steps ,3.1.3 through 3.1.7, above)
3.2.2 - set a flag indicating the non-usage of IMU
data in the navigation and user state pro-
pagation.subfunctions for orbiter)
USE
—
IM
—
DATA = OFF
4,1.1-27
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3.2.3 - (perform steps 3.1.10 through 3.1.13, above)
After completion of thisinitialization, the capability shall
be prov i ueG for sequencing the rendezvous navigation pi , i nci -
pal function at the designated repetition rate (DT REND NAV)
for the rendezvous coast navigation phase.
If the rendezvous coast navigation phase is begun by
entry into MM 211 from MM 212 (event 78), he.onorbit/rendez
vous navigation sequencer principal function shall provide
the capability to cancel operation of the rendezvous naviga-
tion principal function. The following initialization is
required, once this cancellation has been accomplished
3.3.1 - ,set a flag indicating the non-usage of IMU
data in the navigation and user state propagation subfunctions
(for orbiter) .
USE IMU DATA = OFF
3.3.1	 (perform steps 3.1.10 through 3.1.13, above)
-	 a
After completion of this initialization, the capability
shall be provided for sequencing the rendezvous navigation
principal function at the designated repetition rate
(DT REND NAV) for the rendezvous coast navigation phase.
4. Rendezvous Powered Flight Navigation Phase This
phase shall use the rendezvous navigation principal function,
and shall be active during MM 212, only, and shall begin
upon the occurrence of event 58 (OMS ignition minus y seconds).
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The onorbit/ rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function will first canceloperation of the rendezvous
navigation principal function (the REND NAB ►
 FLAG gill be
in the ON configuration during this navigation phase)	 The
only initialization required is to set a flag indicating
the use of the powered flight,integration scheme for
orbiter state propagation
PWRD FLT NAV - ON
After completion of this initialization, the capabili ty
shall be provided for sequencing the rendezvous naviga-
tion principal fiinction at tha designated repet-ition rate
(DT REND PWRD FLT) for the rendezvous powered flight na-
vigation phase.
5. TPF Stationkeeping Navigation Phase - This phase
I
i	 shall use the rendezvous navigation principal 'function andi
shall be active during operation of major mode 213. The TPF
stationkeeping navigation phase shall begi n in one of -the
following ways:
Entry to MM 213 from MM 201 (event 66),	 -
Entry into MM 213 from MM 212 (event 79), or
e
. Entry into MM 213 from MM 211 (event 82)
If the TPF statonkeeping navigation phase is begun by
entry into MM 213 from MM 201 (event 66), the onorbit/rendez-
vous navigation sequencer principal function shall provide the
capability to, first, cancel operation of the onorbit naviga-
tion principal function. The following initializati on is
4.1.1129;
Irequired once this cancellation has been accomplished:
5.1.1 - initialize target state and covariance matrix
(perform steps 3.1.3 through 3.1.7, above)
5.1.2 - set a flag indicating the usage of the powered
flight navigation state propagation algorithm
for orbiter position/velocity advancement.
PWRD FLT NAV = ON
5.1.3 - set a flag indicating that rendezvous external
measurement data incorporation may occur in this
navigation phase
USE 14EAS DATA = ON
5.1.4 - set a flag indicating that a-target state vector
has been initialized`
TARG VEC AVAIL ON
After completion of the above initialization, the capability
shall be provided for sequencing the rendezvous navigation
i
principal function at the designated repetition rate (DT REND
TPF NAV) for the TPF stationkeeping navigation phase.
If the TPF stationkeeping navigation phase is begun by
entry into MM 213 from MM 213 (event 79), or by entry into	 j
MM 213 from MM 211 (event 8.2), the onorbit/rendezvous naviga-
tion sequencer principal function shall provide the capability
to, first, cancel operation of the rendezvous navigation prin-
cipal function
	 The following -ini-ti al i zati on shall then be
4.1.1 30
performed:
	
5.2.1	 set a flag indicating the usage of the powered
flight navigation state propagation algorithm
for orbiter position/velocity advancement
PWRD FLT NAV = ON
	
5.2.2	 set a flag indicating that rendezvous external
measurements data incorporation may occur in
-this navigation phase
USE MEAS DATA ON
i	5,2.3	 set a flag indicating that a target state
a	 ;vector is available for future initialization
if re-enter a rendezvous related navigation
phase
TARG VEC AVAIL = ON
After completion of the above initialization, the capability
shall be provided for sequencing the rendezvous navigation
principal function at the designated repetition rate (DT REND
TPF NAV) for the TPF stationkeeping navigation phase.
5. Non-Phase-Related Requirements - In addition to the
above requirements, which have been described on the basis of
entrance into one of the five orbital navigation phases, there
are three other categories of requirements to which the onorbit
rendezvous navigation sequencer principal function shell comply;
.- inhibiting of external measurement data incorporation
prior to an OMS burn, ---
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. data to be saved in preparation for computer memory
load transitions, and
. navigation data required to be saved via CHECKPOINT
_ specialist function (and requirements as to the
Y	 storage frequency of such data sets).
6.1 Inhibiting of External Data Processing:
The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal`
function shall provide the capability of setting a flag
USE MEAS DATA OFF
which will be tested by the rendezvous navigation principal
function for the purpose of inhibiting processing of external
measurement data just prior to an OMS burn (ignition minus X
seconds, event TBD).. This flag setting shall occur indepen-
dently of the entrance into the'onorbit or rendezvous powered
flight navigation phases, which occur at OMS ignition minus Y
seconds (event 68)
6.2	 Memory Transition Data Save: j
The onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function shall provide the capability to save off (in-pro-
tected memory locations) certain data sets for transmission
accross a memory transition, from one operational sequence to
another. The following three cases require such storage:
transition from MM 201 (ops-2) to GN&C ops-8 (event 60B),
transition from MM 201 (ops-2) to ops-3'(event E1), or,t
transition from GN&C ops•-8 to MM 201 (ops-2), event 60A.
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IPrior to termination of ops-2 or ops-8, for the above three
cases the following variables shall be saved off
R FILT INIT _ R FILT
V FILT INIT V FILT
V LAST FILT INIT = V LAST FILT
E INIT	 E	 for I	 l to 6, J= 1 to 6
Although the variable names with the'" INIT° have been desig -
nated as unique variables, this may not be required if the
same physical core location can be used for R FILT (for
example) in each memory load. The "
—
INIT" notation has been
used for visibility purposes, only.
6.3 - CHECKPOINT Data:,-
Although the VU (Vehcile Utilities) FSSR shall specify
i
detailed requirements.for storage and retrieval of GN&C'data
n'associa^icn with the CHECKPOINT specialist function, the
onorbit%rendezvous navigation sequencer principal function
shall be capable of initializing the onorbit navigation prin-
cipal function from such data sets. A detailed list of all
I
data required to be stored for purposes of re-ini'tializing
1
1
the navigation system is provided in section 4.8 of this FSSR.
The fol"lowin additional requirements are to be provided:9	 q	 P 
. CHECKPOINT data sets shall be stored (via -the CHECKPOINT
specialist function) periodically, at a TBD rate
. CHECKPOINT data sets shall also be stored as soon as
possible after each burn, and as soon as possible
after each ;grour cd-irpdate (of orbiter state vector)
4.1.1-33
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DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
flat 'indicating 	 (ON) the TARG VEC AVAIL.. * D _ ON/OFF _ As rqd
ava ilabl ity of a target
vehicle state vector and
t me•tag,for reinitiali-
nation purposes
target position vector R'TU * V DP ft As rqd
(h150)
target velocity vector V,TV * V DP ft/secAs rqd
^•' .	 (M50) a
t
w
time tag of target T TV * F DP sec As rqd
vehicle state vector
_
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE	 -----
RATE	 1
orbiter position vector R FILT INI T * V DP - ft -s rqd
(1450) saved across memory
transition
orbi ter velocity vector V TILT INIT * V DP - ft/sec As rqd
(M50) saved across mem-
ory;transition
total accumulated IMU ^ V LAST FILT * V DP - ( 1 t/sec As rqd
-^	 sensed velocity saved INIT
--'	 across memory tran-
— 	 sition (M50}
time tag of navigation T_LAST FILT_ * F. DP - sec s rqd
initialization data INI1
saved across memory 9
transition
posit.-Ion/velocity	 (6 x 6) E INIT * M DP - vary As rqd
orbiter covariance matrix
IM50) saved across memory
trans i tion	 R
iTABLE 4.1.1-4 - (Continued), ONORBIT /RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SEQUENCER INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
time tag of current T CURRENT FILT * F DP sec As rqd
filter state vector
orbiter position vector R'CHECK PT * V DP ft As rqd
t	 (M50) saved via. CHECKPOINT
specialist function
orbiter velocity vector V CHECK PT * V DP ft/se As rqd
(M5'O) saved via CHECK-
POINT specialist func-
:.	 ti on
r
.r W
time taq of orbiter T CHECK PT * F DP sec As rqd
state vector saved via
CHECKPOINT specialist
function
sequencing time inter- DT_ONORBIT F DP sec As rqd
Val for onorbit navi- NA'J
gation during onorbit
coast phase
'	 sequencing time inter- DT REND NAV ** F DP _ sec As rqd
vas for rendezvous na-
vigation during rendez-
vous coast phase
ONORBITIRENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SEQUENCER PRINCIPAL FUNCTION INPUT 'LIST
** PRE-MISSION LOAD
iDESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION- RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
sequencing time inter- DT ONORBIT PWRD_ ** F DP _ sec As rad
val for onorhit navi- FLT
Baton during onorot
powered 'flight phase,
sequencing tine inter- DT REND"PWRD ** F DP
—
sec As rqd
val`for rendezvous na- FLT
vigation during rendez-
vous powered flight
phase C
.	 DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
sequencing time inter- DT REND TPF ** E DP sec As rqd
vat for rendezvous na- NAV
gation during TPF sta- —v --
tion'keeping phase
vector (6 ,x 1 11  standard SIG UVW ** V DP _ vary As rqd
deviat;ons (UVW) for OPS 2
orbiter position/ve-
locity covariance initi-
alization
= 	 ;lector (7 x 1) corre- COV COR ** V DP _ _ As rqd
lation coefficients OPS 2
.	
associated with the UVUJ
standard deviations SIG
UVW OPS 2, used for orbi-
ter position /velocity
-
covariance initialization ------
1
vector (6' x 11' of Stan- SIG TV UVbJ ** V DP _ vary As rqd	 a
dard devi-ations	 (UV14) — — —'
for target vehicle po-
Stion/velocity co-.
variance initializa-
tion 111)
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE 'RECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
vector 7 x 1 ` `corre-(	 ^ COV COR OPS 2 ** V DP As rqdq
lation coefficients —Y--
assoc iated with the
UVW standard deviations
SIG UVW OPS 2, used for
orbiter position/velocity
covariance initialization
vector (6 x 1) of stan- SIG TV UVW ** V DP vary As rqd
Bard ,deviations	 (UVW) - — —
_
for target vehicle po- i
sitionjveiocity co-
variance initialization'
vector (7 - x 1) of corre ,- COV COR TV ** V DP As rqd
lation coefficients
associated with the UVW i
standard deviations SIG !
TV UV'r,  used for tar-get-position/
velocity co-
variance initialization
flag indicating degree GM DEG ** I S 1-8 _
j
As rqd
of gravitational po-
tentia l model
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNIT SAMPLE
RATE
flag indicating order GM ORD ** I S 0-8 As rqd
of gravitational po-
_
tential model
integration step-size PREC_STEP' ** F DP sec As rqd
for precision state
_
prediction
Earth gravitational EARTH MU ** F DP ft3/ As rqd
constant sec•
w^ 	 flag which aci:i vates (5) DRAG MODE ** I` S 0-1 As rqd
or de-activates _(0) the NA`J
_
drag acceleration model
flag which activates	 (1) VENT MODE ** I S 0-1 _ As rqd
or de-activates (G) the NAV
venting & RCS uncoupled
thrusting models
2
vector (3 x 1) of un- COV ACCEL k* V DP ft / As rqd
irodeied'accel'eration BODY INIT
_
sec
bias error variances
(body coord. system)
BESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE U14IT SAMPLE
RATE
angle to earth's at- MAX DENS ANGLE ** F DP rad As rqd
rrrosp'heric bulge	 (Rus- -
_
!
sian>> density model)
angle to reference MIN DENS ANGLE ** F DP
_
rad As rqd
point in atmosphere
(Russian density
model)
(see sect on 4.8.1- (acceleration **
_ As rqd
Load Requ raments)' model and predict-
_ _
or constants)
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OJTpUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANG UNITS COMPUTATION
RATE
	 ---
signal	 to CSC i ndi ca- OPS 2. OR 8 Signal As rqd
ting	 (COMPLETE)	 ini-- INITfAME
r _
i
ti a`(i zat i on of user COMPLETE ------
parameter state propa-
caflion quantities is
complete
orbiter position vec- `	 R FILT
_
V DP _ ft As rqd
n	 0150}or ;
-{-
_.	 orbiter velocity vec- I V FILT * V DP' _ ft/sec As rqd
for 0450} —
,^,
2
total accumulated IMU IV LAST * V DP ft/sec As rqd
sensed velocity (M50)
_H I T _
-
time tag of V_USST FILT, LAST FILT * S DP sec As rqd
of fi lter
   state at
IT	
i
_
last: navigation cycl e
filter covariance matrix E * M DP _ ary As rqd
max.' dimension is
	 (19 x 19
,
O
ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SEQUENCERPRINCIPAL FUNCTION OUTPUT LIST
r
TABLE 4.1.1-5 - (Continued) ONORBIT/ RENDEZVOUS.NAVIGATION SEQUENCER OUTPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL	 ^J
OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COh1PUTATICN
RAT E
flag indica+.i'ng ; ,rhether- * D _ ODJ/OFF _ As rqd
rendezvous navigation
REND NAU_FLAG
active (0'I) or onorbit
navigation active (OFF)
flag indicating use of PVJRD FLT NAV * D- _ ON/OFF _ As rqr
;jowered f 1 i ght propa- -
ga er (ON) or coasting
'light propagator (OFF)
square root of earth SQP._EMU * F DP _ sec3 As rqdgra.vita t i onal constant
ft(EARTiJ J U)
cosine of MIN
	
DENS C MN AN
i
* F DP _ _ As rqd
A;;+ELF (Russian Density
mcdel)
sine of MIN	 DENS ANGLE S MN AN * F DP _ As rqd
(P,us ian density model)
cosine of MAX DE14S ANGLE C MX AN * F DP
— —
As rqd
(^ussian densi tv 6o-del) — —
ONORBIT/RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SEQUENCER PRINCIPAL FUNCTION OUTPUT LIST
wDESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURC E TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS CO;;PUTATION
	 j
RATE
sine of MAX DENS ANGLE	 ^ S-MX AN	 ^ * F DP _ As rqd
'Russian den-sity noaei) — --v—
vector of total orbiter TOT ACC * V DP ft As rqd
"	 accel eration (M50)
^^C 
2
vector (3 x 1) of un- VENT THRUST_K T V OP _ ft As rqd
modeled acceleration 1 !
_r 2
bias errors (body cooed. i sec
sys te,'m) i
flag indicating the use USE MEAS DATA * D _ ON/OFF _ As rqd	 s
`	 (ON'), or non-use	 (OFF) of
wM	
external measurement data
processing by filter du-
ring burn & burn tar=
geting '
target vehicle position R_TV * V DP It As rqd
vector (M50) i
target vehicl e velocity V TV * V DP
_ ,
ft/sec As rqd
vector (M50)
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATICN
RATE
target vehicle G TV * V	 DP _ ft As rqd
foul acceleration 5 2 -Y
vector (1150) sic
vector (4 x l) of sensor	 t ;'" ACCEPT * V	 S
_
_ As rqd
m ane-accept counters (INTEGER)
(one per sensor)
°s	 vector (4 x 1) of sensor N REJECT *. V	 S _ _ As rqd
r;.ark-reject` counters (INTEGER)
A	 (one per sensor)N CI
vector (4 x 1) of number SEQ ACCEPT * V	 S _ _ As rqd
of sequential mares of q (INTEGER)
particular type rejected
vector (4 x 1) of number SEQ REJECT * V	 S _ _ As rqd
of sequential marks of ( INTEGER)
particular type rejected
flag indicating usage (ON) USE IMU DATA
—
* D	 _ ON/OFF As rqd
or non-usage (OFF) of -IMU
data -in orbiter naviga t ion ^
state propagation and user a f..
parameter state propagation
i
TABLE 6­ 1.1-5 (continued) ONO SIT/TIETIDEZVOUS NAVIGATION SEQUENCER OUTPUT LIST
DESCRIPT11ON
	 SYMBOL	 OUTPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS
orbiter position vector'' 	 i RR RESET * •V DP ft As rqd
7150) used to reset user
parameter state propagator —
orbiter velocity vector
	
V RESET * `J°
i
1	 DP _ ft/sec As rqd
0150) used to reset user
parameter state propagator
total accumulated _TMU sensed V.IMU' RESET * V DP. ft/sec As regd:
velocity (?450) usee to reset T_
r,	 paramacer state propagator
time tag of parameters 	 T RESET * F DP sec As rqd
-	 used to reset the :user
parameter state propagator
at each navigation cyclo
----,.
completion
flag indicating (0) to the rILT_UPDATE * V DP ON/OFF _ As rqd
;user Parameter state propa-
ga ttr to reset to naviga-
tion data
target vehicle position	 1R TV_RESET * D _ ON/OFF As rqd
vector (1450) used to	 1-
reset user parameter
state prop gator. s
onorbit%rendezvous navigation sequencer principal function output list
DESCRIPTION }	 SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE 'PRECISION RANG UNITS _-COMIPU TAT ION	 ---^
RATE
tamet l; ehi cl e vel ocity V TV RESET * > V DP ft/sec As rqd
vecto	 (ii ^0)	 used t0	 j
reset user,	 parame ter
	! E
state propagator.
.
orbiter position vector R FILT INIT * V DP ft As rqd
(',50	 stored for Iran=
s iti'on to ops--3 ar ops-$
orbi t*er• velocity vector V FILT  INIT ! *' V	 . DP • : ft/sec As rqd
(#,) stored for tran-
_
s ition to ops-3 or ops-8
Co
total accumulated IMU V LAST FLT * ^	 V DP /secIft As rqd
sensed velocity stored ' INIT
_
t.	 ;or transi cio;i to ops--3
or ops-8
	
-
^' i
time tag of -V LAST TILT T LAST FILT * F DP _ sec As rqd
INIT, stored for Iran- -
sition to ops-3 or ops-8
s	 a
(6 x 6) dimensional	 filter E INIT * M DP vary As rqd
covariance matrix of orbi-
ter position/velocity,
stored for transition to
ops-3 or ops i.

14.1.2	 On-Orbit/Rendezvous User Parameter Processing Sequencer
This principal	 function will	 provide a capability for initializa-
tion and control of the principal functions and subfunctions as-
sociated with the computations of user parameters during the on-
orbit/rendezvous operational sequence. 	 This sequencer will provide
initialization and control of the on- orbit user parameter state
propagation subfunction and those user parameter processing princi-
pal functions used for this operational sequence.
Events to be used as cues by the sequencer for performing the
required initialization and sequencing are defined in the Level ii
GN&C CPDS.	 The particular events and a sun-nary of the associated
user parameter actions pertaining to this user parameter sequencer
are 'given in Table 4.1.2-1.
A.
	
Detailed Requirements. 	 The on-orbit/rendezvous user,
	
parameter
processing sequencer will be initiated upon the occurrence of any
of the following events:
1	 Major mode transition from 106 to 201
1
2.	 Transition from OPS--8 to major mode 201
3.	 Major mode transition from 301 to 201
4.	 Major mode transition -from- 106 to_ 211
5:	 Transition from OPS-OO to Major Made 201
This sequencer shall be terminated upon the transition from ops-•2 to
ops-3, ops-8, or ops-00.
i
4,1.2-1
TABLE 4.1.2-1 - ONURGIT /RENDEZVOUS USER PARAMETER PROCESSING SEQUENCER EVENTS	 i
IEVENT NO. _	 EVENT NAME/DESCRIPTION ACTION TAKEN BY SEQUENCER INRESPONSE TO EVENT
60 or 74 1	 Transition from OPS-1 to OPS-2 Initiate cyclic execution of onorbit. user para-
meter state propagation and onorbit user para-
meter calculations at a repetition gate of 0.5
Hertz.
61 Transition from 301 to 201 Same as event 60 action.
84 l'	 transition from OPS-00 to 201 aSame.as event 60 action.
60A Transition from OPS-O to 201' initiate cyclic execution of onorbit user para-
meter calculations at a repetition rate of 0.5
Hertz.
73 or 80 Transition from 202 or 213 to 2.01 Same as event 60A action.
t
7R' Transition from 212 to 211 Same as event 60A action.
w
76 or 02 Transition from 211 to 212 or 213 Cancel onorbit user parameter calculations
module.
X66 or 67 Transition from 201 to 202 or 213 Same as event 76 action.
i69 Initiate guidance Cancel onorbit user parameter state propagation.
{ Reschedule cyclic processing of onorbit user
parameter state pro-pagation at a repetition
rate of 0.5 Hertz.
The following paragraphs specify the detailed requirements that
were summarized in table 4.1.2-1. These requirements specify,
for each of the event cues to be utilized by the sequencer, the
actions that the sequencer is to initiate
Transition from OPS-1 to OPS-2	 Upon receipt of a signal
SIGNAL: OPS 2 INITIALIZATION COfY1PLE7£
cyclic execution of the onorbit/rendezvous user parameter state
propagator shall commence at a repetition rate of 0.5 Hertz. The
signal is the cue that the necessary initialization of certain
state parameters has been accomplished within the onorbit/rendez-
vous navigation sequencer (section 4.1.1). Cyclic processing of
the_onorbit user parameter calculations shall commence at a repe-
tition rate of 0.5 Hertz.
i
-	 Transition from OPS-•3 to OPS-2	 Same as above
3
1
Transiti on from OPS-00 to OPS-2	 Same as above.
i
Transition from OPS-8 to OPS-2 - Based upon this cue, cyclic pro-
cessing of the onorbit user parameter calculations shall commence
at a repetition rate of 0.5 Hertz.
Transition from 202 -(maneuver execute) or 213 (TPF/stationkeeping)
to 201 (orbit coast). - Same as above.
Transition from 212 (maneuver execute) to 211 (reridezyois navigation),
Same as above
4.1.2.3
t
',	
^ ^	 •,; ^ fir:
Transition from 201 to OPS-8. - Based upon this cue, cyclic pro-
cessing of the onorbit user parameter calculations shall be
cancelled.
Transition from 201 to 202 or 213. - Same as above.
Transition from 211 to 212 or 213. - Same as above.
Initiate guidance	 Based upon this cue, the current scheduling
of onorbit user parameter propagation is to be cancelled. Cyclic
processing of onorbit user parameter processing is to be resched
uled at a repetition rate of 0.5 Hertz beginning with this event.
B. Interface requirements. The input i i st for this principal
function i s presented in Table 4.1.2-2 y
C. Processing requirements. None.
I
D. Constraints. None
i
E. Supplementaltal information. The purpose of cancelling and re -
scheduling the onorbit user 'parameter propagator upon the initiate
guidance signal is to get the execution of this module in "sync"
with the execution of onorbit guidance which is to be initiated 	 9
at-this-time. This cancelling and rescheduling is to be done
"y" seconds prior to OMS ignition such that a subsequent user state
update will occur, as nearly as possible, at the time of ignition.
{	 A suggested implementation of the onorbit/rendezvous UPP sequencer
in`the form of detailed flo ra charts is shown in Appendix D, flow
chart ONORB T REND UPP_SEQ.
r	
_
4„1.2
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TABLE 4.1.2-2: ONORBIT/P.ENDEZVOUS USER.PARAMETER PROCESSING PRINCIPAL FUNCTION INPUT LIST
LEVEL B' DESCRIPTION! _LEVEL''C INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
MNEXONIC SYMBOL r RATE/sec
TBD	 { Transition to MM 201 from Event 60 MSC BIT OFF ON ^ 25
' MM 106 event
Transition to MR 201 from Event 60A tl ^, ^ II
OPS-8 event
^d i^). Transition to MM 201 from Event 61
©o Mai 301	 event r.
IV	
} Transition to MM 213 from Event 66
I MM201	 event
r
L	
lJ. Trans it ion  
^
  to MM 202 from Event 67 11 11 tl
y 0201 event 1
f Guidance initiate event Event 69 ' II II 1,
Transition to MM201 from Event 73
MM 202 event
Transition to MM 211 from Event 74 II I. I. II
;'IM106 event
!Transition to MM 212 from Event 76 l II ,1
MR 211 event
I Trans ition to MM 211 from Event 74 11 II 1. ,t
MM 212 event
y Transition to MM 201 from Event 80 ►	 it II 11 II
I Mir 213 event
Transition to MM 213 from Event 82
,M 21
	 event
^	
1
Transition to MM 201 from Event 84 'I 1. II 11
OPS-00 event
INav initialization OPS-2- Onorbit/ SIGNAL OFF ON
lComplete signal Initialize Rend signal
Complete NAV SE0
I
t4.2 SUBFUNCTIONS COMMON TO SEVERAL NAVIGATION FUNCTIONS
This section documents detailed requirements for subfunctions
identified as being common to two or more navigation principal
functions or their major subfunctions. The detailed require-
ments specified here will be referenced from the sections to
	 -^
which they are common and, when referenced, may be regarded as
inserts to paragraph A - Detailed requirements - in these
sections.
a
4.2.1	 State Propagation
,j	 This subfunction will	 per-form a number of tasks related to
propagation of the orbiter and target state vectors. 	 The
task of reading (snapping) the IMU's is performed when the
'	 total accumulated sensed velocity is required to account
..
for nongravitational accelerations during integration of
the orbiter equations of motion. 	 The appropriate modeled
nongravitational	 accelerations (drag, venting, uncoupled
thrusting) are computed in those circumstances in which
I14U accumulated sensed velocity is not used.	 The orbiter
equations of motion are integrated with the use of either a
super-g algorithm designed primarily for powered-flight
phases	 (i.e., those phases in-which appreciable nongrav-
j
itational	 accelerations are experienced), or a precision
l	 propagation algorithm designed specifically for coasting-
,
flight phases.	 The target state vector is always propagated
I	 by use of the precision propagation algorithm. 	 The task of
propagation of sensor biases is performed in those naviga-
tion phases in which the corresponding sensor buses are
being estimated by the filter.
r 3
f
'. 4.2.1-1
4.2.1.1
	 IMU Data Strap
The IMU data snap.task will provide the capability to obtain
the orbiter IMU-sensed accumulated velocities, expressed in
M50 coordinates, along with their associated GMT time tag.
These data will be stored for , use *in the state propagation 	 -►
subfunction. Data from one good I14U are required as indicated
in the following example:
SNAP IMU (V CURRENT FILT, T CURRENT FILT)
These data are obtained from the IMU RM.
The SNAP statement above implies the assignment of current
values to the variable names shown in parentheses.
3
4.2.1-2	
___ _
4.2.1.2 Acceleration Models
During orbital operations gravitational, drag, venting and uncoupled
RCS thrusting acceleration models shall be available for state
prediction or propagation. These models are to be used in the
orbiter state propagation whenever the IU-sensed accelerations	 .^
are below a given threshold level. Propagation or prediction of
the target vehicle's state shall use the gravitational and drag
models
i
The currently functioning propagator and a predictor may need
different models at the same time. It is therefore necessary that
the execution of the acceleration calculations be protected from
interruption by other users.
For the computation of the accelerations due to the Earth's gravity,
options shall be.provided to include terms derived from various
degree and order gravitational potential models. Input flags-GMD
and GMO shall be set by the user to specify, respectively, the degree
and order, of the;gravitationa1 potent'ia model to be used. Similarly,
an input flag, DM, shall be set by the user to indicate whether
or not to model drag. Venting acceleration models shall be
included to take into account those situations when venting of
predictable magnitude, direction, and duration occurs. These models
shall include the ef=fects of any residual unbalance t7 the operation
of the RCS thr•ustcrs; an input flag, VM, shall be set by the user to
control operation of this task.
fFor the drag, venting, and uncoupled thrusting acceleration com-
putations, it may be necessary to know the vehicle's attitude.
Attitude a;fcts the inertial direction of the acceleration due
to venting and determines the cross-sectional area of the vehcle
normal to the velocity vector relative to the ambient air for
atmospheric drag. ,Another user defined flag, ATM, shall be used
to control the options available in this attitude calculation, as
described later in this section and in section 4.2.1.2.2.
The acceleration function shall be called by the user with values
of GMD, GMO, DM, VM, ATM, R, V, and T, where R and V are the
position and velocity vectors of the vehicle in an M50 coordinate
system and T is the time tag associated with both of these vectors.
,
It shall then initialize various perturbing acceleration vectors,
G 0.
D=O.
RCS = 0.
VENT	 0.
and-obtain the transformation matrix from Earth-fixed to M50
coordinates in order to find the Earth-fixed positiono  vector,^ and
the corresponding unit vector:
FIFTY = EARTH FIXED TO M50 COORD(T)
R EF = FIFTY? R
R_INi!=I.1IR
UR µ R INV R EF
	^1
There is no need to calculate the acceiieration vector due to the
Earth's gravitational attraction as a point mass; that task is
i	 performed di,•ectly by the predictors and the propagators. T:re a
on-orbit acceleration function determines only perturbing acceler-
ations. This being the case, the disturbing acceleration G due to
f
the Earth ' s non -spherical shape.shall be calculated ( see section
4.2.1.2.1).
The flags that control the use of drag, venting, and uncoupled 	 -
RCS thrusting shall then be-tested. If all are equal to zero,
the vector G already contains all the accelerations required. If,
however, one or more of these flags has a
.
 nonzero value, more
calculations shall be.needed.
If DM = 1, a.drag acceleration vector D shall be determined. If
VM = 1, a vector that accounts for venting and uncoupled thrusting
accelerations, VENT, must be obtained. In either one of the latter
two cases, or if both flags have value 1 it may be necessary 4L-.o
determine the attitude matrix of the orbiter. There are circum-
stances, namely if the acceleration ve :tor to be found is that of
the target vehi cle , or if the acceleration of the orbiter is required
for a simplified state prediction used by guidance, in which the
attitude matrix is not needed. The ATM flag shall he assigned
values that specify whether or not *the attitude matrix is requiredi
(see section 4.2.1.2.2). If the 'matrix is needed, the flag ATM shall
4.2_.1. -5
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f
determine how it is to be calculated, depending on whether it is
to be used for propagation or prediction purposes.
In brief, the values of the flag ATM are explained in the following
table:
VEHICLE FUNCTION
ATTITUDE ATM FLAG
MATRIX NEEDED SETTING
Propagation Yes 0
Orbiter Prediction
Simp'iifierl
Yes 1
prediction No 2
(for guidance)
Target All functions No 3
Other target
vehicles	 (if All functions No >3
required)
9
Y
The attitude matrix calculation, if needed shall occur prior to
the calculation of the acceleration vectors due to drag or
venting, and shall be done as -follows.
For0=(ATMationr py	, the current selected body to M50P	 i 9	 t	 )
rotation matrix, available from the attitude processing principal
func-t ion is required:
M = M M50BOVT
1
tj	 -
d
F.
f
f
For prediction (ATM = 1), data from the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th
rows of a prestored attitude table (ATT ARRAY) are to be used to
construct the body to M50 rotation matrix. This rotation matrix
shall be constructed in two steps. The first step shall use the
Euler angles for the time period containing the given time T,
obtained from the 3rd, 4th, and 5th rotes of ATT ARRAY, to construct
the body to attitude mode matrix (also denoted M), valid at the
beginning of the time period (i.e., T INITIAL):
r1
	
0 C1 	 C3 S1	 "S3 S2
-S3 C2 Sl-+S3 C2 C1
------- --+------
	
-S3 Ci
	
;-S3 Si
	 ;C3 S2
	
M =
	 -C3 C2	 S111+0 C2	 Cl
	
S2 S1	 ;-S2 C1
	 ; C2
where Sl, S2, and S3 represent the sines of the Euler angles and
Cl, C2, and C3 represent the cosines of the Euler angles. This
matrix will be a transformation from body to M50 if the attitude
mode is an inertial hold, and from body to UVW if the attitude
mode is'a local- vertical, local- horizontal. Information about the
various attitude holds, in the -form of settings of a flag called
ATT FLAG, are stored in the second row of the ATT ARRAY table.
Attitude Profile Constants in section 4.8 contains the details of
the table lookup.
The second step multiplies the body to attitude mode matrix by
i
an attitude mode to M50 matrix, as appropriate. This attitude
mode to 1,150 matrix and the required body to M50 -rotation matrix
4.2.1.-•7
_7
t
t
I
shall be.determined as follows: If an inertial hold occurs during
the time period (ATT FLAG = 1) the matrix M is, in fact, the
d
required body to M50 rotation matrix. If an inert a1 ho ld with
rate occurs _during the time period (ATT
—
FLAG	 2), the matrix M
i
must only be updated from time T INITIAL to time T since it already„
transforms from body to M50. This shall be accomplished with use
of the theory of quaternions as follows:
F
1. Transform the unit vector in the eigen-axis direction (in
body coordinates), obtained from the ATT ARRAY, into M50:
l	
--
ATT ARRAY
EV	 M	 ATT ARRAY61J-1
ATT ARRAYg9J-1
2. Calculate,-the quaternion required to transform the matrix Mfrom
4
time T INITIAL to time T:
SQ = COS(HANG)
VQ	 SIN(HANG) EV
where
HANG = -.5 ATT 
ARRAY9,J-1 (T-T —INITIAL)
is the _angular displacement in radians about the eigen-axis
	 9
from T, INITIAL to T. i
3. Calculate the required body to M50 rotation matrix:
M = [2. S42	1.) -ID MATRIX_3X3 -+- 2. VQ VQ
+ 2. SQ M TEMP] M
where
T	
^	 i
is the skew-symmetric body axis rotation rate matrix. If a
local-vertical, local-horizontal hold occurs during the time
period (ATT FLAG = 3 or 4) the matrix M, which transforms
from body to UVW, must be multiplied by a UVW to M50 transformation
matrix in order to produce the required rotation matrix:
M = M UVW TO M50(R, V)
Another prerequisite to the calculation,of either drag or venting-
accelerations is the knowledge of the right ascension and declination
of the Sun. For venting accelerations this is needed in the
"inertial with rate" (or "barbecue") attitude mode (see section
4.2.1.2.3); for drag accelerations, it is used in the computation
of the atmospheric density (see section 4.2.1.2,2). The solar
coordinates shall be obtained by means of a call to the module
9
SOLAR EPHEM, described in section 4.5.3.1.
When the vectors G, D, and 'VENT have been obtained, the total
modeled perturbing acceleration vector shall be found:
ACCEL PERT ONORBIT = G + D + VENT
The following paragraphs (4:2.1.2.1, 4.2.1:.2.2, and 4..2.1.2.3)
contain the de tailed requirements for the calculation of these
vectors - C, D, and VENT. Interface and processing requirements,
constraints; and supplemontary information for all these tasks are 	 .l
4.2.1_g
Lto be found in the descriptions of those principal functions that
use them.
A suggested implementation in the form of a detailed flow chart
may be found in appendix B. The various codes referenced in that
4.2.1.2.1 Gravity
The gravitational attraction due to the Earth's non-sphericity
shall be modeled by using S. Pines' uniform formulation of the
spherical harmonics dev,0d^ir^rent. This code shall be exercised
only if the flag GMD is ml t equal to zero.
The following variables are to be set up to serve as starting
values for the recursion relations used in the Pines formulation:
AUXILIARY = 0<
RO ZERO = EARTH RADIUS GRAV R INV
RO N RO ZERO EARTH MU R INV2
Al 2 - 3. UR3-
A2,2 - 3.
L = 1
A is a two-column array used fortemporary storage of the Legendre
polynomials and the derived Legendre functions (which are latitude-
dependent terms), and RO N is the distance-related term.
AUXILIARY is an intermediate scalar variable.
The recursive calculations shall then proceed, using as many 	 {
components of the one-column arrays , ZETA REAL and ZETA IMAG as
required to account for the effects. of the tesseral harmonics.
ZETA REAL and ZETA IMAG are the only terms that depend on the
vehicle's longitude.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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Do for I = 1 to GMO:
f
	
	
ZETA REAL 
1+1 
=.UR 1 ZETA—REAL 
Y- 
UR2 ZETA IMAGI
ZETA IMAGj 1 = UR 1 ZETA IMAGI + UR2 ZETA IMAG
ZETA REAL and ZETA IMAG needed as starting values for this
recursive calculation, are constants described in section 4.8.
The derived Legendre functions shall then be obtained by means of
recursion formulas, multiplied by the appropriate combinations of
tesseral harmonics (the Legendre polynomials shall be multiplied
by the zonal harmonics coefficients) and stored as certain
auxiliary variables Fl, F2, F3, and F4.
Do for N = 2 to GMD the following steps (l through 5);
1	
AN+l,1	
0.
AN+ 1 ,2	 (2. N + 1.) AN,2
AN ^^	 ANy2
AN, 2 ` UR3 AN4-1,2
K = 2
2. Do for J ` = 2 to N:
AN-J+1,1	 AN--J-t•1, 2
AN-J+1,2 _ (UR3 AN-J+2,2	 AN-J+2,l
)/K
	a
K=K+}
o	
,,
43.	 Fl = 0.
F2 =0.
F3 = -A,	 ZONALN
F4 = -A1,2 ZONALN
(These account for the zonal harmonics contributions.)
4.	 If -L-he maximum order, of tesserals wanted has not been attained
(i.e.,
if N < GMO), do for Nl = 1 to N:
F1 = F1 
+ N1 ANl,1 ( C L ZETA REALM + SL ZETA_IMAGNO
F2 = F2 + Nl A(S	 ZETA REAL	 - C
	
ZETA IMAG	 )N1,1	 L	 Nl	 L	 —	 N1
DNM = C^ ZETA REALM+i + SL ZETA_IMAGNI ► 1
F3 = F3 + DNM A
N1 +1,1
_
F4_ F4+ Wel ANI+1,2
L	 L + 1
(These tare into account the contributions of the tesseral and
sectorial Harmonics. }
5.	 RO-
i
N = RO 
—
N RO 
—
ZERO
G 1 G 1 + RO —N F1
G 2 =G	 +RONF22,	 —
G 3 = G3 + RO N F3
AUXILIARY = AUXILIFlRY + RO N F4
(These equations multiply the sum of the zonal and tesseral
effects by the appropriate distance-related factors, store the
results as the components of the acceleration vector G, and
0
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prepare for final computation by obtaining the intermediate scalar
variable AUXILIARY, which accounts for an additional effect
proportional to the unit radius vector UR. )
Once these calculations have been completed (N = GMD) and stored,
the Earth-fixed acceleration vector shall be obtained and rotated to the
M50 coordinate system.
G = G - AUXILIARY UR
G FIFTY G
This is the grav-it:ational acceleration vector needed for the
equa tions of moti on of Lhe shuttle. The values of GMD and of
GMO may be set: by the user independently. However, it is
necessary that GMO•< GMD. A maximum value of 8 for GMD shall be
used, which will make the array ZONAL have 8 components, the arrays
C and S have 35 components each, ZETA REAL and ZETA ?MAG have 9
each, and A have a maximum dimension of 9 by 2•
1
The terms shown in the Earth's gravity Calculations as C
L
 and SL
are usually represented by 
Cn,m 
and Sn ^ , respectively, but
were renumbered for single subscript utilization; the terms
called ZONAL correspond to J = C
N	 P	 N	 ^1, 0'
The S. tines formulation of the gravitational potential may be
found, in condensed form, in the paper "Uniform Representation
of the Gravitational Potential and it's Derivatives," AIAA Jourr,ial,
0
4.2.1-11a
E
r
vol. 11, no. 11, November 1973. In expanded form, and with an
earlier draft of the computer program herein presented, it may be
found in MDC Report No. W0013, NASA CR 147473, of 9 February 1976,
"Pines' Nonsingular Gravitational Potential. Derivation, Description
and Implementation
{
l
t4.2.1.2.2 Drag
The computation of drag accelerations will vary according to the
values of an input indicator, designated here as DM.
The value D of this acceleration shall be set to zero when the
acceleration function is called.
If DM
	
0, the value of D shall not be changed.
If DM	 1, D shall be computed as
D = -.5 CD AREA RHO IV A V RJVEH MASS
where CD is the vehicle's drag coefficient; VEH MASS is its
mass; V R = V REL (V, R), where V and R are, respectively,
the velocity and position vectors in M50 coordinates V REL is
the function that computes the-relative velocity of the vehicle
with respect to the atmosphere (assuming no wind)
V REL(V,R) = V
	
EARTH RATE (EARTH
.-
POLE x R)
RHO is the density of the Earth's atmosphere; and AREA is a certain
cross-sectional area of the vehicle, a prestored'constant.
The calculations shall be performed in the following order 	 First,
the altitude (needed for the computation of the atmospheric
density, RHO) shall be obtained from the expression
ALT = H ELLIPSOID(P.)
H ELLIPSOID is the function thatcomputes altitude above the reference
ellipsoid.
4.2.1-10
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K2, the factor in the mathematical model of the Earth's atmospheric
density that has to do with the diurnal effects, shall then
be obtained:
SDEC SDEC R_INV R3
CDEC2 = CDEC1 R_INV R2
CDECI = CDECI R INV R1
SGAMI - SIN—SOL—RA C MX AN + COS SOL RA S MX AN
CGAMI COS
—
SOL
—
RA C MX AN - SIN—SOL—RA S MX AN
SGAM2 = SIN SOL RA C MN AN + COS SOL RA S MN AN
CGAM2 = COS SOL RA C MN AN - SIN SOL RA S MN AN
COS PSI I	 SDEC + CGAH'i'CDECi i SGAMI CDEC2
COS PSI 1 = DIURN EFF,5 (1._ + COS PSI 1) CORR,POWER_I
COS PSI 2 = -SDEC + CGAM2 CDECI + SGAM2 CDEC2
COS PSI 2 = DIURN—EFF-6 (I. '+ COS PSI 2) CORR POi{lER_2
K2	 1. + (ALT + DIURN EFF I + DIURN EFF 2 EXP;-[(ALT
+ DIURN EFF 3)/DIURN EFF_4121) (COS PsI._I + COS PSI 2) I
where SDEC and CDECI, COS SOL P.A and SIN SOL RA, respectively the
sine and cosine of the solar declination and the cosine and sine
of the solar right ascension, were previously obtained in the call
to the solar ephemeris subfunrti on .
Two values of DO`l EFF needed for the K3 factor of the atmospheric
density calculation, which has to do with the semiannual effect,'
shall be obtained froma table (see sec. 4.8), and K3 shallbe

jBesides the values of DOY EFF, which are contained in a table,
'	 the values DIURN EFF 1, DIURN EFF 2, DIURN EFF 3 DIURN EFF 43,
DIURN EFF 6, COrRR POWER 1, CORK POWER 2, ANNUAL EFF, RAD_EFF,
MAGN_EFF, NIGHT PROF 1, NIGHT PROF _2 and NIGHT PROF 3 are
constants contained in another table. There exist various tables	 .,.,
of the two types, but only one of each is to reside in the memory
Toed at a time. The tables may be found in section 4.8,
separated into DOY EFF tables and general density tables (for
a
the other variables). The actual pair of tables to be loaded
depends on the values of the solar radiation flux at the time of
the mission.
Once the atmospheric density has been obtained, the velocity
i relative to the atmosphere but expressed in M50 coordinates,
i
shall be found as explained above.
G
After the vector U R has been calculated, the attitude mode flag
ATM shall be tested	 This flag is utilized, in this case, to
incorporate in the drag equation the appropriate values of the
vehicle's mass, area, and dray coefficient. The first three
values of ATM, 0, 1, and 2, refer to calculation of the orbiter's
.	 1
acceleration vector.
If ATM= 0 .or 1, the current mass -of the orbiter and its reference
cross-sectional area shall be used in the equations, but its drag
coefficient shall be calculated as described below, If ATM = 2, the
.	 o
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Tmass and area of the orbiter shall be the same, but the drag
coefficient shall be set to a premission stored reference value.
"his setting is meant for utilization by guidance, for a fast,
simplified state vector prediction. If ATM > 2, the acceleration
vector to be computed is that of the target vehicle. The mass,	 .^
area, and drag coefficient of this vehicle will therefore, be used.
For that purpose, these quantities shall be available as compo-
nents-of 3 vectors REF MASS, REF CD and REF AREA, premission-
stored, of which REF MASS i , REF CDC and REF AREA, pertain to
the orbiter,` and subsequent onesto as many target vehicles as
needed for each particular mission.
The calculation of the orbiter 's drag coefficient in the cases
where ATM has values 0 or 1 ` shall be preceded by 'a table lookup to
obtain the configuration of the orbiter vehicle. The configuration
shall be specified by an integer variable J with values that indicate
the external aspect of the shuttle: for instance, J = 1 for payload
bay doors closed, J = 2 for he same doors open, J = 3 for
manipulator arms extended, J = 4 for payload deployed, etc. The
table lookup and the table itself are described in section 4.8.`
The drag coefficient., in these cases, shall be obtained as -a function
of the square of the sine of the `,angle of attack (SA) and of the
sine of the angle of sideslip (SB). If ATM = 0, which indicates
the drag acceleration is to be used for orbiter state propagation
(that is, for determination of the current state vector), these
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tsines can be obtained from currently available angles ALPHA and BETA
from the attitude applications calculation principal function
SA = rSIN(ALPHA)]2
SB =	 ISIN(BETA)i
If ATM =.1, the drag acceleration is to be utilized for orbiter
` state prediction (determination of the state vector at some time
in the future or past) and the sines of the angles of attack and
sideslip must be obtained from the velocity vector relative to the
atmosphere but expressed in body coordinates:
V	 REL BODY = MT
 V	 R
where M is the transformation ma rix from body to M50 coordinates.
If the Z-component of this vector is practically zero (smaller
i
in absolute'. value than some very small number EPS VRB), the sine
of the angle of 'attack shall be 'set to zero:
SA = 0
Otherwise, it shall be found from the formula
SA	 I V REL_BODY- l 2 / (V REL_BODY + V REL BODY )
In either case, the sine of the sideslip angle shall be computed
with the expression
Std	 jV. REL_BODY2) /1V 	 1
The sire of double the sideslip angle is also needed -:
r	 ,.
S2B = 2.	 SB SQP,T(`l.	 - SB2)
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4.2.1.2.3 Venting and Uncoupled RCS Thrusting
I
The models for, the acceleration due to venting and uncoupled
thrusting s^.all be available for use in both orbiter state
1 propagation and orbiter state prediction. It is assumed
that the onboard software will have the capability to access from
storage a time line of significant vent sources, as well as an
attitude profile. This information shall be used to compute the
vector VENT, the acceleration due to venting, which shall be used
in the integration of the orbiters equations of motion.
I1
s
A flag (VM) shall be set to indicate whether or not venting
acceleration shall be computed. A flag setting of VM '= O shall -
9
indicate that the IMU-sensed accelerations are being used in state
E	 vector integration, and hence the venting acceleration vector
shall be set to zero -- that is, VENT _ 0. A flag setting of
VM = 1 shall indicate that the acceleration due to venting is to
be 'modeled. (Note that modeling of both venting and uncoupled 	 a
thrusting is controlled by to same flag (VM).)
Corresponding to each of the MAX NUM VENT vent sources is a
time lime of its OFF-ON states. This information 'is stored in VENT
ARRAY, the I-th rota containing the NUM VENTI times at which the
vent I changes state from OFF to ON or from ON to OFF. If the
I-th vent (I	 1 to MAX NUM VENT' is ON at time T, then the vent
vector is updated with the value of the acceleration for the I-th
vent:
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VENT = VENT + VENT TABLE(I)
where VENT TABLE(T) contains the body.-relative thrust vector for
the i-th vent. if the 1-th vent (i = l to MAX NUM VENT) is
OFF, the value of VENT is,not changed. -Section 4.8 contains the
details of the table lookup procedure for VENT ARRAY and VENT TABLE.
The uncoupled thrusting accelerations that occur during attitude
maintenance caused by venting shall be incorporated into the total
uncoupled thrusting acceleration vector as follows: If the I-th
vent is ON at time T, the uncoupled thrusting vector, RCS, shall
be updated with the value of the uncoupled thrusting vector (in
body coordinates) corresponding to the I-th vent:
RCS = RCS + VENT DEP_RCS(i)	 a
If the I-th vent is OFF, the value of RCS is not modified.
Besides trying to compensate for venting accelerations, the
,
RCS thrusters operate to keep the shuttle at special attitude
holds during certain phases of the missions. The special attitudes
that have been identifieded are
a) The vehicle's X body axis oriented along the local vertical
(X-local-vertical hold)y
b) The vehicle's Z body axis oriented along the local vertical
(Z-local`-vertical fold);
c) The three body axes make constant angles with the M50 coordinate
axes (inertial hold);
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d) The vehicle rotates with constant angular velocity about its
X body axis, which is kept almost perpendicular to the Earth-
Sun direction (inertial-with-rate or "barbecue" hold).
The inclusion in the equations of motion of the accelerations caused
by the uncoupled thrusting of the RCS engines requires knowledge
of the transformation matrix M that converts from body to M50
coordinates. This matrix is obtained in different ways, depending
on whether it is to be used for prediction or propagation.
Section 4.2.1.2 describes the computation of the matrix.
The computation of the RCS uncoupled thrusting acceleration vector
in body coordinates shall be done as follows. The attitude hold
maintained by the vehicle shall be identified, in the case of propaga-
tion, by comparing the appropriate columns of the M matrix with
the unit position vector of the vehicle or of the Earth-Sun
line, or by checking the shuttle's rotation rate. In the case of
prediction, the attitude hold shall be identified by the values of
a flag (ATT_FLAG), which have been prestored in a table in the form
of a time line.
The four cases (one for each of the attitude holds described
above) are:
1. If it is ;determined that the shuttle is maintaining a Z-local-
vertical attitude hold, the total uncoupled thrusting acceleration
4.2.1.-2
vector shall be updated with a premission-determined. Z-local-
vertical-hold uncoupled thrusting vector in body coordinates:
RCS _ RCS + RCS ZLV
The Z-local-attitude hold shall be indicated, for prediction,
by ATTFLAG = 3, and for propagation, by
EPSI < IM	 R{ R-INV1 to 3,3 — —
where R is the position vector in M50 coordinates, M is the
body to M50 transformation matrix, EPSI is the Z-local-vertical
hold tolerance, and R INV is the reciprocal of the magnitude
of R.
2. If it is determined that the shuttleis maintaining an X- local- ;
vertical attitude hold, the total uncoupled thrusting acceleration
i
vector shall be updated with a premission-determined X-local-
vertical-hold uncoupled thrusting vector in body coordinates:
s
RCS = RCS + RCS XLV
E	 The X-local-vertical attitude hold shall be indicated, for
prediction, by the value ATT -FLAG 4, and for propagation, by
EPS2 
<IM	
R1 R INV
I to 3,1 — —
where EPS2 is the X-local-vertical hold tolerance.
j
3. If it is determined that the shuttle is maintaining an inertial
atti±ude hold, the total uncoupled thrusting acceeratidn
vector shall be updated with a premission-determined inertial
}	 hold uncoupled thrusting vector in body coordinates:
{	 RCS = RCS + RCS—INN
The inertial attitude hold shall be indicated, for prediction,
by ATT FLAG = `l, and for propagation, by
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111BRI < EPS3
where WBR is the IMU-derived body rate in radians per second
and EPS3-is the inertial hold tolerance.
4. If it i:; determined that the shuttle is maintaining an inertial-
with-rate hold the total uncoupled thrusting acceleration
shall be updated with a premi ss i on--determined inertial-with-
rate uncoupled thrusting vector in body coordinates:
RCS = RCS + RCS ;BBQ
The inertial-with-rate attitude hold shall be indicated, for
prediction, by the value ATT FLAG = 2, and for propagation by
(Ml to 3,1 - UR SUN < EPS4
i	;;"erc FPS4 is t"e inertial-with a,,e -olerance.
F
The resulting uncoupled thrusting vector shall be incorporated
into the total vent and uncoupled thrusting acceleration vector
and rotated to M50 coordinates.
VENT THRUST BIAS is the body-relative estimated thrust acceleration
bias vector.
When this acceleration bias vector is being estimated by the filter,
`
	
	
the acceleration vector (also denoted as VENT) due to venting,
uncoupled thrusting, and estimated acceleration bias is to be
calculated as follows:
VENT = M (VENT + RCS +'VENT THRUST BIAS)
When the acceleration bias vector is not being estimated by the
filter, the equation remains valid, but the vector VENT THRUST BIAS
shall be set equal to 0 by the i ni ti al i zation software.i
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4.2.1.3 Integration of State Equations of Motion
Two sets of equations of motion shall be utilized for the
propagation of the position and velocity. vector of the
orbiter. Each of these sets is accompanied by its own,
integration scheme.
During powered flight navigation phases, the equations
used have the form of a Taylor series truncated at the
term in h3 ; where h is the step size. The integration
scheme, called "Super-g", is an improved version of the aver
age-g method, containing a corrector cycle. nurinn phases in
which short arcs of powered flight may be-connected by short
arcs of free flight, this integration method shall be in
effect throughout. The only difference is that during.
the powered-flight arcs the non-gravitational accelerations
shall be measured by the IMU's-whereas in the free-flight,
arcs they shall be modeled.
During coasting flight navigation phases the equations of 	 =
motion are to tale the form of a variation-of--parameters
method devised by S. Pines, where the parameters to be
varied are the Cartesian initial conditions of the motion
The integration scheme to be used in connection with these
equations is the Gill modification of the Runge-f:utta
technique, This same scheme shall be utilized to propagate
4.2.1-•2
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the position and velocity vectors of the target vehicle
during all rendezvous phases.
The following two subsections, 4.2.1.3.1 and 4.2.1.3.2
describe, respectively, the Super-g and the Precision
integrationalgorithms.
a
i'j
,I
4.2.1.3.1 Super-g
I
The Super-g integrator contains the following sequence of
steps: it shall
1. Obtain, through its calling arguments, the flags re-
quired for invoking the acceleration function ACCEL
PERT ONORBIT (that is, the degree and order of the
gravitational potential, the drag mode, the vent mode
and the attitude mode flag settings), the position
and velocity vectors that are to be propagated, the
time at which the new state is desired, the time in-i	 -
i
terval of propagation and the difference between the
current and the previous IMU accumulated sensed vel-
ocities (which could be zero). It'shall internally
frename these parameters respectively GD, GO, DFL, VFL,
ATFL, RSUP, V: SUP, T_CUR., DT and DV.,
2. Advance the position vector with the use of the pre-
vious position and velocity vectors, the time interval
}
DT, the acceleration vector GR_NEW saved from the pre-
vious cycle, and the value,of DV:
R SUP	 R SUP .+ DT (;V SUP + .5 (DV + DT GR^NEW)]
3. Evaluate an intermediate modeled acceleration vector
with the input flag settings, the new position vector~,
'the previous velocity vector and the new time:
GR INT ACCEL PERT ONORBIT (GD, GO, DFL, VFL,
ATFL, R SUP, V SUP, T-CUR)
4. Introduce the central force term of the Earth's gravi-
'ti, 4.2-1..00
ttational attraction, which is not included • in the
ACCEL PERT ONORBIT function
GR INT = GR_INT - EARTH_ MU R SUP/11, SUP) 3
5. Advance the velocity vector with the use of an average
modeled acceleration and the sensed velocity change DV;
VSUP V SUP + DV + .5 DT (GR_INT + GR_NEW)
6. Correct the value of the position vector;
R SUP = R SUP + (G _INT - GR NEW) DT2/6.
7. Find`ia new value of the acceleration vector, based on
the advanced positionand velocity vectors and their
time tag, includirig'the central force term:
GR_NEW ACCEL_PERT ONORBIT (GD, GO,'DFL, VF, ATFL,
R SUP, V SUP, T CUP,)
GR NEW = GR_NE4J
	 EARTH MU R SUP/JR SUPI3
The position and velocity vectors obtained constitute the
required propagated state, and shall be placed in the out
list of the integrator; G NEW shall also be placed in the
out list, for storage in a COMMON location where it can be
accessed by Super-g for its next cycle, as well as by other
users.
For details of the use of ACCEt.,_PERT ONORBIT, see section
•	 4.2.1 .'L .	 a
°	 -	 1
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r4,2.1.3.2 Precision
This subfunction, which provides precision integration of
the orbiter or target position/velocity state equations of
motion during coasting flight, shall use a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta numerical integration' technique, modified-with
Gill's coefficients, in conjunction with an equations-of-
motion formulation developed by S. Pines. Noncentral body
accelerations shall be generated by the acceleration models
(sec. 4.2,1.2) to account for perturbations due to drag,
venting and uncoupled thrusting, and variations in the
Earth's gravitational potential. The .precision integration
computational scheme shall be performed as follows:
1. Gravity (GMp and GMD), drag (DM), venting (VM), and
vehicle-attitude (ATM) mode flags shall be obtained,
together with the integration step size (DELTA T), in-
itial state and time (R IN, V IN, and T IN), and final
time at the end of the integration interval (T_FIN).
2. The final time shall be evaluated relative to the
initial time to reset the step size (DT STEP) to a pos-
itive or negative value, to permit forward or backward
integration	 If the final time '(T FTN).is.less than the 3
initial time (THIN), then:
DT STOP = -'DELTA T
Otherwise,
DT STEP	 DELTA .T
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3.	 Since the same Runge-Kutta-Gill
	 integration technique
l
shall be used for the state propagation and prediction
functions, the Adams-Moulton flag (AM) is set to OFD,
as only Runge -Kutta-Gill integration is performed for
s
propagation.	 In addition, the integrator time shall
be set to zero and the initial state vector shall be
-	 renamed for use in the Pines equations-of-motion for-
mulation:
AM = OFF
T CUR ='O_
Xis	 - 'R Ii1
1 to 3	 —
XN	 _ V IN4 to -6	 —
XN 7 = 0.
In the above equations, a seventh variable of integra-
tion (XN7 ) is initialized to zero as required by the
Pines technique .	 This seventh variable is the integra-
ted initial	 time.
4.	 Next, the number of integration steps (N STEPS) required
for the input integration interval 	 shall be calculated:
T FIN - T_IN
N_STEPS = TRUNCATE+ 1
- DTMSTEP
5-	 The actual integration of the orbiter or target state equa-
tions (formulated according to the Pines technique) shall now
be performed by proceeding as follows for each step in
the integration interval.	 Note that, in the Pines equations-
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iof-motion formulation, it is the initial conditions
(R IN, VIN, and THIN) that are integrated and then
used in the closed-form solution of- a two- body, unper-
turbed orbital problem using an F- and G-series type
expression.
On each step, a check shal l be ,made to evaluate the
number (I) of the current step. If the integrator is
on the final step (i.e., I 	 N STEPS), then the in-	 3
tegration step size (DT STEP) shall be adjusted 'such
that the last step will complete the i ntegration to
the final time:
DT STEP = T FIN - T_CUR T IN
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill integration technique
a
shall then be invoked in conjunction with the Pines
i
formulation as follows.
The Runge-Kutta-Gill integrator shall first save the
initial integrator time of the current step:
T STOR - T CUR
:
Then, for each of four (i.e	 J	 1 to 4) Runge-Kutta-
Gill evaluations
T CUR = T STOR + Al B^ DT STEP
—	 —
r
The Pines equations-of'-motion formulation shall then'
be exercised to calculate the derivatives of the in-
i ti al condi t-i ons (DERIV) , and the Runge-i^utta- Gill in-
tegration  i.s continued:
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P	 ' j
Sl = Cl S1
	 S3 = SMA S2'	 C5 = C4 S1
S2 = C2 S2	 S4 = 2. S3 D AUX	 S5 S2 D TAU
DD = Sl C3 R_IN ( SMA R_IN_INV-1 .) + SO' D IN
S6 = 2 S2 C4 DD + S5
R IN TAU S4-C2 Sl D AUX-S1 D TAU	 -^
R IN AUX = R IN INV R IN TAU
F TAU S3 C3 R IN INV R IN AUX - S4
G TAU C5 R IN S6
FD TAU	 FDOT (C4-R IN AUX)
GD TAU S4 R FIN INV
e. Finally, the total derivatives of the variables of
integration are to be computed as follows:
D%F: V	 = GD TAU X
	
' ' G TAU X	 - G P,1 to 3	 —	 1 to 3	 —	 4 to 6
DERIV- -FD TAU X	 + F TAU X4to6	 1-to3	 a to6+FP
DERI,V 7
 = S6 - 3. Cl C4 SMA THETA
	
C5/R_FIN-INV
6. After the	 Nrequired number of integration stepsq	 g	  ( _STEPS
has been completed a final call shall be made to the Pines
formulation to calculate the position and velocity vectors
(X	 and
to 3 and X4 to 6) by applying the integrated initial
conditions to the pines equations defining the closed
form two-body solution;
7. Finally, the 'position a-nd velocity vectors are to be
renamed for output, and a new gravity accelerati on vector
(LNEW) is to be calculated:
4.2.1--3%
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R FIN 
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y4.2.2 Covariance Matrix Propagation
The onorbit covariance matrix propagation subfunction will
propagate the covariance matrix forward in time by using the
state transition matrix. Additive process noise will be -in-
corporated to account for unmodeled state and dynamic errors.
The transition matrix is broken into two parts - PHI, dimen-
sioned 9 by 9 which corresponds to the first nine states
(orbiter posiiion and velocity and acceleration bias estimates)
in the total transition matrix; 'and PHI REND, dimensioned 10 by
10, which corresponds to the last ten states (target position
and velocity, and rendezvous sensor bias estimates) in the total	 !
transition'matrix,anu is used only during rendezvous. So the
upper left 9 by 9 portion of the covariance matrix, E, is al-
ways propagated onorbit, but the rest of the covariance matrix
i	 is propagated only during rendezvous.
The propagation of the upper left 9 by 9 portion of E will be
formulated for the free-flight phase differently than for the
powered-flight phase. For free flight the full 9 by 9 portion
will be propagated, defining uncertainties in position, veloci ty,
and estimated acceleration biases. For powered flight, only the
E
r	 6 by 6"portion of the covariance matrix associated with position
	 i
ir
and vel ocity uncertai nties wi 11 be ;propagated.
The components of the state transition matrix are mathemati-
reca'! 7y defined as the partials of the curi^^nt state ^^^i tii 
spect to the previous state. For free--flight phases, PHI
will be formulated as shown in Figure 4.2.2-1:-
''	 PHI1 to 3, 7 to 9
PHIL to 6, 1 to 6_^
PHI  to 6, 7 to 9
PHI =	 _._.._	 .._._
03x3 ' 030	 PHI7 to 9, 7 to 9
Figure 4.2.2-^1. State Transition Matrix Composition - Free Flight
This matrix is subdivided into the following _submatrices:
1. A 6 by 6 submatrix, PHI 	 composed
 to 6, 1 to 6' composed'of the
orbiter position and veloci
	 portion of the total trar,-
sition matrix. This submatrix is calculated by the mean
conic partials subfunction as described in section 4.2.8.	 j
The following assignments must be made.
R ONE R LAST
V ONE.= V LAST
G ONE = TOT ACC LAST
R TWO = R FILT
j	 V TWO = V F ILT
G TWO TOT ACC
DELTIM = DT`FILTwT
j	
f
Then after the mean conic paftias subfunction has ex-
-y
ecuted:
PHxI to 6, i to 6 = PHI MC.
2. A 6 by 3 suhmatrix, PHI1 to 6, 7"to g= composed of two
3 b 3 matrices, that correlates the position and velocity
4.2,2- 2
with the estimated bias accelerations.
Where
PHI	 M SBODYM50 DIAG+ 3, I+ 6	 —	 J, I	 Li
PHIJ,
_
1 +6 
M S^BODYM50J, ITAU VENTI(DT_FILT
	 for I
	
1 to 3
DLAG)
	
I	 J=1 to 
where
DIAG I 	'fAU VENT 1 (1.	 PHI  + 6, I + 6)
3. A 3 by 3 diagonal submatrix, PHI I-to 9, 7 to g° that	
i
represents the bias portion of the transition matrix.
Where
-DT FILT/TAU VENT
PHII+6, I-^-6-e 	I(forI1 to 3)
4. Two 3 by 3 null matrices. 	 1
The state noise covariance matrix, S, shall be formulated as
shown in Figure 4.2.2--2. This matrix is to be used to account
for unmodeled "state errors and uncertainty in unmodeled accel-
erations.
	
S1 'to 3 1 to 3
	 S 1 to 3. 4 to 6 003x3
S	 S4 to 6, 1 to'3 i S4 to 6, 4 to 6	 03x3
03x3	 i 30	 S7 to 9, 7 to 9
Figure 4.2.2-2. State Noise Covariance Matrix Composition-
Free Fligh t
e:
4=2.2-3
ri
The entries in Figure 4.2.2-2 will be defined as follows:
	
r	 T
'4 to 6, 4 to 6 _ DIAG DIAL
where
DIAL = DT TILT D COE PCT ERR D,
	
Sq to 5, l to 3
	
0.5 DT F'ILT,S4 to 6, 4 to 6
	
Sl to 3, 4 to 6	 S4 to 6, 1 to 3
	
S1 to 3, 1 to 3	 0.5 DT_FILT S4 to 6, 1 to 3
S	 = TAU VENT VAR, VENT DT (l. -PHI2I+6, I+6
	
--	 I	 —	 I+6,1+6)
	
for I	 1 to 3
The covariance matrix, E, will then be propagated by the
following equation
E
1 to 9 1 to 9 "
PHI El to
	 1 to 9 PHIT + S	 1i
The powered-flight phase will be indicated by the PWRD FLT
NAV	 parameter being set to ON. During this phase, the
covariance matrix will be propagated.-by the following equation:
	
_	 T
El ^to 6, 1 to 6 PHIL to 6, 1 to 6 E1 to 6, 1 to 6PHI 1 to 6,
1 to 6 + S. I to 6, 1 to 6
i
The 6 try 6 matrix, PHI1 to 6, 1 to 6'`' wi ll be defined as being
identical to the free-flight phase.
The 6 by 6 state noise matrix, S	 will be -form-1 to 6, l to 6
r
ul ated as follows: First, the mi sal i;nement errors are account-
ed for by
4.2.2--4
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The accelerometer errors are then accounted for by
SLR I Sig I + NOISE R
SI+ 3, I + 3=SI+3, 1 +3+NOISE
,(forI = 1 to 3)
-	
NOISE_RV+ ^, I - SI ^ 3, T +NOISE RV	
.^
SI I { 3	 S I +	 I
where
NOISE VAR ACC_QUANT + (VAR UNMOD ACC DT) DTrFILT
NOISE_R = NOISE (DT-FILT) 2 0.25
NOISE_RV = NOISE (DT_FILT) 0.5
DUM-tiig rendezvous the test 7f the covar lance matrix iTiuS t
be propagated. This is accomplished by using a 10 by 10'
state transition matrix PHI REND, formulated as shown in
Figure 4.2.2-3.
1
	PHI REND	 0
1 to 6, 1 to 6	 3x6
PHI REND 	 .. a._.	 .^	 ...^..
03x6	 PHI REND  to 10, 7 to 10
figure 4.2.2-3. State transition matrix-rendezvous
This matri x is subdivided into the following submatrices
1. A 6x6 subtiatrix, PHI RENDi to 6,'-1 to 6' composed of the
target position and velocity-portion of the total transition
matrix. The submatrix is cal'culated^ by the mean conic par-
U als subfunction as described in section 4.2.8. The follow-
ing assignments must be made.
R ONE _ R TV LAST
4.2.2•-C
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f4.2.3 State Vector, Interpolation
The state vector interpolation subfunction shall provide the
approximate position, velocity and acceleration of either the
orbiter or, the target at a specified time within a given prop-
agation interval, at both ends of which these vectors are known.
The time at which the vectors are desired is thetime of an ex-
he sensor measurement, and the purpose of the interpolation
is to enable the navigation filter to calculate the measure-
ment residuals at that time.
The method utilized for the interpolation shall consist of
defining a mean conic on the basis of the positions and vel-
ocities of the vehicle in question at both ends of the prop-
.
,
agati on interval, and obtaining the desired vectors as if
the vehicle moved along this mean conic. That i s,, ,,a calcu-
lation shall be made to determine the point on the mean conic
corresponding to the time of the measurement, and the velocity
and position of such a point shall be taken as the state of
the vehicle.
If the time of the measurement is very "close to the final time
of the propagation interval (that is, within a tolerance that
depends on the type of sensor utilized) the position, velocity
and time tag will be taken as those of the final time.
4.2.3-1
iThe modeled acceleration shall be obtained by invoking the
acceleration function with the position, velocity, and time	 a
i
(determined by this process) in the cailiiig arguments, and
adding the central force term. The sensed acceleration
L	 '
shall be found by dividing the difference in accumulated
sensed velocities at both ends of the propagation interval
by the duration of the interval. The total acceleration will
be the sum of these two.
In more detail, the state vector interpolation subfunction
I shall be: invoked with a calling list that contains
R ONE
position and velocity of the vehicle at the
V ONE	 previous propagation step;
`R TWO	 ?
V TWO	
current position, velocity and time tag;
j	 T Two
V IMU DIF difference between IMU accumulated sensed vel-
ocities at the current time and at the previous
ti me;
'T_DIF	 duration of the propagation interval;
SENSOR TD -identifier of the sensor used for the measure
_ ment in question;	
3
DTGO	 difference between the current time and the
measurement time;
IGD
IGO	 flags foi- the call to the acceleration function
CCEL PERT ONORBIT (see section 4.2.1.2 for
IDM	 details of these flags).
I Vht x
`	 IATM
1Then, the following steps shall be taken
1. A local variable, DELTAT, shall take the place of DTGO
with.anegative sign (to propagate 'backv,ards from the
current filter time, along the mean conic)
DELTAT = DTGO
2. A check of the absolute value of DELTAT against the tol-
erance corresponding to the sensor type will be performed
(DELTATI < EPS TIME SENSOR ID
2.1 If it is found that DELTAT in absolute value is less
than the tolerance, the values of the position and
r
I	 velocity of the vehicle . at the current time shall be
t
used as the state at the measurement time; the time
tag at the measurement instant shall also be set
equal to the current time:
R RESID = R TWO
VV RESID = V TWO
T RES T D ='T TWO
2.2 If, on the other hand, the difference between the
time of the measurement and the current time exceeds
the tolerance, perform the following:
2.2.1 Certain parameters associated with the mean
conic shall be obtained
P. TWO INV = 1. / R TWO
SMA = 1./'[l./+R ONE + R TWO INV -(V ONE•
V ONE +`V TWO • V TWO)/(2 EART11 MU)]
4.2.3.3
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t	 4..2.4 State and Covariance Measurement Incorporation
Y
(Kalman Filter)
This subfunction shall use a Kalman filter to incorporate
the measurement data toupdate the covariance matrix and the
state vector. To perform these tasks, the Kalman filter
uses the covariance matrix, measurement partials, measure-
ment residual, and the priori measurement variance.
If the measurement data have been judged valid and the pro-
per measurement subfunction has been executed, the ,following
uNda e equations are to be computed. (Note: The measure-
,
i	 ment subfunction generates the partial vector,_ the residual,
and the a priori variance.)
First, the scalar quantity BT _E B is to be calculated from
the covariance matrix E and vector measurement partials B
EB COPY =EB
BT E B B • EB COPY
where the second equation requires a dot product. The
partials vector'B.shall then be set equal to zero so that
i	
1
subsequent measurement subroutines will only be required' to
calculate non-zero elements. The quantity MS^DELQ, which
represents' the expected variance in the measurement, is
then to be computed by
MS nELQ = BT E`B + VAR
4.2.4-1
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A residual edit shall then be performed. The EDIT FLAG is
to be set to "ON" to inform the crew if the edit fails
that is, if the square of the residual is greater than the
quantity RESID_TEST, where RESID TEST = K_RES_EDIT MS DELQ
and K RES EDIT is a premision constant; otherwise the flag
is set to "processed". However, the residual edit is over-
ridden or inhibited, when the manual 'edit override for the
particular 'sensor being processed is active. This results
in measurement incorporation, and the edit flag is set to
"FORCED
If there is no edit or if a "force" exists, the subfunction
shall then compute the Kalman filter gain,
i
OMEGA = EB COPY/MS DELQ	 j
1
a
and update the covariance matrix,
E _ E - OMEGA ` EB COPY
where the impl ie'd multipl ication of the two vectors denotes
the dyadic or "outer" product. This subfunction-shall update
the state vector by application of the following equations:
R FILT = R FILT + OMEGA	 DELQ
--	 --	 1 to 3
V FILT = V FILT + OMEGA
	
DEL
—	 4 to 6	 Q
VENT THRUST BIAS = VENT THRUST BIAS + OMEGA
	
DELQ7to9
R TV
	 R TV + OMEGA lO to 12 DELQ
V TV V TV + OMEGA
	
DELQ13 to 15
3
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SENSOR—BIAS SENSOR BIAS + OMEGA
	
DEL
16 to 19	 Q
where DELQ corresponds to the appropriate measurement re=
sidual. The edit flag corresponding to the appropriate
measurement subfunction is then to be set to indicate
that the measurement data have been processed rather than 	 "'r
edited.
This subfunction shall also be used to compute the residual
test quantity formanually se ected sensor types whenever
the filter is not incorporating data. This quantity, to-
gether 1ith residuals ca1CUlated by the measurement sub-
functions, is required for display purposes 	 A flag cor-
responding to the appropriate measurement type shall be
set by the navigation sensor selection task to prevent 	 1
Kalman filter gain computations and state and covariance
^	 a
r matrix updates under this condition. The filter edit -Flag
shall be set to "STAT", in this case, to indicate to Meas-
urement Processing ,Statistics , (•sec. 4.3.2.8) that the dataE	
..	
{..
have been computed for display purposes only,
It is required that the residual, the residual test quantity
i
(RESID TEST), and the residual edit flag corresponding to
each measurement subfunction be saved for display purposes.
is
x	 ,
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4.2.5 Ground Updates (auto inflight)
The auto inflight update task shall perform the following
functions for orbiter and/or target vehicles:
1. Initialize onboard position and velocity state vectors
to uplinked M1950 whole vectors, predicted to current
time;	 =
2. Initialize the onboard filter covariance matrix using
prestored (or uplinked) position and velocity standard
deviations and correlation coefficients (in UVW coor-
dinate system), and using prestored-covariance values
for unmodeled acceleration bias error (in body coordinate
system).
This task shall be available during both onorbit and
rendezvous navigation phases, and shall be performed as
follows
. A--flag, DO AUTO UPDATE, shall be tested once per nav-
igation cycle to determine whether an update shall be
performed. If such an update is to occur (DO AUTO
UPDATE 014 as set by the ground uplink processor),
then the update process shall be performed as speci-
fied by the remaining steps, below. If an ;update is
not to occur (DO 'AUTO UPDATE = OFF), then a second flag
(DID AUTO UPDATE) shall be maintained in an OFF 'status.
4.M-'I
,v	 _
t2. If the DO AUTO UPDATE flag is ON, then an orbiter vehicle
uplink flag (OV UPLIN) is' tested to see if the uplinked
data pertains to the orbiter vehicle
OV UPLINK ON, orbiter data uplinked
OV UPLINK = OFF, no orbiter data uplinked	 ^•
If orbiter data has been uplinked, ,then the following
shall be performedto reinitialize the onboard orbiter
state vector and associated covariance matrix
a. set the upper left 9x9 portion of the covariance
matrix to zero
E 1 to 9•, 1 to 9 '- '0.
b. if in a rendezvous navigation phase (i. e. , if
REND NAV FLAG = ON) then all correlation terms
between orbiter position/velocity/unmodeled- 	 a
i
acceleration bias and the remaining elements of
i	 the 19xl9 • rendezvous covariance matrix shall be
i zeroed
E1 ` to 9, 10 to 19 O'
E10 to 19, 1 to.9-0.
c. predict the uplinked position and velocity vectors
(R GND, `V GND) at time -T GND, to current time
(T CURRENT FILT) by use of the onorbit'precision
state prediction principal function
CALL: ONDRBIT PREDICT
4.2.5•-2
3IN LIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV,
s	 VENT MODE NAV, 1, PREC STEP, R GND,
-	 V GND, T GND, T i,URRENT FILT
OUT Li..T: R FILT, V FILT
Section 4.5.2 describes the retjrom er^ts for setting
the parameters GP1_DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV, VENT
MODE NAV and PREC STEP, for orbiter state prediction.
-d. initialize the orbiter position/velocity'6x6 covarian..4e
submatrix from prestored*(Gr uplinked) standard devia -
tions and correlation coefficients in UVW coordinates
by use of the covariance initiai izat - on SUbfunction
described in section 4.2.9
CALL: ONORG IT_ COVIN IT_UV11
IN LIST: SIG UPDATE, COV COR_UPDATE,
{
R FILT, 'V TILT
OUT LIST: El to 6, 1 to 6
•
e . i ni ti al ze the 3x3 covariance submatr ix (diagonal
elements) to prestored values (in body axis coop°
dinates), and zero the corresponding . state vector	 {
j
elements
E I	 6 I	 6 = COV ACCEL T,ODY_INITI
for I l to 3
VENT TNRUS'r 51 AS- 0.
f
	
	
compute the total orbiter acceleration vector at
current time for use in the 'state propagation sub
function,
4.x.5_3
TOT ACC = ACCEL_PERT_ONORQIT (GM DEG, GM ORD,
1-,1 ,0, .R FILT, V FILT, T CURRERT FTI.T1
%iyfclh hU R FILE/'R FTL`T'3
g. and, finally, the OV UPLINK flag shall be set to
OFF.
Next (whether or not orbiter data had been uplinked), the
target vehicle uplink flag (TV UPLINK) shall be tested in
determining whether the uplinked data pertains to the target
vehicle
TV UPLINK - ON, target data uplinked
TV UPLINK ='OFF,nc target data upl4nk4d
If target data has been uplinked, then the following shall
be performed to re*-initialize the onboard target state
vector and associated covariance matrix.
a. if inn-a rendezvous navigation phase (i.e., if REND NAV FLAG =
	
—	 a
ON) zero the lower right covariance submatrix pertaining to
the'target vehicle position and velocity vectors, and the
rendezvous sensor systematic biases 	 and also zero all
correlation terms (covariance elements) between orbi ter
position-velocity-unmodeled- acceleration and target-position-
velocity-sensor-systematic--bias
E 10 to 19, 10 to 19 - 0.
E l to 9, 10 to 19
	
0.
E10ta19, Ito 9l 0.'
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L_	 b. also, predict the uplinked position and velocity vector
Q TV GND, V TV GND) at time i Tv U;
—	
_
(T CURRENT TILT) by use of the onorbit precision state
prediction principal function
CALL: ' ONORBIT PREDICT
IN LIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV, 0, 3,
_PREC STEP, R TV GND, V TV GND,
T TV GND, T CURRENT FILT
OUT LIST::IST: R TV, V TV	 3
Section 4.5.2 describes the requirements for setting
the parameters GP+1 ORD, Gi3 DEG, DRAG lMODE ^NAV and rREC
STEP for target state vector prediction.
c. initialize the target, position/velocity 6x6 covariance
submatrix from prestored (or uplinked) standard devia-
tions and correlation coefficients in UVW coordinates,
i
by use of the covariance initialization subfunction
described in section 4.2.9.
CALL: ONORBIT COVINIT UVW
IN LISA': SIG TV UPDATE, COV COR TV
UPDATE, R TV V TV
OUT LIST: 
El'0 to 15, 10 to 15
d.finally, compute the total target acceleration vector
at 'current time for use in the state propagation sub-
function,
4.205-•5
PG TV	 ACCEL PERT ONORaIT. (Gti DEG, GM ORD, DRAG_
MODE NAV, 0, 3., PREC STEP, R TV, V ;TV, T^_
CURRENT -ILT) - EARTH iii R TV/ B TV 3
e. if not in a rendezvous navigation phase (see a., above),
then the uplinked target vehicle data shall be stored for
use in a rendezvous phase
R TV R TV GND
VTV=VTVGND
T 'TV
	 T TV GND
f: next, Whether in a .rendezvous navigation phase or not, a
flag (TARE^VEC_AVAIL) shall be set to ON indicating the
existence of a target vector (for later use by the orbit/
rendezvous navigation sequencer principal j=unction in
initializing the target state)
TARG VEC_AVAIL ON
and,' finally the TV UPLINK flag shall be set to OFF,
indicating that tfie target uplink re-initialization
has been completed.
3. Once orbiter and/or target state and covariance matrices
have,been re-initialized, the following shall be performed:
a. 'if in a rendezvous navigation' phase (i.e., if REND
NAV FLAG = ON), set all sensor processing flags to
the OFF state
a
DO RR ANGLES NAV LAST = OFF
F	 DO RROOT NAV LAST = OFFp
DO ST ANGLES ^NAV_LAST - OFF
t
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4.2.6 Angle Measurement Partials
The angle measurement partials" common subfunction computes
the measurement partials for an angle type measurement dur-
ing rendezvous navigation.
The angle measurement partial vector is computed with the
following equations.
R RHO	 R TV RESID - R RESID
RHO PLANE _ R RHO (R RHO . I N) N
B TEMP	 UNIT (RHO PLANExI'N)/+RHO PLANE
T
E31 to
	
_ (PHI PATCH I 
to 3, 1 to 6 ) B. TEMP
9-10  	 )TB TEMP10 to 5 	 1 to- 3, 1 to 6
B16 to 17	 0.
where the unit vector I N corresponds to the appropriate
row of the mean of 50 to sensor transformation matrix for
the measurement being processed and PHI PATCH and PHI REND_
PATCH are transition matrices formulated as part of the state
interpolation process.
 a
3
I
1E	
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4.2.7 Conic Solution (F and G Series)
"	 The conic solution subfunction,*utilized by the state vector
i nterpolation, position-velocity <submatri x of state transi-
tion matrix,,and precision integration subfunctions shall pro-
vide the capability to trace the progress of a point along"
its orbit assuming pure Keplerian motion, by means of the F-
and G series algorithm in terms of the eccentric anomaly.
The variables F and G, F and G shall be calculated as func -
tions of the difference in eccentric anomaly between an
initial   1.?met which a pos^i ti on and -a. velocity vector are
known and a final time at which they are required.
If the final position and velocity are known, the difference
in eccentric anomaly can be easily calculated and the F, G,
F and G expressions can be obtained with the use of certain.
auxiliary variables called here S0; S1, S2, and S3.
If the final` position and velocity are not known but only
the transfer -time, it is necessary to solve a -Form of Kepler's
equation to obtain the difference in eccentric anomaly.
	
	 a
i
The conic solution subfunction shall have the following
calling arguments;
SMA semi major axis of the conic,
GELTAT - tr@nsfer'time,
Cl	 an 'auxiliary constant, equal to the square root
oftcrN
Poo, QU 
G 
Yof SMA divided by the square root of the Earth's
gravitational constant,
R IN - the initial position vector (M1950)
R FIN - the final position vector (M1950) (if unknown,'
a zero vector shall be input)
R IN INV - the reciprocal of the magnitude of R IN
R RIN INV - the reciprocal of the magnitude of R FIN (if
unknown, a zero shall be input),
V IN - the initial velocity'vector (M1950)
D IN - the dot product of the initial position and vel-
ocity vectors, and
D FIN	 the dot product of the final position and velocity
vectors (if .unknown,-a zero shall be input).
ti
The conic solution subfuncti on shall then perfor in the following:
1. Check the value of R FIN INV to see if Kepley^'s equation is
to be solved:
1.1 If R FIN INV
	 0., which indicates that the final position
vector is already known, the difference in eccentric
i
anomaly shall be obtained from the expression
THETA = (Cl(D_FIN-D—IN) + DELTAT/Cl)/SMA
1.2 If R FIN INV = 0., the final position vector is to be
calculated. ` This requires solving a modified form of
Kepl W s equation, which shall be accomplished by an
iterative process that consists of the following steps:
1.2.1 Two auxiliary quantities shall be obtained from the
input data.
ONEMRIN = (SMA
	 1./RIN-INV)/SMA
D MN AN = DELTAT/(Cl SMA)
4.2.7-2
fD MN AN is the difference in mean anomaly, which
shall be taken as a first approximation to the difference
in ecc:entrt anomaly, THETA. A correction to this quan-
tity, THETA COR, shall be set at a high value to begin
the iteration:
THETA = D MN AN
THETA
—
COR = 10,
1.2.2 Then THETAand THETA COR shall be recalculated until
THETA COR becomes smaller than a given tolerance:
DO UNTIL
THETA COD < EPS DCP
by repeatedly evaluating the equations
SO	 COS (THETA)
S1 = -SIN
`
 (THETA)
S2 _ 1: --SO
ERR - D NM AN-THETA-D IN S2 + ONEMRIN S1
THETA COP: = ERR/(1. + D-IN Sl - ONEMRIN SO)
THETA = THETA + THETA COR
2. When the difference in eccentric anomaly is determined
certain auxiliary variables shall be calculated
SO = COS (THETA)
S1	 SIN (THETA)
S2 = 1. -SO
S3 = THETA - S1
2, The values of F and G shall then be determined:
F	 1. - SMA S2 R IN'INV
G r DELTAT -- Cl SMA S3	
-
....	
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4.=2.8 Position - Velocity Submatrix of State Transition
Matrix
This subfunction computes a 6x6 submatrix (PHI MC) of a
larger state transition matrix. PHI MC is the partial
derivative of the new position velocity state with respect
to the old position velocity state.
A formulation is used which assumes that a mean conic section
may be used to describe the path taken between the initial
position and velocity (R ONE and V ONE) at initial total
acceleration (G ONE) and the final position and velocity
(R>TWO and V T140) at final total acceleration (G TWO) over -
a time step DELiIM. The ergodic semi- major
 
axis SMA, is com-
puted by using the average of the reciprocal of the semi
major axis derived from combinitation of the respective
vis-viva computations at the initial and final orbital states,
E
!	 and is given by:
{
i SMA = 1./(1./IR ONEI	 1•/IR TWO) -(IV ONEi 2 + IV TW012)/
	
2. EARTH MU).	 )
where EARTH MU is the earths gravitational constant. The
A
Stwmpff ;constant, Cl, predicated on the mean conic semi-major
axis, is computed by:
Cl	 VSM91EARTfI MU'
Then the Kepler subfunction, F AND G, is called F y supplying
1.2.,,-1
rte# .

2s i
r
f
tions for circular or elliptical orbits; the partial deriva-
tives may now be calculated. The following equations for the
partial derivatives arc written ai gebraciJ ly for clarity, (Figure
4.2.8-1), with Ro, representing LONE, R.representing R TWO, R o .repre-
senting V_ ONE, R representing V WO , Ro representing G^ONE,
R^ representing G,TWO, f representing F,•g representing G,
f representing FDOT, g representing GDOT and U representing'
CONST, as well as ,having loaner case letters representing the
scalar magnitude of the respective upper case letter vectors.
Certain recurring groups of symbols may be 'collected to facili-
tate ease of coding and minimization of error. (See the float
chart MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6XC in Appendix
_	 _	 _	 ^.
B). Each 3X3 submatrix of the 6X6 matrix PHI:
 MC results from the
sumation-of 3X3 matrices gene-rated by the dyadic product
of groups of vectors of length three.
i
I
_	
s
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DR f S	 + (f 0	 R
+	 1) ST_	 T	 f	 TR	 f S2 R R	 1	 RPHI MC 1	 to 3, 1 to 3	 DR0 r0
0	 0	 0
r0
+ (f	 1) S 2
	 0	 + UR R	
T TR Ro	f I
PHI MC 1	 to 3,
'DR
4 to 6 f S	 R R	 (g	 1)2	 0
T	 TS	 R R	 + (f	 1) S	 R2	 0	 2	 0
T+	 S 2 R R 0	 + g I	 U
TR R 0
PHI MC 4 to 6, 1	 to 3 +	
+	 )R
r r
	
2	 —2
T	 f S l + (g	 1)/rR
r
R R	 T00	 r	 r 0
DO
+
f S	 + (f	 0 R T	
S	 T +	 I + U *— TR	 f	 R	 f	 R R
r0 0	 2	 0	 0
D R
S	 + (g (g	 ST	 T	 TPHI MC 4 to 6,
-
4 to 6
= - I
	
-.:.r
L
R R	 R R	 + f-S	 R0	 r	 0	 2	 0
0
T +1) S 2
	 0	 9
I	 U	 TR	 0
F IGURE 4.2.8-1 Posit[ on Velocity Portion of State Transition Matrix.
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4,2.9 Covariance Matrix Initialization
In circumstances.in which the orbiter or target position
and velocity elements of the onboard filter covariance
matrix are to be initialized to UVVI values, the following
steps, shall be performed (in--the order indicated):
1. data shall be input to this subfunction as described
by the i nl i st below
IN LIST: SIG, COR, R, V
where SIG is a 6-element vector of standard deviations
in the UVW coordinate system
SIG i , U - position
SIG2 , V - position
SIG31' W - position
SIG4 U - velocity (^J)
SIGS , V - velocity (V)
SIG6 , W - velocity (14)
and where COR is a 7-element vector of correl ati on co-
efficients, also in the UVW coordinate system
1
COR 1 , correlation between U-V
COR25 correlation between U-U
COR3, cor-relation between U-V
COR4,correlation between V-U
COR5 , ;correlation bet%geen V V
COR 6 , correlation between W -W
GOR7 ,orreiation between U-V
4.2.9-'I
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and where R and V are the current orbiter or target
+	 position and velocity vectors, respectively, in M50
_coordinates.
2. the current 6X6 covariance matrix shall be zeroed
E TEMP = 0.
3. the diagonal elements of E TEMP shall be computed
E TEMP I I - SIG I SIGH, for L = 1,6
4.- next, position and velocity submatrix elements as well
as the upper right position-velocity covariance ele-
ments shall be computed
i= TEMP1  2 _ CORI SIG  SIG 
E TEMP1,4 - COR2 SIG  SIG 4
E_TEMP 1 ,5 COR3 SIG  SIG5
E TEMP2 ^^	 COR4 SIG2 SIG4
a
E TEMP2 9 5	 CORS SIG2 SIGS
E`TEMP3^ 5 = COR6 SIG3 SIG6
E TEMP4 ^ 5 = CORD SIG4 SIGS
E_TEMP2 , 1 = E TEMP, ,2	 1
E TEMP5,4 = E TEMP4,5
5	 and, finally, a transformation matrix from UVW to M50
coordinate systems is acquired at current time, and
used to rotate the E TEMP matrix into the M50 system.
i The lower le-Ft position-velocity covariance is also
defined`
4.2.9-2
rM = UVW TO M50 (R, V)
f TEMP
—	 1 to 3, 1 to 3 = M E TEMP_1	 to 3, 1	 to TM3 
E_i EMP4. to 6, 4 to 6 M E T ElNiP4 to 6, 4 to 6 M,
E TEMPI to 3, 4 to 6 M E TEMPI to 3
	
4 to 6 MT
E TEMP
-	 4 to '6,
_
1 to 3
(E
 TEMP—	 1 to 3, 4 to 6 )T	
..,.
6.	 the 6X6 covariance matrix E TEMP shall be output from
this subfunction.
i
ia
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4.3 NAVIGATION PROCESSING PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS
The two navigation processing principal functions applicable
during operational sequence 2 (and contained in the orbit
operations computer load) are:
1. On-Orbit Navigation, and
2. Rendezvous Navigation.
Both of these functions will be initialized and cyclically
executed, under control of the on-orbit/rendezvous navigation
sequencer principal function.' Detailed requirements for
bath of the na'vigati'on processing principal functions are
=	 'discussed in the following subsections.
I
.	
a
4
{
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4.3.1 Onorbit Navigation
The onorbit navigation principal function shall provide an
up-to-date estimate of the orbiter's position, velocity,
and other parameters for software users such as guidance
r;
and displays.- 'this principal function shall he scheduled
by the onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal
function
The onorbit navigation principal function shall use select
ed. IMU data and a model of the Earth's gravitational accel
eration to maintain a current estimate of the_orbiter'S
state vector during powered flight. During coasting flight,
models of the Earth's gravitational acceleration, aerodynamic
1
drag acceleration, venting acceleration, and uncoupled RCS
thrusting acceleration shall be used to maintain a current
estimate of the orbiter state vector. A single state vector
_a
shall consist of three position components, three velocity
components, and three unmodeled acceleration bias states.
;
No external sensor data shall be processed; however a 9x9
dimensional matrix initialized by the onorbit/'rendezvous
sequencer principal, function shall be propagated along with
the orb •i ter ' s state vector.
A ground update capability shall enable automatic reinitial-
i zati on of the' orbi ter' s state vector and covariance matrix
3
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during coasting flight. This capability shall also provide
#	 for storage of an uplinked target,state vector (and covariance
matrix for eventual initialization purpc . ses by the rendezvous
navigation principal function.
The onorbit navigation principal function is composed of four
primary subfunctions
1. A control subfunction, described in Section 4.3.1.1.
2. A state and covariance setup subfunction, described in
section '4.3.1 .2.
3. * A state propagation subfunction, described in section
4.3.1.3._
4. A covariance propagation subfunction., described in
section 4.3.1.4
Tables 4.3.1-1 and 4.3.1-2 are the Level B CPDS tables which
show data flow between the onorbit navigation and other
	
1
principal functions.
;
t
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LEVEL B
MNEMON
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
(SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH 'UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
PWRD FLT NAV ORB/RND-NAV S -"Q
SUBFUNCT-ION	 'SUBFUNCTION
NM4E	 1INPUT TABLE	 1
0	 covariance matrix 4.3.1.4-1
propagation
a	 state propagation 4.3,i.3-`t
••"e--^.^+.r `	 - ':rem='^a-rc"",^^.^^
FFI
REND NAV
—
FLAG
r
 ORB/RND NAV ScQ 9	 state and covariance: 4.3.1.2-1
—
setup
0	 state propagation 4.3.1.3-1
0	 covariance matrix
propagation
X4.3.1.4-1
i
OV'UPLINK (ground uplink.
processor)
W	 state and covariance
setup
4.3.1.2-1TBD
TV UPLINK (ground uplink
processor,)
0	 state and covariance
setup
4.3.1.2-1
R GND
v GND
T GND
R` TV GND
!
(ground uplink. d	 state and covariance 4.3.1.2-1
V TV GND
T'_TV GND
processor) setup
DO AUTO UPDATEA
_ ^
i
w
a
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTI;ATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE (SUBr=UNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION llHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION
	
^SUBFUNCTION
-	
NAME	 IINPUT TABLE
TOT ACC ORS/RND NAV SE Q @	 state Propagation 4.3.1.3-1
- — 9	 covariance matrix 4.3.1.4-1
i propagation
V CURRENT FILT IMU RM 0	 state propagation 4.3.1.3-1
T CURRENT_FILT IMU RM 0	 state and covariance 4.3.1.2-1
matrix setup
0	 state propagation 4.3.1.3-1
TBD R TIL T ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0	 state propagation 4,3.1.3-1
V'FILT ` G	 covariance matrix 4.3.1.4-1
P
J propagation
f V LAST FILT (ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0	 state propagation 4.3.1.3-1	 j
T—LAST_FILT	 )
VENT THRUST BIAS
SQR_EMU
C MN AN ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0	 state propagation 4.3.1.3-1
S MN AN
CIM AN
S.MX AN
E ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 covariance matrix 4.3.1.4-1
propagation
fe
LEVEL B
MNEMON
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
E XTERNAL	 ^r^ RdAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
i nr	 v^TTl1
	
C	 ^i	 TINTERNAL SUB) UINt" ION DESTI^^AT ^ON
(;SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUN	 ION 'WHI CH UT TILIZ` TH E VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION	 ESUBrUNCTIQN
I
	 NAME	 JINPUT TABLE 
TBD SIG UPDATE
COy- GOR UPDATE (ground uplink -	 4.0 state and covariance	 3.1.2-1
SIG. TV UPDATE processor)
setup
COV CQR TV UPDATE }
i
i
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL i INTERNAL SUCFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION_ SOURCE (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUEFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
'	 NAME INPUT TABLE
USE IMU DATA ORB USER s 'PARAM PROC 0 state propagation 4.3.1.3-2
R RESET
—RESET
T-RESET ORB USER PARAN PROC 0 onorbit control 4.3:1.1-2
V IMU RESET
FILT UPDATE
R TVTBD
V TV
T TV
TARG VEC AVAIL
ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 state and covari--'
ance setup
4.3.1.2-2
DID AUTO UPDATE (ground uplink 0 state and covari- 4.3.1.2 -2
processor) ance setup
x4.3.1 .1 	 On-Orbit Control
I
The on-orbit navigation pri ncipal function will provide the
capability to control the propagation and ground update of
the state vector and the covariance matrix.
A.	 Detailed Requirements
On-orbit control will 	 perform the following tasks in the
order indicated (for definitions of variables, refer to
I
l	 ^
Tabl es	 4.3.1 .1-1	 and	 4.3.1 .1- 'L)
1.	 The on-orbit state propagation subfunction will 	 pro-
pagate the state vector as described in Section 4.3.1.3.
I
I
2.	 The on-orbit covariance propagation subfunction will
propagate the covariance matrix as described in Section
4.3.1.4.
3.	 The on-orbit state and covariance setup subfunction will
perform automatic in-flight updates as required, as
described in Section 4.3.1.2.
4.:
	
The position and velocity, the associated time tag, and
1
the accumulated IMU velocity counts tidill be stored for
a use by the User parameter state propagator: -
1 R	 RESET = R	 FILL'	 >`
a
V	 RESET = V	 FIL.T
T RESET - T LASTFILI'
4.3.1-7
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tTABLE 4.3.2,1 -1.	 On-Orbit Control Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE	 PRECISION	 RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter current shuttle R-FILT On-orbit state DP Ft Filter rate
position vector in M50 - prop.
coordinates
Filter current shuttle V	 FILT On-orbit  state DP Ft/sec Filter rate
velocity vector in M50 — prop.
coordinates
Time of the filter T LAST FILT On-orbit state F DP Sec Filter rate
state vector prop.
Previously read selected V	 LAST FILT Or-orbit . state y DP Ft/sec Filter rate
accumulated IMU velocity` prop.
7
TABLE 4.3.1. 1 -2. On-Orbit Control Output Parameters
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	 OUTPUT'SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS' COMPUTATION	 --
RATE
Veh i cl e pas i ti on vector	 R RESET	 *	 V	 DP	 Ft	 Filter
 
  
rate
after all navigation up- _;
date reserved for reset
of guidance integrator
position vector R AVG G
Vehicle velocity vector
	
V _ RESET	 *	 V	 DP	 Ft/.sec	 Filter rate
after all navi gation up
dates reserved for reset
of guidance integrator
velocity vector V AVG G
Time associated with 	 T_RESET
	
*	 F	 DP	 Sec	 Filter rate
reserved reset state
Copy of V CURRENT FELT
	
V IMU RESET
	 *	 V	 DP	 F t/sec	 Filter rateo reserved as velocity
 count—
at start of extrapolation:
interval when guidance
integrator is reset
Switch indicating (ON)	 FILT UPDATE	 *	 D	 OFF ON	 Filter rate
that current measurement
processing is complete
Refer to on-orbit navigation principal function + out list	
ADO ^ti
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4.3.1.2 State and Covariance Setup - This subfunction
is required to set up the proper state vector and
covariance matrix. as a result of an automatic inflight
update during operation of the onorbit navigation
principal function. This subfunction shall be capable
of
.
 performing the following basic tasks:
1. predict uplinked orbiter state vector (M50
CO	
.. _
ordinates) to current time from uplinked
time tag,
2. initialize (6 x 6) orbiter position/velocity
covariance matrix to pre-mission stored
(or uplinked) UVW standard deviations and
correlation coefficients; and initialize
diagonal elements of the filter covariance
matrix associated with unmodeled acceleration
bias errors, to pre-mission stored values (in
body coordinates),
3. store uplinked target position/velocity vector,
time tag, and selected UVW standard deviations
and correlation coefficients for future usage
in rendezvous navigation initialization.
A. Detailed Requirements. Section 4>. 2.5 contains a
description of the detailed requirements for this sub-
function (the REND NAV FLAG will be in the OFF setting,
thus indicating  those requirements necessary during
operation of the onorbi t navigation principal function) .
4.3.1-11
B. Interface Requirements. Input and output parameters
are listed in the tables 4.3.1.7-1 and 4.3.1.2-2, re-
spectively.
C. Processing Requirements	 The state and covariance
	
setup subfunction shall be performed each navigation 	 cycle;	 ..,.
however, the automatic inflight update task shall only be
performed when a ground uplink has been received ,(i.e, the
DO AUTO UPDATE flag has been set to On by the ground
uplink processor).
D'. Constraints. The following constraints apply to the
state and covariance setup subfunction during operation
of the onorbit navigation principal function.
1. Automatic inflight updates of either orbiter
and/or target which data shall not be per-
formed during powered flight arcs (i.e, only
	
during coasting flight regions) since the 	
j
7
onorbit precision state prediction algo-
rithm assumes coasting flight conditions.
2. The state and covariance setup subfunction 	 j
shall be capa He of reacting to the uplink
of orbiter and/or target vehicle data in the same
navigation cycle.
3. The ground uplink processor shall reset the
DO AUTO 
UPDATE 
flag to OFF prior to the
next navigation cycle, to prevent multiple
-: navigation re- initializations 0ith'the same
uplinked data.
4.3.1.12
4. The capability shall be provided to uplink the
following data in a single transmission:
.vehicle position (3 double precision words)
vehicle velocity (3 double precision words)
time tag (1 double precision word)
vehicle identifier (1 bit)
position/velocity error
standard deviations (6 double precision
words
position/velocity error correlation
coefficients (7 double precision words)
All the data in a single transmission shall pertain
to one vehicle, only (either orbiter or•target), as
indicated by the "'vehicle identifier" bit, above.
5.	 The onboard software (ground uplink processor)
receiving the data in item 4. ,_ above, shall
perform the following functions upon receiving
uplink data:
Test the vehicle identifier to determine if
the data pertains to the orbiter or target,
Set up one of the -following two variable
sets dependir.g.,on the results of -the above
test.
R GND
V GND	 for orbiter vehicle
T GNO
	
data upTink
OT UPLIi K= ON
SIG UPDATE
COV COP. UPDATE
x.3.1-13
0
'r
OR
+	 R TV GND
'V -' GND
T'7V GND	 for target vehicle
TV UPLINI:= ON	 data uplink
SIG TV UPDATE
COV COR TV UPDATE
E. Supplementary Information. A suggested inplementatien
in the form of detailed flow charts, can be found in
eTABLE 4.5.1.2-1 STATE AND COVARIANCE SETUP INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE 1UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
o	 DO AUTO UPDATEFl as i ndi cati n (ON)	 D	 ^	 =	 ON%OFF -	 UAII rate
that an automatic	
—
inflight update of	 f
either orbiter and/or	 1
target state and
covariance matrix is to
`je performed
flag 'indicating 	 REND NAV FLAG	 is	 D	 -	 ON/OFF	 As rqd
whether rendezvous
navigation active	 I
(ON), or onorbit
naviall-ion active	 1	 E
ca	 (OFF}g	 3
s
J^	 flag set by ground	 OV—UPLINK	 *	 D	 ON/OFF -	 As rqd.
uplink processor	 iindicating ,(ON)
that orbiter vehi-
cle state vector
has been up l inked
fl ag set by ground	 TV UPLINK	 *	 D	 -	 ON/OFF -	 As rqd
upl ink processor'
indicating (ON)
that target vehi-
cle state vector
has been upl inked
onorbit navigati on pri ncipal function input list
TABLE 4.3.1.2-1. 	 (Continued) STATE AND COVARIANCE SETUP INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
!-RATE
flag indicating GM DEG I S 1-8 As rqd
degree 
of 
gravi-
tational	 po lCen-
tial model
qq IV	 1 ,'ag indicating GM ORD I S 0-8 As rqd
4;
	order of gravi-
tational po ten-
t al model
flag which activates DRAG MODE S O'l As rqd
(I ) or deactivates	 (0) NAVC
the drag	 celeruation
model
'llag which activates VENT	 E_MOD I S 011 As rqd
(1)	 or deactivates	 (0) N NV
the venting and RCS-
uncoupled-thrusting
model
integration step-size PREC, STEP I S sec As r,d
I-or precision state
prediction
pre-mission load
TABL- 4.3.1.2-1	 (Continued) STATE AND COVARIANCE SETUP INPUT LIST
SAt,PLEDESCRIPTION SYMBOL `	 INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION ' RANGE UNITS
1 RATE
uplinked orbiter R GND V DP - ft As rqd
position vector
0 y(M5 1 ^..9y
uplinkea orbiter V:GND V DP 9 ft/sec As rqd
velocity vector
(M50
3
upl i n'ked orbi ter T,_GND * F DP - sec As rqd
state vector tide
lag
'	 time tag of current T_CURRENT_ state propagation F DP - sec As ' rqd
i 1 ter sta •ce vector FIL T s
vector (6 y 1) of SIG UPDATE V DP - vary As rqd
tandard deviations
(UVk1) for orbiter
position/velocity
covariance init i aliza-
tion (ground update),
onor^bit navigation principal function input list
** `pre-mission load
N
DESCRIPTION
	
SYMBOL
	
INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
{	 RATE
vector ( 7 x 1) of
	
COV COR UPDATE	 *,**	 !	 v	 DP	 -1 ,1	 As rqd
S	
correlation coefficients o
associated vii ch UVtJ
standard deviations
►rl	 SIG UPDATE
y
j!tj
	
used far orbiter position)
H t2	 velocity covariance in tia-
n	 '! zatian	 (ground update) i
flag indicating 
	
(ON) DO AUTO - UPDATE * D - ON /OFF - NAV rate
that an automatic
nfl i gh,t update of
eitherorbiter and/or
target state and
t	 covariance matrix is to
`	 be performed.
-Flag indicating REND NAV•FLAG * D - ON/OF - As rqd	 —'
whether rendezvous
navigation active (ON)
or onorbi t navigation
ac'l,lv'n- (OFF) i
flag set by ground OV_.UPLINK * D - ON/OFF As rqd
upl i nk processor in-
dicating (ON) that
orbiter vehicle state
Vector has been upl inked
onorbit navigation principal function input list
*^	 pre
-mission load
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
flag set by ground TV UPLINK '
i
* D - ON/OFF - As rqd
uplink processor in- ^
-
dt c Mt , ng (ON) that
orbiter vehicle state
vector has been uplinked
flag indicating GM-'DEG S 1-8 - As rqd
degree of gravita-
tional potential
rrodel
flag indicating order GM2- RD ** I S 0-8 - As rqd
of gravitational poten-
J	 ti a', model
E	 flag which activates {1) DRAG MODE_ ** I S 011 - As rqd
o r deactivates (0) the NAV
drag acceleration model
3
€lag which activates	 (1) ^	 VENT .MODE_ * D - ON/OFF - NAV rate
or deactivates	 (0) the NAV
venting, and RCS-uncoupled-I
thrusting model
integration step-size PREC—STEP ** I S - sec As rqd
for precision state i
prediction I
TABLE-4.3.1.2-1	 (continued)	 STATE AND COVARIANCE SETUP INPUT LIST ^;---
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
upl i nked orbiter R GND * V DP _ ft As .;rqd
nos i ti on vector"
s
wlinked orbiter V GND * V DP - ft/sec As rqd
velocity vector
( ^fi50 )
uplinked orbiter T GND * F DP - sec As rqd
state vector time
taq
time tag of current T CURRENT- state propagation F DP - sec_ As ,rqd
CD	 filter state vector FILT
vector (5 x 1) of stan- SIG UPDATE *,** V DP - vary As rqd
dard deviations (UVW
for orbiter position/
velocity covariance
initialivation (.round
iodate)
onorbit navigation principal • fdnction input list
pre-mission load
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
vector (7 x 1) of COV COP, *, ** V DP -1 ,1 - As argd
correlation coefficients U-P-JATr ^ —
associated with UVW
standard deviations
SIG UPDATE
used for orbiter position/
velocity covariance ini-
tialization (ground
update)
3
earth: gravitational EARTH MU ** F DP - -f_t_2 As rqd
constant sec
•[ .
vector (3 x 1) of un- COV.^.ACCEL_ ** V DP -
2
ft 4 As rqd
modeled acceleration B0?'_INIT sec
bias error variances
(body coordinate system)
upl inked target vehicle R_TV ,ND- * V DP - ft As rqd
position vector (150)
3
up inked target vehicle V_TV—GND * V DP - ft/sec As rqd
velocity vector (M50)
-.1
D ESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE 
RATE
o	 uolinked time tag ofIt ^ T_TV GND— * F D,P - sec As rqd 
b	 target vehicle state
o	 vector
ro	
vector (b x 1) of SIG,_TV-VPDATE *,** V DP - vary As rqd
standard deviations
(UV's!); for target vehicle
r^'n	 position/velocity
covariance initializa-
tion (ground update)
vector (7 x 1) of cor- COV -COR "T W_ *,** V DP -1l - As rqd
relation coefficients -UPDATE
4	 associated with UV4!
standard deviations
SI G
 _JV_UPDATE
used for target vehicle
position/velocity
covariance initializa-
tion (ground update)
(see section 4.8	 I- (acceleration*
- -	
- - - As rqd
woad requirements) model and pre-
dictor constants)
DESCRIPTION
-
SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION. 	 ^T TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS -COMPUATION
Rik TE
flag indicating
	
(ON) DID AUTO *. D - ON/OFF - NAV rate
the t are automatic in- " U15DATE
flight ;.update has been
p rfor:led
E
f	
orbiter position vector R_FILT state propagation-, V DP - ft As rqd
(MK) covariance propaga-
tion, 'onorbit con-
trol
orbiter vel6ci 4L-.y ,rector V-FILT- state propagation, V DP - ft/ As rqd
w ( IM 50) covar°l:ance propa- sec
gation onorbit
control
vector of orbiter total TOT-ACC state propagation,_ V DP - ft/ 2 As rqd
acceleration (M50) covariance propaga sec
tion
vector (3 x 1) of un- VENT:JHRUST• state propagation V DP - ft/ 2 As rqd
moc led acceleration bias BIAS sec
errors (body coord. system)
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION
•
TYPE FRECISION RANGE UNITS
-
COpt1PUTATION
P t,,T E
filter covariance E covariance propa- M DP - vary As-rqd
matrix of orh ";, ter gati on
position, velocity, and
Lmmmodeled acceleration
bi-is errors	 %9 x 9 di-
mensional)
target vehicle position R-TV
-`
* V DP - ft As rqd
vector (1450)
'
target vehicle velocity V TV * V: DP - ft/ As rqd
vector (MS0) sec
r.5
tire tag of target T TV * F DP - sec As rqd
{	 vehicle s taste vector
flag indicating (ON) the TARGJEC * D - ON /OFF - As rqd
availability of a target AVAIL
vehicle state vector and
time tag for re-initiali-
zation purposes.
4.3.1.3 State Propagation
This subfunction will perform a number of tasks related to
the propagation of the orbiter state vector.
The task of reading (snapping) the IMU shall be performed
to obtain the current tinge and the accuplated sensed velocity.
Details of the IMU snap task are to be found in Section 4.2..1,1.
Available acceleration models include grayitational accelerations
(always used) and non-gravitational accelerations (drag, venting
5
and uncoupled RCS thrusting). The latter shall be used in those
circumstances in which sensed accelerations obtained from the IMU
accumulated sensed velocities are judged to be ins-ignificant•
These acceleration models are described in detail in Section
4.2.1.2.
The equations of mution will be integrated with either a super-g
algorithm (see section 4.2.1.3.1) intended primarily for powered
3
flight phases (i,e., those phases in which significant non-
gravitational accelerations are sensed) or a precision propagation
algorithm designed specifically for coasting flight phases and
described in detail in section 4.2.1.3,2.
3
The task of propagation of biases shall bep erformed by multi-
plying the previous value of each bias by unity. The three
biases propagated in this way represent unmodeled accelerations
in body courdinates,
4.3.1-25
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A. Detailed Requirements
s	 The computations that shall be carried out for advancement
of the position and velocity vectors are the following:
1. The IMU shall be snapped (see section 4.2.1.1 for de-
tails of this task).
2. Values of the position.and velocity vectors calculated'
in the previous navigation cycle, together with the
total acceleration; shall be saved for use in the cur-
rent cycle;
TOT ACC LAST = TOT ACC
R LAST = R HIT
V LAST V FILT
3. The time interval for advancement shall be calculated
by subtracting the time tag of the previous cycle from
the time obtained from the IMU snap:
DT f`LLT T CURRENT FILT-T LAST_FILT
4. The 'flag that indicates the choice of integrator shall
them be checked. This flag, PWRD_FLT NAV, is set by
the onorbit/rendezvous sequencer principal function,
It is set to OFF when in a coasting flight phase and
set to ON just before a burn.
4.1 If the flag is found to be ON, the Super-g integrator
shall be invoked. This requires the setting of certain
flags. It also requires comparing the acceleration
calculated from the IMU sensed velocities with a pre-
4. 3. 1 426
vstored threshold value below which this acceleration
shall be ignored.
So, the following steps are needed:
4.1.1 Find the difference in the accumulated sensed vel-
ocity
DV FILT	 V CURRENT FILT-V LAST FILT
4.1.2 Calculate on acceleration magnitude from
DV FILT and DT FILT and compare it with the
threshold value:
DV_FILT > DA THRESHOLD
uT F^iTi'
Then, if the calculated acceleration is larger
than the threshold value, set the following flags° 	 a
USE IMU DATA = ON
IGD GM DEG LOW
IGO	 GM ORD LOG!
IDRAG = 0
IVENT	 O
3y
and set a
DV '= DV TILT
On the other hand, if the calculated absolute
value of the accelerati on is below the threshold
C level, het
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3USE IMU DATA = OFF
IGD = GM DEG
F
IGO = GM OR0
IDRAG = 1
IVENT = 1
	
.,.
and
DV = 0.
4.1.3 Find a value of the sensed acceleration based
on DV (it could, therefore, be 0., thus ignoring
the IMU readings)
A SENS = DV/DT FILT
4.1.4 Cali the Super-g integrator,
 with-the flag values
just set;
A
CALL: ONORBIT SUPER G
IN LIST: IGD, IGO, IDRAG, IVENT, 0, R FILT,
V FILT, T CURRENT FILT, DT_FILT, DV
OUT LIST: R FILT, V FILT, G NEW
4.2 In the situation where the PWRD FLT NAV is found to
be OFF, the precision propagation integration
scheme shall be called. The sequence, in this case, i
f
is as follows:
4.2.1 Check the REND NAV FLAG, and choose the step-
size for the precision propagator according
r
to the values of this flag. The step -size
4.3.1-28
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;
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does affect the accuracy of the integration, and
it is natural that the accuracy requirements during
the rendezvous phases be different from those in
other phases of the orbital operations. The
REND NAV FLAG, during the periods in which the
Onorbit Navigation principal function is in op-
eration, shall always be found to be OFF. This
will result in setting
i
DT = PREC....STEP.i	 -
4.2.2 The 'vector A SENS is required for the computation
of TOT ACC in a later step. The precision pro-
pagator being a coasting flight integrator, the
sensed accelerations are not needed by it. There- 	 j
fore, set
A SENS=O,
4.2.3 Invoke the precision propagator with calling ar-
guments that will cause the modeling of drag,
venting and uncoupled thrustingaccelerationsp
	>
f with 'the use of current attitude information.
CALL: ONORBIT PRECISE PROP
IN LIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, 1,1 , 0, DT, R FILT,
V TILT, T LAST FILT, T CURRENT FILT
OUT!IST: R FILT, V FILT, G NEW
x.3.1-29
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At the end of either step 4.1.4 or step 4.2.3,
the values of , R -_TILT and V FILT output by the cor-
responding integrator are the required propagated
position and velocity vectors of the orbiter. The
vector G NEW is a modeled acceleration vector ob-
tained according to the specified flag settings and
and corresponding to RFILT, RFILT and T CURRENT FILT.
5. The REND NAV FLAG shall then be tested. This flag
indicates whether or not it is necessary to also pro-
pagate the state of the target vehicle	 While the
onorbit navigation principal function is operative,
this flag will always have the value OFF, and pro-
pagation of the target state vector will not be re-
quired.
i
i
6. Save the IMU readings for the next cycle and find the
total acceleration vector for the orbiter (required
for transition matrix calculations)
T LAST FILT = T_CURRENT FILT
V LAST FILT = V CURRENT FILT
TOT ACC G NEW + A SENS
B. Interface Requirements
Input and output parameters at,e to be found in tables
4.3.1.3-1 and 4.3.1.3-2 respectively.
LL4.341-30	 .
iC. Processing Requirements
None.
D. Constraints
The acceleratic1 models task is needed not only by the
navigation state pro pagation subfunction but also by
the onorbit precision §t.-te prediction principal function
and by the user parameter staff, propagation subfunction.
Each of these users of the accelerat 4 nn models shall set
its own flags and therefore require a di ftt; nt cal cul atiQ-n .
To protect against interference in the accei eratio,, ^-om'-
putations, it is important that these computations not be
interrupted,
E. Supplementary Informa•ti-on
i
A suggested implementation of this -subfunction, in the
form of a detailed flow diagram, may be found in Appendix
-a
,	 B
ONORBIT SUPER —G
ONORBIT PRECISE PROP
ONORBIT NAV (IMU Snap Portion)
ONORBIT REND BIAS AND COV PROP (CODE)
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Table 4.3.1.3-1.	 On-Orbit Ftate'Propagation Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL I14PUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Copy cf V IKU CURRENT rani vet- V CURRENT FII T DP Ft/sec Fi 1 ter ,rate
ocity courts reserved for
rreasureme t processing
;TU or clock  time when !MU T CURRENT FIL,T * F DP Sec Fi l ter rate
; as read
k
Flag indicat
i
ng choice of PWRD FLT NAV * Q ,' ON, OFF	 -. As needed
integrator.
Filter current	 _ -R FILT *, onorbit state V DP Ft Filter rate
pos ition vector in rM50 — and cov..setup,
coordinates
' Total acceleration TOT ACC * V DP Ft/sect Filter rate
(sensed plus modeled
Flag indicating if the REND NAV FLAG * D -- •ON107 - As needed
current NAV phase is a
. • endezvous phase
Orbi ter velocity vector V'FILT *, onorbit' state 'V DP Ft/sec Filter rate
and cov.
	
setup.
Angle of attack ALPHA y F DP 0-211 Rad Filter	 .
angle of si'deshiP BETA * F DP 0-2 IT Rad rate	
---Acceleration model ** Filter
related constants ** rate
Onorbit Navigation Principal Function Input.List
^X	 Prer,ission loaded
-,---
**	 These constants are listed and their values given in Section 4.8 (reload reggi.re'ents)
f
^-'
Table 4.3.1.3-?.	 On-Orbit S tate Propagation Output Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION TYPE PRECISION RANGE	 UNITS SAMPLE
RAT E
Current. position vector of P. FILT *;h* V DP Ft Filter rate
a	 n x!50 coordinatescr ter i --
Previous position vector of R LAST ** V DP Ft Filter rate
orbi te r
Total acceleraton'(sensed °TOT ACC * V DP Ft/sect Filter rate
n l us modeled) o;` orbiter
Previcustotal
	
acceleration TOT ACC LAST * V DP Ft/sect Filter rate
of orbiter
Orbiter v ploci ty vector V FILT ^,k^, V D-P Ft/sec Filter rate
y
Previous velocity vector of V LAST ** V DP Ft/sec Filter rateI c-bi ter
Ua
Di Ee~ence between two DV FILT ** V DP Ft/sec ^ Fi lter  rate.
onsee^t Li ve accumulated
'^ iocities snappedifrom t
Cony of the current time. T LAST FILT Onorbit Nav: F DP Sec Filter rate
tag, saved	 nor
	
next nay.
—	 —
cycIe
I
Time of the orbiter state T CURRENT FILT ** F DP Sec. Filter rate
D i t Terence between two DT FILT, DP Sec Filter rate
corsecutive tires snapped
from ' I U
,ev~;ous IMJ accumulated V LAST FILT Onorbit Nay . V DP	 , Ft/sec Fi lter rate
sensed velocity_
.._
'-	 r	 ^.	 ,
w
`^
..
4.3.1.4 Covariance Matrix Propagation
The covariance matrix propagation subfunction propagates
the covariance matrix forward in time. The covariance matrix
is propagated by utilizing the state transition matrix. Addi-
tive process noise is incorporated to account for unmodeled
state and dynamic errors.
A. Detailed Requirements. A 9 by 9 covariance matrix shall
be propagated with the navigation principal function. This
covariance matrix defines the uncertainty in the state vector,
which consists of position and velocity of the orbiter and
unmodeled accelerations. The method of propagation is descri -
bed in Section 4.2.2.
B. Interface Requirements The input and output data are shown
in Tables 4.3.1.4-1 and 4.3.1.4-2,
C. Processing Requirements. This subfunction will be called
after the IMU sensor data have been read and after the state
propagation subfunction has been executed
D. Constraints Prestored data are to be used for initiali-
zation. The propagated covariance matrix must remain symmetric.
E. Supplementary Information. A possible implementation of
this subfunction is shown in the flow charts ONORLIT RENDS BIAS
 AND cOVi
'ROP	 (CODE), PWRD FLT COU PROP;(CODE), MEAN CONIC PARTIAL
TRANSITION MATRIX-6X6 and F AND G in Appendix g.
s
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sec	 filter rate
sec	 filter rate
2
(ft/sec )2 filter rate
sec
filter rate
filter rate	 j
ft/sec filter rate
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DESCRIPTION
	
I
SYMBOL
	 INPUT SOURCE
	 TYPE' PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Interval over which DT._FILT state propagation F
to propagate the covariance
matrix
Correlation time constants TAU VENT premission constant V
Tor body venting
Variance of body VAR—VENT—DT  
—
premission load V
venting variable
Structural body to M,5BODYM50 * M
M50 coordinate
transformation matrix
Drag acceleration D COE PCT_ERR premission load F
coefficient percent
error
Drag acceleration D state V
vector
Flag indicating (ON) REND_NAV FLAG * D
9
whether the rendezvous
principal function is
_scheduled
O'norbit principal
	 function'inlist
ON,OFF
	 filter rate
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION .
Filter current shuttle R FILT state propagation V DP
position vector in M50
coordinates
Filter current shuttle V FILT state propagation V DP
velocity vector in
14150 coordinates
Gravity acceleration TT ACC state propagation V DP
at end of shuttle
state integration i E
interval
v	 Filter covariance E measurement M DP
matrix incorporation
Flag indicating (ON) MANEUVER ON FLAG * D
the desire to inhibit
the processing or
external measurement
data by the navigation
filter
* Onorbit principal function inlist.
ft/sec filter rate
ft/sec`J filter rate
vary Ifi 1 ter rate
ON,OFF	 }filter rate
RANGE]UNITS SAMPLE
IRATE
ft	 Filler rate
Table 4.3..1.4-1. (continued),- Onorbit'Covariance Propagation Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANG UNITS SAMPLE
IRATEl
3
Gravitational constant { EARTH MU premission load F DP (ft /sec) filter rate
of the earth
3
Square root SQR_EMU premission load F DP ft /sec filter rate
of EARTH tMU
Identity matrix ID MATRIX 3x3 premission load M DP
r
filter rate
(3 x 3)
a	 Tolerance for succesive EPS ;(EP premssion l uad F DP rad filter rate
W	 iterations in the solution
of Kepler's equation
w
co
3
Position vector of R LAST' state propagation V DP ft filter rate	 a
shuttle at the end
----^
of the l ast f i 1 ter
cycle
Velocity vector of V LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
shuttle at the end ---
of the last filter i
cycle !
2
Gravity acceleration TOT ACC LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
at start of shuttle
state integration
-interval
_	
_	 s
Table 4.3-.1.'4-1.(continued) 	 Onorbit Covariance Propagation Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE_
^
PRECISION RANG= UNITS SA
PATE
Difference between D'J_FILT state propagation F DP ft/sec filter rate
accumulated sensed
1 1MU readings on
present cycle and
previ ous cycle
^
2
Variance for platform VAR IMU ALIGN premission load V OP rad	 filter rate
misalignment added as
process noise-in the
covariance
)
W	 Time tag of the current T,LAST:FILT state propagation F DP sec	 filter rate
'J	 fi lter state vector
w
Tire of the last T_ALIGN premission load F DP sec	 filter rate
IMU alignment
2
Variance of the VAR,IMU_•DRTFT
--	 —
premission load V DP rad	 filter rate
t	 dritplaform	 f
ft2/sec2 filter rateAccelerometer VAR-ACC-QUANT premission load F DP
quantization error
variance
2	 3
Variance of unmodeled VAR-UNMOD ACC
—
premission F DP ft /sec	 filter rate
acceleration times DT i i	 load
scale time
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
PATE
Filter covariance matrix E measurement M OP vary ( filter rate
' incorporation
b'	
^	 t
4.3.2 Rendezvous Navigation
The rendezvous navigation principal function shall provide
an up-to-date estimate of the orbiter and target position,
velocity, and other parameters for software users such as
guidance and displays. This principal function shall be
scheduled by the onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer
principal function.
The rendezvous navigation principal function shall use
selected IMU data and a model of the Earth' s gravitational
acceleration to maintain a current estimate of the orbiter's
state vector during powered flight. During coasting flight,
a
models of the Earth's gravitational acceleration, aerodynamic
drag acceleration, venting acceleration, and uncoupled'RCS
thrusting acceleration shall be used to maintain a current
estimate of the orbiter and target state vectors, A single
	
.	
1
string state vector configuration shall apply in coasting,
powered flight, and TPF stationkeeping navigation as follows
(19 elements):	 1
orbiter position (141950) - 3 components
orbiter velocity (M1950)
	 3 components
	
3
orbiter unmodeled acceleration biases (body axes)
	 3 components
target position _ (iY11950) - 3 components
tarriet velocity 'H1950) - 3 components
sensor systematic biases (Sensor axes) -
 If components
t.. 3, 2-7
Y	 ^
External sensor data shall be processed during coasting and
TPF stationkeeping navigation phases. The foilowing measure-
ments shall b^ available;
rendezvous radar (range, range-rate, shaft angle, trunion
angle)
star tracker (horizontal angle, vertical angle)
COAS (horizontal angle, vertical angle)
A 19x19 dimensional covariance matrix, initialized by the
onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal function,
shall be propagated along with the 19 element state vector,
during all rendezvous navigation phases (coast,
flight, TPF stationkeeping).
A ground update capability shall enable automatic re-initial-
ization of the orbiter and/or target state vector (and other
related non;-position/velocity states) and covariance matrix
during coasting and TPF stationkeeping navigation phases.
The rendezvous navigation principal function composed of
eight ;primary subfunctions:	 i
1. A-control subfunction (section 4.3.2.1),
.	 s
2. An external sensor data snap suofunction (section
3. A sensor measurement selection subfunction (section 4.3.2.3),
4. A state and covariance setup subfunction.(section 4.3.2.4),
5. A state propagation sub-function (section 4.3.2..5),
^.. ^
4.3.2.-2
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r
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LEVELB
MNEMO IN
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME"
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
(SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
BFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
_ NAME
-
INPUT TABLE
P''V
	
FLT NAV - ORB/RND NAV SEQ
0 covariance matrix 4.3.2.6 -1
propagation
0 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1
REND NAV FLAG
_
ORB/RND NAV SEQ 6 state and covari-
ance setup
4.3.2.4-r
-.
0 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1
I covariance matrix 4.3.2.6-1
TBD
propagation
OV UPLINK (ground uplink
processor)
0 state and covari-
ance setup,.
4.3.2.4-1
TV.UPLINK (ground uplink 0 state and covari- 4.3.2.4-1
processor) ance setup
R GNU
V GND
T GND
R TV GND
(ground uplink
processor)
0 state and covari-
.-	 ance setup
_
4.3.2.4-1
V TV GND
DQ_ AUTO ^UPDATE
TOT ACC ORB/RND NAV SEQ 6 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1
0 covariance matrix 4.3.2.6-1
-	 propagation
0 state and covariance 4.3.2.7-1
R
meas.
	 incorp.
LEVEL B
MNEMON
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
(SUBFUNCTICNS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE 'VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
NAME INPUT TABLE
O state propagation 4.3.2.5n-1
- V CURRENT FILT IMU RM
T CURRENT FI LT IMU RM- I state and covariance 4;.3.2.4-1
matrix setup
3 state propagation___ __4.3.2.571
6 state and covariance 4.3.2.7-1
meas.	 incorp.
R TILT
V TILT
ORo/RND NAV SEQ 6 state propagation
0 covariance matrix
4:3.2-:5=1
4.3.2.6-1
-propagation
TBD I state and covariance 4.3.2.7-1
meas.	 incorp.
V LAST FILT
LAST TILT
ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 state propagtion 4.3.2.5-1
SQR_EMU ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1
C MN AN
S MN AN
C—MX AN'
S MX AN
E ORB/RND NAV SEQ ® covariance matrix 4.3:2.6-1
propagation
'	 USE MEAS DATA ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 sensor measurement 4.3.2.3-1
selection
c^
^y
tJ .
O
o"
-` w
N
1
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL -INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRIP^CIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION	 SUBFUNCTIONN ACCEPT NAME	 INPUT TABLE
N REJECT
ORB/RND NAV SEQSEQ_ACCEPT
SEQ_REJECT 0 measurement pro- 4.3.2.8-1
	 —
cessing statistics -
R TV 0 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1:___
V TV ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 covariance matrix 4.3.2.6-1
G TV propagation
0 state and covariance 4.3.2.7-1
meas. -incorp
VENT THRUST BIAS ORB/RND NAV SEQ 0 state propagation 4.3.2.5-1'``
TBD G state and covariance 4.3.2.7-1-
meas.	 incorp.
QTR SHFT . external sensor data 4.3.2.2-1
QTR TURN snap
Q_RR RNG © state and covariance 4-:3.-2.7-1 	
-QTR RNG DOT meas. incorp.
RNG DATA GOOD REND RADAR SOP
RDOT DATA'GOOD
RR ANGLE DATA
GOOD
M M50 TO BODY RR
TREND RADAR
LEVEL : B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE (-SUEFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
_	 _FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
- -SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
Q S`T HORIZ _
---NAME INPUT TABLE—
Q_ST VERT
N ST IN USE
ST DATA GOOD' A external sensor data 4.3.2.2-1
M X150 j TO BODY ST snap
T_STAR_ TRACKER
Q COAS HORIZ STAR TRACKER SOP
• state and covariance
meal. incorp.
--4.3.2.7-1.
Q_COAS VERT
N COAS -IN USE
TBD COAS DATA GOOD
M M50 TO BODY
COAS
T COAS
RR`ANGLES—ENABLE
ST. ENABLE
COAS ENABLE NAV MONITOR KIP p sensor measurement 4.3.2-.3-1
RNG'AIF , selection
RDOT AIR
ANGLES AIF
SIG UPDATE
-
CuV COP, UPDATE
TO CO UPDATE
COV COR TV UPDATE
(ground uplink
processor)
m state and-covariance
setup
4.3.2,4-1
___
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON
—
VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIP,BLE)
SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION	 --
NAME INPUT TABLE
6 state propagation 4.3.2.5-2USE_IMU DATA ORB USER PARAM PROC
R RESET
-9—RESET
TRESET
VT RESET ORB USER. PARAM PROC 0 rendezvous control 4.3.2.1-2
R TV RESET
V TV RESET
TBD FILT UPDATE
DID AUTO
—
UPDATE ' (ground uplink 0 state and covariance 4.3.2.4-2
_
_processor) setup
TARG VEC AVAIL ORB/RNO NAV SEQ I state and covariance 4.3.2,4-2
setup
I
I
F
Q
I
e	 ,
a
E
k
4.3.2.1 Rendezvous Control
VA
The rendezvous navigation principle function shall pro-
vide the capability to control state and covariance
matrix propagation and navigation filter updates
A. Detailed requirements
Rendezvous control shall perform the following tasks in
the order indicated 	 (For definitions of variables, see
input and output tables 4.3.2.1-1 and 4.3.2.1-2.)
1. The accumulated IMU sensed velocity andthe corresponding
time tag shall be obtained as described in.section 4.2.1.1.
2. An external sensor data snap shall be performed as described
a
`irn section .4.3.2.2.
1
3. The state vector shall be propagated as described in section
4.3.2.5.
4. The covariance matrix as described in section 4.3.2.6,
5. The rendezvous sensor measurement selection subfunction
shall determine which measurements are to be presented to
the filter for processing, as described in section 4.3.2.3.
6. The state and covariance setup subfunction-shall set up
tie proper state vector and covariance matrix for ttse
by the state and covariance measurement incorporation task
as described in section 4.3.2.4.
E
4.3.2-g
7. The state and covariance measurement incorporation
{	 subfunction shall update the state vector and covariance
matrix for each ofthe measurements being processed
as described in section 4.3.2.7. This subfunction is
F
exercised for each measurement type only if data.are
to be processed as determined by the rendezvous sensor
measurement selection subfunction. A counter (RR ANGLE
MARK NUM, RRDOT MARK NUM, ST MARK NUM, or COAS MARK NUM)
I
i shall be incremented for each measurement processed to	
1
indicate the mark number for post mission analysis pur-
poses.
1	 8. The position and velocity of the orbiter and the target,
the associated time tag, and the accumulated velocity
count shall then be stored for use by the user parameter
state propagator,	 1
R RESET R FILT
V RESET' = V -FILT
T RESET = T LAST FILT
RwTV RESET R TV	 -
V TV RESET V TV
_V IMU RESET V LAST FILT
Then the filter ;update ;'slag shall be set to ON to indicate
to users that the current rendezvous navigation filter
update is complete.
FILT UPDATE = ON
4.3.2-10
	
—	
a
A
9. Finally, the measurement processing statistics subfunction
DESCRIPTION
_
SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Shuttle position vector in R FILT Rendezyous V D ft Filter rate
M50 coordinates' -- measurement
incorporation
Shuttle velocity vector V TILT Rend.--vous V S ft/sec Filter ratein M50 coordinates measurement
i ncor'Porat' on
Time of-latest filter T LAST FILT Rendezvous state S D sec Filter rate
update propagation:
Target position vector R-TV Rendezvous V D ft Filter rate
in M50 coordinates measurement
;a incorporation
w
Target velocity vector V TV Rendezvous V S ft/sec Filter rate
',in 1 150 coordinates measurement
incorporation
Last IMU velocity V LAST FILT Rendezvous V S ft /sec Filter rate
count
.—	 _
State pro-
pagation
Flag indicating that the DO RR ANGLE Rendezvous sensor D Filter rate
rendezvous radar angles NAV measurement
are too be processed selection
Flag.indicatincd that the DO RRDOT NAV Rendezvous sensor D Filter rate
rendezvous radar range and measurement 4
range rate are to be pro- selection
cessed'.
•OF
TABLE 4.3.2,1-1, (continued) r Rendezvous Control input Parameters
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	 INPUT SOURCE
	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Flag indicating that	 DO ST ANGLE NAV	 Rendezvous	 ;'.; D	 Filter rate
star tracker angles	 sensor
are to be processed 	 measurement	 ---
selection
Flag indicatin g that	 DO`COAS ANGLE	 Rendezvous	 D	 Filter rate
d
r}
8
.	 j
s	 }i
t
J	 DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATION
RATE.
Counter indicating number RRDOT MARK NUM Downlist D S Fi 1ter rate
of times rendezvous radar -
range and range rate were	 i
processed	 i
Counter indicating number " RR ANGLE MARK Downlist D S Filter rate
i,	 of times 'rendezvous radar -- NUh1	 -
`	 angles were processed
Counter indicating'number ST MARK-NUM. Downlist D S Filter rate
`	 of times startracker data
-
were processed J
z
N Counter indicating number COAS MARK NUM DoWnlist D S Filter rate
of times
	
CQAS data were
processed	 r'
Orbiter position vector R RESET * -V D ft Filter I'at°
after a11-navigat-ion up-
-
dates reserved for reset
Of guidance integrator
position vector
RAAIGG
orbiter yel oci ty yector V ` RESET . * V S f t/se Filter  raise
after all nayigation
updates reserved for re-
set of guidarxce integra-
tor velocity vector
`r	 A`iG'G
DESC-RIPTIO14 SYMBOL OUTPUT`SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS
. <
COMPUTATION
RATE
Time associated with T RESET * S D Sec Filter rate
reserved reset state
Target position vector R TV RESET' * V D ft Filter rate
after all navigati dn —
updates reserved for
reset of guidance in-
tegrator position
vector 'R TARGET
Target velocity vector V TV RESET
—.
* ^j S ;'t/sec •Filter rate	 j
after all ,navigation up-
—
dates reserved for reset
Of guidance integrator
velocity vector V TARGET
Copy of V LAST F'LT V- IMU RESET * V D ft/sec Fil ter rate
reserved as veTocity
count at start of extra-
polation interval when i
guidance inteara'tor is'
reset
Flag indicating	 (ON) FILT UPDATE * D Filter rate
that the current navi-
gation cycle is complete
s
yy11
4.3.2.2 External Sensor Data Snap
The purpose of this subfunction during the rendezvous navigation
phase is to collect and store sensor data from the Rendezvous
Radar, the Star Tracker and the Crew Optical Alignment Sight
(COAS) .
The data sets used in navigation processing must be properly
saved for use •in the state and covariance measurement incorpor-
ation subfunction, whereas the actual data may continue to be
refreshed by hardware sensor reading, sensor SOP processing,
and selection f i lter unification.
A. Detailed Requirements. j
During the rendezvous phases, data from the external
sensors, together with the corresponding data good flags,
associated time tags and rotation matrices from M50 to the
orbiter body axes valid at those times, shall be obtained
and stored. The equations are:
1. For the Rendez vous P.adar.
SNAP REND RADAR (Q DR SHFT, Q2R TRUN, 0 RR RNG,	 s
Q RR^RNG^DOT, RNG DATA GOOD, RDOT_DATA GOOD, RR_
ANGLE DATA GOOD, M_M50 TO BODY RR, "T REND RADAR)
where
Q2R SHFT is the shaft angle,
Q RR_TRUN-is the trunnion angle,
4.3,2-16
a1
_	
W r
i
1
F
k
RR_ ANGLE
—
DATA _GOOD the validity flag of the
above measurements,
i
`	 Q_RR RNG is the radar range measurement,
RNG DATA GOOD the respective data good flag,
Q RR RNG_DOT the radar range rate reading,
RDOT
—
 DATA_GOOD the respective validity indicator,
4	 T REND RADAR the time at which these measurements
r are considered to have been effected, and
M_M50 TO BODY RR the transformation matrix from
—
mean of 1950.0 coordinates to the body coordinate
system ..at the time T* REND RADAR.
2.	 For the Star Tracker,
SNAP STAR _TRACKER (Q ST MORIZ, Q_ST VERT,
N ST IN USE, ST DATA GOOD, 1,1 M50 BODY ST,
T STAR TRACKER)
x
where
I	 _
Q ST N^ORIZ is the horizontal angle,
Q ST_VERT the vertical angle,
ST DATA GOOD the data good flag relative to these -
angles,
z_-
N ST_IN^USE the identifier of the particular star
tracker' that ma de the 'above` measurements,
T STAR TRACKER the time tag, and
M M50 BODY ST the required rotation matrix at
the time of -the measurements.
B.2-17
_
ii j
"
3. For the COAS,
SNAP COAS (Q_COAS HORIZ, , Q COAS VERT, N COAS IN USE,
COAS DATA GOOD, M M50 TO BODY COP c), T COAS)
where
Q_' OAS HORIZ is the horizontal angle,
.,..
Q_GOASHERT the vertical angle,
!	 COAS DATA GOOD the flag that indicates the
validity of the above readings,
N_ COAS _IN USE the identifier of the particular
instrument used to obtain the angles,
T COAS the time of the m?asurements, and
M M50 TO BODY
—
COAS the matrix that describes the
rotation from the M50 to the body coordinate
systems at the time TwMAS.
B. Interface Requiremen ts
The input and output parameters are listed in Tables
4.3.2.2-1 and 4.3.,2.2-2, respectively.
C. Processing Requirements
It is required that the data from the sensors (measure•
meats, ID's, validity flags, rotation matrices, and time tags)
be made available for the collection and storage process. The
collection rate (not necessarily sensor interrogations)
is indicated by the onorbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer.
However, this rate assumes that the available data are
4.3.2--13

sDESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
-RATE
Rendezvous radar shaft . Q RR SHFT * F DP Rad Filter rate
measurement
Rendezvous radar trunnion Q RR TRUN * F DP Rad Filter rate
angle measurement
Rendezvous radar angle RRJANGLE DATA * D - ON,OFF - Filter rate
measurement data good flag GOOD
Rendezvous radar range Q,RR RNG
— —
* F DP Ft Filter rate
measurement
,^	 Rendezvous radar range RNG_ DATA _GOOD * D - ON,OFF - Filter rate'
w	 measurement data good
ro	 flag
N
°	 Rendezvous radar range Q_RR RNG_DOT * F -	 DP Ft/sec Filter rate
rate measurement
Rendezvous radar range RDOT•DATA GOOD * D - ON,OFF - Filter rate
rate measurement data
—	 --
good 'flag
-Time of rendezvous radar T-REND RADAR * F DP Sec Filter rate
measurements
Rota l ion matrix, M50 to M M50 TO BODY * M DP Rad Filter rate
body, at T—REND`RADAR RR
i
DESCRIPTION
	 ^ SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Star tracker measured Q_ST NORIZ * F DP Rad Filter rate
horizontal angle _
Star tracker measured Q_ST_VERT	 ► * F DP kad Filter rate
c	 vertical	 angle
Star tracker measurement ST DATA GOOD * D - ON,OFF -• Filter rate
data good flag
-
Star tracker identifier
k
N ST
—
 IN USE
—
* I - 1,2 - Filter rate
Time of star tracker T :STAR TRACKER * F DP Sec Filter rate
measurements -
Rotation matrix, M50 to M'M50 TO * M DP - Filter rate
:body, at T_STAR TRACKER BODY ST
COAS measured Horizontal Q'COAS 'HORIZ * F DP Rad Filter rate
angle
COAS treasured vertical Q_COAS_VERT * F DP Rad Filter rate
angle
COAS measurement data COAS DATA GOOD * D - ON,OFF - filter rate
good flag
COAS identifier-' N COAS IN USE * I - 1,2 - Filter rate
iDESCRIPTION
	 l
i
SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Time of COAS measurements T COAS ^'	 * F DP Sec Filter rate
Rotation matrix, M50 to M M50 TO * M DP - Filter rate
body, at ► COAS
i
BGDY_(OAS`^`
.
L	 a..,	 .' ......... i
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS ;FUTATTON
RATE
:Rendezvous' radar shaft QDR SHFT * F DP Rad Filter rate
angle measurement
r
Rendezvous radar trunnion CLRR TRUN * F DP t2ad' Filter rake
angle- measurement
Rendezvous radar angle RR ANGLE DATA * D - ON,OFF Ft Filter rate
:measurements data good GOAD
flag A
ry	 Rendezvous radar range Q_RR RNG * F DP Ft Filter rate
measurement
Rendezvous radar range RNG DATA GOOD * D - -ON,OFF - Filter rate
measurement data good —	 —}
w	 flag
Rendezvous radar range Q-RR RNG DOT * F DP Ft/se Filter rate
rate measurement
Rendezvous radar range RDOT DATA GOOD * D - ON,OFF - Filter rate
rate measurement data —	 —
good flag
x	 Time of rendezvous radar . TREND RADAR * F DP Sec Filter rate
measurements
—	 —
* Rendezvous State and Covariance Measurement Incorporation Subfunction
lip
ITABLE 4.3.2.2-2	 EXTERNAL S)ENSOR'DATA SNAP OUTPUT PARAMETERS
DESLRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE	 PRECISION RANG` UNITS LO i°UTF,TI0^1
RATE
Rotation matrix, M50 tobody M M50 TO * M	 DP - Filter rate
at T Rr--ND RADAR BODY 711
`	 Star tracker measured Q_ST HORI7_ * F 	 DP Rad Filter rate
f	 horizontal	 angle
Star tracker measured ST VERT * F	 DP Rad Filter rate
`	 vertical	 angle
f
Star tracker measurement ST DATA GOOD * "U	 - ON,OFF - Filter rate
r	 data good fl ag —	 —
Star tracker identifier N ST IN USE ' * I	 - 1,2 Filter rate
w
N	 Time of star tracker T STAR TRACKER * F	 DP.` Sec Filter rate
k measurement
Rotation matrix, M50 to M' M50 TO_ * M	 DP F.i 1 ter rate
body at T STAR ' TRACKER a0DY' TT —
COAS measured horizontal , :BOAS.HORIZQ * F	 DP Rad" Filter rate	 •
angle
COAS measured vertical Q_COAS—VERT *' F	 DP Rad Filter rate
angle
BOAS measurement data. DATA * D	 - ON,OFF - Filter rate
good flag GOOD	
—
:
i,'
DESCRIPTION. SYMBOL. OUTPUT SOURCE TTYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATIONRATE
4	 COAS identifier N COAS IN USE I - 1,2
4
- Filter rate
Time of COAS measurement T COAS F DP Sep Filter rate
t
-
K	
'Rotation matrix', M50 to M M50 TO * M DP - Filter rate
body, at T COAS' BODY COAS
tI
4.3.2.3 Sensor Measurement Selection
A capability, designated as the rendezvcus sensor measurement
selection subfunction, is required to determine if external sensor
measurement data will be presented to the state and covariance
measurement incorporation subfunction (sec, 4.3.2.7) when the
rendezvous navigation principal function is active. Selection
of measurement data shall also mean that knowledge of this data
selection will be provided to the measurement reconfiguration
subfunction (sec. 4.3.2.4.1) to cause proper configuration of the
state vector and covariance matrix.
A. Detailed requirements
The requirements for this subfunction are given as a set of
necessary sensor measurement data selection capabilities. Only
the following four sensor measurement data types will be
considered for selection: rendezvous radar range and range	 j
rate, rendezvous radar angles (shaft and trunion) star
tracker angles (horizontal and vertical), and WAS angles
(horizontal and vertical).- The following capabilities shall
be provided.
1. All external sensor measurement processing shall be
nhi bi ted for a premi ss i on-determined time prior to
the initiation of powered flight and during powered
flight.
4.3.2-2G
2. If external sensor measurement processing is not inhibited
then rendezvous radar range and range rate data will be
selected for processing and the crew shall be able to
manually enable any one of the following sensor measurement
data types: rendezvous radar angles data, star tracker
angles data, or COAS angles data. The last; enabled of these
- t	 hree angles data types shall be the only angles data
 type selected, i.e., the remaining two angles data types-
F !	shall not be considered for selection.
3. The crew shall be able to manually force or inhibit the
selection of sensor measurement data or to allow the
selection process to be automatic. Manual forcing_ or
inhibiting shall override the automatic selection criteria.
F'or each of the three angle data types, forcing or inhibiting
shall effect selection only if that angles data type is
enabled.	
1
4. If a crewiman forces rendezvous radar range and range
a
rate data or an enabled angles data type then the 	 i
forced data will be presented to the state and covariance
measurement subfunction and the residual edit test shall
be overridden for that data type. If a crevrman inhibits
i rendezvous radar range and range rate data or an enabled
angles data type then the inhibited data will be processed
for statistical display purposes only. The force or
ORIGIN^	 AL PAGE IS
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inhibit of sensor measurement data shall remain in effect
across major mode transitions and is removed by •reverting
to -;Gtomatie selection..
5.	 If the automatic selection criteria is in effect for
rendezvous radar range and range rate data or an enabled
angles data type then these data will be selected for
processing.
B. Interface requiremInts
The input and output parameters for this subfunction are
indicated in tables 4.3.2.3-1 and 4.3.2.3-2, respectively.
C. Processing requirements
This subfunction shall he performed after sensor measurement
data has been saved and before the measurement reconfiguration
subfunction	 (sec.	 4.3.2.4.1) is executed.
D. Constraints
The proper setting of the-enable control for each of the
angular data choices shall be performod by softwa re external
k' to navigation.
t
E. Supplementary information
The foregoing requirements indicate the existence of a pair`'
of three ,position software switches, i.e., two AUTO/IiHIBIT/
FORCE switches, one associated with rendezvous radar range`
n
and range rate data and another associated with the currently
is
enabled angles measurement data,	 The existence of an'individual
ORIGINAL PAGD L9
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DESCRIPTION f	 INPUT SOURCE
i
TYPE PRECISI^^? R.ANGaE U?'ITS + SAIVIPL E
RATE
ON/OFF"Flag used to USE Rendezvous D S OFF/ON Filter Rate
indicate if external MEAS_ Nav Control
Measurements should DATA Subs unction
be processed
` ;rendezvous radar RRDOT_ * CHAR S Filter Rate
'	 range and range rate AIF'
AUTO/INHIBIT/FORCE
switch i
Rend_es AUTO/IMMIBIT/ J';NCLES Al_ * } CHAR S Filter Rate
FORCE switch used -fzr
the currently enabled
w	
ar 91) e- sea` .. }
CD	 Rendezvous radar RR * p S• Filter Rate	 q
angles ENABLE flag ,	 ANGLES
ENABLE
COAS Angles COAS * D S Filter Rate
ENABLE flag, ENABLE
Star tracker angles ST * D S Filter Rate
ENABL E fl as ENABL
'TABLE-4.3.2.3-2	 RENDEZVOUS SENSCR'MEASURENiENT SELECTION OUTPUT PARAMETERS
COMP
cw,T^ (1 /SEC)
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION ^TYP.. c :^PR E
^ ^
P,f;i;G,. ,	 ',1ITc.,
General edit i rd;cator SENSOR Rendezvous CHAR ` S Filter Rate
fcr ` I-Ch measurement EDIT Measurement
type,- I = 1,	 5. processing
statistics
Flag .. used	 (Cf.	 to RRDOT_ RRDOT D OFF/ 09 alter Rate
 
the residual EDIT data
edit test for OVER-•- processing
' rendezvous radar RIDE
range and range rate
Flag used (ON) to RR RR angles D OFF/ON Filter Rate
t} override the residua l ANGLES_ data
`
-_edit test: for rendez- EDIT processingp	 9
u., vous. radar angles OVER-
-^ RIDE
Flay used (ON) to ST Star D OFF/ON i Filter Rate
override the residual ANG- ES_ tracker,
edit test for star EDIT	 I angles data
tracker angles ( OVER-	 ' processing
RIDE
'^ Flag used (ON) to COAS COAS D OFF/0114 Filter Rate
over 'ride the residual ^ ANGLES angles datag
edit test for COAS''
_
EDIT_ processing
angles OVER
^ RIDE
—T1^
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DESCRIPTIONI N SYMBOL	 t N	 ^^UTPU.T DESTINATION TYPE c	 c	 iFR^GI..IO^^ ^ r^ ,^RA;tGE ^ ^.^ ^-11t^TT., C^xt^p
P.n►E	 (1/SEC}
Flag 'indicating	 (ON) COA.S COAS D OFF/ON Filter Rate
that COAS'angles F	 ANGLES angles
data are to be STAT _ data
processed ror statis- processing
ticcal display only
Flag indicating (ON) DO * D OFF/ON Filter Rate
that rendezvous radar ROOT_
range and range.rate NAV
data are to be pro-
cessed
Flag Indicating (ON) DO RR * D OFF/ON Filter Rate	
^.
that rendezvous radar. ANGLES_
.^,	 angles-data are to NAV
be processed
Flag indicating (ON) DO ST :^ D OFF ON/ Filter   Rate ---:.^
that `star. tracker ANGLED
angles data are to NAV
be processed
{
`^^D 'EaCRIPTION ^^^^^SYMBOL.
	 { OUTPUT DESTINATION ^	 i?YH o^+^	 T, ^^.LCIS..ON R , lG.AN E UNITS!''v^^: COMP RATE(1/SEC)
'ti	
Flag indicating
	
(ON)	 s
^
DO_
COAS
* D
Filter Rateo	 ti^at. C rJ.^1S angles data OFF/ON
are to be processed ANGLES_
NAV
qb
Fl ag indicat;ng (ON) RRDO?__
STAT
RRDOT D Filter Ratethat rendezvous data OFF/ON
radar range and processing
range rate data are
to be processed for
statistical	 display'
only
_a
Flag indicating
	
(ON)
^
RR^
L 
_
ANG ES RR D f Filter Rate ^u rea 	 rendezvous
STAT
angles data OFF ON
^
radar angles data processing
are to be j
processed for
sta + isti-cal display i
on ly
f= lagindicating	 (ON) ^	 ST,, Star tracker D
a
Filter Rat ethat star tracker ANGLES_ angles data OFF/Or
angles data are to STAT processing
be processed for
statistical display
only
i	 ^
k
`!► 	 1	 I
d
l	 '
4.3.2.4.1 Measurement Reconfiguration
A capability shall be provided for initialization and re-
configuration of the sensor bias portion of the state vector
and covariance matrix for the processing of measurements as
required by the rendezvous sensor measurement selection sub-
function (sec. 4.3,2.3), The measurement reconfiguration
subfurction shall be performed when the measurement type con-
figuration has changed to include new measurements or when an
ak
auto inflight update occurs while the rendezvous navigation
principal function is active.
A. Detailed Requirements
The rendezvous sensor measurement select'i`on subfunction
shall provide a capability for determining when star
tracker angles, COAS angles, rendezvous radar angles, or
rendezvous radar range or range rate data are to be pro
1
cessed. The measurement reconfiguration subfunction de-
termines whether a new measurement is to be made available;
and if so, it reconfigures the bias portions of the state
a vector, andcovariance matrix to account for the change in
measurement status. New exponentially correlated time con-
stants and process noise va g^i aces are also selected from
M= ..'	 premi si an values i°ar use n tlie' contputati on of ;the state
transition matrix and in the addition of process noise. 
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i The state vector is to be reconfigured by setting its bias
slots associated with the new measurement types to-pre
mission values. Bias values of measurement types no longer
needed do not have to be zeroed unless the element slots of
these values are needed by new measurement types. The co-
variance matrix is to be reconfigured by zeroing the off
diagonal terms associated with the new measurement type.
The diagonal terms are then set equal to premission var-
iance values of the new measurement types	 The rows and
columns associated with the discontinued measurement types
de not have to be zeroed unless theyare used by a new
measurement type.
The accept/reject counters (-N ACCEPT,N REJECT, SEQ3CCEPT,
SEQ REJECT) for each measurement group must be reset to
zero for use by the rendezvous measurement processing
statistics subfunction (section 4.3,2.8).
The formulations> required for reconfiguration of the state
vector and covariance matrix are given before according to
the sensor type. The measetrealent biases occupy the 16th
through 19th element slots in the state vector. The last
four rotes and columns of the covariance matrix are associated
with the uncertainties in these biases. A description of
symbols used in the following equations may be found in tables
4.3.2.4,1-1 and 4.3.2.4.1-2.
4.3,2-3
Rendezvous radar angles
State vector:
SENSOR BIAS	 0
SENSOR 
—
BIAS
	
0
Variance:
VAR SENS DT= VAR RR ANGLES DT
VAR SENS DT 2= VAR—RR ANGLES DT 2
Covariance matrix:
E	 0
16 to 17,	 1	 to 19
E 1	 to 19, 16 to 17
E
16, 16	 VAR RR ANGLES
E'
17, 17	 VAR RR ANGLES
2
Exponentially correlated time constant:
TAU SENSE	 TAU RR ANGLES
TAU SENS	 TA	 RR ANGLES
2	 2
N ACCEPT
	
0
N REJECT	 0
SFQ2CCEPT
	
0
SEQ__^Ht	 0ECT
Startracke_r angles
State vector:
SENSOR BIAS	 0
I
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SENSOR BIAS2
	
0
Variance:
F VAR SENS DT-= VAR ST ANGLES DT-
VAR SENS DT 2= VAR ST ANGLES_DT2
Covariance matri x; 	 y
=0
E16to1701 to 19
E	 =O
1	 to 19, 16 to 17
E16, 16 = VAR ST ANGLES-
E17, 17 = VAR ST ' ANGLES 2
Exponentially correlated time constants:
` TAU S ENS - = TAU ST ANGLES	 #
TAU SENS 2 = TAU ST ANGLES2
_ _
Accept/reject counters:
N ACCEPT- = 0
N REJECT- - 0
SEQ_ACCEPT 	= 0'
SEQ REJECT- = O
E
Rendezvous radar ranee and range rate
f	
State vector:F
F
k _
SENSOR BIAS 	 4 `0
E
'r 4^3 <2-3


jThe input and output variables for this subfunct'ion are de-
scribed in tables 4.3.2.4.1-1 and 4.3.2.4.1-2.
C.	 Requirements
-	 _ -	 The measurement reconfiguration subfunction shall be performed
DESCRIPTION,. SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE F,ECISION RANGE UN17S SAMPLE
RATE
Flag -indicatin g that DO RRDOT.NAV• Rendezvous sensor D OFF ON Filter rate
rendezvous radar range —	 — measurement
and range rate are to selection
be processed
Fla g indicating that DO RR ANGLES NAV Rendezvous sensor D OFF ON Filter rate
rendezvous radar angles — — measurement
are to be processed selection
Flag indicating that DO ST ANGLES NAV Rendezvous sensor D OFF ON Filter rate
start7acker angl es are measurement
to be processed selection
Flag indicating that DO COAS ANGLES Rendezvous sensor D. OFF ON Filter rate	 J
COAS angles are to be NAV measurement
.Wprocessed — select 
l 
onN
ro	 Premission values for VAR _RRDOT_DT
—
promission load V DP 1t''/sec, As needed
the rendezvous radar
^t'/sec
range and range rate
measurement bias
variances
Premission ualues for VAR RR ANGLES DT premission load V. DP `ra,O/sea As heeded
the rendezvous' radar - — —	 — ^
angles measurements
bias variances
Premission values for VAR ST ANGLES DT premission load V DP ,rad2/sec As needed
the startracker angles
m surements bias—^^-_..
variances
i
_::_	
--
Table 4.3.2.4.1 -T,
..	
-	
^------
(continued) Measurevien-t Reconfiguration Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANG; UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Premission values for the VAR COAS ANGLES Di premission load V DP rad2isec As needed
COAS anG l es i(measummen t
Dias Variances
Re'dezvous radar range VAR RRDOT premission load V DP ft2,ft2 As needed
and'
	 rate measurement
w
^ /sec
bids variance used to ini-
•tialize-the covariance
matrix diagonal
Rendezm ss radar angles VAR RR ANGLES" premission load V DP' rad2 As needed	 -
rreasurement'bias variances
used -to initial ize co-
vari ance diagonals
N	 Startracker angles VAR ST ANGLES premission load V pp rad2 As needed
measurement o:, as
va riances used to
t	 is tiali^e covariance
dia'conals I
ACAS Angles measurement VAR COAS ANGLES premission load V OP
n
rad` As needed	 ^----
bias variances used to
initialize the covariance idiagonal
Correlation time constants TAU RRDOT premission load	 "' V bp sec As needed
fcr rendezvous radar range -
and  range rate f
Correlation time constants TAU RR ANGLES premission load y DP sec As needed
for rendezvous radar angles 1
TABLE 4.3.2.4.1-1.
	
(continued)	 Measurement Reconfiguration Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE. TYPE PRECISION RAidGE UNITS
Correlation time constants ^	 TAU, ST ANGLES premi ssi on load V DP sec
for startracker angles
Correlation time constants TAU COFS ANGLES premission load `J DP ^ sec
X or COAS angles
-i-s
SAMPLE
RATE
As needed
As needed
^- -
	
I
TABLE 4.3.2.4-2	 Measurement Reconfiguration Output parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOUf?CE TYPE PRECISION R^ Urf ITS CO, iPUTATICU
RATE
Filter covariance E Rendezvous M DP VARY Filter rate
matrix
	
1
measurement
incorporation
General measurement VAR SENS DT Rendezvous V op VARY As needed
bias `filter variance —	 - state and co-
used in oropagation variance-prop-
of biases and in agation
adding process noise
Sensor bias portion of SENSOR BIAS Rendezvous state `1 DP VARY Filter rate
the state vector
_	
— and covari ance
measurement'incorp-
w oration
General sensor measure- TAU SENS Rendezvous state V ­ DP seq As needed'
r,—nt bias time constant - — and covariance
Sensor measurement N ACCEPT* Rendezvous V Fi lter rate	 ----;
ACCEPT Counter measurement
processi ng
statistics
Sensor measurement. N	 REJECT Rendezvous V Filter rate
DESCRIPTION
_
SYMIGOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE ' UNITS CO',,,PUTATIC4
RATE
Sensor ., n_or  CCSEQ A
	 APT Ren ezd vou s V toFil ter ra ^^
sequential
	
ACCEPT . counter u measurement
processing
statistics
Sensor measurement SEQ_REJECT Rendezyous V Filter rate
sequential REJECT counter measurement !
processing
stati stics
L
j,
4.3.2.4.2 Auto In-Flight Update. This task is required
to set up the proper state vector and'covarance matrix
as a result of an .automatic inflight update during opera-
tion of the rendezvous navigation principal function:
This taskshall be capable of performing the following
basic sub-tasks
1. Predict uplinked orbiter state vector (M50,
coordinates) to current time from uplinked
time tag.
2. Initialize (6 .x 6) orbiter position/velocity
covariance matrix to pre-mission stored(or up-
linked) UVW standard deviations and correlation
coefficients, and initialize diagonal elements
of the filter covariance matrix associated with
the unmodeled acceleration bias errors, to pre -
mission stored values (in body coordinates).
3. Predict uplinked target state vector (M50 coor-
dinates) to current time from uplinked time tag.
4. Initialize (6 x 6) target position/velocity `co-
variance matrix to pre-mission stored (or up-
3
linked)'UVW standard deviations and correlation
coefficients.
5	 Enable rein'itializat •ion of the sensor bias 'portion
of the state 'vector and covarial matrix by setting
the "DO SENSOR NAV LAST" flags to zero.
sA. Detailed Requirements. Section 4.2.5 contains a des-
cription of the detailed requirements for this task (the
REND NAV_FLAG will be in the ON setting, thus indicating
those requirements necessary during operation of the
rendezvous navigation principal function)
B. Interface Requirements. Input and output parameters are
listed in the tables 4..3.2.4.2-1 and 4.3.2.4.2-2 respectively.
C.. Processing Requirements. The state and covariance setup
subfunction shall be performed each navigation cycle however,
the automatic inflight update task shall only be performed
when a ground uplink has been received (i.e., the DO AUTO
UPDATE flag has been set to ON by the ground uplink processor),
a
D. Constraints. The constraints are -identical to those
listed for the auot inflight update task during operation of
the "onorbit-navigation principal function (see-section 4.3.1.2).
E. Supplementary Information. A suggested implementation in
the form of detailed flow charts can be found in Appendix G
and C under the following names
ONORBIT-REND-AUTO-INf=LIGfiT-UPDATC
ONO RBIT R F:ND-STATE-AND-COV -SETUP (CODE)
ONORBIT-COVINIT-UVW	 Appendi, B
ACCEL-PERT-ONORBIT
ONORBIT-PREDICT	 Appendix C
r-f.3o?_-43
Table 4.3.2.4.271
	 AUTO IN-FLIGHT UPDATE INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNIT SAINIPL
-------
RATE
flag indicating jON) that DO AUTO D ON/OFF INAV rate
an automatic inflight UPTETATE
update of either orbiter
and/or target state and
covariance, matrix is to be
performed.
flag indicating whether REND--NAV--FLAG ON/OFF As rqd
rendezvous navigation
active (ON) cr onorbit
navigation active (OFF)
4N
flag set by ground yplink OV UPLINK D OM/OFF As rqd
processor indicating 	 (ON)
that orbiter vehicle state
vector has been uplinked
flag set by ground uplink TV UPLINK D ON/OFF As rqd
pro.cess6r indicating	 (ON)
that target Wicle state
vector has been uplinked
flag indicating degree of GM DEG I S 1-8 As rqd
gravitational Qtential
model
rendezvous navigation principal function input list
pre-mission load
A
Tatii	 4.?.2.4.2-1	 -	 (Continued) AUTO IN-FLIGHT UPDATE INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISIO' RANGE UNIT SAMPLE
r RATE
flag indicating order of GM'ORD ** I S 0-8 - As rqd
gravitations potential
—""--model
flag which activates (1g	
)
DRAG MODE ** I S 0,1 - As r q d
or deactivates	 (0) the ^	 N^V
drag acceleration model
flag which activates (1)
I
VENT-MODE ** I S 0,1 - -As rqd
or deactivates (0) the OV
venting and RCS-uncoupled-
thrusting model
w,
integration step-size for PREC STEP ** I S - ft As rqd
precision state prediction i
uplinked orbiter position R` GND * V DP - ft/sec As rqd
vector (M50)
uplinked orbiter state T_GND * F DP - sec As rqd
vector time tag
rendezvous navigation principal function input list
**	 pre-mission load
Table 4.3,2.4.2-1 - (Continued) AUTO IN-FLIGHT UPDATE INPUT LIST
DESCRIPTION
	
SYMBOL-
	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE^UNITS ` SAMPLE --
RATE
time tag of current filter T CURRENT_
	 state propagation
	 F	 DP	 sec lAs rod
0 C)
	
state- vector
o 1 	-^--
r	 vector (6 x 1) of standard SIG-UPDATE
	 *,**	 V	 DP	 -	 varylAs rod
deviations (UVW) for orbiter
Fd 	 position,/velocity covariance
	 f
C	 initialization (ground update)'
vector (7 x 1) of correlation COV_COR —
	*, **	 V	 DP	 -1,1	 -	 As rod
coefficients associated with
	 uE--UATF_
UVW standard deviations
SIG-UPDATE
used for orbiter posit-ion/
z	 velocity covariance initia-
lization (ground update)
earth gravitational constant EARTH
—
MU	 *	 F	 DP-	 f- t2 As rod
sec
k	 i
vector 3 x 1 of unmodeled COV . ACCEL
	
**'	 V
	 DP_	 ft2 lAs rod
acceleration bias error 	 BODY !NIT	 i	 sec`s'
Variances (body coordinate
system)
u plinked target vehicle	 P. -TV GND 	*	 V	 DP	 ft As rqd
position vector (M50)
* rendezvous navigation principal ;unction inpit list
^. c pre-rai ssi on load'
yG y
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL- INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITE SAMPLE
RATE
vector (6 x 1) of standard SIG-TV-UPDATE *, ** V DP -1,1 - As rqd
deviations	 (UVGt} for tar- — —
Qet vehicle position/ve-
locity covariance initia-
lization 	 (ground Update)
{see section 4.8, I-Load (acceleration As rqd
Requirements model and pre-E
dictor constants)
TABLE 4.3.2.4.2-2
	 Auto In-Flight Up4 .z;'	 put List
.a
A
i
t +^-	
FI ESOrt Pi IO, SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURC E
.4 y ,sr, n	
.•
c	 ^^..IS	 ,^.o ^!•,fr7 L..,, TTS	 OGt.. U A T I C. , ^
{?
ff
l
,lag indicating	 (ON)	 that DID AUTO UPDAT D ONJOFr -	 NAV rate
an automatic infligh t.
p	 update has been performed
orbicer position vector R _ FILT state propagation, V D? ft	 1^s rqd
(i5O) covariance propa
gatopm. rendezvous
control, state and
covariance measure-
ment incorporation
orbiter ve'iocity vector V FILT Istate propagation, V DP - ft/sec As rqd
"^'	 (x;50} covariance propaga-U1
tion
2Vector oforbiter total state propagation V DP -	 ftJsec As rqd
- acceleration
	
(1/150)
vector (3 x 1) ; of unmodel ed. VENT THRUST state propagAti on V DP - ft/sec	 As rqd
acceleration bias errors B
_
IAS
(body coord. systems)
filter covariance matrix' Ir covariance propa- M DP - vary	 As rqd
of orbiter position,' veloci- gation
ty,, and unmodel-eo acce l - )
eration bias e,^rors (9 x D
dimensional)
rendezvous navigation principal function output list -
t^f SC,^PT tt^N SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE	 ^ TYPE PRECISION RANGE, UNITS	 COMPtJTATICi1
RATE
target vehicle pos ition R-TV state propagation, V DP - ft As rqd
vector (1450) rendezvous control,
-Y
covariance propa- }
gation, state and
{
covariance meas.
incorp.
{
target vehicle velocity V•TV state propagation, V DP -	 ft/sec As rqd
vector (P150) rendezvous control,
-covariance propaga-
ti on , state and
covariance meas. i
f incorp.
flag indicati ng (ON) theg	 9 TARG-VEC * D - ON/OFF - As rqd
avai'laUility of a target
_
AVAIL ----_
vehicle state vector and
time tag for re-initializa-
tion purposes I
target vehicle total G TV state propagation,
•
V DP - ft /sect As rqd
acceleration vector
(N;Sfl)
F.7-
Table +.3.2.4.2'-?_ AUTO IN-FLIGHT . UPDATE OUTPUT 1-IST	 (concluded)
	 {
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL	 ^{
OUTPUT DESTINATION	 ^ TYPE PRECISION RnNGc: UNITS( SXY-LE
I	 PIJ E
--
alag indicating (01	 that LC kCOAS	 C measurement	 i D - ON/OF As rqd
CGi~a angl-s data 4sas se- ANNGLE.S `,;AV— reconfiguration
lected ,or processing on LAST f
^t	 I-a t nay . cycle !
flag indica
t
ing '(ON) DO RR ANGLES measurement D - ON/OFF -	 BAs rqd
a	 that rendezvous radar NAV LiaST reconfiguration
angl es r:as selected for
processing on l ;,s t nay . i 3
cycle
t
a
flag indicating (ON) that DO RRDOT NAV
— —
measurement D - ON/OFF - As rqd
rendezvous radar range I	 LAST reconfiguration
and range -rate data was
v'	 selected for processing
on last nay . cycle L
flag indicating (ON) than DO ST ANGLES_ measurement D - ON/OFF As rqd
star tracker angles data NAV-LAST reconfiguration
was selected for processing
on last nay . ;cycle I4 1
{
t
1rs
l
4.3.2.5 State Propagation
I
i^
This subfunction vii-11 perform a number of tasks related to
the propagation of the orbiter and target state vectors.
i
The task of reading (snapping) the IMU shall be performed
to obtain the current time and-the accumulated_ sensed velocity.
I
Details of the IMU snap task are to be found in section 4.2.1.1,
Available acceleration models include gravitational accelera-
tions (always used) and non-gravitational accelerations (drag,
venting, and uncoupled RCS thrusting_). The latter shall be
I	
used in those circumstances in which sensed accelerations ob -
ta i ned from the IMU accumulated sensed velocities are judged
to be insignificant. These acceleration models are described
in detail in section 4.2.1.2.{	
a
The equations of motion will be -integrated with either a
i	
super-g algorithm (see section 4.2.1.2.1) intended primarily
for powered flight phases (i.e., those phases-in which signifi
cant non-gravitational' accelerations are sensed) or a precision
propagation algorithm designed specifically for coasting flight
phases and described in detai l in section 4.2.1.3.2.
The task of propagation of biases shall be performed by multiply-
ing the previous value of each bias by unity. Three bi ases prop-
agated in this way, represent unmodel ed acceleration, -the other 4
are the rencrezvous sensor biases
4.3.2-55
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A. Detailed Requirement
The requirements of this subfunction for the propagation
of posi tions and velocities, follow closely those of
section 4.3.1.,3. They shall be described here step by
step, even though most of these steps are identical to
those described in section .4.3.1.3.
1. The IMU shall be snapped (see section 4.2.1.1 for
details of this task)
2. Values of the orbiter's position and velocity vectors
calculated in the previous navigation cycle, together
wi th the respecti ve time tag and total acceleration j
shal l be saved for use in the current cycle:
TOT ^ACC ^LAST = TOT ACC
R LAST
	
R FILT
	 7
V LAST = V FI LT
i
3. The time interval for advancement of both orbiter
and target state vectors shall be calculated by sub-
tracting the time tag of the previous . cycle from the
tirlle (T CURRENT FILT) obtained from the IMU snap:
DT FILT T CURRENT FILT T LAST FILT
4. The flag that indicates the choice of integrator for
the orbiter state vector propagation shall then be
tested. Thi s fl ag, PWRD_FL T NAV, is' set, by the on-
orbit/rendezvous navigation sequencer principal fun-c--
tion, It. is set:. to OFF when in a crusting flight phase
4.3.2-55
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of the operations, and set to ON just before a burn
occurs in the orbiter (no thrusters are anticipated
in 4'he target vehicle;.
41 If the flag is found to be ON, the super-g
_integrator shall be invoked for advancement of
the orbiter state.:. This requires the setting of
1
certain flags. It also requires comparing the
acceleration calculated from the IMU sensed
i
velocities with a pre-stored threshold value
below which this acceleration shall ` be ignored.
So, the following steps are needed:.
4.1.1 Find the difference in the accumulated sensed
velocity
DV FILT V CURRENT FILT - V LAST FILT
4.1.2 Calculate an acceleration magnitude from
DV FILT and DT FILT and compare it with the
threshold value:
LV-FILT > DA THRESHOLD
DT FILT	 —
,
Then, if the calculated acceleration is
larger than the threshold.value,,set the following flags:
USE—IMU DATA =ON ,> i
I GD GM LOW
IGO = GM LOW
4.3.2 •- 7
1f
E
IDRAG	 0	 µ
IVENT = 0
s;
and set
DV = DV FILT
On the other hand, if the calculated absolute
value of the acceleration is below the thres-
hold level, set
USE-IMU DATA = OFF
IGD = GM DEG
IGO GM ORD
!DRAG = i
I VENT = 1
and
DV	 0.
4.1.3 Find a value of the 'sensed acceleration based
on DV (it could, therefore, be 0., thus ignore
-	 ing the IMU readings)
A SENS DV/DT—FILT
4.1.4 Call the super-g integrator (see section 4.2.1.3.1 	 a
for detailed requirements) with the slag values
,lust set:
CALL	 ONORGIT SUPER C
IN LIST: IGD, IGO, IDRAG, IVENT, 0, R FILT,
it FILT, T CURRENT FILT, DTrFILT, DV
4. 3. 2 -58
OUT LIST: R FILT, V FI'LT, G NEW
4.2	 In the situation where the PWRC FLT NAV is found
I
-to be OFF, the precision propagation integration_
scheme shall be called to advance the orbiter state.
The sequence, in this case, shall be as follows:
4.2.1 Check the REND NAV FLAG, and choose the step-size
for the precision propagator according to the values
of this flag. The step-size does affect the accuracy
of the integration, and it is natural that the
accuracy requirements during the rendezvous phases
be different from those in other p"uses of the or-
bital operations. The REND—NAV—FLAG, during the
periods in which the Rendezvous Navigation princi-
pal function is in operation, shall always be found
to be ON. This will result in setting
-	 DT REND STEP
—
4.2.2 The vector , A SENS- is required for the computation
of TOT ACC in a later step. The precision propa-
gator being a coasting flight integrator, the sensed
accelerations are not needed by it. Therefore, set
A SONS = 0.
I
4.2.3 In:toke the precision propagator (.see section _4.2.1.3.2
for detailed requirements) with calling, arguments that
wi'ii cause the modeling of dra g , venting and uncoupled
l
f	
_	 .
i
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thrusting accelerations, with the use of current
,	 attitude information.
CALL: ONORBIT PRECISE PROP
'IN LIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, 1., 1, 0, DT, R FILT,
V FILT, T LAST FILT, T CURRENT _FILT
OUT LIST: R FILT, V FILT, G NEW
At the end of either step 4.1 .4 or step 4.2.3,
the values of R FILT and VFILT output by the
corresponding integrator are the required propagated
position and veloci ty
 vectors of the orbiter. The
vector G NEW is a modeled acceleration vector obit
tained according to the specified flag settings and
corresponding to R _FILT, V FILT and T CURRENT FILT.
5. The REND.NAV FLAG shall then be tested. This flag indicates
whether or not it is necesary to also propagate the state
vector of the target vehicle. While the Rendezvous Navi-
gation principal fund=ion is operative, this flag will
always have the value ON, and propagation,of the target
state vector will be required., 	 -
Propagation of the target vehicle state vector shall be
achieved wi th the use of the precision propagator sub-
function.'' The flag settings for the necessary calls to
the acceleration function shall be such as to cause drag
to be modeled (drag mode flag sot to 1), the mass, drag
OF^G^U PAGEPOOR	 IS
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icoefficient and cross-sectional area of the target vehicle
to be used in the calculations are specified. by setting
the attitude mode flag to 3; venting and uncoupled thrust-
ing are to be ignored (venting mode flag set to 0), and
degree and order flags for gravitational accelerations are
to be equal to those used by the precision propagation for
the orbiter state advancement. Values of the target
vehicle's position, velocity, and acceleration vectors from
the previous cycle are needed. Therefore,
5.1 Save the above mentioned vectors for use in the current
cycle:
G TV LAST = G_ TV
R TV LAST = R TV
V TV' LAST V TV
5.2 Use the precision propagation subfunction to advance	 j
the target vehicle's position and velocity vectors
and to obtain a correspot ii ng total acceleration vec-
tor (which coincides with the modeled acceleration,
there being no propulsive devices in the target).
CALL: . ONORBIT PRECISE.-PROP
IN LIST: -GM DEG, GM_ORD, 1, 0, 3, DT,
R TV, V TV, T LAST _FIL T , T_CURRENI FILT
OUT LIST.- R TV, V TV, G Tai
6. Save the IMU readings for the next cycle. The V CURRENT ` FILT
will only be needed -for the orbiter stater propagation, but
4.3.2-61
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-the T CURRENT FILT will be used to determine the advance-
ment interval for both vehicle's states. Also, find the
total acceleration vector for the orbiter (required for
covariance transition matrix calculations).
T LAST FILT = T CURRENT FILT
V 'LAST FI LT V CURRENT f I LT
rpT' ACC	 GG NEW + A SENS.
B. Interface Requirements
Input and output parameters are to be found in Tables
4.3.2.5-1 and 4.3.2.5-2 respectively. 	
y
C. Processing Requirements
None.
D. Constraints
f	
The acceleration-models task is needed not only by the
navigation state propagation subfunction butt also by the
onorbit precision state prediction principal function and
by the user parameter state propagation subfunction. Each
of these users of the acceleration models shall set its
z
own flags and therefore require a different calculation.	 1
To protect againstinterference in the acceleration com-
putations, it is important that these computations not
be interrupted.
E. Supplementary information.
A suggested implementation of this subfunction, in the
r
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'TABLE 4.3.2.5-1	 RENDEZVOUS STATE PROPAGATION'' INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION
	
SYMBOL	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE
	 PRECISIOiv
	
RANGE	 UNITS	 SAMPLE
RATE
Copy of ^' IMIU CURRENT ra4 vel- 	
t	
V CURRENT FILT	 *	 V	 DP	 Ft/sec	 Filter rate
pc i ty counts reserved for	
—v-
Measurement processing
M T U or clock time when IMU	 T CURRENT FILT	 *	 F	 DP	 Sec	 Filter rate
was read
Angle of attack	 ALPHA	 *	 F	 DP	 0-211	 Rad	 Filter rate
Flag indicati ng choice of	 PWRD FLT NAV	 *	 D	 S	 ON,	 -	 As Needed
integrator for orbiter state	
_	
OFF
propagation
-^	 Filter current orbiter position	 R TILT Rendezvous state
	
V	 DP	 Ft	 Filter rate
vector i n h50 coordinates	 and covariance set-
up.	 Auto in-flight
update.
target state vector in M50 	 R TV	 *, Rehdezvous state	 V	 DP	 Ft	 Filter rate
coordinates	 and covariance set-
up, Auto in-flight
	
I
update
I
Total -acceleration (sensed' 	 TOT ACC	 *,	 V	 OP	 Ft/sect Filter rate
plus modeled) of orbiter.
* Rendezvous Navigation Principal 	 Function. Input List
* Premission _loaded
x**`These constants are listed and their values given in Section 4.8 (I-load requirement).
rTABLE 4.3.2.5-1	 RENDEZVOUS STATE PROPAGATION INPUT PARAMETERS
UNITS
	
SA: PLE0 ESC R{PTDON' SYMBOL OUTPUT DESMATION !	 TYPE PRECISION ^ RANG FE
R.yT E ^_
-...
f	 O O Accelex a io;; of target G TV Rendezvous state V_ DP Ft/sec Filter Rate
bvehicle prop.
O ­4
a lg	 rndi ca-L i ng if the REND NAV X D - ONE - As needed
current- nay . phase is FLAG_ OFFi
a rendezvous pease
Orbiter velociCy vector V Fi LT *, Rendezvous state V ' DP Ft/sec Filter Rate
f and covari ance se^up,
Auto i n-flight update
Target velocity vector V TV *, Rendezvous stare V DP Ft/sec Filter Rate
and covariance setup,
Auto in-flight update
Angle of 'sideslip BETA * F DP 0-2I1 Rad Filter Rate
Acceleration' ,model re- !X !	 -----
lated conitstarts ]l
Rendezvous Navigation Principal	 Function Input List
** Pre fission Load
these constants are listed and Their values given in section 4.8 (I-load requirements).
TABLE 4.3.2.5-2	 RENDEZVOUS: STATE PROPAGATION OUTPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION	 S TYPE PRECISION RANGE UN? TS COMPUTATION
I RATE
	 SEC
Filter current orbiter R FILT ", x* V DR	 ^ Ft	 Filter rate
position vector in M50 .
coordinates
Target vehi clE ` position P, TV x, V DP	 ( Ft	 Filter rate
vector
`	 Total acceleration (sensed TOT ACC ,^ V DP Ft/sec2Filter rate'
plus model ed)
Accele-ation of-target G TV *,*^ V DP Ft/sec2Filter rate
vein C i e
Orbiter velocity vector V FILT *, ** V DP Ft/sec 'Filter rate
Target vehicle velocity V TV " ,	 `* V DP Ft/sec F i lter ra e
vector
Tine` of the f i iter state T LAST FILT Rendezvous na y . F ^	 `DF Sec	 Filter rate
vector
Flag indicati n t INU USE IMU DATA D - ON-OFF -	 As needed
acceleration
threshold level
Rendezvous Navigation Principal ' Function Output List
Rendezvous Covariance Propagation
f
L
TABLE 4.3.2.5-2	 RENDEZVOUS STATE PROPAGATION OUTPUT PARAMETERS	 (cont'd)
DESCRIPTION FSYMBOL 'INPUT SOURCE, TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RASE
Previous -total	 acceleration	 ^ TOT ACC—LAST X* V DP Ft/sec" Filter rate
of or-hi-ter
Previous oosi t on rector R LAST ** V DP Ft Filter rate
of orbiter
f	 Previous velocity vector of V LAST ** V DP Ft/sec Filter rate
orbiter
Previous acceleration of G "V LAST V DP Ft/sec Filter rate
tarcet
Previous position vector R TV LAST ** V DP Ft Filter rateT	 of target 
w
Previous velocity vector V TV LAST * V DP Ft/sec Filter rate
of target
Difference between typo- consecu- DT- FILT ** F DP Sec Filter rate'
e	 t3ve tames snapped from the
Time of the current state TTCURRENT FILT ** F DP Sec Filter rate
vectors
Previous IMU accumulated V LAST TILT Rendezvous Nay . V DP Ft/sec Filter rate
sensed velocity
Difference between two consecu'.- DV FILT ** V DP Ft/sec filter rate 
LIVE aCCUMU i a ted sensed ve i o01
ties snapped from the ICU
Rendezvous Covariance Propagation Subfunction
t
4.3.2.6 Covariance Matrix Propagation
The covariance matrix propagation subfunction propagates the
covariance matrix forward in time, 	 The covariance matrix is
propagated by utilizing the state transition matrix.	 Additive
process noise is incorporated to account for unmodeled•state
and dynamic errors.
A.	 Detailed Requirements
A 19 by 19 covariance matrix shall be propagated with
the rendezvous navigation principal function. 	 This
covariance matrix defines the uncertaint y in the state
vector, which consists of position and velocity of th,2
orbiter,
	
unmodeled accelorat ons, position and velocity
of the target, and sensor measurement biases. 	 The method
of propagation is described in Section 4.2.2
B.	 Interface Reauirements,
The input and output data are shown in Tables 4.3.2.6-1
and 4.3.2.6-2+
C.	 Processing Requirements,
This su.bfuncti on will be called after the IMU sensor
data
	 have been read and al=ter the state propagation sub-
function has been -executed.
D.	 Constrai tits.
None.
4.3	 6u

r --r
DESCRIPTION SYf4COL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE: UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
internal over which DT FILT state propagation F S sec filter rate
to propagate the
covariance m-;trix
Correlation time con = TAU V E NT premission constant V S sec filter rate
stants for body venting
Variance of body venting VAR_-VENT^DT premissi on load V S filter rate
variables -
^ft^
sec 
)Z 2
^
/Se c
Struc^ural body to M50 M. -SaODY •M50 * M S filter rate
coordinate transforma-
tion matrix.
Drag acceleration co- D COE PCT premisson load F S filter rate
er"ficient perfect —ERR
error`
Drag acceleration vector D state propagation V S ft/sec filter rate
Flag indicating (ON) REND-.NAV * D - ON/OFF filter rate
l;hether the rendezvous FLAG
principal function is
scheduled
TABLE	 4.3.2.6-1	 (Continued)	 RENDEZVOUS COVARIANCE PROPAGATION INPUT PARAMETERS
CESCR? PTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS ^ SAMPLE
RATE
Filter current shuttle R -TILT state propagation V DP ft filter rate
po	 Lion vector in E
4517 word rates
s
Fitter current shuttle V FILT state propagation V DP filter rate
velocity vector in
M50 coordinates j	 1
Grauity acceleration TOT ACC state propagation V DP ft/ filter rate
at end of shuttle stow 2
integrat4cn interval sec
Filter covariance matrix E (measurement M DP vary filter rate.
incorporation
v Flag i ndi cati na
	
(Oh! j PAD FLT NAV DP filter 
a
 rate
the desire to inhibit_
the processing of ex•-erna
•
measurement data by the
navig	 'ion filter
^
s
X	 Rendezvous Navi gation Principal Function Input List
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL t m'PUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
!	 RATE
Grav tatienal constant EARTH-MU, premission load F S) (ft31 filter rate
of the ,earth
2
o^
se(f) .
IV	 Square root of ` EAR^^ MMU SQR_EMU premission on load F DP ec^ fi l ter rite
A
C^ ^	 Identity matrix (3 x 3) ID-MATRIX premission load M DP filter rate
^ , 
'
^X3
Tolerance for succesive EPS-KEP premission load F DP rad filter rate
iterations in t'he
sol ution or Kealer` s
equation
Position vector of shuttle R LAST. state propagation v DP ft filter rate
at 
the end of the last a
I la
	 filter cycle
Velocity vector of shuttle V LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
at the er,d of the last
afi l ter c ycle -
Gravity acceleration at TOT-ACCT state propagat= on v DP. ft/sect filter rate
start o; shuttle state BAST
integrat ion
 
intlerva:l
1
i
DEStiR%P:IOi SY DOL OUTPUT DFaTINATION TYFL PFtECISi0ti tM^NG,: C'^IT^ ^s;'F ;^ 	 ^-
RATEF
Differehce betrree^l, DV FILT state propagation	 ^ F DP ft/sec Fi 1. ter ''rate
accumulated sensed IMU'
__
readings on present r--
g.yc e and previous cycle
Variiance ` for pl atform VAR,_IMU	 `
'premi s ion load
V DP rad Filter rate
misalignment added as ALIGN
process noise in the
covari ance
;ime tag of the current T_LAST-FILT state propagation- F DP sec Filter rate
filter state Vector
Time of tie i ast If^iU T_ALIGN premi ss i on load F DP sec Filter rate	 j
a.1- gnment
•	 ^,	 Vari ance'. of the platform VAU.IMU. premi ssi on Toad U DP . rad2 Filter rate
URIFT 1drsf.L
Acceleromete r quantiza"ion VAR ACC_ premission load F ^p ft2^ IFilter rate
error, variance GUFNT sec
Variance' of unmodeled VAR UNMOD ,_
_
^ premission load DP ft2/^ ilter rate
acceleration times 'scal'e ACC DT" sec
 
--^------
lF
time
E j
^T
TABLE 4.3.2.6- 11	 (continued)	 RENDEZVOUS COVARIANCE PROPAGATION IflPUT PARAM LRS	 f--^- -
=DESCRI T?	 r
	 D	
r
P O ^	 SYMBOL
	 INPUT SOURCE	 TY PE 	 PRECISION RANGE UNITS SA.,PLE
RATE
Sensor measurement bias TAU SENS Measurement V DP sec	 filter rate
correlati'an time con- reconfiguration
i	 stants
Sesser measur p-Tent bias VAR_SENS_DT Measurement V DP vary	 filter rate
error variance
^
reconfiguration
Filter estimated. target R TV_LAST State propagation V •-t	 filter rate
posi tior at the end or
-he	 last filter cycle.
Filter estimated target V TV
—
LAST State propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
velocity at the end of
the last filter cycle.
Gravity vector for the G TV LAST State propagation V DP ft/sec,filter rate
target at the beginning
of the last integration
i n terval
!	 Current targetsitionp R TV State propagation V DP ft	 filter rate
it M50 coordinates
Current target velocity V TV State propagation- V DP ft/sec filter rate
vector jn'M50 coordinates
Target's gravity vector G TV State propagation V DP ft/sec2fi'ter rate
ac	 the end of she last
integration interval
i
DESCRIPTION	 ^ SYMBOL OUTPUT DrS7IP;ATt0IN TYPE PRECiSIO?^ ,RNu^ , ^i^^ITS
j
Sti;^?i.
RATE
i	 :ter convariance matrLs^
4
E momeasure	 nt M DP vary filter rate
incorporation
i
J3
3
i
E
^S
i
. 4.3.2.7	 State and Covariance Measurement Incorporation
The state and covariance measurement incorporation sub- 	 1
function updates the state vector and covariance matrix
with navigation data using a
.
19 state process noise Kalman :
filter.
A.	 Detailed Requirements
The state and covariance measurement incorporation sub-
function is exercised only if data are available for
processing as determined by the sensor measurement
selection subfUnction	 (Section 4.3.2.3) and the res-
pective measurement subfunctions 	 (Sections 4.3.2.7.1
j through 4.3.2,7.8).	 The sensor measurement selection	 j
4
subfunction determines which measurement types are to
be considered for processing..	 The measurement sub -
functions process sensor data that are labeled as valid.
The particular measurement subfunction shall first compute
the estimated measurement based on the state vector and 	
A
the measurement residual.	 The measurement subfunction t-hen
calculates the-first partial derivatives of the measurement
F with respect to the state, as well as the appropriate vari -
ance to model the uncorrelated instrument error. 	 Rende7VOus
radar range and range rate, rendezvous 'radar shaft and truni cn
ang cs,	 OAS anglest and startracker an gles will	 be available
4.3.2-7G
`s,
-For processing by the rendezvous navigation principal
	
a
	
function.
Once a particular measurement subfunction has completed
processing valid data the. filter control flags shall be
set as follows;
Rendezvous radar range and range rate
MANUAL. EDIT OVERRIDE	 RRDOT EDIT OVERRIDE
STAT FLAG = RRDOT STAT
Rendezvous radar shaft and trunion
MANUAL EDIT OVERRIDE	 RR ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE
STAT FLAG RR ANGLES STAT
u(AS :an 1 es
a
MANUAL EDIT OVERRIDE = COAS ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE
STAT FLAG = COAS' ANGLES STAT 	 •
	Startracker angles	 j
MANUAL EDIT OVERRIDE	 ST ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE
STAT FLAG ST ANGLES STAT
The state and covariance measurement incorporation sub-
'function shall then update the state and covariance matrix
provided that either~ the residual edit criterion is met or
the crew edit override for the particular sensor type is
active, as described in section 4,2.4.i
The following  c ata shall then be stored after the particular
	
{	
-	 A
I
4. i,2•-l7
ii
^Y
i:.
measurement type has been processed for subsequent com-
putation of measurement processing statistics as described
in sectiLn 4.3.2.8.
SENSOR EDIT,
	
EDIT FLAG
SENSOR RESID TEST	 RESID TEST
I
SENSOR DELQI = DELQ
where
I = 1	 for startracker horizontal angle
I	 2	 for startracker vertical angle
I = 1	 for COAS horizontal angle
I` = `2	 for COAS vertical angle
I = 1	 for rendezvous radar shaft angle
I = 2	 for rendezvous'radar trunion anyle'
I = 3	 for rendezvous radar mange
I = 4	 for rendezvous rad ar range rate
a
a
Q. Interface Requirements
The inputs and outputs for thi's subfunction are given in
Tables 4.3.2.7-1 and 4.3.2.7-2
C. Processinq Requ cements
This subfunction is not exercised until the eternal data
snap, sensor measurement selection,; state and covariance
matrix setuq and states and covariance matrix propagation
subfunctions have been performed; and the measurement pro-
4.3.2-78
cessing statistics subfunction cannot be initiated until
this subfunction -is completed.
i
D. Contra"i nts
There is no requirement in the state and covariance mea-
surement incorporation subfunction to perform updating if
the data validity flags indicate bad data. No manual over-
ride of these flags exists in this subfunction, If it is
j
desired to process a particular measurement, the data
validity flag must be made to indicate that the data are 	 1
valid.
I	 E. Supplementary Information
A suggested implementation of the state and covariance
measurement incorporation subfunction is presented in-the
flow charts of Appendix B5 NAV RENDEZVOUS, READ NAV FILTER
-a
and REND STATE AND COV UPDATE.
" 1
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DESCR ?TION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE U.uTS AhPLE
IRATE
Filter current shu ttle R	 FILT state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
positiLntector in M50
coordinates ^ {
Fi 'ster current shuttle V	 TILT state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
el oci ty vector i n M50{,
I	 coordi nates
.i1ter estimate of the VENT 'THRUST state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
^.;nTodeled accelerations ^	
_	
BIAS
on the orbiter •
Cu r re7t target position R	 TV sta te propagat on V DP ft Filter rate
v^:Ctor in M50 coordinates
a ^
Current targei. velocity_ V	 TV state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
vector in 1450 coordinates
The fil ter estimated
_
SENSOR_BIAS state propagation V DP VARY; Filter rate
scissor bias
Filter covariance E Rendervcus M DP	 }' VARY Filter rate
matrix covariance
propagation
I
^easuremett f irst B Measurement V	 ! DP VARYti	 iF lter	 11	 rate
pKrtials with respect subfunctions ^
to f i lter  s mate pP1 1
General sensor variance VAR Measurement
{
F DP Filter rate
subfUnctions
S
r
DESCRIPTION	
o
SYMBOL IfvPL'T SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE r UNITS SAMIPLE	 ---„
RATE
General measurement QELQ Measurement F pP ft Filter rate
resr'dual subfunction
Scale Factor on filter K_RES EDIT Premission F D° Filter rate
mcan square res idua I used load
in res Kfual edit fast
S;fi tc!^ used	 (ON) .to over P.RDOT EDIT Sensor D ON OF` Filter rate
ride one automatic editing OVcRRIDE— meas urement
of rendezvous radar range selection
nd range rate measuremen ^S
S'Witch used (Oh,) to over- RR ANGLES EDIT Sensor , D ON OFF Filter rate
4^ 	 :de the automatic editing OVERRIDE measurement
^
oil rendezvous radar angles selection
Switch used (ON) to over- ST ANGLES
—
EDIT Sensor D 3 ON OFF Filter rate
ride .- automatic editing measurement
of s tartracrer angles mea- selection
Switch used (ON) to aver-- COAS ANGLES_ ^	 Sensor D ON	 OFF Filter rate
ride the .automatic editing EDIT OVERRIDE measurement
of CCAS angles $rleasurements selection
S ,iiteh used
	
(ON) -o in- RRDOT STAT Sensor D ON OFF Filter rate
dicate 'hat rehdezvous measurement
radar range and rarge rate selection
data are to be processed
or st atistics only
3s
TA LE 4.3.2.7--1 (continued) 	 State and Covariance Measurement Incorporation Input Parameters
DESCRIPTIO` SYriBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RIy^vCE li1ITS SAMPLE
RATE
Sk; Bch used (ON) to .in- RR  P,NGLES STATE Sensor D ON OF Filter rate
eiwate that rendezvous
_	
— measurement
radar an'es data are to select i on
he Processed 'for statistics
only
S,r: itch used (ON) to i n - ST_ANGLES STAT Sensor D ON OFF' F i 1 ter rate
d;cate that startracker measurement
%no l es data are to be 1 selection
rrocessed fcr stat istics
Only
i
S;';itch used	 (ON)	 to in- COAS ANGLES ^	 Sensor t	 D ON OFF f Fitter rate
Ao^ 44
QU^LI I^	
-
TABLE 4.3.2.7-2.	 State-and Covariance'Measurernent Incorporation Output Parameters
OESCRiPTzO i SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE OMITS COi'^F'JThTiO,^
RATE
F-ilter covariance matrix . E Rendezvous M DP vary Filter rate
Covariance
propagation
F: € ter current Shuttle R	 FIL T state propagation V	 ^ DP ft f=ilter ratej
posi 4on vector in M50
—
coor'snueS ^
tt
Shuttte velocity vector V	 FILT state propagation V
f
S ft/sec Filter rate
Fitter estimate of the VENT THRUST	 ^ state propagation V DP ft/sec" Fi l ter rate
Unmodeled acceleration BIAS a
on the orbiter;
Current, 	 oositicn k	 TV I state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
vector in ii50 coordinates
Cv rent ;tarcet yeiocity . V	 TV ' state propagation V DP _ ft/sec Filter rate
vector in t450 coordinate, — — -
T	 f l ter es -6 ;r,ated SENSOR BIAS state propagation V DP ` VARY Filter rate
sensor bias
^
Edit -hidicators for SENSOR EDIT' * V Filter rate
r:easure, rents
'4aas urement residualss SENSOR DELI '` V f	 DP VARY Fi l ter rate
ti 1 ue of criterion used SENSOR RESID * ^	 V DP MY Filter rate
;rav
	
r^ r ,Rr for residual TEST
th	 i=cr tine 'sensor
ca:,v r eri.:i':.s
Rendezvous Navigation Principal Function Out U st
r4.3,.2.7.1 Rendezvous Radar Range
The rendezvous radar range measurement subfunction computes
an estimated range from orbiter to target vehicle, the range
residual, and tiie range measurement partial vector, and
selects the proper variance to model the uncorrelaced in-
strument error. This subfunctibn is performed only when
rendezvous radar range data are indicated valid.
A. Detailed Requirements
A description of the symbols used in the following
equations may be -found in tables 4,02.7.1-1  and
4.3.2.7 .1-2
First the orbiter state vector shall be interpolated
3
to the time of the range measurement with the use of
the state vector Interpolation subfunction as des-
cribed in section 4.2.3. The following parameters
must be given the values indicated before the inter-
polation can be exercised,
R ONE = R_LAST
1
V ONE = V LAST
R TWO = R FILT.
V TWO = V FILT
T TWO = T CURRENT—FILT
V IMU DIF = DV FILT
T D I F = DT FILL
4.3.2
3-.
Next the position-velocity state transition submatrix sub-
function is used to construct an orbiter patch transition
matrix as described in section 4.2.8 for use in the mea-
surement partial calculations, The following assocj ati cans
are required prior to execution,
R ONE = 'R FILT
V ONE = V FILT
GONE TOT ACC
R TWO _ R RESID
V TWO V RESID
G TWO A RESIO
DELTIM = DELTAT GO
Then after the mean comic partial subfunction has been per-
formed:	
a
PHI PATCH PHI MC
i
Then the Target vector is interpolated to the time of the
I	 measurement as described in section 4.2.3.• The following
parameters must be given the values indicated before the
int:erpolalion can be exercised.
R ONE _ R TV LAST
V ONE = V, TV LAST
R TWO w R TV
where
DELTAT GO T CURRENT FILT T REND RADAR
4. f _8ti
JI
1.
f
and
SENSOR ID = 1
V TWO V TV
T TWO T CURRENT TILT
V IMU DIF = 0
T DIF =_ DT FILT
DTGO _ DELTAT GCS
The interpolation is performed for the target with drag
modeled,, but not venting. The results of the interpolation
in section 4.2.3 are associated with target vector para-
meters as follows
R TV RESID = R RESID
V TV RESID = V RESID
A TV RESID = A RESID	
j
Next the position-velocity state transition submatrix
subfunction is used to construct a target patch transition
matrix as described in section 4.2.8 foi- use in the measure-
merit partials calculation. The following associations are
required prior, to e; ecution.
R ONE R TV
V ONE =VTV
G ONE = G ,TV
R T1,410	 R TV RESID
V T'00 = V TV RESID
4.3.2.36
f_
r
F
F
G TWO = A TV RESID
DELTIM = DELTA G0
Then after the mean conic partial subfunction has executed,
the result is stored
PHI REND PATCH - PHI MC
The rendezvous radar range measurement partial vector is
computed with the following equations
R RHO = R TV RESID-R RESID
R RHO MAG	 R RHO
I RHO	 P. RHO,/R RHO MAG
B 1 to 6 -(PHI PATCH 0 3, 1 to G)T I FRHO
B- PHI REND PATCH T	 I RHOl 0 to l 2 -	 -	 1 to 3, 1 to 3
818	 1 .o
The residual is then calculated.
Q_PRIME R_ RHO_MAG + SENSOR BIAS	 j
DELQ	 Q_RR RNG -Q PRIME
Finally the filter gain variance for the measurement is
computed,
VAR = (SIG RR RNG +.SLOPE SIG RR RNG R . RHO MAG)`'	 3
If VAR is less than a premi ssi on determined number there VAR	 a
is set equal to that number.
B. Interface Rec1u i remer
_ _T _nt s
The input and output variables for the resndorvous radar rat;9e
l
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measurement subfunction are given in tables 4.3.2.7.1-•1
and 4.3.2.7.1-2.
C. Processing Requirements
This subfunction shall be performed after the state and
covariance propagation, at the basic filter rate. This
subfunction is performed as long as rendezvous radar range
measurements are being processed.
D. Constraints	 y
None.
E	 ementar Information
A suggested implementation of this subfunction is shown
in flow charts 'RR DOT NAV, REND_NAV 1NTEP,P, ONORBIT SV INTERP,
and MEAN _CONIC ^ PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6 in Appendix B.
i
i
4,3.M8
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DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter current shuttle R FILT IState  Propagation V DP ft Filter rate
Position vector in M50
coordinates
F'Iter current shuttle V FILT State Propagation V Dp ft/sec Filter rate
velccity vector in M50
coordinates
Tire tag for latest T_ CURRENT _FILT State Propagation V DP sec IFilter rate
navigation cycle
Difference between DV FILT State Propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
accumulated sensed
1MU readings on present
cycle and previous
N	 cycle
7
Co
the time interval of the DT FILT State Propagation F DP sec Filter rate
lasts tatL and covariance
propagation
Posit-ion vector of the R LAST State Propagation V DP ft Filter rate
shuttle at the end or"
the last filter cycle
,velocity vector of the V LAST State 'Propagation V Dp ft/sec Filter rate	 '-
shuttle at the end of
the past filter cycle
Filter estimated target R TV LAST State Propagation V DP ft Filter rate
position at the end of
^.he last _filter cycle
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter estimated target V TV LAST
r
State Propagation y DP ft/sec Filter rate
:	 position vector at the'
end of the last filter
cycle
Current target position R"TV State Propagation V DP ft Fil ter rate
vector i n M50 coordinates
Current target velocity V TV State propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
e
Target's gravity vector G TV State Propagation V DP ft/sect Filter rate
at the end of the las t
'	 w integration interval
iv
o Time tag--:or the rende- T REND RADAR external sensor F DP sec Fi lter rate
zvous radar range and data snap
range rate measurements
Rendezvos radar range RR RNG external sensor- F DP ft Filter rate
measurement data snap
A discrete indicating the IG'D state propagati on p Fil ter rate
degree of the acceleration
model used
A discrete •ind.icating the IGO ^	 statero a ationp	 p g D iiter	 ater,P
order,
 
of the acceleration _
model to we used
TABLE 4.3.2.7.1-1.
	
(continued) - Rendezvous Radar Range Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
A flag indicating whether IDM state propagation D Oil Filter rate
drag is to be modeled in
the acceleration calcu-
lation
i	 A flag indicating whether ivM state propa gation D 0,11 filter rate
venting is to be modeled
in the acceleration equat-
ions
A discrete indicating the IATM state propagation 0 Filter rate
type of atmosphere modeling
$,	 to_ be used in the acceler-
ation calculations
Total orbiter acceleration TOT ACC state propagation V DP ft/sect	 Filter rate
The filter estimated
sensor bias SENSOR BIAS state propagation V DP VARY	 Filter rate
Gravitational constant EARTH MU premission load F DP (q33	 Filter rate) 2
of the earth
Square root of EARTH MU SQR EMU premission load F DP ft3/sec	 Filter rate
Tolerance for succes;ve EPS_KEP premission load F PP rad	 Filter rate
iterations in the sol-
ution of ;epl er's equation
Maximum time skew between EPS TIME premission load V DP sec	 Filter rote
the measurement time and
the time of the nav cycle
before the state is inter-
polated to the measurement
time
J
n
TABLE 4.3.2.7.1-1. (continued)	 Rendez,Yous Radar Range Measurement Input Parateters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Flag indicating process- RNG	 _GOOD_DATA extern-
"
1 sensor D ON OFF filter rate
able data from the rende- data snap
zvous radar range sensor
One sigTa statistic of SIG RR RNG premi ss i on load F DP ft Filter rate
rendezvous radar range
measurement
Rate of change of rende- SLOPE SIG RR_ premission load F DP uni`tless Filter rate
zvo als radar range statistic RNG
'W'.R.T.	 range
Minimum value for comput- VAR RR RNG premiss on load F DP: ft Filter rate
ation of rendezvous radar MIN
range variance
U	 Acceleration constants
1
TABLE 4.3.2.7.1-2. - Rendezvous Radar Range Measurement Output Parameters
DESORI?TIOh SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION TYPE PRECISIOy RANGE UNITS CoW1Ti^11014
RATE
The navigation filter DELQ Measurement
measurement residual incorporation F DP ft Filter rate
The measurement partials B Measurement
incorporation V DP VARY Filter rate
The general filter gain VAR Measurement F DP VARY Filter rate
variance for the sensors incorporation
'N
ti 
	 I	 _. _.{ -rte
4.3.2.7.2 Rendezvous radar range rate. The rendez-
vous radar range rate measurement subfunction computes an
estimated range rate of the orbiter with respect to the
target vehicle, the range rate measurement residual, and
the range rate measurement partial vector, and selects
1 the proper variance to model the uncorrelated instrument
error. This subfunction is performed on l y when rendez-
vous radar range rate data are indicated valid.j
A. _Detailed Requirements. A description of the symbols used
in the following equations may be found in tables 4.3.2.7.2-1-
and +.3.2.7.2.2.
First the orbiter and target states are interpolated to
measurement time and the orbiter and target transition matri-
ces are calculated as described in section 4.3.2.7.1 for the
range measurement with SENSOR ID equal to 2 instead of 1.
-The rendezvous radar range rate partial vector is com-
puted with the following equations:
j	 U RDOT	 (V 'IV RESID-V RESID) RRHO MAG
B	 = I RHO X (I RHO X U RDOT)
1 to 3
	
}
t
B	 -B
10 to 12	 1 to 3
1	 B	 _ -I RHO
4to6
B	 = -B
10 to 15	 4 io G
r
B	 = PHI REND PATCHY
 B10 to 15	
— 140 to 15
.;
4.3.2-a4
s	 '^
The residual is then calculated:
Q PRIME = R RHO-U RDOT + SENSOR - BIAS 4
F
	
	 DEEQ = Q RR_RNG DOT-Q PRIME
I
i
Finally the filter gain variance for the measurement is
defined:
VAR = VAR
—
RANGE DOT
i 	
_
B, Interface Requirements. The input and output varia-
bles for the rendezvous radar range rate measurement sub-
function are given in tables 4.3.2.7.2.-1 and +.3.2.7:2-2.
C. Processing Requirements. This subfunction shall be
performed after-- the state and covariance propagation, at
the basic filter rate. This subfunction is performed as
long as rendezvous radar range rate measurements are being
,processed.
D. Constraints. None,
a
E. Supplementary- Inforpiation. A suggested implementation
of this subfunction is shown in fl ow charts RR DOT NAV,
REND NAV—INTERP, ONORBIT_SV_INTERP, and MEAN CONIC PARTIAL
—
TRANS ITI ON MATRIX 
,6X6 in Appendix B.
4.3.2-95
RTABLE 4.3.2.7,,2-1 - RENDEZVOUS RADAR RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION
Filter current shuttle R FILT state propagation V DP
position vector in M50
coordinate
Filter current shuttle V FILT state propagation V DP
velocity vector in M50
coordinates
Time tag for latest T CURRENT F T LT state, propagation V DP
navi gation cycle
T
_
w	 Difference between ac- DV FILT
—
state propagation V DP
N	 cumulated sensed !MU -
readings on present
cycle and previous
cycle
The time interval of DT FILT state propagation F DP
the last state and co-
variance propagation
Position vector of the- R LAST state propagation V DP
shuttle at the end o
the .last filter cycle
Velocity vector of the V LAST state propagation V DP
siluttl e at the end of
the last fi lter cycle
RANG	 UNITS1_ SAMPLE
RATE
ft lfilter rate
I
f t/sec if i 1 ter rate
I sec Ifil ter rate
_ ft/sec (fi 1 ter rate
_ I sec (filter rate
_ + ft Ifi 1 ter rate
_ +ftjsec ifilter rate.
_
r	 -
TABLE 4.3.2.7.2-1 - (continued) 	 RENDEZVOUS RADAR RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT _SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter estimated target , R TV LAST
ll
i
state propagation V DP ft filter rate
position at the end of
_
the last filter cycle
t
t	 Filter estimated target V TV LAST
—
state propagation V DP
—
ft/sec filter rate
position vector at the
end of the last filter
cy_:l e °
Current target position R TV state propagation V DP ft filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
'w
Current target velocity V TV state propagation V UP _ ft/sec filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
Target's gravity vector G T`! state propagation V DP ft/sect filter rate	 --
a: the end of the last
_
integration interval
A discrete indicating IGD state propagation D filter rate
the degree of the ac-
_
celeration-model
	
used.
A discrete indicating IGO .state propagation D filter rate
the order of the ac-
_ _ _
^-^--^celeration model to be
used.
r
Yr
TABLE 4.3.2.7.2-1 - (continued)
	 RENDEZVGUS RADAR RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
-, RATE
A flag i ndi cating whether,. IDM - state propagation D 0-1	 _ fiTter rate
0 o	 drag is to be modeled in
the acceleration cal cu-
-
►^
C)
	
l ati on .
ro	 A flag indicating whether IVM state propagation D _ 0-1	 _ filter rate
venting is to be modeled
H t-j	 i	 the acceleration 'equa-
tors
A discrete indicating the IATM state propagation D ^ filter rate
type of atmosphere mo-
_
w	 deling to be used in the
acceleration cal cdl ati ons
'	 total orbiter acceleration TOT ACC, state propagation - V DP _ ft/sec fitter rate
`;he filter:estima'ed SENSOR BIAS state propagation V (4) DP vary filter ratei	 sensor bias —
_
I
Gravi tati o gal constant of EARTH MU' premission load F DP ft3/sec filter rate
earth
i
Square root of EARTH
-
MU SQR EMU. premission load F DP ft /see filter rate
Tolerance for successive EPS KEP' premission loan F DP rad filter rate
iterations in the solu-
tion ofi Kepler s equati on'
TABLE 4.3.2.7.2-1	 (continued) RENDEZVOUS RADAR RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION ` SYMBOL. INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNIT SAMPLE	 1
RATE
Maximum time skew be-
	 ^`' EPS TIME premission load V _ sec filter rate
tween the measurement' -
time and the time of
^"^--the nav cycle before
the s ate is interpo-
lated to ,the measure=
ment time.
Flag indicating proces- RDOT 1`DATA GOOD Sensor Data.Snap • F DP _ _ filter rate
sable data from the
rendezvous radar range
rate sensor
w
Variance of rendezvous VAR RANGE DOT premission load F DP _ _ filter-rate
radar' range rate sensor t
measurement	 k
Rendezvous radar range Q RR_DOT Sensor Data Snap  F DP filter, rate
rate measurement
I
-
Acce l eration constants *'
3TABLE 4.3.2.7.2-2 - ;RENDEZVOUS RADAR RANGE RATE OUTPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION
...
SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE : TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATICN
RATE
The navigation filter DELQ Measurement F DP fL. filter rate
measurement residual Incorporation
The measurement partials B Measurement V DP _ vary filter rate
Incorporation
0
The general filter gain VAR Measurement F DP
—
vary filter rate.
F	 variance.for the sensors Incorporation
CD
A
rL^
.ate
v
t	 t
i
4.3.2.7.3 Rendezvous Radar Shaft Angle
The rendezvous radar shaft angle measurement subfunction computes
an estimated shaft angle, the angle measurement residual, and
selects the proper variance to model the uncorrelated instrument
error.
A. Detailed Requirements
A description of the symbols used in the following equations a
may be found in tables 4.3.7.3-1 and 4.3.2.7.3-2, This
subfunction i_s exercised only when rendezvous radar angle data
are selected for processing and are valid.
First, the orbiter.and target states are interpolated to the
time of the measurement and the orbiter and target transition
i
matri-ces are - calculated as described in section 4.3.2.7,1 where
_DELTAT GO T CURRENT FILT-T REND RADAR
--	 —
The partials are computed by the angle measurement partials
subfunction as described in section 4.2.6. The parameters in
that `common subfunction must be given the following values prior
to execution:
M M50 TO SENSOR M^BODY TO_RR
M M50 TO ,BODY RR .
I N M M50 TO SENSOR3, 1 to
Calculation of the partial vector is completed; by setting the
appropriate value in the bias slot of that vector,
o
4.342•-101
k
_	
L -
B1 = 1,0
The residual is calculated as follows.
U _M = M M50 TO—SENSOR UNIT(R RHO)
SHFT = ARCTAN(U M2/UM l ) + BIAS_SENSOR2
DELQ = Q_RR SHFT-SHFT	
'..`
where R RHO is defined by the partial calculations. Finally
the appropriate variance for the COAS horizontal angle is
.P
r	 x-	 assigned.
.-	
VAR _ 'VAR SHFT
B. Interface Requirements
The input and output variables for the rendezvous radar shaft
angle subfunction are given in tables 4.3.2.7.3-1 and 4.3.2,7.3-2,
C. Processing Requirements
This subfunction shall be performed after the state and co-
variance propagation, at the basic filter rate`. This subfunction
is performed as long as rendezvous radar angle measurements are
being processed,
D. Constraints
None.
E: Supplementary Information
A suggested implementation of this subfunction is shown in
flowcharts'NAV-RENDEZVOUS, RR ANGLE NAV, REND NAV INTERP
ONORBIT SV INTERP and MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 6X6 in Appendix B.
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TABLE 4.3.2.7.3-1 = Rendezyous Radar Shaft Angle Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTIOi SY14BOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE.- -PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter current shuttle R'	 FILT state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
position vector in M50
coordinates
Filter current shuttle V>	 FILT state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
!	 velocity <vector -in M50 — —
coordinates
Time Ua	 t'E_	 ^ ^	 g	 for lates T CURB • NT	 LTC	 FL , statepropagati on V D_P sec Fi l ter	 ater
navigation cycle
_
Di fference, between ac- DV FILT state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
cumulated sensed IMU read-
-ngs on present cycle and
previous , cycl.e
A.	 The time interval of the DT FILT state propagation F op sec Filter rate
°'	 last, state and covari-
ance propagation
Pos ition vector of the R	 LAST state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
shuttle at the end of
the I ast f  1 ter cycle
Veloci .^y vector of the V	 LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
shuttle at the end of the
last filter cycle
Filter estimated target R	 TV
—
LAST state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
position at the end of — —
the last filter cycle
D`SCRIPTION. SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS IRATESAMPLE
Filter 'estimated target V	 TV	 LAST state propagation V Dp ft/sec Filter rate
position vector at the
end' of, the last filter
cycle
Current target position R	 TV
-
state propagation V DP ft Filter rate
vector in '11.150 coordinates 	 i
Curre;;t target velocity , V	 TV state propagation
,
V- DP ft/sec Filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates'
Target's gravity vector G	 TV state propagation V DP ft/sect Filter rate
at the end of the last
integration interval
ry	 A discrete indicatina	 + IGD state propagation D Filter rate
the dearee of the ac-
N	 celeration model used
A discrete`indicatind IGO state propagation D Filter rate
the order of the ac-
r'	 ceEeration model	 to be
used
A flag indicating whether IDM state propagation D D,1 Filter rate
drag is to be modeled in
_
the acceleration cal-
culation
A flag indicating whether IVM state propagation'' D 0;1 Filter -rate
venting is to be modeled-
in the acceleration equa-
ti ens
TABLE 4.3.2.7.3-1 - ( continued) - Rendezyoys'Radar Shaft Angle Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
A discrete indicating IATM state propagation D Filter rate
the type of atmosphere
modeling to be used in
the acceleration cal-
—y--
culations
Total orbiter accelera- TOT ACC state propagation V DP ft/sect Filter rate
ti one
The :filter estimated SENSOR BIAS -state propagation V DP VARY Filter rate
sePcar bias
Gravitational constanti l EARTH MU premission load F DP (ft Filter rate
of the earth
r
Square root of EARTH MU SQR EMU premission load F DPI ft3/sec Filter rate
G ,'	 Tolerance for succesive EPS_KEP premission load F DP rad Filter rate
iterac",ions in the solu-
E	 tion of' Kepler's  equation
Maximum time skew between EPS TIME premission load F DP sec Filter rate
the measurement time and —
the time of the nav',cycle
before the state is :inter-
pola'ted to the measurement
t i ,Tie
Flag indicating process- RR_ ANGLE_DATA external' sensor D ON,OFF Filter rate
able data from the rende- GOOD data snap
zyous reida r angle sensor
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE	 -----;
RATE
Variance of the rendezvous VAR SHFT	 ^ premission load F DP rad2 Filter rate
radar shaft measurement
Time tag for the rende- T REND RADAR external sensor
-y---
zvous radar measurements —	 — data snap F DP sec Filter rate
The rendezvous radar Q RR SHFT external sensor F DP rad Filter rate
shaft' measurement data snap
M50 to body transfor- M_M50 TO BODY external sensor M Dp Filter rate
oration matrix at the time RR data snap
the rendezvous radar data
was snapped
Body to rendezvous radar M_ BODY	 `_TO_RR premi'ssion load M DP Filter rate_
N	 transformation matrix
.^ 1
Acceleration constants
TABLE - Rendezvous. Radar Shaft Angle yeasurement Output Parameters	 ^- --4.3-9.7.3-2.
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL. OUTPUT DESTINATION TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS UM?UTKT`iOX
R TLE
The navigationfilter DELQ Measurement. F
}
I	 DP ft Filter rate
measurement residual Incorporation
he'me,^--urement partials B Measurement V, DP VARY Filter rate
Incorporation
The general filter gain VAR Measurement F DP VARY Filter, rate
variance for the sensors Incorporation
tom'
CD ..
7,
f	 4.3.2.7.4 Rendezvous Radar Trunion Angle
The rendezvous radar trunion angle measurement subfunction
computes an estimated trunion angle, the angle measurement
residual, and the trunion angle partial vector, and selects
the proper variance to model the uncorrelaced instrument error.
i	 A. Detailed Requirements
i
A description of the symbols used in the following equations
may be found in tables 4.3.2.7.4-1 and 4.3.2.7.4-2. This
subfunction is exercised only when rendezvous radar angle
E	 ,
'	 data are selected for processing and are valid.
First, the orbiter and target states are interpolated to
j	 the time of the measurement and the orbiter and target
transition matrices are calculated as described in section
4.3.2.7.1 where
DELTAT GO '= T CURRENT FILT:T REND RADAR
The partials are computed' by the angle measurement partials 9
subfunction as described in section 4.2.6. The parameters in
that common subfunction must be given the following values
prior to execution:
M M50 TO SENSOR = M BODY ^TO .RR
—	
M M50 TO BODY RR
and
I N = UNIT (R _TV RESID R RESID) X M M50 TO SENSOR,
1 to 3
o
4	 4.3,2-10$
G
where R TV RESID and R RESID are the result of the inter
polation of the target and the orbiter respectively.
Calculation of the partial vector, is completed by setting
the appropriate value in the bias slot of that vector.
B1 7 = 1.0
The residual is calculated as follows
U M M M50 TO SENSOR UNIT (R RHO)
TRUN ARCSIN (U _M 3 ) + BIAS_SNSORz
DELQ = Q_RR TRUN TRUN
where K _RHO is defined by the parti ai calculations
Finally the appropriate variance for the trunion angle is
assigned.
	 a
VAR VAR _RUN
B:Inter, a
..
' ce Requirements
The input and output variables for the rendezvous radar
trunikr angle subfunction are given in tables 4.3.2.7.4-1
a; d	 3,4?
6
	
C:' roc 	 ,cquirements
.,.F.
1
Thi s subfunction shall be performed after the skate and
covariance propagation, at the basic filter  rate , This
subfunction. is performed ri ;,; long as rendezvous radar angle-
measurements are bei ng processed,
	
?:^®	 4.3.2,-109
l^. Constraints
Table 4.3.2.7.4-1. - Rendezvous Radar Trunign Angie Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	
INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS 1SAMPLE
IRATE
Filter current shuttle R	 FILT state propagation V DP ft
position vector in MSO
coordinates
Filter current shuttle V TILT state propagation V DP ft/sec
ve10"city vector in MSO
coordi nates
Time tag for latest T'CURRENT FILT_ state propagaticn V DP sec
navigation cycle
Difference between ac- DV FILT state propagation V DP ft/sec
c:a^ul aced sensed IMU'
readings on present
cycle and previous
cycl e'
..,.E	
.. -
..
The time'nterval of DT FILT_ state propagation F DP sec
the ?asst, state and
covariance propagation
w
`ion vector of the R	 LAST state propagation V DP ft
shuttle at the ` end of
the Tast filter cycle
Velocity vector of the V	 LAST stave propagation V DP ft/sec
shuttle at the end of the
1 ast filter cycle
Filter estimated target R	 TV LAST state propagation V DP ft
position at the end of
the last filter cycle
Filter rate
Filter rate
Filter rate
Filter rate
Filter rate
Filter rate
a
Filter rate
Filter rate
Table 4.3.2.7.4-1.	 (continued)- Rendezvoys Radar Tilunion Angle MeasureMent Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter estimated target V	 TV LAST state propagati on V DP ft/sec Filter rate
position vector at the
end of the last' filter
cycle -Y
Current target position R	 TV state-propagat-+ on V DP ft Filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
Current target velocity V	 TV state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
Target's gravity vector G	 TV state propagati on V DP ft/sect Filter rate
at the end' of the last +
integration  i ntervai
N
A discrete indicating the IGD state propagation D Filter rate
v	 degree of the acceleration
model used
A discrete indicating the IGO state propagation D Filter rate
° order of h  acceleration"
model to be used
A Iag indicating whether IDM state propagation D Oil Filter rate
drag is to be modeled in
^
the acceleration calcula-
tion
A flag indicating whether IVM _state propagation D Oil Filter rate
venting is to be modeled
in the acceleration equa-
'	 ti ons
ORIGINAL< PAGE IS
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Table 4.3.2.7.4-1. (continued) Rendezvous ,Radar+ TY^uni on ,Angle Measurement Input parameters
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
A discrete indicating the IATM state propagation D	
i
Filter rate
type : f a t nos phere mode l ing
to be used in the acceler- -
a'ion calculati ons - .--
To-Lai orbiter acceleration ' TOT ACC'_ state propagat.on V' ,DP ft/sect Filter rate
r ed
 fltPr.estmated sensor ScNSOR'BTAS state propagat on. V	 . DP VARY Filter rate
`
bias
Gravitational constant EARTH MU prem'ission loac('. F DP (ft3/sec)2 Filter rate
of
 the earth
+
Square root of EARTH MUg S R EMUQ P remission load F pD• ft /sec Filter rate	 -
Tuler•ance for.succesive EPS KEP _premission load F DP rad Filter rate
y•;", o n s in the solution
o.	 Ken i er's equation
w
'Maximum  vine ske.,i between	 - EPS TIME premission load, V DP sec Filter rate
one measurement time and
the ii;,e of the nav cycle
before the state is =inter-
polated to the measurement
time
Flag indicating processable RR ANGLE DATA external sensor D ON OFF Fil ter rate
data from the rendezvous —GOOD data snap
radar angle sensor —
J-
u,
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL	 `
i
INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Va- ance of the rendezvous VAR^TRUN pr.-mission load F DP ' rad2 Fi -er rate
radar trunion ;measurement
Time tag ror the rendezvous T REND ' RADAR externa l sensor. F DP sec Filter rate
radar measurements —	 — data snap
The rendezvous radar t.ru- Q_RR TRUN ex sensor, F DP rad Fil ter rage
pion measurement — — data snap
?550 to body transformation
	 ;, M M50 TO BODY RR external sensor.
= % rix at the i`.ime the —	 — —	 — data snap M DP Filter rate
rent" tr .vous radar data was
snapped
x
Body to rendezvous radar M BODY TO RR Premissi on
 load M DP Filter rate
transformation matrix —
Acce l eration constants
{
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT-SOURCE TYPE PRECISI-ON
--
RANGE
-	 -
UNITS COMPUTATION
FATE
The navigation filter DLLQ Measurement F pP ft Filter rate
measurement residual Incorporation
The measurement partials ,' D Measurement V DP ^'ARY Ei 1 ter 'rate	 - ----
_
Incorporation
The general filter aai n VAR Measurerient F DP VARY Filter rate
variance for the sensors Incorporation
,a
I
- ---------	
L
r
4.3.2.7.5 - Startracker horizontal angle. The star-
tracker horizontal angle measurement subfunction computes
an estimated horizontal startracker angle, the angle
measurement residual, and the horizontal angle partials,
and selects the proper variance to model the uncorrelated'
instrument error.
A. Detailed Requirements. A description of the symbols:
used in the 'following equations may be found in tables
4.3.2.7.5-1 and 4.3.2.7.5-2. This subfunction is exer -
cised only when startracker data are selected are valid.
First, the orbiter and target states are interpolated
to the time of the measurement. The partials are computed
by the angle measurement and the orbiter and target tran -
sition matrices are calculated as described in section
4.3.2.7.1 where
DELTAT GO	 T CURRENT FILT-T STAR TRACKER
i The partiars are computed by the angle measurement par-
tials subfunction as 'described in section 4.2.6. The
parameters in that common subfunction must be given the
following values prior to execution:
M_M50 TO SENSOR = M_BODY TO ST	 M M50 TO BODY ST
N_ST IN USE
I N = M M50 TO SENSOR
1,1 to 3
I, 3.2-'116
^..
tCalculation of the partials is completed by-setting the
appropriate value in the bias slat o the partial vector.
B	 = 1.0
17
The residual is calculated as follows:
U M M M50 TO
-
SENSOR UNIT(URHO)
HORIZ = ARCTAN (UH /UM) + BIAS SENSOR2
3	 2
DELQ =_Q ST_HORIZ-.HORIZ
where R RHO is defined by the partial calculation. Finally
the appropriate variance for the startrack horizontal angle
is assigned
VAR _ VAR ST HORIZ
B. Interface Requirements	 The input and output: variables
for the'startracker horizontal angle subfunction are given
in tables 4.3.2.7.5-1 and 4.3.2.7.5-2.
C. Processing, Requirements. This SUbfunction shall be .
performed after the state and covariance propagation, at the 	 7
basic fil-ter rate. This subfunction is performed as long as
startracker measurements are being processed.
D. Constraints. None,
.	 y
E. Supplementary Information. A s.uggested implementation
of this subfunction is shown in flowchart NAV RENDEZVOUS,
ANGLE NAV, REND NAV_INTERP, ONORBIT SV INTERP, and MEAD
i
E	 CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX _6 X 6 in Appendix B.
a
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fTABLE 4.3.2.7.5.-1 - STARTRFICKER HORIZONTAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE- PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLERATE
Filter current shuttle R FILT state propagation V DP ft filter rate
position vector in M50
_
coordinates,
' Filter current shuttle, V FILT state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
velocity vector in M50
coordinates
Time tag for 1 atest Haul - T 'CURRENT_ state, propagation V DP sec fi 1 ter rate
gation' cycles SILT
1
Difference-between ac- D V FILT state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
cumulated sensed IMU
co	 readings on present cy-
cle and previous cycle,
a
The time interval of the DT FILT state propagation F DP sec filter rate
1 ast state and co'varia'nce
_
{
propagation
Position vector of the R LAST state propagation V DP _ ft filter rate
shuttle at the end of
the last filter cycle
Velocity vector of the V LAST state propagation V, DP ft/sec !f l ter rate
shuttle at the end oil
the last filter cycle i
4
TABLE 4.3.2.7.5-1 - (Continued) STARTRACKER HORIZONTAL, ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANG UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Filter estimated target R TV 
—
LAST state propagation V DP ft filter raze
position at the end of -
the last filter cycl e
Filter estimated tar 9 et V TV LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
position vector at the
_ _
_
end of the last filter
i	 cL.: 1 e
Current target position R'TV state propagation V DP
_-
ft filter rate
Vector in [450 coordinates
Current target velocity V TV state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
`-{	 vec .c:r in M50 coordinates -- —
r. 2
Target' s, gravi ty vector i	 G TV state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
at the end of the last I -
integration interval
--^'
A discrete indicating IGD -state propagation D
i
filter• rate
degree of the accelera-
tion model used.
A discreteindicating the IGO state propagation D filter rate
order of the acceleration
_
model	 'zo be .used.
rad Ifilter rate
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL, INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
A flag indicating whether IDM state propagation D 0-1 _ filter rate
drag is to be modeled in
c^ o	 the acceleration cal cul a.-
'^	 tIon
o^0
d^ 	A flag indicating whether IVM state propagation D
^-
0-1 _ filter rate
ro	 venting is to be modeled
in the acceleration eaua-
h	 tions	 f
A discrete indi cati ng the IATM state propagation., D
—
_ filter rate
type of atmosphere no- —
del i ng to be used .iin the	 4` _
acceleration calculations
N 2
o al orbiter acceleration TOT ACC state propagation —   ^ V DP ft/sec filter rate
The filter estimated; ; SENSOR BIAS state propagation V DP vary filter rate
sensor bias
r 3	
2
Squaref EARTH 	 ^"^ EARTH premission load F DD _ft /sec filter rate 
•i;
Tolerance for successive	 EPS KEP	 'premission load	 F	 DP
iterations in the sol o- r`
tion of Kep'l er`s equation'll
:c
ya	 horizontal. measurement
4
Time tag for the star -
tracker measurements
The startracker hori
zontal ° measurement
M50 to bod y trans •For-
T :STAR	 external data snag	F	 DP	 sec filter rate
TRACKn
^	 f
^11_ST_HORIZ external data snap 	 F	 DP	 rad filter rate
r
M M50 TO
	 external data snap 	 M	 DP	 filter rate
rat ion ,Matrix at the	
BODY ST
time the startracker
data v,as snapped	 C
_	
e
r. I
DESCRIPTION . SYMBOL	 I INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS. SAM1PLE
RAT[
i
Maximum time skeet be-	 ^ EFS TIME premissi on • load V DP sec filter rate
teen the measu-even 4.
_
Mme and the time of	 the
nav cycle before the state
is interpolated to the
i
measurement time.
Flag indicatin g pro-
cessab e data from the
ST DATA GOOD external sensor D
—
ON/ OFF filter rate
data snap
Var<rnce of startracker VAR ST HORIZ premission lead F DP rad2 filter rate
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Body to startracker' M BODY TO Premission load M DP filter rate
transformation matrix ST
Index indicating which N ST IN USE
—
external data snap D filter rate
startracker is being — _ _
used
Acceleration constants
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUTPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATIC?
RAT E
The navigation fitter, DELQ Measurement F DP ft -i1ter rate
measurement- residual ^ Incorporation —
The measurement partials B Measurement V O) DP vary filter rate"
_
Incorporatio^
_
The general filter gain VAR ' Measurement F DP	 _ vary filter rate
variance for the sensors Incorporation
w
4.3.2.7.6 Startracker Vertical Angle
The startracker vertical angle measurement subfunction comp!!tes
an estimated vertical startracker angle, the angle measurement
residual, and the vertical angle partials, and selects the
proper variance to model the uncorrelated instrument error.
A. Detailed Re uq irements
A description of the symbols used in the following equations
may be found in tables 4.3.2.7.6-1 and 4.3.2.7.6-2. This sub-
function is exercised only when startracker data are selected
and are valid.
First, the orbiter and target states are interpolated to the
time of the measurement and the orbiter and target transition'
matrices are calculated as described in section 4.3.2.7.1 where
DELTAT GO T CURRENT FILT . T STAR TRACKER
The partials are computed by the'angle-measurement partials
subfunction as described in section 4.2.6. The parameters
,I	
a
in that common subfunction must be given the following values
prior to e ecution.
M M50 TO SENSOR = M BODY TO STTLM50 TO BODY ST
— — —	 - --	 N ST IN USE -	 -
I N	 M M50 TO SENSOR2, l to 3
Calculation of the partials is completed by setting the ap-
propri ate value i rt the bias slot ofthe parti a1 vector,
i
ORTGWAL PAGE
OF POOP,
L`f
B1 6	 1.0
The residual is calculated as follows.
U M = M M50 TO SENSOR UNIT(R `RHO)
VERT = ARCTAN (U M 1 /U_M3 ) +BIAS SENSOR
DELQ Q ST VERT-VERY
where R RHO is defined by the partial calculation:. Finally
the appropriate variance for the startracker vertical angle.
is assigned
`	
VAR VAR ST VERY
B. Interface Requi rements
The input and, output variables for the startracker vertical
angle subfunction are given in tables 4.3.2.7.6-1 and 4.3.2.7.6-2,
C. Processing Requirements
This subfunction shall be performed after the state and covariance
propagation, at the basic 'filter rate. This subfunction is per-
formed as long as startracker measurements are being processed.
i
D. Constraints
None.'
E. Supp1emenary Information'
A Suggested implementation of this subfunction is shown in
flowcharts NAV`RENDEZVOUS, ANGLE NAV, REND NAV INTERP, ONOR3I1;w^
SV INTERP, and MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6 in
Appendix B.
F	
-
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TABLE 4.3.2.7.6-1 - ' Startracker Vertical Angle "Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION	 l	 SYMBOL	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS !SAMPLE
IRATE
Filter current shuttle	 R FILT	 state propagation	 i V	 DP	 ft	 Filter rate
position vector in MSG
cocrdinates
F 4 1ter current shuttle	 V FILT
	
z state propagation -	 V	 DP	 ft/sec	 Filter rate
`Jpl oci ty vector in M50
coordinates
Time tag for latest 	 T CURRENT FILT	 state propagation	 V	 DP	 sec	 Filter rate
n avfga'tion'cycle	 —
t
Difference bet-ween ac-	 DV .FILT	 state propagation	 j V	 DP	 ft/sec Filter rate
I	 cumw ated sensed. IMIJ
F'	 readings on present
cycle and previous c;ycl e
3
The ti-me interval of the DT FILT state propagation F DP sec Filter rate
V'	 last, state and covariance
propagation
-i	 Pos4tionvector of the R	 ;LAST' state Propagation V DP ft Filter rate
shuttle at the end of the ! a
F	 last fi l t- er	 cycle
1
!
Velocity vector of the V	 LAST_ state propagation V DP ft/sec Filter rate	 i
shuttle at the end or---
the last flter.cycle
Filter   estimated target R	 TV LAST state propagation V DP	 , ft Filter rate
P^^R
Qtr GE IS`	 ,
TACKLE 4.3.2.7.6-1	 (continued) - Startraci<er Vertical Angl e Measurelent Input parameters
DESCRIPTION I	 SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE ^ PRECISION RANGE UNITS ► SAMPLE
! RATE
F41 Ler estimated target V
	
TV LAST
i	
state propagation : V DP ^ft/sec Filter rate
position vector' at the
end 0f the last fi i ter
c Cle
Current target position R	 TV state propagation DP ft	 Filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
E	
Current target velocity V	 TV #	 state propagation V DP ft/sec	 Fi l ter rite
vector in X50 coordinates
Target's gravity vector G	 TV state propagation V DP ft/sec	 Filter rate
at the end of the last
integration  interval
A discrete, indicating IGD state propagation ^	 D I F
ilter
   rate
,_t	 the degree of 'the ac-
celeration model used
k
A discrete indicating IGO state propagation D Filter rate
wne c ,°de g° of tine ac-
cel lo ation model to be
used
A 411 ag i ndi cating whether' IDM stage propagation D i 0 1 a	 Fil ter rate
drag is to be modeled
in the acceierat:on
calcula,.;on F
t r
^ E
A flag indicating whether IVM state propagation D 0 1 Filter rate
venting is to be modeled ^ ^ !
TABLE 4.3.2.7.6-1	 (continued) - StartrackerVertical Angle Measurement Input Parameters
DESCRIPTION
	
I
g
SYMBOL
	 ! INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
IRATE
A discrete indicating. the IATM state propagation D Filter rate
type of atmosphere modeling
to be used in the accelera-
Cion calculations
Total orbiter acceleration TOT ACC state propagation V DP 41t/sec2i	 Filter rate
F	 The filter estimated
sensor bias SEt^SOP._DIRS- state propagation v DP ^ 1VARY	 Filter rate
1:ravitational constant EARTH MU premission load F DP (ft3/sec)2 ri per rate
of the earth
Square root of EARTH MU SQrR_ EMU ' premission load F DP ft3/sec	 Filter rate
Tolerance for succesive EPS' KEP premission load F DP rad	 Finer rate
iterations in the solutio n
of Kepler's equation
Maxi^ur tune skew between EPS TIME
— —
premission load DP sec	 Filter rate
i-ne,asurement time and
the time of the nav cycle
before the state is inter- 1
polaced to the measurement
time
Flag indicating processabl'e ST DATA GOOD'
—	 —
External sensor D ON OFF Filter rate
data from the s'tartracker data snap
measurement
Variance of s^artracker VAR ST VERT premission load F DP	
k
rad2	 Filter rate
vertical measurement t
-	
_
D=ESCRIPTION SYMBOL	 x	 INPUT SOURCE^ T'	 YPE PRECISION i RANuE , UNITS 1 SAMPLE
RATE
Startracver vertical ; 	 ^ Q ST VERT external sensor F Dp rad Filter rate
measureient	 ^ — F	 data snap
 e tag for 'startracker T_STAR TRACKER 'external	 sensor' F DP sec Filter rate
measub emen^ data snap
Irs0 to body trans f orma ti on M_M50_TO BODY ST i	 premi ss i on• 1 oad M DP Filter rate
T; .ri": at the time the
s . art °°ack,er dat a' ^aa_.C
vsnapped
Body to startracker IM BODY TO ST premission load M DP Filter rate
transformation mZtrir,
Eindex indicating which	 ^ external data D DP Filter rateaN	
startracker'is being
N_ST_1N USE
snap
^
used
;"acceleration constants
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL
	 OUTPUT SOURCE	 ^ TYPE	 ^ PRECISION ^ RANGE 111ITS ^	 COM°UTATICN
RATE
T> e navigation filter- DELQ Measurement F DP ft Filter rate
Measurement residual Incorporation
e
The measurement-partials- B Measurement
Incorporation V DP VARY -Filter rate
T	 -he geVeral 1 l ter gain /AR ^e si	 e entf	 a	 .arm F. D P	 ^ . VARY F lto	 rater
variance for the' sensors ('Incorporation ^ f `
t
E
- ---------
i
4,3.2.7.7 COAS Horizontal Angle.
The COAS horizontal angle measurement subfunction computes
an estimated horizontal COAS angle, the angle measurement
residual, and the horizontal angle partial vector, and
selects the proper variance to model the uncorrelated-in-
strument error.
A. Detailed Requirements.
A description of the symbols used in the following
equations may be found in tables 4.3..2.7:7-1 and 4.3,2.7:7-2.`
This subfunction is exercised only when COAS data are selected
and are valid.
First, the orbiter and target are interpolated to the
time of the measurement and the orbiter and target transition-
matrices are calculated as described insection 4.3.2.7.
I
where
DFL.TAT_GO = T CURRENT FILT - T COAS
The partials are computed by the angle measurement partials
subfunction as described in section 4.2.6. The parameters
in that common subfunction must be •gven the following
values prior to execution
M M50 TO SENSOR = M BODY TO COAS
—	 - --	 N C.OAS IN USE
I N
	
M M50 TO SENSORIsI to ,3
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Calculation of the partial vector is completed by setting
the appropriate value in the bias slot of that vector.
B 17 = 1.0
The residual is calculated as follows.
U M = M_M50 TO SENSOR UNIT (R RHO) 	
..,.
HORIZ ARCTAN (U_M2/U`M3 ) + BIAS—SENSOR2
DELQ = Q COAS^HORIZ-HORIZ
where R RHO is defined by the partial calculations.
Finally the appropriate variance for the COAS horizontal
`	
angle is assigned.
j	 VAR VAR COAS HORIZ
B. interface Requirements. The input and output varia-
bles for the COAS horizontal angle subfunction are given
in tables 4.3.2.7.7-1 and 4.3.2.7.7-2.
	 a
C. Processing Requirements. This subfunction shall be
performed after the state and covariance propagation, at i
the basic, filter rate. This subfunction is performed as
long as COAS measurements are being processed.
. 	
1
D. Constraints. None.
E. Su elementary Information. A suggested impleientation
Of this subfunction is shown in flowcharts NAV RENDEZVOUS,
ANGLE !!Al', REND i^AV INTER!', 0llORBIT Slt IN1'CRP and 'EAN
CONIC PARTIAL-TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6
	
in Appendix S.
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DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION( RANGE UNIT.. SAMPLE	 -- I
RATE
Filter current.shuttle R FILT state propagation V DP` _ ft filter rate
position vector in M50
coordinates
4
Fifer current shuttle V FILT State propagation, V DP _ ft/sec filter rate
velocity Vector i n M50,
coordinates
E.	 Tine tag -:=or latest navi- T CURRENT_ ^ State propagation V DP _ sec filter rate
cation cycle FILT
•	 Difference between accu- DV FILT State propagation V DP _ ft/sec filter rate	 aQ
mutated sensed IMU read-
ings on present cycle and
Precious cycle
f`	 The time interval of the DT FILT State propagation F DP _ se filter rate
last state and covariance
f	 propagation
F
-
Position vector of the R 'LAST State propagation V DP _ ft filter rate
shuttle at the end of
_	
the last filter cycle
E
Velocity vector of the V LAST State propagation V DP _ ft see filter rate
shuttle at the end o-
the last filter cycle
,
E'
TABLE 4.3.2.7.7:1 -'(continued) COAS HORIZONTAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCP.IPTIN iSYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISIO -RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
• RATE
f	 f=ilter estimated target R TV LAST state; propagation V DP _ ft filter rate
position at the end of
the last filter cyclei
Filter estimated target V TV LAST state propagation V DP _ ft/sec filter rate
position vector at the -
end of the last filter
' cycle
Current target position TV state propagation V.- DP _ ft filter rate
?	 vector in M50 coordinates
W f:
z	 .Current target velocity V TV state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
vector in M50 coordinates
_
3
Target's gravity vector
Y
I G TV state propagation V DP
2ft/sec fi`I ter rate	 --^----
at the end of the last
integration interval
A discrete indicating i.IGD state propagation D _ _ filter rate
the degree of 'the ac-
_
celeration ^ model	 used.
A discrete indicating the IGO state propagation D _ filter rate
odder	 of the acceleration
model to be used K
TABLE 4.3.2.7.7-1	 (Continued) COAS HORIZONTAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
;DESCRIPTION
	
SYMBOL	 INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
A flac indicating whether IDM state propagation D 0-1
_
filter rate
drag is to be modeled in
the acceleration calcu-
lation
kj •
A 'lag indicating whether TVM state propagation D 0-1 _ filter rate
venting is to be modeled -
`	 in the acceleration equa-
tions Y
A discrete' indicating the :IATM state propagation D
_
_ filter rate
w	 type of atmosphere modeling
_
.N	
to be used in the accel'era=
w	 ti on cal cul ati.on
t.; 2
F	 Total' orbiter acceleration TOT ACC state propagation, V DP _ ft/sec filter rate
The filter estimated`sen- SENSOR BIAS state propagation V DD _ var filter rate
sor bias
v	 'oval constant of' EARTH MU premission 'load F DP _ ft3/se filter rate 
3
square root of-EARTH MU SQR EMU premission load F DP Ft /se filter rate
f.,	 L
1i
TABLE 4.3.2.7.7-1 -'(Continued)
	 COAS HORIZONTAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS1
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	
INPUT SOURCE	 TYPE	 PRECISION	 RANGE;	 -NITS	 SAMPLE
RATE
Tolerance for successiVe EPS KEP premission load F DP	 _ rad filter rate
iterations in the 'solution
of Kepl er' s equation
Maximun time skew between EPS TIME premission load F DP _ sec filter rate
the measurement time and o
the time of the nav cycle
before the state is inter- b
polated to the measurement 9^
time
'4J	 Flag indicating processabie COAS DATA external sensor D _	 ON,'Iff _ filter rate
data from the COAS sensor GOOD data snap ---^'
w
Variance of the COAS hori- -VAR COAS premission load F DD	 _
2
rad filter rate
`	 zontal measurement HORIZ - —
ti
Time tag for the COAS T_COAS external data snap F DP sec filter rate
measurements l
The COAS horizontal QCOAS HORN external data snap F DP	
_
rad filter rate	 --^ --
measurement
I
M50 to body transformation M M50 TO_ external data snap M DP,	 i _ filter rate
matrix at the time the BODY COAS
COA"	 data was snapped —
r
-	 -	 .....^.............v	
..-,
IDESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE 'PRECISION RANG:` UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Body to COAS transforma- M BODY TO COAS premission load M DP _f4I_ filter rate
ti on ma .ri
Index indicatinG which N COAS IN USE external data.snap'. D DP _ filter rate
COAS is being used
_ _
—
U
Acceleration constants
_	 ft
I
vary
,I
f, l ter rate
filter rate 0
vary filter rate
I
TABLE 4.3.2.7.7-1 - COAS HORIZONTAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT OUTPUT PARAMETERS'_
DESCRIPTION	 SYMBOL
	 OUTPUT SOURCE	 TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNLTS };OP;PUtATICN
RJE
	
	
i
_t
The navigation filter
	
DELQ	 Measurement-	 F	 DP
meas^aemeni residual
	 Incorporation
The measurement partials
	 B	 Measurement	 V	 DP
Incorporation
The geh?=ral filter gain
	 VAR
	 Measurement	 F	 DP
variance for the sensors
w
co;
r.
g
.	 J
I
4.3.2.7.8 COAS vertical angle. The COAS vertical angle measure-
ment subfunction computes an estimatedvertical COAS angle, the angle
measurement residual, and the vertical angle partial vector, and 	 t
selects the proper variance to model the u-ncorrelated instrument error.
A. Detailed Requirements. A description of the symbols used in the
following equations may be found in tables 4.3.2.7.8-1 and 4.3.2.7.8-2.
This subfunction is exercised only when COAS data are selected and
are valid.
First, the orbiter and target are interpolated to the time of the
measurement and the orbiter and. target transition matrices are
calculated as described in section 4.3.2.7.1 where
DELTAT GO = T CURRENT FILT - T COAS
The partials are computed by the angle measurement partials sub-
function as described in section 4.2.6 The parameters in that common
subfunction must be given the following values prior to execution:_
M M50 TO SENSOR = M BODY TO COAS
--	 N COAS IN USE
M M50 TO BODY COAS
	 i
I N M M50_TO_SENSOR^,1 to
^i
i
'	 Calculation of the partial vector is completed by setting
.y
the appropriate value in the bias slot of that vector.
	
2J
B
	 1.0
16
The residual is calculated as follows:
U M _ t.4 M50 TO^SENSOR UNIT(R'RHO)
VERT = ARCTAN(UwM/U M3 } + BIAS _SENSORi	 f
,r
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I
DELQ Q COAS_VERT-VERY
where R RHO is defined by the partial calculation.
Finally the appropriate variance for the COAS vertical
angle is assigned.'
VAR = VAR COAS,VERT
B. Interface Requirements. The input and output varia-
bles for the COAS vertical angle subfunction are given in
tables 4.3.2.7.8-1 and 4.3.2.7.8-2.
C. Processing Requirements. This subfunction shall be
performed after the state and covariance propagation, at
the basic filter rate. This subfunction is performed as
long as COAS measurements are being processed.
D. Constraints. None.
E. Supplementary Information. A suggested implementation
of this subfunction is shown in flowcharts NAV RENDEZVOUS,
ANGLE_NAV,REND NAV_INTERP, ONORBIT SV_INTERR and MEAN`
CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6	 in APPENDIX B.
ti
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TABLE 4.3.2.7.8-1 - COAS VERTICAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT 'INPUT PARAMETER
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE _ TYPE PRECISION RANG- UNITS SAMPLE
RATE'
Filter current shuttle R FILT state propagati on V- DP ft filter rate
position vector in M50
coord i nates —^—
Filter current shuttle V FILT state propagation V. EP _ ft/se filter_.rate
velocity vector in M50
coordinates
Time tag for latest T CURRENT FILT state propagati on V DP sec filter rate
navigation cycle''
_
`	 Difference between ac- DV FILT state propagation V DP
—
ft/se filter rate
cumulated sensed IMU --
readings on present
cyclQ and previous l
cycl e
The time interval of DT FILT - state propagation F - DP sec filter rate
the last state and co-
variance propagation
Position "vector of the R LAST state propagation V DP ft filter rate	 a
shuttle at the end of
_
the last filter cycle
TABLE 4.3.2.7.8 -1 - (Continued) COAS VERTIrAL ANGLE-MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION . SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANG UNITS SAMPLE	 _ ^---
RATE
"'	 °'the	 ('
N u^	 ereed,l ev	 of
V LAST state propagation V D P ft/sec filter rate
the last 1  i l ter cycle -
Filter estimated target R TV LAST state propagation V DP ft filter rate
position at the end of the
—
-
last  fi 'ter cycl e
Filter estimated taraet V TV LAST state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
position vector at Lh-
_
end of the last filter
cycl
"	 Current target positionrQ R TV state propagation V DP ft filter rate
vector in M50.coordi-
nates
Current target velocity V TV state propagation V DP ft/sec filter rate
Vector in M50 coordi-
nates
Tar et's• ravit
	 vector9	 9	 Y G TV state	 ro a ationP	 p 9 V DP t/sect filter rate
at the end of the 'last f
integration interval
A discrete indicating IGD state propagation 0
— —
_
filter rate
the decree of the ac-
celeration mode used. j
TABLE 4.3.2.7.3-	 - (Continued)	 COAS VERTICAL ANGLE MEASUREMENT INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
i RATE
A	 iscr t	 indicaf^in4 the
orger oW	 ation
IGO state propagation D _ _ filter rate
mode l to be _used
A flag	 indica ting whether	 ^ IDM state propagation' D 0-1 filter rate
w	 drag is to be model ed in
_
the acceleration calcul:a-
tiot► .
A 'flag indicating whether IVM state propagation D 0-1 filter rate
venting is to be modeled -
in the acceleration equa-
tion
FV
I
A discrete indicating the IATM state propagation D _ filter rate
J
the type of atmosphere
	
a
roue- i ng to -be used in
the acceleration calcu
l ati ons
2
Total orbiter acceleration TOT ACC 	 state propagation	 V	 DD	 ft/sec filter rate
The filter estimated	 SENSOR BIAS	 state propagation	 V	 DP	 vary filter rate
sensor bias
Gravitational constant	 EARTH MU	 premission'load	 F	 DD	 ft3/	 filter rate
of the
,
 >earth ' • -	 —	 sec
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE: UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
►d	 Square root of EARTH S0R_EMU premission load F DP ft /se ofilter rate
C	 C,,U
b
Tolerance for successive EPS_KEP premission load F DP, _ rad filter rate
t^	 iterations in the solo-
tion of Kepler'.s equation
i
Maximum time skew between EPS TIME
+
premission load V DP sec filter rate
the measurement time and 	 i
_
the time of the na.v cycle
before the state is inter-
w	 pol aced' . to the measurement
time
Flaq indicating-processable- COAS_DATA_GOOD external sensor D _ ON/OFF filter rate
data from the COAS sensor data snap
2
Variance of the COAS ver- VAR
—
COAS VERT premission.load F DP rad filter rate
t-ical measurement
_
1
Time tag for the COAS T_COAS external data snap F DP _ sec	 +filter rate
measurements i
a
The COAS vertical measure- Q_COAS VERT external data snap F DP
—
rad filter rate.
ment —
r
DESCRLPTION SYMBOL
z
INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAh1PLE
	 -
RATE	 _.
ii15Q to body transforma- M M50 TO BODY
.
external data snap - PSI DP
_
_
filter rate
Lion matrix at the time
_
C0A
_S
-
the COAS data was snapped
Body to COAS transforms- M BODY TO preen ssion load M DP _ filter rate
tion matrix
0
COAS
Index indicating which N COAS IN USE external data snap D DP filter rate
COAS is being used. —
Acceleration' constants
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL OUT'pUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATICKt
RATE
The navigation filter DELQ`. Measurement f DP _ ft. fitter rate
measurement 'residual Incorporation
The measurement partials B Measurement V DP vary filter rate
Incorporation -
The general filter gain VAR Measurement F DP wary filter rate
variance for the sensors Incorporation
aw
i
I
I
{4.3.2.8 Measurement Processing Statistics
I'	 During rendezvous navigation phases that utilize external measure
i
meats, the measurement processing statistics subfunction will compute
I	 for display certain parameters that are indicative of the condition ofi
	• 	 •
i the navigation filter and the external sensor measurements that it
utilizes. These display parameters serve as the basis for the crew
decision as to how external measurement data is to be processed
c
i by the nav filter. Three mutually exclusive controls are available
to the crew which allow them to select one of the following process-
1	 ing options
(1) AUTO - the nav filter edit criterion will determine
whether or not valid data are to' be used to update the
state vector and covariance matrix.
i
(2) INHIBIT	 valid data are to be utilized for computing
display parameters but are not to be utilized to update
the state vector and covariance matrix.
(3) FORCE - the nav filter edit criterion is to be over-	 1
ridden and valid data are to be utilized to update the
state vector and covariance matrix whether or not the
edit criterion 'is met.
The INHIBIT option will initially be in effect.
The measurement processing statistics'subfunction will be performed
after the corresponding state and covariance measurement incorporation
subfunc'ti on has been performed`. Fi l ter- edit indicators, which will"
have been initialized to a default Value during the corresponding_
sensor measurement selection subfuncti on, will be redefined duri ng
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tthe performance of the state and covariance measurement incorpora-
tion subfunction. This will indicate to the measurement processing
1	
statistics subfunction, for each measurement type being utilized,
which of the following five cases has occurred
I	
.
(1) edit indicator = OFF - the filter was not configured for
f	
the measurement type, or the data were bad and the filter
did not attempt to process data of that type,
(2) edit indicator = ON - the filter did attempt to process
I
the measurement type but automatically edited the data,
I	 (3) edit indicator = PROCESSED - the filter processed the
measurement type as a result of the data satisfying the
edit criterion,
(4) edit indicator ,= STAT 	 the filter was used solely for
j producing the residual and ratio parameters for dis-
play, or
(5) edit indicator = FORCED	 the filter processed the data
as a result of a crew edit override.
i
Moreover, the state and covariance measurement incorporation sub
a
function will provide the measurement processing statistics subfunc-
tion with the value of each measurement residual and the square of
each residual edit criterion value. The data supplied to the measure-`
meat'processing statistics subfunction are used to compute statistics
for the sensor measurement type selected.
For each measurement type, the following parameters are to be compgted
for display to show how well the navigation filter is processing ex-
ternal measurements of that particular type.:,
iDISP DELQ I - the actual measurement residual computed by the
nav filter for the I'th measurement type. If valid data were
not presented to the nav filter, then LISP DELQ I shall be set
to "BLANK" in accordance with display requirements.
DISP SIG I - the edit ratio for the 1'th measurement type, which
is the absolute magnitude of the actual measurement residual
divided by the maximum magnitude that the residual may attain
before automatic data editing by the filter occurs. As above,
DISP SIGI shall be set to "BLANK" whenever valid data for this
measurement type was not presented to the filter.
•
N ACCEPT I - the number of data marks for the I'th measurement
type, which have been used to update the nav state vector.
N REJECT, - the number of data marks for the I'th measurement
s
type • which have been automatically rejected as a result of
failing the nav filter edit criterion
DISP—EDIT I - the status indicator which shall be displayed
as a "BLANK" unless the nav filter has edited a predetermined
number of sequential data marks for the P th type. In this
case, the status indicator shall be displayed as the symbol,
" y	Once set, the down arrow symbol shall continue to be
displayed until a predetermined number of sequential data
E
marks have been automatically processed by the nav filter or
until the crew exercises the edit override (FORCE).
The accept/reject counters are initialized to-zero-whenever the
rendezvous na:+igation ,iia 'ier
 mode is entered• (MMcll )', whenever the
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onorbit coast major mode is entered (MM 201), whenever the sensor
type is changed, or whenever a ground state update occurs.
Sensor data will consist of two types - angular data and range data.
The angular data will consist of a pair of angles from one of three
mutually exclusive sources; COAS, star tracker (ST) or rendezvous
radar (RR)
	
The range data will consist, of range and range rate
from the rendezvous radar. Angular data, from whichever source
has been chosen, can be utilized in 'conjunction with range data.'
A.	 Detailed Requirements. - The correspondence between, the measure-
ment type and the subscript, I, shall be as follows:
I
G	 I = 1
	
COAS horizontal angle, ST horizontal angle or
f
RR shaft angle
{
I = 2 - COAS vertical angle, ST vertical angl e or
RR trunnion angle
I = 3 - RR range
I	 4'- RR range rate
For each value of the integer I in the -interval (1,-4), the
following procedure will be performed.
{
The indicator SENSOR EDITI shall be tested; and if found to
have the value "OFF", both DISP
—
 DELQ- and DISP
—
 SIG L shall be.	 I
given the value "BLANK" and the calculations shall cease at
this point. If the value tested is not "OFF", then DISP'DELQI'
shall, be given the value SENSOR DELQ I and DISP SIG, shall be
calculated according; to
ABS(SENSOR DELQI)
DISP SIG I =
	
	 1J2(SENSOR RESID. TESTI)
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provided that SENSOR RESID TEST I is positive,
The SENSOR—EDIT 
I 
indicator shall again be tested; and if found
to have the value "STAT", DISP EDIT I shall be given the value
"BLANK" and the calculations shall cease at this point.
If the value is not "STAT" the SENSOR_EDIT I indicator shall
be tested again, and if found to have the value "ON", the
sequential accept counter shall be set to zero (SEQ_ACCEPT 1	O)
the sequential reject counter shall be incremented by one
(SEQ_REJECTI= SEQ_REJECTI+1), and the counter for the number
of marks rejected by the nav filter shall be incremented by
one (N—REJECT 
I 
=N_-REJr_-CT 1 +1) . Then SEQ_REJECT,, is to be tested
and, if found to exceed a predetermined number (REJ MAX),
DISP_EDIT I shall be set to 'Y'.
If the value for SENSOR EDIT I was not "ON",-the sequential reject
counter shall be set to zero (SEQ_REJCCT I =O), the sequential
accept counter shall be,incremen.ted by-.one (SEQ ACCEPTI=SEQ_ACCEPTI+1),
and the counter for the number of marks processed by the nav
filter shall be incremented by one (N ACCEPT,=N ACCEPTI+1).
Finally DISP EDITI is to be given the value "BLANK" whenever
SENSOR
—
EDIT has a value of °FORCED ".or whenever SEC ACCEPTL
exceeds a predetermined number (ACC MIN'*
B. Interface Requirements. Input and output parameters are listed
in tables 4.3.2.8-1 and 4.3.2.8-2:
C. Processing Requirements. None
D. Constraints. None
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E.	 Supplementary Information. A suggested implementation for this
DESC^,IPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION i RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Measurement residual. for	 (
the I' th'measurement,
SENSOR_DELQ(I) Rend. navigation
state and covariance
F S
type, I=1,4 measurement incor-
poration i
Value of criterion used in SENSOR RESID Rend. navigation F S
nav filter for residual TEST(IT state and covariance
edit test for I'th meal- measurement
urement type, I=1,4 incorporation t
Five valued flag defin- SENSOR—EDIT(I) Rend. navigation CHAR S
ing:use of I't'h measure- state and covariance
menu data by the nav measurement
filter,
	
I = 1,4. incorporation
OFF'- no processing i
w	 attempted,
PI-3
	 UN - rejected by residual'
`	 edit test.
PROCESSED - accepted by 1
resaUal edit test and I
used to update state
^
vect-or. I ,
STAT - used to generate
display parameters. {
FORCED - used to update
state vector as a result of
manual edit override.
CESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION FLANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
Counter for the number N ACCEPT I' State and F S
of data marks, for the covariance
i°try measurement type, setup,*
which have been utilized
to update the nav sate
vector, I = 1-0.
Counter for the number N_REJECTI State and F S
a	 of data marks, for the covariance
I`th measurement type, setup,*
which have been edited by
the nav filter.
DESCRIPTION."
	 SYMBOL
4	 i
OUTPUT SOURCE	 ^
I
TYPE
	 (PRECISION RANGE UNITS COMPUTATION
RATE
Des	 "]a P	 ymeasurement , _DISP DELQI * F DP VAR.
residual	 for _I'th '
measurement type,	 =1,4'
Display residual	 edit DI SP SIG
 * F 8P
ratio for I'th measure-
ment type, I=1,4
Disp l ay edi t status DISP' EDITI * CHAR
indicator for I'th
measurement type, I=1,4'
Counter for the number of N_ ACCEPT I *' F S
data mars, for the I'th
measurement type, which
have been utilized to'
uodate the nav state
o,	 vector, !=1,A
Counter for the number of N_REJ_ECT I * F S
data marks,
	 `or the -I'th
measurement type, that
have been edited by the
nav filter,
	 I=1,4
1
r
i
t
I-..^'^..."""^"^
i
1S
..	 ^(...
1
rI
t
r
4.5.2 Onorbit Precision State Prediction
A capability shall be provided for predicting
the position and velocity of the orbiter or target
at some final time in the future or past, when an
initial state and time are given.
The onorbit precision state prediction principal
i	 function shall make no use of the IMU accumulated
sensed velocitiesand therefore is a free-flight pre-
diction process even though it may be performed dur-
ing periods of flight in which navigation is using
accumulated sensed velocities.
Since this principal function shall be used for
different purposes having different environmental
requirements in various navigation phases, the user
•	
i
shall, by setting the control flags to the appropriate
values and by choosing the prediction method or inter
gration step size, have the option to trade off the
accuracy of the integration and the fidelity of the
mathematical models in favor of the shorter execution
time. This is accomplished with parameters specified
in the input argument list.
Tables 4.5.2-1 and 4.5.2 -2 are principal func-
tion input and output fists Which show data flow between
the onorbi t precision state prediction principal func-
tion and other principal functions.
4.5.2-1
A. Detailed requirements. This principal function,
which provides for onorbit precision state prediction of
the orbiter or target position/velocity states, shall use
either a fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration
technique, modified with Gill's coefficients together with
an Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector integrator or a single-
step two-body-method. The S. Pines formulation of the equa-
tions of motion shall be used with each technique. Detailed
requirements for the Runge -Kutta-Gill integration technique
and the Pines formulation are provided in the precision inte-
gration  subfunction,(sec. 4.2.1.3.2), The Runge-Kutta-Gill
integrator is used as the starter ()kdams-Moulton integration
is not self-starting) for the Adams--MOUlton technique and shall
be shared with the 'precision integration subfunction, together
with the Pines formulation of the equations of motion. Non
central body accelerations shall be generated by the user-
selected acceleration models (sec. 4.2.1.2 ) to account for
perturbations due to drag, venting and uncoupled thrusting,
and variations in the Earth's gravitational potential. The
onorbit precision state prediction principal function computa-
tional scheme shall be performed as follows:
1. The desired gravity (GMD. and GMO) , drag (W),
venting and uncoupled thrusting (VM) and vehicle-attitude
(ATM) mode flags shall be obtained from the user, together
with the prediction integration step size (DELTA T), initial
state and time (E _IN;, V jN, and T N),-and final time at
_	
the end of the prediction interval (TJIN).
4.5.2-2
is
2.	 The initial state vector shall then be renamed for
use in the Pines equations-of-motion formulation and the
'	 seventh variable of integration (XN 7 )	 initialized to zero:
.	
XN	 = R —IN1 to 3
XN	
= V	 IN4tob	 ---
XN 7 =
 
0. ..."
In the above equations, the seventh variable of integration
(XN7 2 required by the Pines technique), is the integrated
initial time T—IN.
3.	 A check shall now be made on the gravity mode flag
(GMD) to determine if prediction is to be accomplished through
the use of a simple two-body solution or.a more precise integra
tion technique.	 If a two-body solution is required, (i.e., GMD
0) the prediction interval is computed,
TCUR	 TFIN -TIN
and the Pines equations-of-motion formulation is called to
propagate the initial state (R _IN, V
	
IN) from the initial time
'single(T IN) to the final	 time (T FIN) in a	 step using the
two-body solution portion of the Pines equations`-^of-motion
formul ati.on,
i 4.	 Otherwise,	 (ChID/0),	 the Adams --hloul;ton flag is set 	 -
to `OFF, the current integrator time (T; CUR) is set to zero; and the
step size is set as in;)ut:
AM = OFF
T CUR = 0.
DT STEP - DELTA T
4.5
Additionally, the input integration step size is checked to
j	 determine if it is greater than a pre-stored maximum (DT-MAX).
If the input step size is greater than the pre-stored
maximum (i.e., DT
—
STEP CT MAX',ithe step size used will -be
set at the maximum.
r
DT STEP DT MAX	 -►
5. Next, the number of integration steps (N STEPS)
required for the input integration interval shall be calcu-
lated:
N_STEPS	 CEILING IT FIN ---T_IN ^
DT STEP
DT STEP = 7_F I N	 T IPI
N STEPS
6. A check shall now be made to determine if the number
i
of-steps is sufficien t to require the use of the Adams-Moulton
predictor-corrector. If the number of steps required for the
integration interval is greater than or equal to the order of
the Adams-Moulton integra
t
or (i.e., N STEPS } MORDER) then
the Adams-Moulton flag, AM, shall be set to ON - a setting
indicating the use ofthe Adams-Moulton technique. This set-
tine shall cause the Runge-Kutta-Gill starter to store the
derivatives of the integrated initial conditions (DERIV) in
a table (AM TREBLE) on the first Runge-Kutta " evaluation for
each integration step:
AM TABLE	 DERIV
I ,L
	 L
where
I	 1 to MORDER
^	
1rr
L	 1 to 7
The last (MORDER) derivative shall be stored following the
call to the Pines formulation after the last Runge=Kutta
Gill step. Should there not be enough integration steps
to require use of the Adams-Moulton integrator, this princi-
pal function shall provide for precision state prediction
with use of only the Runge-Kutta-Gill technique (i.e.,
AM OFF)
	
Storage of the above derivatives shall then
be by-passed.
7. The actual i ntegration of the orbiter or target
state equations (formulated according to the Pines technique)
shall now be performed by proceeding as follows for each
step in the integration interval. Note that, in the Pines
equations-of-motion formulation, it is the initial condi-
tions (R IN , V _IN, and T IN) that areintegrated and then
used in the closed-form _solution of a two-body, unperturbed :
orbital problem using an F- and G--series type of expression.
i
The fourth-order.Runge-Kutta-Gill integration technique
shall be invoked in conjunction wi th the Pines equation-of-
motion formulation When the Adams-Moulton technique, is also
required, the Runge-ftutta-Gill integrator shall construct the
table.ot derivatives (AM TABLE) as described previously.
During onorbit precision state prediction requiring atl^
Runge-Kutta--Gill,integration shall continue until the number
of steps in the integration interval have been completed.
When both integration° techniques are required (Runge-Kutta
Gild and Adams-Maul toil) , the Runge- Kutta--Gill technique
1L
shall be invoked until N STEPS = MORDER - 1; then, the
Adams-Moulton technique shall be employed for the remain-
ing steps. The Pines equations-of-motion formulation shall
be invoked after the final call to the Runge-Kutta-Gill inte-
grator (I = MORDER - 1), and the integrated initial condi-
tion derivatives shall be stored:`
AM TABLE	 _ DERIV
	
I+1 1 M 	 M	 ..,.
where
I	 MORDER - 1
M=Ito7
When the number of integration steps required exceeds
MORDER
	
1 and the table of derivatives has been constructed
with the aid of the Runge-Kutta-Gill starter, the Adams-
Moulton integration technique shall proceed as follows for each
integration step:
a. First, the predictor calculations are performed for
each wdriable of integration (J = 1,7)r
XP	 = XN	 a
J'	 J
SUM = 0.0
	
SUM = SUM + AM TABLE	 FRED-COEF
-	 1-to MORDER,J
	
to MORDER
XN J = XN J + DT STEP SUM
3
where;	 i
XP = value of the integrated initial conditions
"before prediction
XN = integrates( initial conditions
AM TABLE = a table of MORDER derivatives of the
integrated initial conditions
it 5.2--6 ...
tI
PRED COEF = a table of premission-selected coefficients
DT STEP
	
= integration step size
b. The current time within.the integrator
is incremented:
T_CUR T CUR + DT STEP
c. The Pines equations-of-motion'formulation is
	 --
exercised to calculate the derivatives of the predicted
integrated initial conditions.
d. Next, the corrector calculations are
performed in a manner similar to the predictor equations
SUM = 0.0
.	 SUM: _SUM + AM TABLE 	 CORK COEf
2 to MORQER,J
	 1 to MORDER-1	
.
XNJ
 = XP + DT STEP (DERIV CORR_COEF
	 + SUM)
J	 J	 MORDER
y
e. 'Another call shall now be made to exercise
the Pines formulation to calculate the derivates of the
integrated.initial conditions (position, velocity and initial
4
time) and, on the final integra.tion'step, compute the position 	 j
and velocity; vectors (X	 and X
	 ) by applying theI to 3	 4 to-6
	 1
integrated initial conditions to the Pines-equations defining
the closed -form two-body solution'.
f. If additional integration steps are required,
the Adams-Moulton table of derivatives (AM TABLE) shall be up-
dated as follows for each variable of integration (J - 1	 7) .
AM TABLE	 = AM TABLE
ORIGIN
	
_	
1 to MORDER-1,J2 to MORDER J
_	 ITTAy PAGE
flF POOR QUALITY
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AM TABLE	 DERIV
MORDER,J	 J
After the computed number of integration steps have
been compl eted (whether with Runge-Kutta-Gill alone or in
conjunction with the Adams-Moulton or a single-step two- 	 ..,.
body solution), the position and velocity . are renamed for
output:
R_FIN X  to 3 a
V FIN =X4to6
B. Interface requirements. Input and output require
i
ments are contained in tables 4.5.2-3 and 4.5.2-4.
C. Processing requirements. This principal func-
tion requires user-supplied values of gravity (GMO and GMD),
drag (DM), venting and uncoupled thrusting (VM), and
vehicle-attitude (ATM) mode flags, in conjunction with the
initial state and time (R IN, V IN, TIN) and the final time
(T FIN). Appropriate acceleration models may be found in
.	 j
section 4.2.1.2	 When using this function for target
vehicle state prediction the venting and uncoupled thrusting
,
77q^
f	 flag (VM) shall be set to zero. Additionally, if drag
modeli ng is desired, the drag mode fl ag (D11) should be set to
one and the attitude mode flag (ATM) set greater than or equal
t	 to three as appropriate for the specific target.
D. Constraints. This t,iodule may only be invoked dur-
ing onorbit or rendezvo-as coasting flight.''The minimum step
F
size (DELTA T) and maximum prediction interval (T_-F'IN	 T.-IN)
4. 5.2-6
_^
tis restricted by the maximum number of integer steps
which can be stored into the orbiter's onboard computer in
single precision (t.e. 32767 steps). The user shall supply
the appropriate step size and prediction interval such that.
the maximum number of steps never exceeds 32767 (AP-101
maximum standard single precision integer)
E. Supplementary information. The onorbit precision
state prediction principal function shall be used for both
precision and rapid state prediction. When a rapid state
prediction is desired, two options are available. The first
uses a sophisticated integration technique and equations of
motion formulation, while the second method performs the
rapid prediction with a less accurate, single-step two-body
F and G series solution involving no numerical integration.
A suggested implementation of this principal function may be
found in appendix B. The following .table lists several examples
of input variable list combinations for the various types of
prediction performed:
y
3
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i'J _ ..'
vCD
VEHICLE PREDICTION TYPE GMD* GMO*	 i Del VM ATM STEP-SIZE COMMENTS
Orbiter Precision 8 8 1 1 1 user selects Full 8th degree potential
model, Drag and venting with
predicted attitude & venting 	 E
timeline	 i
Orbiter Rapid precison 2 0 1 0 2	 i user selects J2 only potential model with
constant drag coeffieient, area
Orbiter Rapid 2-body 0 0 0 0 0 0 Single-step two-body F and G
series solution
Target Frecison 8 8 1 0 >3 user selects Full 8th degree potential model
{ — drag with constant area, drag
coefficient
Target Rapid precision Z 0 1 0 >3 user selects J 2 only potential model with	
t
constant drag coefficient, area
Target Rapid 2-body 0 0 0 0 0 0 Single-step two-body F and G
i
i
series solution 
When prediction is being performed for both vehicles (orbiter and target) -over a similar tr"-jectory,
the same degree and order potential model should be used for each prediction so that potential model
errors will be avoided.
i
N
c	
n
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
NAME INPUT TABLE
GMD Onorbit NAV, REND
NAV, ONORBIT GUI- N/A N/A
GMO DANCE
DM
VM
ATM
DELTA T
TBD'
R	 I'N
V IN
TIN
i
TN
—F
SQR_EMU ONORBIT/REND NAV N/A N(A
1
SEQUENCER
TABLE 4.5.02: ONOR51T PREDICTION OUTPUT LIST	 ^--PRECISION STATE
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION-DESTINATION
MNEMON VARIABLE NAME FUNCTION SOURCE --	 (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
------•-- __ FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
-
-- -	 -	 _ _	 _
R FIN ONORBIT NAV, RAND SU aFUNCTION SUdFUNCTION
V FIN
NAV, ONORBIT CUT- -
DANCE
^^ A 
MIE INPUT TAB! E
N/A N/A
TBD
l
1
TABLE 4.5.2-3 ONORBIT PRECISION STATE PREDICTION INPUT PARAMETERS
DESCP.IPTION SYMBOL' INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
?,4G INDICATING THE DEG- GMD * I S 0-8 AS NEEDED
4	
0
REE	 OF THE GRAY POTEN ^
TIAL MODE
to
i FLAG INDICATING THE OR- GMQ * I S 0-8 AS NEEDED
DER OF THE GRAV POTEN-
T IAL MODEL
FLAG INDICATING,CHQICE DM * I S 0,1 AS NEEDED
OF MODELS FOR ACCELERA-
w TION .DUE TO DRAG
9
3
i
asq
*	 Refer to onorbit precision state prediction principal-function input list
i
3
JL- r
_
TABLE 4.5.2-3 ONOR3IT PRECISION STATE PREDICTION INPUT PARAMETERS - Continued
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS i
SAMPLE	 ----^-
RATE
INTEGRATION STEP SIZE DELTA T
-F DP SEC AS NEEDED
FOR PREDICTION OR PROPA-
GATION
SHUTTLE POSITION VECTOR
	 ^ R IN V(3) DP FT AS NEEDED
AT T_IN	 1
e	 l
SHUTTLE VELOCITY VECTOR V IN * V(3) DP FT/SEC AS NEEDED
L^	 AT T I N
--
1
TABLE 4.5.2-3 ONORBIT PRECISION STATE PREDICTION INPUT PARAMETERS Continued
DESCRIPTION . SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE! UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
INITIAL TIME INPUT FOR T._IN * F DP SEC AS NEEDED
ONORBIT PREDICTION OR
.`	 PROPAGATION
k	 FI11,11AL TIME AT END OF T FIN " * F DP SEC AS NEEDED
PREDICTION OR PROPAGA-
TION
THE ORDER OF THE ADAMS- MORDER PREMISSIOV I S AS NEEDED
MOULTON INTEGRATOR LOAD
u,
ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS  A CONSTANTS F DP AS NEEDED
RFOUIRED aY THE P,K-
GILL INTEGRATOR
ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS B CONSTANTS F DP AS NEEDED
REQUIRED BY THE PK-GILL
INTEGRATOR
ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS C CONSTANTS F DP' AS NEEDED
REQUIRED BY THE .RK-GILL
INTEGRATOR
*	 Refer to onorbi t precision state prediction principal function input list
__
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL INPUT SOURCE TYPE PRECISION RANGE UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS D CONSTANTS F DP AS NEEDED
REQUIRED BY THE RK-GILL
INTEGRATOR
ARRAY OF MORDER COEFFI- PRED COEF CONSTANTS F DP AS NEEDED
CIENTS USED IN THE
'	 ADAMS-MOULTON CORRECTOR
GRAVITATIO'-1„L CONSTANT EARTH:MU CONSTANTS F DP FT**3/SEC**2 AS NEEDED
OF EARTH
SQUARE—ROOT OF EARTH _ -MU, SQR_EMU * F DP
l	 .t
(FT**3/SEC**2) AS NEEDED
USED IN ONORBIT PREG/
PRLP INTEGRATION (PINES)
METHOD
FLAG ' INDICATING WHICH VM * I S ,1 AS NEEDED
VENTING MODEL IS TO' BE
USED BY PRECISION STATE
PREDI CTOR
-
•	 ATTITUDE MODE FLAG ATM * T S 0,1,2	 (Orbiter)
s
AS NEEDED
^ 3 (target)
MAXIMUM INTEGRATION DT_4AY, PREMISSION F ^	 DP i'	 SEC AS NEEDED	 d
STEP SIZE USED FOR LOAD ^^---^—=
PRECISION PREDICTION I
GESCR.PTIOti SYMBOL OUTPUT DESTINATION TYPE PRECISION P.ANGE :	 U1rI T 5 COMPUTATION
RATE
SHUTTLE POSITIQN VECTOR R FIN * V(3) DP °FT AS NEEDED
AT T FIy
E SHUTTLE VELOCI TY VECTOR V FIN * V(3) DP FT/SEC AS NEEDED
AT T FIB!
N')	 -
i
4
4.5 User Parameter Processing Principal Function (Onorbit)
This principal function shall serve as the interface between navi-
gation and users of navigation-related data durit ►g the onorbit
operational sequence. This function shall maintain the vehicle
state within the user parameter state propagation subfunction and
shall
a) provide this state to users who require vehicle state
parameters in mean-of-fifty (M50) coordinates; and
b) provide the software to transform this state for users
who require -nav state- related parameters.
Interface parameters between this principal function and other
u`&I principal functions are presented in tables 4.6-1, and 4.6-2.
-	
a. Gi
w
LEVEL B
MNEMON
5
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
(SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION 'THIGH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)
SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
NAME INPUT TABLE
USER PARAM 4.6.1-1G14702 - V IMU CURRENT IMU RM
G14704rOPAGATOR
G14705 T IMU
G28201- R RESET ORB NAV
G28203 RENDZ NAV
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
G28204- V RESET RENDZ NAV
t	 G28206 ORB NAV
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
i	 G20,701 T RESET RENDZ NAV
ORB NAV
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
G28210 - V IMU RESET RENDZ NAV
G28212 ORB NAV
t
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
E
G46500 USE IMU DATA RENDZ NAV
ORB NAV
G25515 FILT_UPDATE REND NAV
ORB NAV
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
• rw	 _
kTABLE 4.6-1: ONORBIT USER.PAP.AMETER PROCESSING PRINCIPAL FUNCTION INPUT LIST (con't.)
6
i
k
f
--
LEVEL B
I	 MNE140N
LEVEL C FSSR
VARIABLE NAME
EXTERNAL PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION SOURCE
INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
(SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)----	 -------r
SUBFUNC;ION SUBFUNCTION
?LAME INPUT TABLE
4.6.2-1TBD COMP MODE NAV. 'MONITOR DIP
DO PREDICT „
;NAV_MONITOR_COMPS
T PREDICT it
" R COMP ONORBIT PREDICT
: V COMP it
REND NAV FLAG ORB/RND NAV SEQ USER„PARAM„PROPAGATOR 4.6.1-1
R R TV RESET P.ENDZ NAV ^^ it
_
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
V TV RESET P,ENDZ NAV
'I
it
ORB/RND NAV SEQ
^. t
r--	 o___ .
LEVEL B	 LEVEL C FSSR
MNEMON	 VARIABLE NAME
G02701—- R"AVGG
G02703
602704—
	 V AVGG
602706
ON-ORB GUID
ATT PROC
ORBIT MNVR DIP
GN&C/SM—PL IF
LEVEL B LEVEL C FSSR EnT'ERNAL PRINCIPAL INTERNAL SUBFUNCTION DESTINATION
MNEMON
-
VARIABLE NAME I
- FUNCTION SOURCE (SUBFUNCTIONS WITHIN THIS PRINCIPAL
FUNCTION WHICH UTILIZE THE VARIABLE)----	 ---
SUBFUNCTION SUBFUNCTION
NAME INPUT TAG LE
G02707 T STATE ON-ORB GUID USER PARAM PROPAGATOR 4.6.1-2
ORBIT MNVR DI?
_
GN&C/SM-PL IF
G02712- l	 V IMU OLD ON-ORB GUIp
G02.714
TBD LATITUDE NAV MONITOR DIP NAV MONITOR COMPS 4.6.2-2
It LONGITUDE
ALTITUDE
ASC NODE
G02701- R AVGG ONORBIT PREDICT
G02703
G02704- V ±AVGG
G02706
G02707 T STATE
1BD
,
T PREDICT ,, If to
If DT PREDICT
i
Y	 t	 J^
4.6.1 User Parameter State Propagation
Whereas the on-orbit and rendezvous navigation state propa-
gation subfunctions advance the navigation state vector at
relatively large intervals, at the end of which external
measurement data processed by the filter are incorporated
when appropriate, users such as guidance and displays re-
quire a knowledge of the state vector at shorter intervals.-
The on-orbit and rendezvous user parameter state propagation
subfunction will satisfy the requirements of such users by
integrating the equations of motion within the intervals of
the navigation, propagation with use of a simplified com-
putation of the grl-vitational acceleration in conjunction
with a small step size.
In the case of the orbiter, if an indication exists that
the acceleration derived from the !MU sensed velocities is
above a certain threshold level, this acceleration is to
be used in the integration process. The information about
the acceleration level takes the -form of a. flag (USE IMU
DATA) which is set to ON or OFF by the-navigation state
propagation	 The integration is to be performed by an
average-9 process, using a modeled acceleration that contains
only the central force term and the J 2 zonal harmonic of the
Earth's gravitational force. If the USE IM DATA flag is
found to be set to ON, the sensed accel eration shall be used
4.6-1
	I	
t	
t
	
'i	
N11.	
}
	
I	 P	
L.
iI
I^
in addition to the model acceleration. If the USE IMU DATA
flag is found to be OFF, only the modeled acceleration is to
	
j	 be utilized in the integration.
.I
In the rendezvous phases it is also necessary to propagate the
target vehicle state. There being no IMU's in this vehicle,
	
' I
	only the modeled acceleration is to be used in the integration.
i
This process will be restarted after each filter update with
the filter states The values of the filter updated position
and velocity vectors together with their time tag and the
total accu1110ated IN velocity. are stored (at each navina-
Lion cycle) in special locations for use by the user Para-
	
1	 meter state propagation subfancticn. This prevents 'the
errors resulting from use of a less accurate integrat ing
a
scheme from becoming too large and, at the same time, pro -
vides a synchronization between the propagation tasks.
A. Detailed Requircments
A capability shall be provided for a fast computation
of the position and velocity of the orbiter daring all
phases of OPS-2, and 6f the position and velocity of
the target vehicle during all rendezvous ;phases. This
computation shall provide the required state vectors
in a 1150 coordinate system by the integration of the
e(Mations of motion that include gravity accelerations
and; for the orbiter, the IMLI sensed velocities, if
_	
s
4.6.1- 2
4
rthey give a significant contribution.
In the case of the orbiter, the value of the state that
is to be advanced( integrated forward in time) may be
from one of two sources (the one used depenas on the
tested value of the flag (FILT_UPDATE), which indicates
the availability of a filter updated state):
1. If an update from the filter is not available (con-
dition OFF), the propagated state, saved from the
previous cycle, is to be advanced. The value of
the IMU-accumulated sensed velocity from the pre-
.	 vious cycle is available for state advancement
purposes
2. If an update from the filter is available (condi-
tion ON), the navigation filter updated state, to-
gether with its time tag and associated IMU accumulated
sensed velocity, is to replace the previous propagated
sta ge, time tag, and accumulated velocity. The filter
updated values are R RESET, V RESET, T RESET and V--IMU
RESET, the vectors maintained by the user Para-
meter state propagator are 11AVGG and V-AVGG. The time
tag is T
.—
STATE. Thus, if FILT UPDATE	 Oh, the
following will be done:
R AVGG = R RESET
V AVGG V RESET
V IMU OLD V IMU RESET
T STATE - T RESET
4.6.1--3
The computational sequence required is as follows:
1. Snap the IMU accumulated sensed velocity and time tag:
SNAP (V_IMG CURRENT, T IMU
2. Test the filter update flag(- SILT UPDATE) and take
the appropriate aforementioned action.
3. Compute the interval over which advancement is required:
DT IMU - T IMU - T STATE
4, Test the USE IMU DATA flag. Then, if the value of the
flag is found to be ON, set
V !MU CURRENTV IMU OLDA SENSED	 —	 —
DT IMU -
I-f the value of the USE IMU DATA flag is OFF, se
A SENSED = 0.
5, The position and velocity vectors of the orbiter shall
then be obtained by a call to the user state integrator
CALL: AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR
IN LIST: R AVGG, V AVGG, DT_IMU, A SENSED,
i
	
	
-r STATE, T IMU
OUT LIST: R AVGG, V AVGG
The calculations -performed up to this point refer to the
F; orbiter's state	 Propagation of the target state is re	 ►
qu'ired only during the rendezvous phases. A flag (REND—
t,	
1.
NAV_FLAG), which has the value ON only during these phases,
shall then be consulted by the user parameters state propa-
gator.
o
G. Test the REND NAV FLAG, If it is found to be ON, test
G	 4,G 1-4
If.
the FILT UPDATE flag to determine if a filter updated
target: state is available.
If FILT UPDATE W ON, set
R TARGET = R TV—RESET
V TARGET = V TV RESET
where R TARGET and V TARGET represent the position
and velocity vectors of the target vehicle advanced
by the user, parameter state propagator,, and R TV
-
RESET and V TV RESET the target state vectors from
the navigation filter,
7.	 Advance the target state by_a call to the integrator.
In this call, the vector that contains the sensed
acceleration shall be set to zero:
CALL:
	
AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR
IN LIST:	 R TARGET; V TARGET, DT
—
IMU,-O., 0.,
0. , T STATE, T_IMU
—
9
OUT LIST:	 R TARGET, V_TARGET
After the state vector updates have been completed, the
following steps are to be executed: .
'	 8.	 Save the time tag output for use in the next cycle:
F
T ` STATE = T IMU
9.	 Save the.1atest IMU accumulated sensed velocity:
V IMU Ol_D = V IMU CURRENT
10:	 Set the FILT_UPDATE flag to OFF.
4.6.1-5
This completes the sequence of calculations of a user
parameter state propagation cycle.
The detailed integrator equations follow:
AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR
IN LIST: R AV, V AV, DTIME, AC, T STATE, T IMU
OUT LIST: R AV, V AV
1. By means of a call to the acceleration function,
find the gravitational acceleration up to degree
2 and order 0 for the input state vector and cor-
responding time tag;
-GR ACCEL—PERT_ONORBIT (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, R AV,
V AV, T STATE)	 EARTH MU R AV/ R _AV 13
2. advance the position vector by the average-g method: 	 i
R AV R AV + DTIME [VMV + .S DTIME (AC h
s
aR)]
3. Use this updated position vector and the Current
time to find a new value of the gravitational accel
eration:
GR1	 ACCEL PERT ONORBIT (2; 0, 0, 0, 0, R AV
V AV, T IMU) - EARTH MU R AV/ J RAVi3
4. Advance the veloci ty vector- by the average-g method:
V AV - V AV + DTIME [AC + .5 (GR + GR1)^
B. Interface Requirements
The i nput and output requi
.
 dare 1iseed i n 'fables
4.M-6 _G

DESCRIPTION i SYM8OL INPUT SOURCE ^	 TYPE PRECISION; RANGE UNITS ^ SAMPLE
RAT E
Orbiter Veloc ty Vector V RESET . 1, Dr I Ft/ F^l ter ^a e
after navigation updates i sec -- -- --
Flag, indicating  the ava i l-	 fow F.ILT_UPDATE * D OFF Filter Rate
o abili ty or fi l ter° updated ON
states	 i f
Flag indicati ng whether	 , ^: D OFF + As 'heeded
°	 or not the current phase
REND_NAV_FLAG
ON
is a rendezvous phase	
ia
F ag indicating whether USE IMU DATA k D OFF As Needed
or not the IMM velocities ON
are to be used in propa-
gation
c^r° Orbiter position vector R RESET V DP Ft "UPP Rate
after navigation updates _.. l
Time associated with TMU F DP Sec Filter Rate
currently red veloci ty
counts fromthe TMU i 3
a
Time associated wi •ch T RESET F DP Sec Filter Rate
reserved reset state
Curre,^t selected accum- V	 MU ' CURRENT * V DP Ft/ UPP Rate
Y	
elated !MU velocity sec 
DES CRIPTIGN' SYMBOL}
{
INPUT SOURCE	 ^^ .TYPE PR ECISION ^r	 ^RA Na_ UNITS SA iiPLE
RATE
Cop y of V__ URRENT FILT V !MU_RESET '	 * V DP Ft/ Filter Rate
reserved for user par- Sec
ureter propagator reset
Target position vector
Otter navigation updates R TV RESET * V DP Ft Filter Pate
Target velocity vector V TV RESET X V DP Ft/ Filter Rate
after navga;ion updates sec
IRANG V,N!TS COMPUTATION'
R f TE /SEC
User parameter,Sec
propagator rate
Ft/ User parameter
sec propagator rate
Ft User parameter
propagator rate
Sec User parameter
propagator rate
Ft/	 User parameter
sec
	
propagator rate
Ft/	 Use; parameter
sec , propagator rate
Ft	 User parameter
propagator rate`
TABLE 4.6.1-2 On-Orbit`User Parameter State Propagation Output Parameters
^LESGQIPTiON^
	 T
 SYMIBOL OUTPUT DESTIP1r'l"fTON ^1'1'r^F Ir^RcCISIOX
Z {kjj; i
o State vector'AVERAGE G DT INU *	 _ F DP	 !
integration time step
b --_Target vehicle's V TARGET * V DP
N velod y vector
Current orbiter R AVGG On-orbit user para- V DP
position vector meter calculations,
' Ti;ie tag for current T STATE On-orbit user para-	 ! F DP
user parameter state meter calculations,
vector ' }}i
lj
Orbiter current V AVGG On-orbit user para-	 ! V DP
velocity vector meter calculations,
Current accumulated • V ICU OLD * V DP
II IJ vel oci ty i
Target vehicle's pos- R_TARGET *' V DP
- ition vector
User parameter processing principal function output list.
_	
r
4.6.2 Onorbit User Parameter Calculations
This subfunction contains the software necessary to compute for
display certain orbital elements representing the Shutt'le's earth-
time or at a future time
lements computed include:
longitude, geodetic lati--
node. These parameters
and 211 to support the Nav
A. Qetai led R'e u i remients. Certain it ags w i` 11 be tested to deteI,
mine whether the crew wishes to have current or future param-
eters displayed.- Whenever current parameters are desired, com-
putations shall be performed cyclicly for the current user
parameter state vector. Whenever future parameters are desired,
computations shall be performed a single time for the predicted
Shuttle state at the desired input time.
If the parameter, COMP NODE has a value of "CURRENT", 'lien
the orbital parameters are to be determined for the current
time and the user parameter position and velocity vectors, as
well as the associated time tag, are -to be renamed for subse-
quent computations of orbital parameters
R COMP =.R AVGG
V COi I	 U AVGG
T COMP - T STATE
s
4.6.2-1
relative position at either the current
as selected by the crew. The orbital e
altitude above the reference ellipsoid,
tude and the longitude of the ascending
will be computed during major modes 201
Monitor CRT display page.
LIf COMP MODE has the value "PREDICT" and the flag DO PREDICT	 OFF,
then either the crew has not yet entered the desired predict time
or the computations were completed on a previous cycle and for
either case no further computations are necessary.
If COMP MODE has a value of "PREDICT" and the flag DO PREDICT = ON
the orbital parameters shall be computed for the input time,
T PREDICT. The Shuttle's position and velocity vectors at the
future time shall be determined by calling the onorbit precision
state prediction principal function (sect on 4.5.2) with inputs
set to correspond to the "rapid precision" prediction method as
	 a
foll ows:
CALL: ONORBIT PREDICT
INLIST: 2,0,1,0,2,DT PREDICT, R AVGG, V AVGG,
T STATE, T PREDICT
OUTLIST: R COMP, V' COMP
9
l
The predict time is then to be renamed for subsequent computations
of orbital parameters and the flag, DO PREDICT, is to be set OFF:
T COMP = T_PREDIC"i
DO PREDICT = OFF
Next, for either ofthe two cases described above, orbital elements
are to be- omputed. A matrix, valid at the time T COMP, will be
generated to transform M50 coordinates into earth-fixed coordinates:
M TEMP—TXPOSE = FART —FIXED_TO—M50-COORD(T POMP)T
The Shuttle's position and inertial velocity vectors will then.be
transformed into oarth--Fixed coordinates;`
4.6.2--2
Sol J^..
t
r	
4
REF = M TEMP TXPOSE	 R COMP
V EF = M TEMP TXPOSE	 V COMP
The geodetic coordinates of the earth-°fixed position vector shall
then be determined by calling the EF TO GEODETIC subfunction:
CALL:	 £F TO GEODETIC
INLIST:	 P EF
OUTLIST:	 LAT GEOD, LONG, ALT
These parameters shall be converted for output and the longitude
of the ascending node shall be determined:
ALTITUDE = ALT NAUTMI PER FT
LONGITUDE = LONG DEG PER RAD
LATITUDE = LAT GEOD DEG—PER—RAD
ANG-MQM=R EF XVEF
r
ASC NODE. = ARCTAN2 (ANG MOM, -ANG MPM 2	DEG PER RAD
j
B. Interface Requirements.	 The input and output parameters for this
subfunction are listed in Tables 4.6.2-1 	 and 4.6.2-2, respectively.
C. Processing Requirements. 	 None.
D. Constrai nts.	 None
E. Supplementary Information. 	 A suggested implementation of this sub-
function in the form of a detailed flow chart can be found in
Appendix D, NAV i10NT TOR SUPPORT
i
I
}
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4.6.2 -.3 	 -^
i, LE 4.5.2-2: ONORBIT USER PARAMETER CALCULATIONS OUTPUT PARAMETERS
DESCR
I
PTION	 SYMBOL
	
GUTP^JT DESTINATIQ^I 	 TYPE i PRECISTO
	
RANGE Ui4TTS CO:A-VATION
Time for which orbi tal	 ^	 T COMP	 *	 F	 l	 DP
parameters are com uted	 !	 --
r cag Mhi ^h -indicates	 DO PREDICT	 ONORBIT 'UPP	 BIT	 j
whether or not co mutations
have been completed when
r u Lure°` parameters are
requested
SEC
	
AS NEEDED
ON OFF	 jj 0.5
Altitude o-F Shuttle above ALTITUDE * F	 DP
the refe.-ence ellipsoid
Longitude of the Shuttl e LONGITUDE * F	 DP.
sub-vehic i e point
`. Geodieti c 1 ati rude of the LATITUDE * F	 DP
ti Shu ttl e sub-vehicle point
t
Long t!j e of the ascending s ASC NODE *
I
F	 LAP
node for the Shuttle orbit
e
NMI	 0.5
DEG	 0.5
DEG	 0.5
DEG	 0.5
I.—
TiEBL.E 4.6.2-1: ONORBIT USER PARAMIETER CALCULATIONS !NPUT PARAM17TERS
.T onoroit user parame
t
er processor principal function input list
DESCRIPTION SYMBOL z	 INPUT SOURCE	 j
1
HYPE i PRECISIO'd ^ RANGE
Ind 4cates whether computatiohs COMP MODE CHAR D?
are to be Qtr-Formed for the
Shuttze state at the current
t:^ne 'or at a future time
Time for which future	 !`! T PREDICT DP
o-oital parameters are	 1
to be co^^puted i
Flag which indicates tj_PP.EDICT ONORBIT UPP,* BIT ON OFF
1whether or not computations {
have been completed when
=Est{.re" parameters ?re	 9
+"^ ?"^^k.i?S i.CCl. t 1x
Integration Step Size DT PREDICT PREMISSIOIq	 ! F DP
l	 LOAD
Srutti° N50 positions R COMP * V DP
vector at time T PREDIC T
y
Shuttl e M50 velocity vector V COMP * t V DP
at time T PREDICT ^	 I.
Feet to nautical mile NAUTMI PER CONSTANT F DP
conversion Lactor FT
Radian to degree conversion DEG PER RAD ^'	 '^ ^ F DP
factor e
Curren'. Shuttle position R AVGG ^	 UP ST PROP V DP
vector
Current Shuttle velocity V AVGG V DP
vector
Tinj,:^ tag for current user	 ! T_STATE ,^ F DP
%C' rare ter state °, ector	 t
i
i
;
UNITS SAMPLE
RATE
0.5
SEC	 10.5
0.5
SEC	 AS NEEDED
FT	 AS NEEDED
FT;SE] AS NEEDED
NMI/FT 0.5
DEG
	 0.5
FT	 10.5
FT/SEC 0.5
SEC	 10.5
^`^
	 ^
c
VARIABLES LIST DEFINITIONS
Code used for variable data type
S:	 scalar
VW:	 vector'(dimension)
M(n):	 square matrix (dimension)
INT:	 integer
BIT:	 bit
CHAR:	 character
STR:	 structure
ARR:	 array
Coordinate frame code and defini-tion
Body: x: parallel to the longitudinal axis (positive aft)
(structural)
y: , completes right-hand system
z: perpendicular to the x-axis,, positive upward
. IF Earth-fixed coordinate system
M50: Mean of 50 reference coordinate system
RW: x: down runway centerline in direction of landing
(`runway
K
coordinates) y: completes right-hand system
z: down, normal to ellipsoid
TD: x: north	 wx
(topodetic i
coordinates) Y: east
z: down, normal
	
to' e11 i pSL i d
rs
UVW	 Quasi-inertial, right;-handed Cartesian coordinate system	 F^
u: along vehicle position vector (radial')
v: normal to u, in orbit plane (downtrack)
w: out of orbitplane, uxv=w, (crosstrack).
A-7
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•^ APPENDIX ;A	 VARIABLE LIST.
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
A ARR(4) PAD Array of coefficients 'required by-the
RK GILL integrator
F	 A ARR(9 2) Legendre functions array in gravitational
acceleration calculation (local variable)
ALPHA S Angle of attack
e
ALT S Altitude above ellipsoid
AM INT 0 Flag (ON) t:.) indicate the-use of the
a Adams-Moulton integration technique
AM TABLE ARR(8,7) 0 M50 Table of derivatives required by the
Adams-Moulton integratort
ANGLES AIF CHAR AUTO AUTO/INHIBIT/FORCE switch associated with
the currently enabled angles data set
ANNUAL EFF S I LOAD - Variable used in K3 term of atmospheric
—
density
AREA	 <' S Vehicle's cross-sectional area for DRAG
acceleration calculations
A RESID V(3) M50 Acceleration interpolated to a specified;i
measurement time
A SENS V(3) M50 Sensed acceleration at current time
_.
ATFL , "INT Flag controlling use or non-use of prestored
attitude profile, average area, mass, and
` drag coefficient of orbiter or target vehicles 	 i
ATM INT Attitude mode flag, controls use or non-use
of prestored attitude profile, average area,
mass, and drag coefficient of orbiter or
h	 e target vehicle
ATT ARRAY ARR Time line array of attitude information
(dimension 9 by TBD)
N	 ATT FLAG	 3 INT Flag indicating vehicle attitude mode
"ATT MODE S	 I LOAD Acceleration function attitude mode flag
AUXILIARY S Intermediate variable in gravitational-
f„ acceleration calculations
Al S Temp orary.variable used in transition. matrix
computation
A2 S Temporary` variable used in transition matrix
eomputation_
A3 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
computation
A4 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
computation
A5 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
computation
_,	 ,
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA'TYPE` -	 INITIAL-	 ,- COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
A6 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
computation
A7 S Temporary -variable used in transition matrix
computation
A8 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
E computation
A9 S Temporary variable used in transition matrix
computationA
W	
B^ ARR(4) PAD Array of coefficients required by the
RK GILL integrator
B V(19') Measurement first partials with respect to
the filter state
BETA S Angle of sideslip
	
_^!
B	 TEMP V(3) M50' Temporary value'of partial vecter (before
rotation to current time)
BIAS SENSOR V(4) filter estimated sensor biases
BT E` B S Variable used to store the value of the dot
_ —
product of B and EB
C ARR(4) PAD Array of coefficients used by the RK GILL
integrator	
—
CD S Vehicle's drag coefficient for drag
acceleration cal cul ati o.,s
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)	 -
VARIABLE_.NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 FRAME
CDA V(NUM CONE) I LAD Constants used to model drag coefficient(additional corrective tern) 	 ^---
CDEC1 S Sine of solar right ascension
CDEC2 S `Variable used in K2 term -of atmospheric
density
'CDF V(NUM CONF) I LOAD Constants used to model drag coefficient
(frontal area)
CDN V(NUM CONE) I LOAD Constants-used to model drag coefficientA
(top area correction)
CDS V(NUM CONE) I LOAD Constants used to model drag coefficient
(side area correction)
CEPS S Cosine of obliquity of ecliptic
CGAMi S Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
density
CGAM2 S Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
density
E
C.INC S I'LOAD Cosine of inclination of lunar orbit plane
on ecliptic
k C MAN S Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
densi ty
C MX AN S Variable used i n K2 term of atmospheric
— —
density
R
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE'NAME DATA TYPE
_
INITIAL	 000RD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
COAS 'ANGLES 'EDIT OVERRIDE BIT OFF Flag used (ON) ;to override the residual
edit test for COAS angles data	
-^—
COAS 'ANGLES STAT BIT OFF flag indicating (ON) that COAS angles
data are to be-processed-for statisical
display only
f	 COAS ENABLE BIT OFF COAS angles ENABLE flag
COAS MARK NUM S 0.0 -COAS measurement mark counter
v C-0 M 5 Cosine of OMEGA
'.'	 CONF ARRAY ARR(2',NUM I LOAD Configuration timel-ine
— CONF)
`	 COR V ( 7) Temporary .vector used in covariance matrix
re-in .itiali ation
CORR 'POWER_ 1 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
densi ty
CORR POWER S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric_2
density
-COS PSI 1' S Variable used in.K2 term of atmospheric
_	 _
density
COS PSI 2 S Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
_
density
COS SOL RA 8 Cosine of solar right ascension
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE_-NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 FRAME
COV_ACCEL BODY INIT V(3) I LOAD	 BODY Vector (3x1)-of unmodeled acceleration bias
error variances (body coordinate system)
COV COR OP'S 2 V(7) I LOAD Vector (7x1) of correlation coefficients
associated.with the-UVW standard deviations
SIG UVW OPS 2, used for orbiter position/
velocity covariance initialization
COV COR TV V(7) I LOAD Vector (7x1) of correlation coefficients
associated with the UVW standard deviz1;ons
SIG TV UVW, used for target position/vt icity
covariance initialization
as
COV COR TV UPDATE V(7) I LOAD Vector of correlation coefficients associated
i with UVW standard deviations (SIG TV UPDATE)
used for target vehicle position/velocity
covariance initialization (ground update)
COV
—
COR
—
UPDATE V(7) I LOAD Vector of correlation coefficients associated
with UVW standard deviations (SIG UPDATE) 	 "--"
used for orbiter position/ve'.ocity covariance
initialization (ground update)
C1 S Scratch variable used in the mean conic
partial calculation
	 --
C2 S Scratch variable ' used in the mean conic
partial calculation
CONSTf S Temporary variable:used in transition matrix
computation
C TH S Cosine of THETA
6
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	 FRAME
Cl S Auxiliary variable used in F and G series
computations and in Pines' method
Cl S Cosine of prestored attitude Euler angle
(local variable)
C2 S Auxiliary variable used in F and G series
computations and in Pines' Method
C2 S Cosine of prestored attitude Euler angle(local variable)
C3	 S	 Auxiliary variable used in Pines' variation
of parameters method
C3	 S,	 Cosine of prestored attitude Euler angle
(local va^abl'e)
C4	 S	 Auxiliary variable used in- Pines' variation
of parameters method
C5	 S	 Auxiliary variable used in Pines' variation
of parameters method
D	 ARR(4)	 PAD	 Array of coefficients used by'the RK GILL
integrator
	
-
D	 V(3)	 M50	 Acceleration due to atmospheric drag
DA THRESHOLD	 S	 Threshold value for magnitude of sensed
accel eration
^	
A^
4APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD	 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE" FRAME
D AUX' S Dot product of velocity vector and 	 -,. --
—
perturbing acceleration
DAY OF YEAR S Number of current day in current year
DAY ONE S Variable usrdi in K3 term of atmospheric
{ — density .
D 1 COE`PCT ERR S I LOAD Percent error in the drag coefficient
s DELQ S Measurement residual
a
DELTAT GO S Time interval between two positions in a .
— conic (F and G series)
DELTAT S Time interval between two positions in a
conic (F and G series)
DELTAT T S 0 Input integration step size fo^ predictionor propagation
DERIV ARR(7) 0 M50	 Temporary storage for derivatives required
for the Adams-Moulton integrator
D FIN S Dot product of.final position and velocity
vectors, used in • F and G series (conic
solution)	 d
DFL I NT Flag indicating activation (1) or de-acti-
vation (0) of drag model	 (local variable)
7
DIAG V(3) Scratch vector
g
r.
APPENDIX	 A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME; DATA TYPE	 INITIAL
	
COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
DID AUTO UPDATE BIT Flag indicating (ON) that an auto update
—	
— has been performed
D IN S 0 Dot product of the integrated initial.
position and velocity vectors
`	 DISP DELQ V(4) 0 Display measurement residual for the I'th
e	 —	 _ measurement type, I=1',4
DISP SIG V(4) 0_ Display residual edit ratio for I'th
— measurement type, I=1,4
DIURN EFF 1 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
density
DIURN ` EFF 2 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
density
DIURN EFF 3 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
— — density
	 1
a
DIURN EFF 4 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
— - density
DIURN EFF 5 S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
— — density
DIURN
—
S I LOAD Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
— _ density
DM INT 0 Flag to indicate choice of models for
accelerations due to drag
APPENDIX	 A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 FRAME
D MN AN S Difference in mean anomalies, used to
_ _
solve Kepler's equation
DNN S Auxiliary variable in gravitational
acceleration' calculations
DO AUTO UPDATE BIT OFF Flag indicating (ON) that an auto inflight
.	
_	
— update is to be performed
DO_COAS_ANGLES NAV BIT OFF On-off switch indicating (ON) that COAS
angles data has been selected for processinng
DO COAS ANGLES NAV_ BIT DFF On-off swatch indicating (ON) that COPS
°	
—	
—	 — angles data was selected for • , processing on
the last filter, 	 cycle
D ONE S Dot product of position and velocity vectors
f	
— for transition matrix computation and F andy
G series	 ---
DO RR ANGLES BIT OFF. Flag indicating (ON) that rerdezvous radar
— -
angles data are to be processed
DO RR ANGLES NAV BIT OFF On-off switch indicating (ON) that rendezvous
— _
	
— radar angles data has been selected for
processing
i
DO RR ANGLES NAV LAST BIT OFF ON-off swatch indicating (ON) that rendezvous
- radar angles data was selected for processing
i
on the last filter cycle`"
DO RRDOT NAV BIT OFF- On-off switch indicating (ON) that rendezvous
radar range and range rGtte data has been
selected for processing
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	 FRAME'
DO_RRDOT NAV_LAST BIT OFF On-off 'switch indicating (ON) that rendezvous
radar range and range rate data was selected
for processing on the last filter cycle
DO ST ANGLES NAV BIT" OFF On-off switch indicating (ON) that startracker
angles data has been selected for processing
°	 DO ST A3K ES NAV LAST BIT OFF On-off switch indicating (ON) that startracker
angles data was selected'for processing on the
last filter cycle
DT S Temporary storage for step-size used state
vector propagation
D TAU S Dot product of position vector and perturbing
_
acceleration
,I.	
DT_FILT S Interval over which to propagate the state
;l vector
D TWO S Dot product of position and velocity vectors
for transition matrix computation and F and G
series
DOY EFF V(38) I LOAD Array used in'K3 term or atmospheric density
DT FILT S Interval over which to propagate the covariance
matrix
DTuO
	 S	 Time interval over which state vector inter-
pol,ation is to be performed
DT ONORBIT NAV	 S	 I LOAD	 Sequencing time interva l for onorbit naviga-
tion during onorbit coast phase
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD-- VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
j VALUE FRAME
DT_ONORBIT_P!JRD FLT S I LOAD Sequencing time interval for onorbiting
navigation during onorbit powered flight
j phase	 —^ --
,I	 DT RENDNAV S I LOAD Sequencing time interval for rendezvous
— navigation during rendezvous coast phase
•	 DT_REND S I LOAD Sequencing time interval for rendezvous_PWRD_FLT
navigation during rendezvous powered
a flight phase
'DT REND TPF NAV S I LOAb Sequencing time interval for rendezvous
v navigation during TPF stationkeeping
phase
DT STEP S 0 Integration step size for prediction ory	 —
propagation
B TWO S Dot product of position and velocity
vectors for transition matrix computation 	 ^T
and F and & series
DV V(3) M50 Temporary storage for difference in accumu-
bated IP iU sensed velocities
DV_FILT V(3) M50 Difference between accumulated sensed IMU
II readings on present cycle and previous cycle
	
{
E M(19) VARY Filter covariance matrix
EARTH MU
1	 —
S I LOAD Gravitational constant of the earth
,
z.. e
APPENDIX	 A_VARIABLE LIST
OK-1
(Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
EARTH POLE ' ' VD)} I LOAD x•150 U ii t vector in direction of earth's axis
k .
of rotation
r EARTH RADIUS EQUATOR S I LOAD Earth equiLorial radius	 M
EARTH RADIUS GRAY S I LOAD Earth radius used for gravitational
acceleration calculations'
EARTH RATE S I LOAD Earth's angular rotation rate
EB COPY V(19) Covariance matrix times partials vector
EDIT FLAG I14T Four-valued switch (forced, processed, stat,
off) used to indicate whether the filter
processed sensor measurement data that was
forced, auto-selected, or inhibited, or not
'processed
•
E INIT M(6) M50
l
Filter covariance matrix (6 x 6) saved across
I
a memory transition
ELLIPT S I LOAD .Earth ellipticity constant
r EPSILON S Obliquity of the ecliptic
EPS KEP S Tolerance for successive iterations in the
solution of Kepler's equation
CPS TIME V(3) Array of sensor-related tolerances for
SV INTERP
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
i VALUE FRAME
EPS VRS S I LOAD Tolerance for Z-component of relative
velocity vector in body coordinates_-
EPS1 S I LOAD Tolerance for Z local vertical body
position acceptance
EPS2 S I LOAD Tolerance for X local vertical body
o
position acceptance
EPS3 S I LOAD Tolerance for an inertial hold body
position acceptance
A	 EPS4 S I LOAD Tolerance for inertial with rate hold
body position acceptance
ERR . S Auxillary variable used in F and G
series (conic solution) computations
E TEMP M(6) M50 Temporary matrix (6 x 6) used for
covariance reinitialization
EV V(3) BODY Unit vector in the dire tior. of the
eigen-axis
EXP SHAPE FACTOR V(NUM I LOAD Exponential shaping. factors for drag
CONE) coefficient model
F S Closed form version of F time series
FACTOR S Secant-'of solar declination
FDOT S Closed form version of time derivative of
F and G series
APPENDIX 'A VARIABLE LiST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL 	 COORD	 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
FIFTY M(3) Transformation matrix EF to M50
FILT UPDAT IE BIT	 OFF, Switch indicating (ON) -that current
navigation cycle is complete
FMI S Auxiliary variable (F-1.)
Fl S Auxiliary 'variable in gravitational
acceleration calculations
F2 S Auxiliary variable in gravitational
ac celeratich calculations	 -'
F3 S` Auxiliary variable in gravitational
acceleration calculations
F4 S Auxiliary variable in gravitational
. acceleratio -n calculations
G S' Term in F and G series (conic) respre-
sentation (Local variable)
G V(3) M50	 Gravitational acceleration
GD TrdT Flay specify°z ng degree of 	 gravitational 	 --- —
acceleratioh model (local variable)
GDM1 S Temporary variable G dot minus 1
GDOT` S Closed form version of -time derivative of
F' and G series
GD TAU S Perturbation derivative of GDOT
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESMIPTION
VALUE FRAME
GEONAG DISTURB-CORRECT S -Geomagnetic disturbance correction in
—	 — atmospheric density calculation
GND INT Flag indicating the degree of the
gravitational potential model	 \local
F variable)
GM DEG S I LOAD . Flag indicating degree of gravitational
potential model
GMO INT ='Flag indicating the order of the gravita-
^. tioval potential model
	
(local vari able)
GM DEG LOW INT I, LOAD Lowest degree used in calls to the
acceleration function (gravity model)
GMO INT Flag indicating the order of the gravita-
tional potential model
GM ORD S I LOAD Flag indicating order of gravitational 	 ^----
— potential model
GM ORD LOS;( INT I LOAD -Lowest order of potential model in calls to
—
the acceleration function
G	 - NEW V(3) M50 Orbiter acceleration vector
GO INT 'Flag indicating order of gravitational
potential model` (local
	 variable)
GR INT V(3) M50 Intermediate value of acceleration used
— —
in•super-G integration
	 -
GR NE;d V(3) M5 Local value of modeled acceleration used
super'-G integrator
t	
^
APPENDIX A
	 VARIABL-E--LIST-----,(Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL, COORD VARIABLE DESCUPTION
VALUE FRAME
----------
G	 TV V(3) M50 Target vehicle total acceleration vector
(Ml 95 
OY
G	 TV LAST V(3) M50 Target vehicle toL.	 Ltal acceleration vector,
last value
HANG S Angular displacement about the eigen-axis
HORIZ S Filter estimate of the horizontal angle
measurement
1NT Counter
IATM INT Attitude mode flag, controls use or non-use
of prestored attitude profile, average area,
mass, and drag coefficient of orbiter or
Larget vehi'cle
IDM INT Flag indication the activation (1) or de-
acti	 f t h1vation (0) o	 e drag model	 (local
variable)
ID MATRIX
-
3X3 M(3)	 I LOAD Three by t^hree identity matrix
IDRAG INT Drag mode flag used by the state-propagation
IGD INT* Temporary storage of indicator of potential
degree., used in state propagator
IGO INT Temporary storage of indicator 
of 
potential
model order Used in state propagator
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued
VARIABLE NAME -DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE_ FRAME
IN V(3) M50 An arbitrary coordinate unit axis
_ _
expressed in mean of 195O
INTERM V(3) Vector of intermediate quantities
in lunar ephemeris calculation
I	 RHO V(3) 0.0 M50 Unit li ne of sight vector
IVENT INT Temporary value of venting mode flag, used
in state propagator
IVfr INT Flag indicating activation (1) or de-activa-
'Lion (0) of the ventin g and RCS uncoupled
thrusting model_(local variable)
co
J INT Counter
r	 K INT Integer counter
H	 _ J
K RESID_ EDIT
_ 
S I LOAD Residual edit scale factor (squared)
Kl S Solar radiation term in atmospheric density
K2 S Diurnal bulge term in atmospheric density
K3 S Semi-annual effect	 term in atmospheric
density
K4 S Geomagnetic effect term in atmospheric density:
L INT Integer counter
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME-- ---- DATA TYPE	 INITIAL-	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 FRAME
M M(3) General matrix used as temporary array
!	 MAGNEFF ' S -	 I LOAD Variable used in K4 term of atmospheric
— density'
MANUAL EDiT OVERRIDE INT Copy of the _manual edit override flag of
_	
— the sensor data type currently'being.
processed that is sent to the filters
MAX NUM VENT INT I" LOAD Maximum number 'of vent sources allowable
MAX DENS ANGLE S I LOAD Angle to ea'rth's atmospheric bulge} (Russian density model)
14IN DENS ANGLE S I LOAD Angle to reference point in atmosphere
(Russian density model)
t1M50BODY K 14(3) Transformation matrix. from M50 to body
system (K represents the selected matrix
by ITU-Rfil
MOON AUXIL V(3) Vector of abxiliary values in computation
—	 — 01': lunar ep^hemeri s
t•i00N CONST' V(3) I LOAD
-
Vector of cbnstants for calculation of
—
THETA
MOON PARAM FIRST V(3) I LOAD Coefficient of first order term in
development of MOON AUXIL
t00N PARAP1-ZERO V(3) I LOAD . Constant term in development of
—	 - MOON AUX IL
MS DELQ S Variance of computed sensor
w
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE 'NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL `	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
ro
M TEMP M(3) Temporary 3 x 3 matrix (local variable)
o
- r--
` N _ACCEPT V(4) 0 Counter for the number of data marks, for
10 the I'th measurement type, which have been
utilized to update the navigation state
ty vector, I=1,4	 .
NIGHT PROF 1 S I'LOAD Constant used in night time altitude-
——
density profile
NIGHT PROF 2 S I LOAD Constant used in night time altitude-
i
_	 _
density profile0
NIGHT PROF 3 S i LOAD Constant used in night time altitude-
-	 —
density profile
k
'`NOISE R S Poise disturbance added to position
—
element variances
^I
NOISE RV S Noise disturbance added to position -
velocity correlation variances
N	 REJECT V(4) 0 Counter for the number of data marks, for
the I`th measurement type, which have been
edited by the navigation filter, I=1,4	 1
N STEPS INT 0 Number of integration steps in the
prediction or propagation interval
NUM ATT INT I'LOAD Number of data sets contained in pyre-stored
attitude profile
NUM CONF INT I LOAD ` Number of configurations of orbiter for drag
acceleration calculations
OMEGA S Longitude of ascending node of lunar orbit
on ecliptic
(MEGA V(19) Kalman gains vector
OM 1 S I LOAD Coefficient of first order term in
development of OMEGA
t
0;9 2 S I LOAD Constant term in development of OMEGA
ONEMRIN S Auxiliary variable used in solving Kep er's
equation (F and G series)
OPS 2 OR 8 INITIALIZE SIGNAL Signal to i^iSC indicating (CRIPLETE) initial-
C01iPLETE zationof user parameter state propagation
quantities is complete
OV UPLINK BIT OFF Flag set by ground uplink processor indicat-
ing (ON) that an orbiter vehicle state vector
has been uplinked'
P` S O Local variable used in the RK-GILL integrator
P V(3) M50 Perturbing acceleration (Pines.' method)
PHI M(9) State transition matrix for Space ' Shuttl e
from state at previous filter time to state
at current time
1'
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continuined)
VARIABLE NAME
	
DATA TYPE
	 INITIAL----000RD	 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE'	 FRAME
	
-
PHI MC	 M(9)	 Patch transition matrix
PHI PATCH
	
M(3)	 Transition matrix for converting from
time of measurement to current time
(for Space Shuttle)
PHI REND	 M(10)	 State transition matrix for target vehicle
from current state to state computed at
measurement time
PHI REND PATCH
	
M(3)	 Transition matrix for converting from
7 time of measurement to current time(for target vehicle)
N	
PREC STEP	 S	 I LOAD
	
Integration'step size for precision
predi cti on
PWRD FLT_NAV	 BIT	 OFF	 Flag indicating.use of powered flight
propaga-Lor-'(ON) or coasting flight
propagator (OFF)
Q	 ARR(7)	 0`	 Local array used in the RK-GILL integrator
Q HORIZ	 S	 Measurement from horizontal measurement
sensor
Q PRIME	 BIT	 0.0`	 Computed measurement
Q RR-SHFT	 S	 Rendezvous radar shaft measurement angle
Q—RR—TRUN	 S	 Rendezvous radar trunnion measurement angle
Q VERT	 S	 Vertical measurement from sensor
u ^
a
ii
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAMEb ^ _
`b
R V(3) M50 Temporary M50_position vector
C^
RAD EFF S I LOAD Variable used in Kl term of atmospheric
`
density
R CHECK PT V(3) M50 Orbiter position vector (M50) saved via
CHECKPOINT specialist fuft ti on
RCS V(3) BODY Acceleration vector due to RCS thrusting
RCS
_
BBQ V(3) I LOAD BODY Uncoupled thrusting acceleration due to
_
an inertial with rate hold
RCS INH V(3) I LOAD BODY Uncoupled thrusting acceleration due to
w an inertial hold
RCS_XLV V(3) I LOAD BODY Uncoupled thrusting acceleration due to
an X-local Vertical
	
hold
RCS ZLV V(3) I LOAD BODY Uncoupled thrusting acceleration due to----
the Z local vertical body position
R EF V(3) EF Position,vector in earth fixed coordinates
REF AREA V(I) I LOAD Average cross-sectional areas of orbiter
(I =1) and target vehicle (I=2)
REF CD V(I) I 'LOAD Average drag coefficients of orbiter (I=1)
_
- and target 'vehicle (I=2)
REF MASS V(I) I LOAD Reference masses of orbiter (I =l) and of
_ target vehicle (I=2)
APPENDIX	 A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
REND NAV FLAG BIT OFF Flag indicating whether navigation-
rendezvous in operation (ON), or
navigation-onorbit in operation (OFF)
REND STEP S I LOAD Step size used by the precision propagator
during rendezvous_
`	 RESID TEST
°
S Scaled value of variance for comparison
with	 deviation	 (DELQ2)measurement	 squared
R	 FILT V(3) M50 Orbiter position vector (M50)
t	 R	 FILT INIT V(3) M50 Orbiter position vector saved across
— —	 — memory reconfiguration and used for
navigation initialization
P.	 FIN V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or target position vector at T FIN
R_ FIN_INV S Recipncc:ai of the magnitude of the final
position vector (F and G series)---^.
R	
GND V(3) M50 Uplinked orbiter position vector (M1950;
RHO S Atmospheric densi ty
RHO °PLANE V(3) x150 In plane ccInponent of line of sight
R IN S 0 Absolute value of the integrated initial
position vector
R	 IN _ V(3) M50 Position vector at the begi nning of a time	 ^----
— 
_
interval {F and G series)
ri
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued )
b VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
	 ---
'VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE-	 INITIAL COORD
^'
oo VALUE FRAME
R INV S Reciprocal of magnitude of position vector
_ 'R
—
IN AUX S Auxiliary variable used in Pines' 	 variation
- of parameters calculation$
R IN INV S Reciprocal of the magnitude of the integrated
—
_
initial position vector (F and G series)
R IN TAU S Auxiliary variable used in Pines' method
R- LAST V(3) M50 Position vec for of orbiter at the end of
a the last filter cycleN
L7
RNG DATA, GOOD BIT OFF Range data good
RO N` S Distance torm• in gravitational acceleration
calculations	 9
R
—
ONE
—
V(3) M50 Position vector at the beginning of an
interpolation interval
R ONE INV S Inverse of magnitude of a position vector
RO ZERO S Distance term in gravitational accelerazion
--
calculations	 1
RR ANGLE DATA GOOD	 BIT Flag indicating processable data from the
—	
— rendezvous radar angle measurements
RR ANGLE MARK ,NUM	 S 0.0 Rendezvous-radar angle (shaft + trunnion)
mark counter
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
RR ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE INT ON-OFF switch used (ON) to override the
—	
_	
— automatic edit ins of rendezvous radar
i
angles data
RP. ANGLES ENABLE BIT OFF Rendezvous radar angles ENABLE flag
RR ANGLES STAT BIT OFF • Flag indicating (ON) that rendezvous radar
f	
—	 — angles data are to be processed for
statistical display only
r	
RRDOT EDIT OVERRIDE BIT OFF Flag used (ON) to override the residual
edit test for rendezvous radar and range
rate data
'	 RRDOT 14ARK NUM` S 0.0 Rendezvous radar range-range rate measurementL
mark counterr_
RRDOT STAT BIT` OFF Flag indicating (ON) that rendezvous radar
— range and range rate data are to processsed
ror statistical display only
R	 RESET V(3) M50 Orbiter vehicle position vector af=ter all
— - navigatibn updates, reserved for reset of
user parameter state propagator position
vector
R,	 RESID V(3) M50 M1050orbiter position vector interpolated
--
F to measurement time
".°rT.
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APPENDIX	 A'VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 FRAME
RSUP V(3) M50 Position vector updated by the super-G
— — integrator	 -,r--
' R	 TV V(3) I LOAD -	 M50 M1950 target vehicl e position vector
R	 TV GND
— — —
V(3) M50 Uplinked M1950 target vehicl e position
E vector at T TV GND
R	 TV LAST V(3) M50 Target vehicle position vector, last value
R	 TV RESET V(3) M50 Target vehicle posit-on vecC r after all
p navigation updates, reserved for reset of
user parameters state propagator position
vector
R	 TWO V(3) M50 Position vector at the end of an interpolation
interval
R TWO INV S Inverse of the magnitude of R	 TWO
S M(6) Disturbance matrix (9X9) for Space Shuttle
covariance propagation
SA S
a
-Square of sine of angle of attack
t
SB S Absolute value of the sine of the sideslip
angle
SDEC S Sign of solar declination
SENSOR BIAS V(4)- '_ M50 Generalsystenatic sensor biases part of
—	
— state vector
W.	
..e....,....err........
...a	 ,...err	
.......r..
r
_	 .. _....,.	 .a.._.....	 _	
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APPENDIX	 A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
SENSOR DELQ V(4)
SENSOR EDIT ARRAY(CHAR) Five valued parameter defining use of the 	 =Y-
_	 _
I'th measurement data by the navigation
filter,	 I=1,4.
ON--rejected by the residual edit test
OFF--'no processing attempted
° PROCESSED - accepted by residual edit test
and used to update state vector
STAT	 used to generate display parameters
FORCED - used to update state vector as a
result of manual edit override
N
SENSOR ID INT Identilier of the sensor measurement being
processed, used in sta ge vector interpola-
t
tioll
SENSOR RESID V(4) 0 Measurement residual for the I'^h measure-
me nt type, I=1.4
SENSOR RESID TEST
_	 _	 _
V(4) 0 Value of the criterion used in the navigation
filter for resi dual edit test for the ?`th
measurement type, 'I=1,4
S EPS S Si ne of obliqui ty of ecliptic
SEQ ACCEPT V(4) 0 Number of sequential sensor marks, for the
i'th measurement type, processed by the
navigation fil ter,	 I=1,4
SEQ REJECT
—
V(4) 0
—
Number of sequential sensor marks, for the.
I'th measurement type, edited by the naviga-
ti on f i t ter; I=1 ,4
APPENDIX A
	
VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTIOTI
VALUE FRAME
SGA1`97 S Variable used in K2 term of atmospferi c
- density
SGAM2 S Variable used in K2 term of atmospheric
density
Si-iFT S Estimate of the rendezvous radar.shaft
measurement
SIG V(6) UVW Temporary vector used in covariance re-
initialization
rQ
SIT RR RNG S 0.0 One si gma'value of the rendezvous radar
— —
range
SIG TV UPDATE V(6) I LOAD UVW Vector of standard deviations for target
— —
vehicle position/velocity covariance
nitializat`1on (ground update) 	 a
SIG TV UVW V(6) I LOAD UVW Vector (6X1) of standard.deviations (UVW)
— — — for target vehicle position/velocity
covarianceinitialization'
SIG UPDATE V(6)'' I LOAD UVW Vector of standard deviations forrorbiter
position/velocity covariance initialization.
(ground update)
SIG_UVW_0PS_2 V(6) I LOAD UVW Vector (6Xl) of standard deviations (UVW:) for
orbiter- position/velocity covariance initial-
i zation--
-
APPENDIX A
	
VARIABLE LIST `(Continued)
b ^
y VARIABLE NA14E DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
ci b
SJNC S I LOAD Sine of inclination of lunar orbit plane on
ecliptic
SIN SOL RA S Sine of solar right ascension
SLOPE SIG RR_RNG S 0.0 • Slope used to compute the one sigma value
of the rendezvous radar
S14A S Semi-major axis of conic
F
S M11 AN S Variable    used i n K2 term o C atmosphe. c
density
S 14X AN S Variable used in K2 term 'o f atmospheric
— - density
SOL AUXIL V(4) Orbital elements of the sun
SOL LONG S Longitude of the sun
SOL PARAM FIRST V(4) I LOAD Rate o f changeof the orbitEl elements
— —	
_
of the sun
SOL-PARAM ZERO V(4)' I LOAD Orbital elements of the sun at the
— —
	 — beginning of the year
SOL RAD ECIT CORRECT S Solar radiation correction in atmospheric
density calculation
SOL TRUE ANOM S True anomaly of the sun
S 0M, S Sine of OMEGA
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE
	
FRAME
SQ S Scalar part of quaterion used in attitude
matrix determination
SQR ENU S Square-root of EARTH MU, used in onorbit
pred/prop integration (Pines') method
S­ REND M(10) Disturbance matrix (10X10) for rendezvous
° target and sensor biases covariance
propagation
S S L S Sine of solar longitude
ST ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE
—
BIT OFF Flag` used (ON) to override the residual
-	 — edit test for star tracker angles data
ST ARGLES STAT BIT OFF Flag indicating (ON) that star tracker
a - anales data are to be processed for jFstatisticaf display only	
1
ST	 ENABLE BIT OFF Star tracker angles ENABLE flag	 ^--
S TH S Sine of THETA
ST MARK NUM S 0.0 Star tracker measurement mark counter
STAT FLAG INT Copy of the stat-flag associated with the
measurement type currently being processed 	 i
SO S Auxiliary va7iable used in F and G series
computations
S1
S Aukiliary variable used in F and G series
computation and in Pinc3' method
VIAKIM.Lt NA It UN1H	 I YVL IM I IAL 	 WuKU YHKi/AbLt—UtSLK11'I1U1`i
VALUE.	 FRAME
T ALIGN S I LOAD Time of last IMU alignment
T ANGLES S Time tag for the angle type measurements
TARE VEC AVAIL BIT I LOAD Flag indicating (Oil) the availability of
a target vehiclestate vector and time tagk
for rei ni ti al i zati on purposes
TAU COAS ANGLES V(2) I LOAD Time constant for the COAS angles sensor
TAU RR ANGLES V(2) I LOAD Correlation time constant for the rendezvous
radar angle measurements
TAU t?RDOT
_ _
V(2) I LOAD ECRV correl'atfon time vector for rendezvous
range and range rate
TAU SENS
— —
V(4) General correlation time constant for
sensors
TAU ST ANGLES V(2) I LOAD Correlation time constant for startracker
— — —
measurements	
---^
TAU VENT V(3) I LOAD Correlati on time for body venting
T CHECK PT' S Time tag o` orbiter state vector saved via
—	 — CHECKPOINT specialist function
_T CUP, S O Current inteCration time within the
predictor or propagatoi°
T CURRENT- FILT S Time of current filter state vector
T DIF S Time difference over which `J
	
I;'U DiF is
computed
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LEST (Continued
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
T TEMP V(3) 0. A temporary scratch variable
T FIN
—
S 0. Final time at end.of prediction or
propagation *
T GPaD S Upi i nked time tag of or-biter state vector
— (R	 GND,V
	
GND)
THETA S Angle from mean ascending node of lunar
orbit to the moon (local variable)
THETA S Difference in eccentric anomaly
w	 THETA COR S Correction to THETA in the solution of 	 F
— Kepl er' s equation
T	 Iid S 0. Initial time input for onorbit prediction
or propagation
T INITIAL S Atti tude mode switching' time
	 -----
`	 T LAST FILT S Time tag of V _LAST TILT, & of filter state
at last navigation cycle
T LAST FILT INIT S Time tag of navigation init^ializatfon data
_	 _	 _
carried across memory reconfiguration
TOT ACC V(3) M50 Vector of orbiter total acceleration (M1950)
TOT ACC LAST V(3) M50 Value of TOT ACC at the end of the previous
— — — cycl e 	- —	 --^--~—
T REND RADAR S Time at tnich the rendezvous radar is
—	 —
"snapped"
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST ('Continued)
VARIABLE `NAME ''' DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
T RESET S Time associated t^rith reserved reset state
G	 T RESID S Time tag of interpolated state vector
TRUii S Estimate of the rendezvous radar trunnion
measurement
T STOR S 0. Initial time of each Runge-Kutta integra-
t'	 — tion step
T TV S Time tag or target vehicle stage vectory	—
T TV GND S Uplinked target state time tag
T TWO S Time tag of state at end of interpolation
interval
i
TV UPLINK BIT OFF Flag set by ground uplink processor indi-
cating (ON) that a tar get ;vehicle state
vector has been -uplinked
	 ---
TI S Time since the beginning oi
l
	year, in
Julian Centuries
U	 14 V(3) SENSOR Lire of sight. in-sensor system
AXES
UR	 - V(3) E'F Unit earth fixed position vector
U	 RDOT V(3) 0.0 M50
UR MOON V(3)_ M50 Earth to Croon unit vector
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
o^
Od UP, SUN V(3) M50 Earth to sun unit vector
USE 114U DATA BIT OFF' Flag indicati ng usage of IMU data (ON)	 --^--
by powered flight propa gator
f USE MEAS DATA BIT ON Flag indicating the use (ON) or non-use
(OFF) of external measurement data (used
. for inhibiting filter data processing during
burns and burn-targetirg regions)
V V(3) M50 Temporary M1950 velocity vector
VAR S Copy of the variance associated with the
CTI measurement currently being processed
VAR'ACC QUANT S I LOAD Accelerometer quantization error variance
^v VAR
—
COAS ANGLES
—	 —
V(2) I LOAD
;
E
VAR COAS ANGLES DT V(2) I LOAD
VAR HOR.IZ' S Variance of the horizontal measurement
sensor
VAR IMU ALIGf! V(3) I LOAD Variance oil IMU time of alignment
VAR IMU DRIFT V(3) I LOAD iVariance contribution of LMU drift
VAR RR ANGLES V(2) I LOAD Value used to initialize th.e covariance
matrix diagonals associated with. the _rendez-
vous radar angles sensor biases
VAR RR ANGLES DT V(2)' I LOAD Variance oft the rendez!ous radar angles
measurements sensor biases
w e.	 e
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA
-
TYPE` 	INITIAL	 COORD
r
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE	 i-RAME
E	 VAR RRDOT V(2) T LOAD Initial value for the covariance matrix
diagonal associated with the rendezvous
radar range and range rate sensor biases
VAR RRDOT DT V(2) I LOAD Variance of the rendezvous radar range
and range rate sensor biases
VAR RR RNG MIN S 0. Mi nimum value of, the rendezvous radarf	
— —
variance
r	 VAR SENS DT V(4) General bias variance vector for the
— —	 —
current sensor set
a
VAR SHFT S I LOAD Variance of the rendezvous radar shaft angle
VAR
—
ST ANGLES
——
V(2) I LOAD. Initial startracker angle bias variance
terms for the covariance matrix	 {
VAR
— —
ST ANGLES DT
—	 —
V(2) I LOAD The filter gain variance for the s tartracker 	 ^--~
angi e biases
VAR TRUN S I LOAD Variance of the rendezvous radar trunnion
angle
VAR UNvOD ACC DT S I LOAD
5
Variance of unmodeled acceleration times
— —
scale time
VAR VENT AT V(3)' I LOAD Variance of body venting variables
VAR'VERT S I LOAD Vertical measurement variance
ii
APPENDIX A	 VARIABLE LIST (Continued)	 _.
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
V	 CHECK PT V(3) M50 Orbiter velocity vector (M50) saved via
k —
4
CHECKPOINT specialist function
i V	 CURRENT FILT V(3)` M50 Total accumulated I+IU sensed velocity
> VEN MASS S Mass of vehicle for drag.acceleration—
calculations
t` VENT V(3) M50 Acceleration due to venting and uncoupled
— RCS thrusting
r VENT ARRAY,` ARR I LOAD Time line of the vent states for the major
vents
VENT DER RCS ARR(3, MAX I-LOAD BODY Uncoupled thrusting accelerations which are
'
^`
— — — 'MUM VENT) vent dependent
r
VENT MODE NAV INT I LOAD Flag whic'h • activates (1) or de-activates (0)
- the venting & RCS uncoupled thrusting models
VENT TABLE ARR (3, MAX I LOAD BODY Acceleration vectors fcr the major vents
NUitiI_VENT)
VENT THRUST BIAS V(3) I LOAD BODY Vector•of unmodeled acceleration bias 	 errors
— —
.^
(,body-fixed coordination system)
VFL INT Flag indicating activation (1) or de-activa-
tion (0) of venting & RCS uncoupled thrust-
ing models (local	 variable)
V	 LAST V(3) M50 Velocity vector of orbiter at end of the
l ast fi i ter cycle
APPENDIX--A- VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE
	
INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTIO'i
	
--	 ^;---
VALUE FRAME
o V REL BODY V(3) BODY Orbiter' s velocity rlative to	 -
--
atmosphere in body cj5ordinates
ci VERT S Filter estimated vep,ti cal angle for :angle
td
measurement
_ F•'n V FILT V(3) _ M50 Orbiter, velocity erector.(M50)
•	 V FILT UNIT V(3) M50 Orbiter velocity ,'uector saved across
memory reconfiguvation and used for navigation
initialization	 -
w V FIN V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or targis;t velocity vector at T FIN
co,
Y GND V(3) 1450 Uplinked orbite-f, velocity vector (M1950)
V DIF_IMU — V(3) M50 Difference in current and past accumulatedr
-" sensed IMU velpclties	 used in state vector	 !
interpolation (local variable)
r V IMU RESET V(3) M50 Copy of TCURI?IENT FILT reserved as velocity
count at star; of extrapolation interval
_ when user par-meter state propagator is reset
V IN V(3) 0' M50 Orbiter or ta^ ^get velocity vector at r IN
' V LAST FILT V(3') M50 Total accumulated IMU sensed velocity (M50)'
V LAST FILT INIT V(3) M50 Tota, accumulated IMU velocity saved across
— -" -	 - memory, reconfiguration for navigation
i ni ti,al`i zati o
VM INT 0 Flag to ind t-ite which venting model is to
be used
'rft	 'a..	 Y 	 ryr' Jtyr	 " .('MNC e1
,L	
=—
APPENDIX A VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL	 COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTII"N
- VALUE
	
FRAME
V ONE V(3)-- M50 Velocity vector at thr: beginning of a time
interval, used to genorate a transition
matrix
	
-„----
VQ V(3) BODY Vector part of quaternIon used in attitude
matrix determination
e	 V R V(3) M50 Velocity of vehicle relative to atmosphere
V RESET V(3) M50 Orbiter vehicle velocity vector after all
navigation updates reserved for reset of
y user parameters state propagator velocity
vector
UD
V RESID V(3) M50 Mean of 1950 velocity ve tor interpolated 	 i
_
- to a measurement time
V SUP V(3) M50 Velocity vector updated 'y the super-G
integrator
V TV V(3) I LOAD	 M50 M1950 target vehicle velo lt.1ty vector
V TV LAST V(3) M50 Target vehicle velocity vt!ctor, last value
V TV_GND V(3) M50 Uplinked M1550 target vehi)';Te velocity vector 	 -r-=
at T TV GND
V TV RESET V(3) M50 Target vehicle velocity vector after all
navigation updates, reserved for reset
of user parameters state pyopagator velocity
^^.vector
V	 TV RESID. V(3) 0.0 M50 -Velocity vector of t arget vehicle at time
of measurement
V TWO V(3) M50 Velocity vector at the end ok'a time 	 ---
interval, used to generate a transition matrix
WBR V(3) BODY IMU derived body rate in•raelans/second
X ARR(6) 0 M50 Temporary array for the Shuttle or target
state vector
XN ARR(7) 0 M50 Array of integrated initial conditions
for onorbit prediction and ,Iropagation
CD
ZETA IMAG V(9) Longitude term in gravitati)nal acceleration
— —
calculations
ZETA REAL V(9) Longitude term in gravitat,•onal acceleration
— —
calculations
ZONAL V(8) I LOAD Zonal 'harmonics coefficien^s
i
1

RCONTENTS'
.	
SUBJECT PAGE`
`On -Orbit/Rendezvous Navigation Sequencer Principal Function
ONORBIT REND NAV SEQUENCER B-1 f
CHECKPOINT INIT (CODE) B-2 $	 .
DISPLAY COUNT I'NIT B-6
ONORBIT COVINIT B-4
ONORBIT COVINIT UVVI B-5'
ONORBIT PREDICT C.2-1
'	 OPS 2 OR 8 INITIALIZE B-3
TARGET NAV INIT B-7
On-Orbit Navigation Principal Function
NAV ONORBIT B-8
ACCEL ATTITUDE (CODE) B-24
ACCEL _EARTH _GRAV'(CODE) B-22
ACCEL ONORBIT DRAG (CODE) B-31
ACCEL ONORBIT VENT AND THRUST (CODE) B-28
ACCEL PERT ONORBIT (FUNCTION) B=21
BODY TO MODE (CODE) B-25
F AND G	 :; B-14
H ELLIPSOID (FUNCTION) B-30
IWR (CODE) B-27
LUNAR EPHEM B-48 :!
LVLH (CODE) B-26
MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6 B-18-
NORBOIT COVINIT UVW B -5 
ONORBIT DENSITY (CODE) B-29
ONORBIT PRECISEPROP B-11
B -ii
SUBJECT PAGE
Oki-Orbit Navigation Principal 	 Function	 (cont'd)' F
ONORBIT PREDICT G'•2-1
ONORBIT REND _AUTO INFLIGHT UPDATE B-19
'ONORBIT+REND BIAS AND COV PROP •B-15:'
ONORBIT REND_ R_V STATE PROP B-9
1'
ONORBIT REND STATE AND `COV_SETUP (CODE) B-20
ONORBIT SUPER G B-10
PINES METHOD B-13
I	
_	 PWRD_FLV COV PROP (CODE) B-16
REND COVPROP (CODE) B-17
RK GILL B-12
SOLAR EPHEM B-23
^LREL (FUNCTION) B-32
Rendezvous Navigation Principal 	 Function --
NAV REINDEZVOUS B-33
ACCEL ATTITUDE (CODE) B-24
ACCEL EARTH GRAY (CODE) B-22
ACCEL ONORBIT DRAG (CODE) B-31
ACCEL ONORBIT VENT AND THRUST (CODE) B-28
ACCEL BERT ONORBIT (FUNCTION) B-21
ANGLE NAV B-47
BODY TO MODE (CODE) B-25
COAS_ ANGLES _SETUP (CODE) B-39`
a
F ANG G B-14
H ELLIPSOID (FUNCTION B-30
IWR ( CODE) ' B-27	 -
LUNAR EPHEM
—
B-48
LVLH (CODE) B-26
a
MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6 B-18'
}
B-iii
u_
SUBJECT PAGE a.,
'	 Rendezvous Navigation Principal Function (cont'd)
MEAS PROCE SST NG'STATISTICS REND (CODE) B-49
ONORBIT COVINIT UVW B-5
ONORBIT DENSITY(CODE) B=29
ONORBIT PRECISE_
.
PROP	 - B-11 a	 ...
—ONORBIT PREDICT C.2-1'
ONORBIT RENT AUTO_INFLIGHT UPDATE B-19
ONORBIT REND BIAS AND COV PROP B-15'
ONORBIT REND R V STATE PROP B-9
ONORBIT REND STATE AND COV SETUP (CODE) B-20
ONORBIT SUPER G B-10
ONORBIT SV INTfRP B-45
PINES METHOD B_13
PWRD_ FLT COV PROP (CODE) B-16
REND ANGLE PARTIALS B-41
REND COV PROP (CODE) B-17
REND NAV FILTER B-42
REND_NATINTERP -.B-44
-
REND NAV SENSOR_,INIT -(CODE), B-35
REND
—
SENSOR
—
SELECT (CODE) B-34
REND STATE_AND COV UPDATE (CODE) B-43
RK GILL B-M
RR ANGLE NAV B-40
RR ANGLE SETUP (CODE)
—
B-37'
RRDOT—NAV B-46
a
RRDOT SETUP (CODE)- B-36
SOLAR EPHEM B-23 i
ST ANGLES SETUP (CODE) B438
V REL (FUNCTION) B-32
B-iv
ONORBIT REND NAV SEQUENCER
EVENT: 81
60AEVENTS: 60, , (CHECKPOINT EXECUTE:.
61,	 65,	 73,	 8 10, COMPLETE) CHECKPOINT INIT (CODLE)
OR
IT
(BEGIN *ONORBIT CALL:P	
S
COAST NAV PHASE EVENTS:,60, OPS 2 OR 8 INITIALIZE
-BEGIN MM201) 60A,	 61, OR 81
(ENTRY INTO. (60A,	 61)
OPS-2) EVENTS: 60A OR	 ALL:
rC)
61	 (ENTRY INTO ONORBIT-COVINTT
0tS-8	 '__
OPS-2 FROM OPS-8
D) (^60,81OR OPS-3, RESP.)	  NP
CALL:	 ONORBIT COVINIT UVW
P140 FLT NAV	 OFF USE IMU DATA	 OFF- TNLIST:	 SIG UVW OPS0
-
REND NAV FLAG	 OFF -COV-COR70PS-2
SIGNAL: UPS 2:OR 8	 R FILT,_ V FILTr M:
INITIALIZ7E -COM-PCETE	 OUTLIST: _E
P 
L
1 TO 6, 1 TO 6
CANCEL:
EVENT: 73 RAV ONORBIT
SCHEDULE.: (TO MM201 FROM
NAV ONORBIT;
REPEAT EVERY
W202)
FANCEL:
DT ONORBIT NAV NAV RENDEZVOUS
w__
0).
USE IM.0 DATA	 OFF	 65,1 8
REND NAV_FLAG	 OFF
T TV
	 T CURRENT FILT
CONTD
L


ONORBIT_REND_NAV_ SEQUENCER '(CONTINUED)'
(,66)
CANCEL: - -NAV -ONORBIT
i !CALL:	
TARGET NAV_INIT
EVENT-: -	 66
w (TO MM, 213- --
_ FROM MM201) CANCEL:	 NAV RENDEZVOUS
EV EN•TS :	 66
79, OR 82
(BEGIN TPF
STATIONKEEPING NAV. PWRD_FLTNAV = ON
PHASE	 BEGIN MM 213) USE ^IEAS
_
 DATA
	 ON
•
TARG VEC AVAIL _ ON
SCHEDULE
	 NAV RENDEZVOUS;
REPEAT EVERYj
DT REND-TPF NAV.
y
CONT'D
i
-74
ONORBIT REND NAV SEQUENCER (CONCLUDED)
CALL:-
r 
	 OPS.2 OR 8 INITIALIZE
EVENTS- (50)	 CALL: -
ONORBIT COVINIT UVW50 OR 606
	 IN LIST: SIG _U—VW_OPS-2,	 i(ENTRY ;INTO OPS-8	 EVENT:
COV COR_OPS-2,FROMOPS-1, OR	 50	 R FILT
OPS-2, RESR), , V FILTOUT LIST: E to 6' 
(60B)	 1 to 6
CALL:
E	 USE IMU DATA = OFF	 ONORBIT COVINIT UVW
SIGNAL: TPS 2 OR $
INITIALIZE COMPLETE
REND NAV FLAG = OFF
!	 PWRD_FLT_NAV OFF
SCHEDULE: NAV ONORBIT; REPEAT
	
9
• ^	
EVERY DT ONORBIT NAV	
• OPS —$
s EVENT: 60A 	 A-----	 RELATED—^--^^
(TERMINATE	 R FILT INIT = R FILT	
FUNCTIONSOPS-8)	 V FILT INIT = V FILT
'	 V LAST FILT 12—T .= V LAST FILT
T LAST FILT INIT T LAST FILT
	 j
E "INIT I ,j = E 	 J	 I = 1 TO 6
J=1 TO 
s
.l..^ .^^ : '.^^^ ' ^...^' - .^, r	 ^► '. ..^^^	 ..^ ^^ --. mow . .r.. ..^ ^r ^ .. r-. : a mss. .^•... ^►. _
A
SAVED PARAMETERS IN `PROTECTED MEMORY LOCATIONS FOR USE BY
	 s
ORS-2 NAVIGATION SEQUENCER INITIALIZATION`FUNCTIONS—— —----
_ _._
rOPS 2 OR 8-INITIALIZE
R FILT = R FILT INIT, V TILT =.V FILT INIT
V LAST TILT V LAST FILT INIT
T LAST FILT = T LAST FILT INIT
R RESET = R FILT INIT, V RESET = V FILT INIT
rDO FOR I = 1 TO 6,•	 ^E.	 E
^[	 I, J
[ J=1 TO 
ONOREIT COVINIT
i
s
F
ONORBIT COVINIT UV41
IN LIST: SIG, COR, R, V
OUT LIST: E TEMP
E_TEMP	 0,
DO FOR I -
:
1 TO 6 
	
E TEMP I I	 SIG I	SIGI
I
E TEMP ^2 = COR 1 SIG1 SIGH
E TEMP ,4 = COR2 SIG  SIG 
E TEMP 1,5 = C OR 3 SIG1 SIDS
!E TEMP 2 ^ 4 = COR4 SIG SIGS 4
E TEMP ^ 5 = CORS SIGH SIG
E TEMPS
^ 6
 CORE SIG3 SIG6
E TEMP4,5 = CORD SIG  SIGS
E TEMP2
,1 = E TEMPI, 2
,E—TEMP 5,4 = E TEMP4,5
M	 UVW_TO_M50 (R,V)	 T!	 ?,
E TEMP	 - M E TEMP	 M
	
1 TO 3, 1 TO 3	 1 TO 3, 1 TO 3 T
E TEMP	 M E TEMP	 M
—	 4TO6, 4TO6	 —	 4TO6, 4T06
E TEMP	 = M E TEMP	 MT
	
- 1 TO 3, 4TO6	 —	 1 TO 3, 4706
E TES=9P	 (E TEMP	 T
	
4 to 6, 1 to 3	 —	 1 to 3, 4 to 6)
B-5
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ONORBIT REND R V STATE PROP
e
DV FILT = V CURRENT FILT - -V LAST -FILT
707 ACC LAST =TOT ACC
R LAST = R FILT USE IMU DATA
—
= ON IDRAG = 0
V LAST - V FILT
_
IGD = GM DEG
-
LOW IVENT = 0!
DT FILT = T CURRENT FILT -
—	 —	 — `DV_rILTj
—	 —
-	 IGO = GPI ORD_LOW DV = DV FILT
T LAST FILT > DA THRESHOLD
^..,,..^ DT FILT^..n.
—
ti	 USE IMU_DATA = OFF IDRAG = 1 --
=VIRDLT NAV
IGD = GM DEG IVENT- i
.A.^.. A' SENS = DV/DT TILT IGO = GM ORD DV	 0.
CALL:	 ONOP,BIT SUPER G
IN LIST: IGD,	 IGO,.IDRAG	 IVENT, 0, R FILT, V FILT,
t T CURRENT FILT, T_LAST FILT, DT FILT, DV
—OUT LIST: R FILT, V FILT, G NEW -----
DT =REND STEP
REND NAV FLAG
DT= PREC STEP—
(CONT'D) (CANT-D)
—

7K'
OMORBIT SUPER G
IN LIST: GD, GO, DFL, VFL, ATFL, R SUP, V SUP, .T CUR, DT, DV
OUT LIST: R SUP, V SUP, GR NEW
i
j
i



i`
F
.y 
k
PINES METHOD
IN LIST:	 XN, T CUR, GMO, GMD, D14, VM, ATM, TIN
OUT LIST:	 DERIV, X Y
F:
'	 '	 jstucvrdwr^ ^aaasak^e xrr^rwrss^ao. r^.aa.^a5war..+twsxxwras !	 iy.:
R	 IN _	 (Xit
—	 1 to 3(
.
j RININV1./P._IN
SMA = 1./[2.P,_IN.INV - (XN 4to6' XN 4to6 )/ EARTH MU}
Cl	 SQRT(SMA)/SQL EflU
DELTAT = T CUR-XN
D_IN = XPll 
to 3	 XN 4 .to 6
i
CALL:	 F AtkJD G
IN LIST:	 SMA, DELTAT, Cl,	 XN
-1	 to 3' 0.,	 0., 0.,	 R_IN ItiIV,	 0.,	 XN 4 to.61
D IN,O.
OUT LIST:
	
F, G, FDOT, GDOT, 50, S1, S2, S3, X 1 to 3	 R FIP3_,IPJV, THETA
-X 4 to 6 ` FDOT XN 1 to + GI)07' XN3	 4 to 6
T ACCEL =,T-IN + TrCUR
a
P =-ACCEL PERT ONORBI7 (G'1D, GMO,
	
DIM, Vil, ATM, X^
to 3' X ^ to 6' T /!CCEL)
D TAU	 X 1 to 3	 ('
DAUX=X 4to 6	 P
cont'd
B-1.3
-3

i
f	 t
s
.	 t
F AND G
IN LIST: SMA, DELTAT, Cl, R . IN, R FIN, R_IN
—
` INV, R FIN—INV, V IN,
D
-
1 N ,  D FIN
	
— —
OUT LIST: F, G, FDOT, GDOT, SO, Sl, S2, S3, R FIN, R FIN INV, THETA
(SOLVE KEPL€R'S EQUATION'
FOR PINES METHOD OR	 ONEMRIN = (SMA— l /R IN INV)/SMA
SV INTERP)	 D MN AN	 DELTAT/ (Cl S41Aj
—	 THETA = D MN AN
IF R FIN INV 
0'	
THETA COR To.
q0 UNTIL _
	
SO OS THETA.
THETA COR<EPS KEP
	 S1 = SIN(THETA)
_	
S2 = 1.-S0
ERR D MN AN-THETA-D IN
S2 + ONEMRIN S1—
THETA CDR ERR/(1. + D IN
al	 ONEMRI_N SO)
THETA = THETA + THETA COR
9N.TYfM^.bWr11AY4'p.YyYlyt.'R1ggj'Y^JtY11^
(FIND THE DIFFERENCE	 THETA = [C1(D_F.IN-D IN)+ DELTAT/C1]/SMA
IN ECCENTRIC ANOMAL'i..^,.^--r--^....,..
FOR MEAN , CONIC
TRANSITION MATRIX)
FS2= THETA)THETA)SO
.- S1
F, = 1. - SMA 'S2 R IN INV
G = DELTAT - Cl SMA 9S3
.e,...^..^.d.
	 R FIN	 F R IN +  G V IN
-
LIF_FIN I NV^ 0
R FIN INV;	 1./JR FIN
FGDOT
T = -EARTH MU Cl 'S1 R IN INV R FIN ` INV
 = 1 . -` SMA S2 R FIN LNV 	 —
B-•14
ONORBIT REND BIAS AND COV PROP
CALL: MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6
IN LIST: R LAST, V LAST, TOT ACC LAST, R FILT, V TILT, TOT ACC,
DT FILT
OUT LIST PHI1 
to 6, 1 to 6
—^^^—^„	 ^„^+ds+^.+sar+swnr....
	 ,^s:cnyu annr. r ..+s+.^.a-cvrxz+^Arn+w+eare+.r-r+.:wr,+wsewrwna.
^^.nvw.rqe.,.rr.::.nr_,, .w^..wi:.aa.rseaaava.ftin.rosa-Jirawvm+p+ .: ^......
	
EXECUTE	 4' F1
	 COV PROP (CODE)
PWRD FLT NA,V ON
DT—FILT/TAU
	`_VENT
	PHIT+6, I+6	 eI
DO FOR	
DIAGI = TAU VENT  (1. -PHI 1+6, I+6)
I=1
S	 = TAU VENT T VAR VENT DTTto 3	 I+6, I+6	 —
(
(	 2
1. - PHI1+6, 1+61
•• 	 C1nIiOY1.YY.YS1.nsiORO^TC:FcCRYfE	 .
DO FIR,,	 _PHI	 - M SBODYM50	 DIAGJ+3 , I-+-6
	
—	 J, I	 I	
a
J	 1	 PHI	 M_SBODYP^50
to 3
	
J, I+6 _	 J,I (TAU_
VENT, (DT FILT "DIAG I ))
.
	1
DIAG = DT FILT D COE`PCT ERR D
S4 to 6, 4 to 6 = DIAG DIAG
S4 to 6, 1 to 3 = .5 DT FILT S4 to 6, 4 to 6
S1 to 3,_4 to 6
	
S4
'to 6, 1 to 3
S 1 to3, 1 to 3 = .5 DTFILTS4to6, 1 to 
E	 = PHI E	 PHT + S
	
1 to 9, 1 to 9
	 1 to 9, 1 to _9
E
R[TND]NAV_FLACT7 ON	 r EX.CUTE REND COV PROP (CODE)
(CONT` D) 8-15
•	 k,
4A
x4I	 I	 I 	 I	 l	 l.. 'i 1.

^.
,i
rt.
MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6 	 €`
IN LIST: R ONE, V ONE, G ONE, R ONE, R TWO, V TWO, G TWO, DELTIM
'
OUT LIST; PNI MC
e_
R ONE INV	 1./jR ONEI	 DONE R ONE . V ONE
R TWO INV 1 ./ J R TWO1
	
D_TWO = , R TWO • VTWQ
SMA = 1./[R_ ONE _INV + R TWO INV	 (V ONE ; V ONE + V TWO-V TWO)/2. EARTH MU]
Cl = SQRT(SMA)/SQR EMU
CALL: F AND G
IN 'LIST: SMA, DELTIM, Cl, R_ONE, R TWO, R_ ONE _INV, R+TWO_INV, V_ONE,
D ONE, D TWO
OUT LIST: F, G, FDOT, GDOT, SO, Sl S2, S3, R TWO, R TWO INV, THETA
FMl = F-10	 S1 = Cl Sl	 CONST = Cl C2 SMA • THETA (2. + SO)
GDMI _ GDOT-1	 C2	 Cl 2
-3,C2  'SMA S1
S2 = C2 S2
a
Al =_(FDOT Sl + FMl R ONE INV) R ONE INV; A2 •+- FDOT S2; A3 _ FMl- S1 R ONE INV;,
A4 = FMl S2 A5'= GDMI S2 A6 G S2;.A7 = FDOT (SO R_ONE INV R TWO INV + R ONE
INV2 + R TWO INV ` ), A8 = (FOOT S1 + GDP11 R TWO INV) R_T1^J0_INV; -
— —	 —
A9 = GD S! i Sl RT+lO INC
......,^.
	 .-.^
	 ._,.^.-......ter.
TEMP A4 V_TWO-A2 R TWO
PHI Mc 1 to 3, 1 to 3
	
	
F ID MATRIX 3X3 +. CONST V TWO G ONE
(A3 V TWO-Al R TWO) R ONE +' TEMP VV ONE
PHI . MC 1 to 3, 4 to 6	 G _ ID MATRIX 3X3	 CONST V TWO VV ONE +
TEMP R ONE + (A6 V TWO A5 R> TWO) V ONE
TEMP = A2 V TWO - A8 R TWO
PHI f'1C4 to 6, 1 to 3 - FDOT ID MATRIX, 3X3 ' + CONST G TWO G ONE +
(Al V `ftl0'- A7 V TWO) R ONE °+• TEMP V ONE
PHI Mc
to 
b, 4 to 6 ^ GDOT ID MATRIX 3X3	 CONST G TWO V_ ONE
+ TEMP R ONE +— (A'5 V TWO - A9 R TWO) V ONE

L•	 r
{
ONORBIT REND STATE AND COV SETUP (CODE)
ti
OV UPLINK \	 C1 TO 9 1 f0 9 — O.
a
w
REND NAV FLAG
E1 TO 9,. 10 TO 19 = 0.
`-	 -•	 l
E10 TO 19 1 TO 9	 .O.	 r
CALL: ONORBIT_PREDICT
INLIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV,
VENT MODE NAV, 1, PREC_STEP, R 7r-ND,
V GND, T GND, T CURRENT FILT
OUTLIST: R FILT, V FILT
CALL- ONORBIT_COVINIT NVGv'	 x
INLIST: S IG UPDATE, COV CDR UPDATE,
R TILT, V FILT
OUT LIST: E1 to 6 1 to E
he..^..^^„^ ,
..,,...e. ..:,..	
-•-	 - s,x+aon^r:yoc.^..m	 —•rsvM+^e.	 i
TOT ACC = ACCEL-PERT_ONORBIT (GM—DEG, GM_ORD, 1 1, 0,
R FILT, V FILT, T CURRENT —FILT)
EARTH MU R 'FILT/ _R FILT13,
DO FORE
Z+6, I+6	 COV ACCEL BODY INITI
I	 1 TO B	 VENT THRUST _BIAS I	 0.
OV UPLINK = OFF
-	
CQhdT' D
B-20
r4
ONORBIT RENDSTATE AND_COV SETUP (CODE), CONCLUDED
k
E10.T0 19, 10 TO 19	 0.
TV UPLINK	 REND 	 FLAGE	 = 0	 g
^	 1 TO 9, 10 TO 19Ff
E10 TO 1 9, i TO 9	 0.	
}
y
TARG VEC AVAIL ON
TV UPLINK OFF
:
F
R TV R TV GND	 r
V TV ='V TV GND
T TV T TV _GND
CALL: ONORBIT PREDICT
INLIST: GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG MODE NAV, 0, 3,
PREC_STEP, R TV GND, V` TV GND.,
T TV GND, T CURRENTyFILT
OUTLIST: R TV, V TV
1
CALL; ONORBIT COVINIT UVU1
INLIST: SIG TV UPDATE, COV_COR TV
UPDATE, R TV, V TV
OUTLIST: 
E10 TO 15, 10 TO 15
G TV = ACCEL PERT ORORBIT (GM DEG, GM ORD, DRAG
MODE NAV, 0, 3, PREC STEP, R TV, V_TV,
T_CUP,RENT_FILT)
	
EARTH MU R TV/ R_TV ^ 3
B-20A
fr
ACCEL PERT ONORBIT (FUNCTION)
IN LIST: GMD, GMO, DM; VM, ATM, R, V, T
G = 0. D _ 0. RCS = 0,
FIFTY = EARTH FIXED TO M50 COORD(T)
—
VENT = 0.
t
R EF = FIFTYT R
CE
R_INV _ 1. /JR
UR' _ 'R INV R EF z:
EXECUTE ACCEL EARTH GRAV CODE
bDM # 0 CALL: SOLAR EPHEM
OR
V141 	 G ;	 ; IN LIST: T
OUT LIST:	 UR SUN, SDEC, CDEC1,
COS SOL RA, SIN SOL,RA
i. _ ....	 ..,.	 ^:.:
.,.
F---
EXECUTE ACCEL ATTITUDE CODE
VtA = 1 EXECUTE ACCEL ONORBIT_
VENT_ AND	 -CODE.THRUST
i
(cant'd) (cont'd)^
B-21
t
t
"	 I	 s
{
•
F
ACCEL PERT ONORBI'T (FUNCTION) 	 (CONCLUDED)
I r
? rDt _ 1 
	
	
EXECUTE
-0NORBIT DENSITYI
	
	 —
CODE
ACCEL PERT ONORBIT	 G + D + VENT;-	 {
;EXECUTE
ACCEL ONORBIT—
DRAG CODE
I
G
GMD controls the use of zonal harmonics in the gravity model.
f
GMO controls the u-se of tesseral harmonics in the gr vity model.
DM controls the use or non-use of drag acceleration model.
VM controls the use or non-use of venting and uncoupled thrusting model.
A
ATM controls the use or non-use of prestored attitude profile, average
area, mass, and drag coefficient of orbiter on target vehicle.
R, V are the position and velocity vectors of the vehicle in M50 coordinates.
T	 is the time.
B-21F,

^^
1
t
I
.
x
!
d
r
v.
I
Y
ACCEL EARTH GRAV CODE (CONCLUDED)
DO FOR Fl	 = N1 AN1,1(CLZETA REALN^ + S LZETA IMAGnI)Fl +
„
N<GMO
,..
N1,=
	 1 F2= F2+Nl'A (S ZETA REAL	 i C ZETA IMAG'	 )tJl,l	 t	 —	 N1	 L	 -	 N1TO N _
DNM = C ZETA REAL	 + S ZETA IMAGL	 —	 N1 + 1	 L	 —	 N1 + 1 ..
F3 _ F3 + DNM AN1	 + 1,1
r	 .
F4 = F4 + DNM AN1 + 1,2
L=L- +1`
4 .	 ^.sscza.:•zuvnvw.
RO N = RO
n^,.+rn.ersr;ma^++..r^weirr.^e.rrnan.^. ,.,	 I  4:
N RO ZERO
Gi _GI+R,ONFl
G2=G2-+-RONF2
G3=G3+RONF3
AUXILIARY •=- AUXILIARY + RO N F4
.VY^CMLYilt iebW+?41:CYtrt.'MMtN^YMG+SYf1fa'12Y.'ld1NXW.LNF j
7
B - 2 2P,
°.^..--^.,......^,,.m m---^
r
I	 1
ACCEL ATTITUDE CODE
.: . M = M^M50.BODY
EATM = 0	 .... ^._
! ATM = 1	 J
DO UNTIL
+(T < ATT ARRAY (1,J)
	 r J = J + 1
OR J = NUM ATT))
ATT FLAG = ATT_AR
E
(2,J — 1
.a...^...	 .<....m.,v
.	 bfSFbMtgSiYFppp^'c"Yfs^W6",cRma'. MMwaY.RNbL'e*^IIffMA
EXECUTE BODY TO MODE CODE
	
.	 I CODS
ua^.+^^unrou'amea
ATT FLAG = 3
OR	
a
l
ATT FLAG = 4
ATT FLAG......
	 .^7
2 EXECUTE IIJk CODE	
99
	
- 	 G^•OIaKL'!"' "^ yT>}N1@RN	 VY.i+YLt:MR`Y/.wewVAYnWO4i'N4hY^T.^YT,. 	 1
1
a
7
B-21'
t
x
Fi
f j
BODY TO MODE CODE
Sl	 SIN (ATT_ARRAY3,J-1)
S2 = SIN (ATT_ARRAY	 )
S3	 SIN , (ATT^ARR.AY	 )5,J-1
I Cl
	
COS,(ATT ARRAY	 )3,J-1
C2 = COS (ATT:ARRAY	 )4,J-1
C3 = COS (ATT^ARRAY 	 )5,J-1
;
a
FC3 Cl	 I	 C3 S1	 1 S3 S2
—S3 C2 Sl I +S3 C2 Cl
M
	
=53, . C1
	
i -S3 Sl	 I C3 S2
	
—C3 C2 SJ	 +C3 C2 Cl I
----_--
	S2 S1	 -S2 Cl	 , C2
j
a
ii
OP-- Po
OR QU G^ ^
6-25 ^.
F

LACCEL ONORBIT VENT AND THRUST CODE
DO FOR
I = 1 J = 2
TO MAX NUM VENT
DO UNTIL 3 ..,
TT <VENT ARRAY, , J J	 J + 1
OR J = NUM VENT
.^	 I
VENT = VENT + VENT TABLE(I) i
(-1 )J= -i
RCS	 RCS + VENT DEP RCS(,)
' RCS = R'S + RCS _ZLV *
i
EPS1 < ( MR1	 to 3, 3'— R—INV ----
OR
ATT
—
FLAG = 3
RCS = RCS + RCS 'XLV
EPS2 < ^M 1
	
to 3,l'—R^ R INV
_
OR
ATT FLAG _ 4
RCS = RCS + RCS_INH
EPS3 >	 WB.
OR
ATT FLAG	 1
EPS4 >
	 IMi
	
to 3,i.UR SUN,
OR	 f
E
RCS- .RCS + .RCS_BBQ
ATT FLAG = 2
ATT FLAG _ 0
VENT = ,M'(VENT + RCS + VENT THRUST BIAS)
IGW,4Z PAGEOF POOR
	
is
' QU.^^, 4
8-28_
w}
'u
1Y
k
. a
ONORBIT DENSITY CODE
_
4
x
ALT = H_ELLIPSOID (R)
SDEC = SDEC R INV R3
CDEC2 = CDEC1 R INV R2
CDECI = CDECI R INV R1
	_ y'
SGAMI = SIN_SOL_RA• C MX AN + COS SOL RA S_MX AN
CGAM1 = COS SOL RA C MX AN _ SIN SOL RA S MX AN
SGAM2 = SIN SOL RA C MN AN + COS SOL RA S MN AN
CGAM2 = COS iSOL RA C MN AN - SIN
-
SOL
-
RA, S MN AN
COS PSI 1 =:SDEC + CGAMI CDECI + SGAMI CDEC2
COS PSI 1	 DIURN EFF 5 (1. + COS PSI 1) CORR POIrIER_1
COS PSI 2 = =SDEC + CGAM2 CDECI + SGAM2 CDEC2
COS PSI 2 = DIURN EFF 6 (1. + COS :PSI 2) CORR POWER 2-	 -
DAY_0F_ YEAR = T/36400.
i
'
DO UNT
7YEARDAY OF 
-
==I
<	 10. 
DAY ONE = 10.
	 (L . -	 1)
Kl = 1. +(ALT + RAD EFF) SOL RAD_EMIT CORRECT
K2	 1. +(ALT + DIURN EFF 1 + DIURN EFF 2 EXP{-[ (ALT + DIURN_EFF_3)/DIURN -EFF_
4]2 })(COS_PSI_l + COS PSI 2)
K3 = 1. + .1 (ALT + ANNUAL EFF)[(DAY_OF_YEAR - DAY ONE)(DOY_EFF 1+ 1 -DOY_.EFF I,) +
1:0.
	
DOY EFFI]
K4 = 1. + (ALT + MAGN EFF) GEOMAG DISTURB CORRECT
RHO = K1 K2 •K3 K4 NIGHTPROF_1 EXP[NIGHT PROF 2 (ALT +.NIGHT _PROF _3)1 /2]
Sy29	
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tV REL (FUNCTION
r.
6
SNAP IMU (V CURRENT FILT, T CURRENT FILT)
SNAP REND RADAR (Q_RR SHFT, Q RR TRUN, Q RR_RNG,
Q RR RNG DOT, RNG .DATA GOOD, ROOT DATA GOOD, RR
-
ANGLE
-
DATA
-
,GOOD, M M50_TOBODY^RR, T REND P.ADAR) 	 #^.
SNAP STAR TRACKER (Q ST HORIZ, QST VERT,
N ST IN USE, ST DATA GOOD, M M50 TO BODY STS	 t'
T STAR
-
 TRACKER)
F
SNAP COAS ((COAS HORIZ, Q COAS VERT, N .COAS_IN USE,
COAS DATA GOOD, M M50 TO BODY COAS, T_COAS)
CALL; ONORBIT REND R V STATE PROP
CALL:
ONORBIT REND BIAS AND COV PROP	 ^•
EXECUTE
REND SENSOR_SELECT CODE
CALL:
ONORBIT,RENDAUTO_INFLIGHT UPDATE
EXECUTE:	 I
REND NAV SENSOR INIT CODE
7
(CONT' D)
B-33
s
^..
f	 ;
I • J^ 
ry },Nl. ^i^y!	 Y
NAV RENDEZVOUS (CONCLUDED)
(CONT' D)
DO RR CALL:	 RR ANGLE NAV
—
ANGLE NAV
—	 —
RR ANGLE MARK NUM = RR ANGLE MARK NUM + 1
DO RRDOT NAY CALL;	 RRDOT NAV #,^•.
RRDOT MARK NUM —
 RRDOT MARK NUM + 1
CALL:	 ANGLE NAV
IN LIST:	 T STAR TRACKER, M_BODY_TO,ST d S7 IN USE
M M50 TO BODY ST, VAR ST HORIZ, Q ST HORIZ,
f DO STDANGL E VAR ST VERT,Q_ST VERT, ST DATAGOOD,
NA `— —ST ANGLE EDIT OVERRIDE, ST ANGLES STAT
f
ST MARK NUM = ST MARK NUM + i
CALL:	 ANGLE NAV
IN LIST:	 T COAS, (_BODY TO COAS
	 M M50 TO BODY
N COAS IN USE , —
DO COAS ANGLE COAS, VAR COAS HORIZ,COAS HORIZ,
_NAV..
VAR. COAS_VERT,QCOAS VERT , COAS DATA_. t
GOOD, COAS _ANGLE
—
EDIT OVERRIDE, COAS ANGLES STAT
a
COAS t^iARK NUM	 COAS'.MARK NUM + i
R RESET
	
R FILT, V RESET = V FILT, T RESET = T LAST FILT
R TV RESET = R TV, V TV_RESET = VV TV, V_IMU^RESET = V LAST FILT,
FILT UPDATE _ ON
EXECUTE'MEAS—PP,OCESSING_STATISTICS REND (CODE)
B-33A a
2i
REMD SENSOR SELECT CODE
a
DO RRDOT NAV = OFF RRDOT EDIT OVERRIDE = OFF
DO RR ANGLES NAV = OFF RR ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE = OFF
•	 DO ST ANGLES NAV = OFF ST.ANGLES EDITOVERRIDE = OFF
DO COAS ANGLES MV = OFF COAS ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE =OFF
RR ANGLTS STAT== OFF ST ANGLES STAT _-OFF
RRDOT STAT = OFF COTS MGM STAT = OFF
¢r SENSOR EDIT =OFF
—	 _
_
_
" RF.DOT STAT _ ON
_	
._
US E t^iE11S DATA DO RRDOT NAV
—	 —
RRDOT AtF_ RP.DOT ^;IF
= OP1 ON
_
#' AUTO =	 IrlHIBIT
RRDOT EDIT OVERRIDE
ON -
RR  ANGLES DO `RR ANGLES
I
ENABLE = ON NAV _ O1d --^'
RR ANGLES
ANGLES ANGLES STAT = ON
AIF # AUTO AIF = INHIBIT
RR ANGL ES EDIT
OVERRIDE = ON _
__
CONT'D
—
iE	 ST ANGLES STAT = ON
	
ANGLES AI	 ANGLES AIF
	
AUr0	 = INHISIT
ST ANGLES EDIT
rMr m	 OVERRIDE ON
COAS ENABLE
	
00 COAS ANGLES NAV = ON
ON
COAS_ANGLES STAT ON_
ANGLES AIF	 ANGLES AIF -\
rREND NAV SENSOR INIT (CODE)
DO RRDOT NAV = ON
AND
DO RRDOT NAV LAST = OFF
t
. 41
I
EXECUTE: RRDOT SETUP CODE
N ACCEPT 3TO 4	 0, N_ REJE.CT3 TO 4 = 0
SEQ ACCEPT3 TO 4 0 ,, SEQ_REJECT3 TO 4 - O
DO
—
RR
—
ANGLES NAV = 'ON
AN D
DO RR ANGLES NAV LAST = OFF/
DO ST ANGLES NAV ON`
AND
EXECUTE: RR ANGLES SETUP CODE
N ACCEPTI 
to 2 =f, 0, N REJECT  to 2	 0
SEQ ACCEPTIto 2 = O, SEQ_REJECT^ td 2 " 0
EXECUTE: ST ANGLES SETUP CODE
a
i
i
j
DO_ST ANGLES_NAV LAST = QFF
3
I to
	
—	 1 to t=N ACCEPT	 0, N REJECT	 0
SEQ ACCEPTIto 2	 0, SEO REJECTI to 2 - 0
DO COAS ANGLES NAV = ON
:EXECUTE:. COAS ANGLES SETUP CODEAND	 ^_	 _
DO' COAS ANGLES _NAV _LAST OFF
N ACCEPT	 = O 's 'N REJECT
—	 1 to 2.=— •	 1 tot=0
SEQ ACCEPTIto 2 0, SEQ_ REJECT I to " 2	 O
DO—RRDOT—NAV—LAST = DO
—
RRDOT NAV
DO RR ANGLES NAVLAST = DO RR ANGLES NAV
DO' ST ANGLES NAV LAST DO ST ANGLES NAV
DO^ COAS _ANGLES NAV _LAST = DO_ COAS _ANGLES NAV
QF booR -PAGFJ
B-35
AA
RRDOT SETUP (CODE)
1	 E,o + is	 +., I 
rr
P
$4
T
Y
RR ANGLES SETUP_ (CODE)
lST ANGLES SETUP (CODE)
E16 to 17, 1 to
E1 to 19, 16 to
17 - 0 0
TAU
—
 SENS1 to t _ TAU—ST ANGLES— 	 — F	 .
SENSOR_BIAS1
to
2 = 0.0
VAR SENS DT
—	 — 1 to
= VAR—ST_ANGLES DT
2
DO FOR I = 1 2	
E15 + i	 15 + I =
 VAR
—
ST ANGLES I	,
b=
to
t
,
s
B-38

iRRl ANGLETNAV	
• r	
9
j
ANGLE DELTAT GO	 T CURRENT JILT=I_REND RADAR
[D
R
ATA_GOOD
CALL:	 ' REND .NAV INTERP
M M'50 TO SENSOR - M BODY-TO RR`M M50 TO BODY RR
CALL:	 REND ANGLE PARTIALS
?IN LIST:	 M M50_TO_
 SENSOR 3, 1 to 3
VAR = VAR- SHFT ,' B16	 I
MANUAL EDIT OVERRIDE = RR ANGLES EDIT OVERRIDE
STAT FLAG _ RR ANGLES STAT
'SHFT = ARCTAN (U M2 /U y + .BIAS SENSORI
bELQ =. Q_RR SHFT - SHFT 3	 1
!CALL:	 REND rNAV_FILTER
;SENSOR EDIT l = EDIT FLAG
!SENSOR _RESID_ TESTI = RESID—TEST
;SENSOR DELQ,	 DELQ 1
CALL:	 RE ND_NAV!_INTERP
-
(CONT ``D)
ORIGINAI: PAGE IS
OF. POOR QUAIXIIX
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}
.G
r
REND NAV INTERP
CALL:	 ONORBIT SV_INTERP
IN LIST:	 R LAST, V LAST, R FILT, V FILT, T_CURRENT FILT, DV FILT,
DT FILT, SENSOR ID, DELTAT GO, IGD, IGO, IDM, IVM, IATM ,,..
OUT LIST:	 R RESID, V RESIDs A RESID
CALL;
	
MEAN CONIC PARTIAL TRANSITION MATRIX 6X6
IN LIST:	 R FILT, V FILT, TOT ACC, R RESID, V RESID, A RESID,
- DELTAT GO
OUT LLIST:	 PHI PATCH
j CALL:	 ONORBIT SV_INTERP
IN LIST:	 R.TV LAST, V TVLAST, R TV, V TV, T_CURRENT FILT, 0,
DT FILT, 'SENSOR ID, DELTAT GO,	 IGD, IGO, 1, O, 3
OUT LIST:	 R TV RESID, V TV RESID, A TV RESID
CALL:	 MEAN_CONIC_PARTIAL_TRANSITION _MATRIX 6X5
IN LIST:	 R'TV, V TV, G TV, R TV RESID, V'TV RESID, A TV RESID,
— DELTAT GO
OUT LIST:	 PHI 
—
REND PATCH
-3
f
t.................... .
L
}
ONORBIT_SV_INTERP
r
IN LIST:	 R ONE, V ONE 	 R TWO, V TWO, T TWO,
IGD,	 IGO, IDM, IVM, ITTM 	
y
V IMU_DIF, -^DIF, SENSOR ID, DTGO,
OUT LIST:	 RR RESID,.V RESID, A RESID
4
DELTAT = -DTGO
R RESID = R TWO
'V—RESID 	 V TWO
IF (DELTAT(< EPS TIME SENSOR ID T RESID = T TWO—	 .,..^.. -
^^	
_-•---.. R_TWO INV = l . / (R TWO
SMA = 1./[l./(R ONE(	 + R TWO INV
—(V 0E ;N 	 -P ONE + V TWO • t
V
TWO
	
(2 .,EARTH MU-f]
Cl	 SQRT( SMA) /SQ ►t_EMU
D TWO = R TWO	 V TWO C1/SMA
T RESID —= T TWO + DELTAT
F_AND GrCALL:
IST:	 SMA, DELTAT, Cl, R TWO,
0 . , 0 „ 0 . , R TW 6 INV, 0 . ,
V TWO, D TWO,-O.
OUT LIST:	 F, G,; FDOT, GDOT,-SO,
S1,	 S2, S3,	 R RESID,
R FIN.. INV, THETA
V RESID-= FDOT R TWO + GDOT V TWO
A RESID _ —EARTH MU R RESID/(R RESID( 3 + ACCEL PERT
ONORBIT (IGG, IGO, IDM, IVM, I01, R RESID,`VV RESID,
T RESID) + V IMU DIF/T_DIF a
B-45

FI
i'
RRDOT NAV	 (CONCLUDED)_
RDOT DATA GOOD	 CALL:	 REND NAV INTERP.
U RDOT = .(V TV RESID - V RESID)%R RHO^MAG
I RHO X ( I RHO X URDOT)
 to 3
FB
_
0 to 12	 ^ B1 to 3
B
4 to 6 = -I_RH0
B10 to 15	 B4 to 6`
B 1 	 PHI PATCHY B 1
j
to 6	 to G
B'	 = PHT REND PATCHY B.:1D to 15	 —	 --	 10 to 15
RIME= R RHO
	 U RDOT: + SENSOP,_BIAS4
E.....^ :.	 -...	 --
VAR= VAR RA (^GE DOT
D,ELQ _ Q_R_RNG_DOT - Q_PRIME
CALL:
	
REND NAV FILTER
i
SENSOR. EDIT4 _ EDIT FLAG
I
SENSOR RESID TEST4 	RESID. TEST
3
SENSOR DELQ4 = DELQ
B-46A
t,
P
ANGLE 'NAV
IN LIST:	 T ANGLES, M_M50 TO SENSOR, VAR_'HORIZ, Q HORIZ, VAR VERT,
Q VE(T	 ANGLE DATA GOOD MANUAL EDIT OVERRIDE, STAT'FLAG
ANGLE DATA G000 DELTAT_G'0 _ T CURRENT FTLT-T ANGLES
CALL:	 REND_NAV_INTERP
I	 CALL:	 REND ANGLE PARTIALS
I IN LIST:	 M_M50_TO_ SENSOR2,1	 to 3
-
VAR - VAR_VERT
B15 = 1.0
VERT = ARCTAN(U_N1 1 /U_M3 ) + BIAS_SENSORI
DELQ = Q_VERT - VERT
CALL:
	
REND NAV FILTER
_ —
SENSOR DELQ2 = DELQ
SENSOR RESID TEST2 = RESID TEST I
SENSOR EDIT2	EDIT FLAG
{
(CONT'D)
B-47

t.k
F
LUNAR EPHEM
^,
IN LIST:	 T
OUT LIST: -UR MOON
j.
i
Tl - T/3155760000.
OMEGA = OM _1 + Tl OM 2
EPSILON = SOL PARAM ZERO +
—	 —
1°'., SOL PARAM FIRST2
—	 —
MOON AUXIL = MOON,PARAM"ZERO + T1 MOON PARAM FIRST
C OM = COS(OMEGA)
_ S_OM = SIN(OMEGA)
.0 EPS = COS(EPSILON)
S EPS = SIN(EPSILON)!
INTERM I ='SIN(MOON AUXIL,)
INTERM2 = SIN(MOON_AUXTL3 - MOON AUXILI)
—
INTERM3 = SIN(MOON_AUXIL3)
!
THETA = MOON AUX IL2 + MOON CONST•INTERM
C TH _ COS(THETA)
S TH _ SIN(THETA)
UR MOON, _ C OM C TH - S OM C INC S_TN
UR MOON, = C EPS S OM C_TH + (C EPS C_OM C_INC - S_EPS S_INC) S_TH
UR MOON3 = S EPS S OM C TH + (S EPS C•OM C INC + C,EPS S INC) S TH
®RrG
PAGEd DI^
_	
_
F p	 IS
OOR QUAIr
LA _ -
MEAS PROCESSING
—
STATISTICS
—
REND CODE
... DISP_DELQI = BLANK
DO FOR SENSOR EDITI
I = l to 4	 - 0'FF DISP SIG I = . BLANK
DISP SIG = ABS (SENSOR DELQI)/ -	 -	 -SENSOR_RESID_
TEST > 0 SENSOR_RESID_ TEST I
o
.
DISP_DELQI _ SENSOR DELQI
Lo
SENSOR EDITI
-`BLANKDISP EDIT,
TAT
(CONT'D)	 3
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11
VARIABLES LIST DEFINITIONS
Code used for variabledata type,
4."
S:	 scalar
. w
t
V(n):	 vector (dimension)
M(n):	 square matrix (dimension) .;
INT:	 integer
BIT:	 bit
CHAR:"	 character
STR:	 structure
ARR:	 array
Coordinate frame code and definition
Body: x: parallel to the longitudinal axis (positive aft)
(structural)
y: completes right-hand system
z
,
perpendicular	 o she x-axis, positive upward
EF Earth-fixed coordinate system
M50: Mean of 50 reference coordinate system
RW: x: down runway centerline in direction of landing
(runway
coordinates) y: completes right-hand system
z: down, normal to ellipsoid
TD: x: north
(topodetic
coordinates) Y: east
z: down, normal to ellipsoid
UVW	 Quasi-inertial, right-handed Cartesian coordinate system-
u: along vehicle position vector (radial)
v: normal to u, in orbit plane (downtrack)
w: out of orbit plane, uxv=iv, (crosstrack)
A
LAPPENDIX C VARIABLE LIST
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL" COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
AM INT 0 Flag (ON) to indicate the use of the
Adams-Moulton integration technique
t^ AM.- TABLE M(8,7) 0 M50 Table.of derivatives required by the
tr • Adams-Moulton integrator
ATM LNT 0 Flag indicating vehicle attitude mode
' CORR -COEF ARR{8) ILOAD Array of inorder * coeficients used in the.
Adams-Moulton corrector
DELTA T
_
S 0	 ^ i
-
Inputntegration step size for prediction
or propagation
i
DERIV ARR(7)- 0 M50 Temporary storage for derivatives required
for the Adams-Moulton integrator
DM INT 0 Flag indicating if model for acceleration 	 3
due to drag is to be Used
DT MAX S ILOAD Maximum integration step size used for
prediction
DT STEP S 0 Integration step size for prediction or
propagation	 „ --.--'
GMD INT 0 Flag indicating the degree of the
gravitational potential model
GMO INT 0 Flag indicating the order of---the
gravitational potential model
	 ~-^--
l
,. ..Y ,>,..
	
.-.,..
	 v....	 -.,r.w.w.r+,-^..H...^,.r..,....rk^•^nw--^+.k.a•,..-..w.r.. ^.^+
APPENDIX	 C VARIABLE" LIST (Continued)
,. VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL- COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
® VALUE FRAME
I INT Counter.
MORDER INT 8 Order of the Adams-Moulton integrator
N_STEPS INT 0 Number of integration steps in the
prediction or propagation"Interval
'.
i
PRED- COEF ARR(8) ILOAD Array of morder coeficients used in the
Adams-Moulton predictor
R	 FIN V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or target position vector at
r
— 1T• -FINN
R	 IN V'(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or target position vector at
a T-IN
SUM S 0 Temporary storage variable used in the
Adams-Moulton integrator
T CUR S 0
..	 i
Current integration time within the
predictor or propagator
TIN S 0 Initial time input for onorbit
predict•ioh or propagation
V	 FIN V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or target velocity vector at
F T FIN
V	 IN V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter or target velocity vector at
—
T IN
n
APPENDIX	 C. VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL • COORD VARIABLE' DESCRIPTION	 -
VALUE FRAME
VM INT 0 Flag indicating whether venting
accelerations are to be modeled for
prediction or propagaticn
X ARR(6) 0 M50 Temporary array for the shuttle or
target state vector
XN ARR(7)" 0 M50 Array of integrated initial conditions
for onorbit prediction and propagation
XP ARR(7) 0 M50 Temporary storage array of integrated
initial conditions used in the Adams-
c, Moulton integrator
t
k
3
1

Iis
ONORBIT PREDICT (CONCLUDED)
N STEPS > MORDER	 -
	
CA-1ON
—	 —
a
DO FOR I1
(	
^,
TO N STEPS
-	 CALL:	 RK GILL
IN LIST: XN, DT STEP, I, T_CUR, AM,
10RDER - I GMO, G ID, Dtd, Vid, ATM, T_INOUT LIST: XN, T CUP,
I = MORDEP — 1^ CALL: PINES METHOD
OR IN LIST: XN, T_CU° ,  G!-In,
! I = N_STEPS GMD, Did, VMS
ATM, T IN w`
OUT LIST: DERIV,:X
EXECUTE ADAMS MOULTON CODE
_
AM = 0 N
DO FOR
M=lei
AM TABLE
	 +	 y
id
3
DERIVM
v
C,2-IA
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VAR'IABL.ES LIST DEFINITIONS
Code used for variable data type
S:	 scalar ,!
V(n):	 vector (dimension)
M(n):	 square matrix (dimension) f
INT:	 integer,
BIT: .	bit
CHAR:	 character
STR:	 structure
i
ARR:	 array
Coordinate frame code and definition
Body:	 x:,	 parallel- to the longitudinal axis	 (positive aft)
(structural)
y :	 completes right-hand system
z:	 perpendicular-to the x-axis, positive upward
EF	 -Earth-fixed coordinate system
M50:	 Mean of 50 reference coordinate system
RW:	 x:	 down runway centerline in direction of landing
(runway
coordinates)	 y: ` completes rin.ht-hand system
1
z:	 down, normal to ellipsoid j
TD:
	
x:	 north
(topodetic
coordinates)
	
Y:	 east
z:	 down, normal	 to:ellipsoid
UVW	 Quasi-inertial, right-handed Cartesian coordinate system
u:'	 along vehicle position vector (radial)
v:	 normal to u, in orbit plane (downtrack)`
w:	 out of orbit plane, uxv-w, (crosstrack)'
F	 D^i•iT	 .
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
^d VALUE.- FRAME
-o
ci A SENSEQ— V(3) M50 Ratio of difference of selected acceler-
_ ometer readings to difference of their
time tags;
AC V(3) M50 Sensed acceleration (local variable used
— in AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR)_
ALT S 0 Attitude of Shuttle above reference
- ellipsoid
ANG MOM V(3) 0 EF Shuttle's angular momentum vector
ASC NODE S 0 Lon i'tude of the ascendin
	
node nor
thegShuttle orbit	 9
,. COMP-MODE CHAR "CURRENT" Indicates whether computations are.to	 j
— be 'performed. for .the Shuttle state at
` the current-time or at a future time.
F	
. DEG PER RAD S (I LOAD) Radian to .degree .conversion , factor on
! DO PREDICT BIT OFF Flag which indicates whether or not
computatiohs have been completed when
"suture" parameters are requested
DT IMU S State vector average-G integration
time step
DT PREDICT S I LOAD Integrati bh step size
DTIME S Step size for state vector advancement
. (local variable used in AVERAGE G
INTEGRATOR)
O t,! APPENDIX	 D VARIABLE LIST, (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL COORD	 VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
EARTH MU S I LOAD- Earth's gravitational constant
: EVENT 60A BIT OFF Transition from MM201 to OPS-8 event flag	 -Y-
EVENT 60 BIT OFF Transition to MM201 from MM106 event flag
EVENT 61 BIT OFF Transition to 14M201 from MM301 event flag
EVENT 66 BIT OFF Transition to MM213 from.MM201 event flag
I
t EVENT 67 BIT OFF Transition to MM202 from 201 event flag
o
.N
is EVENT 69 BIT OFF' Guidance initiate event flag
EVENT 73 BIT OFF Transition to W201 from M202 event flag
EVENT 74 BIT OFF Transition to MM211 from MMl'06 event flag
EVENT 76 BIT OFF Transition to MM212 from MM211 event flag
r EVENT 78 BIT OFF Transition to MM211 from MM21 1- event flag
EVENT 80 BIT OFF Transition to MM201 from MM213 event flag-
j
EVENT 82 BIT OFF Transition to MM213 from MM211 event flag
EVENT 84 BIT OFF Transition to MM201 from.OPS-00 event
F1 LT UPDATE BIT Flag indicating the availability of a
filter updated state
a
.
APPENDIX D	 VARIABLE LIST
0
(Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE	 INITIAL COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
GR V(3) M50 Gravitational acceleration (local variable
used in AVERAGE_G_INTEGRATOR)
GR1
—
V(3) M50 Gravitational acceleration (local variable
used in AVERAGE_ G_ INTEGRATOR)
LAT GEOD
—
S 0 ' EF Geodetic latitude of the Shuttle sub-vehicle
• point
LONG S 0 EF Longitude of Shuttle sub-vehicle point
J
M TEMP TXPOS M(Q) 0 Transformation matrix from M50 to earth-
fixed coordinates
NAUTMI PER FT S I LOAD Feet to nautical mile conversion factor
R	 AV	 ,
— —
V(3) M50- Position vestor (local variable used inr
AVERAGE _G INTEGRATOR)
	 _..
•
4	 R	 AVGG V(3) M50
.i
Current orbiter position vector updated
by user parameter propagator
R	 COMP V(3) 0 M50 Orbiter position vector at either the
— current time or a future time. 	 r----=
r	 R	 EF V(3) 0 EF Orbiter position •vector in earth-fired
corrdinates
	 a
R	 RESET V(3) M50 Copy of filter updated orbiter position
.— vector for user parameter propagator reset
f
•	
i
E	
^	
_
APPENDIX 'D VARIABLE LIST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL- COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE FRAME
R TV
—
V(3) X150 Copy of filter updated target position
vector for user parameter propagator reset
REND NAV FLAG BIT OFF Flag indicating whether rendezvous naviga-
tion is active (ON), or whether onorbi
navigation is active (OFF)
e R , TARGET V(3) M50 Position vector of the target vehicle,
updated by the user parameters propagator .
T_COMP S 0 Time tag corresponding; to R _COMP and
° V " COMP
T IMU S Current time tag	 rs
T' PREDICT S 0 Time for which future orbital parameters
are to be computed
T RESET S Copy of time tag of filter update of state
F	 . vectors for user parameter propagator ,reset
? STATE S 0 Time tag for current user parameter state
vector
USE IMU DATE BIT OFF Flag indicating IMU data are to be used in
integration (ON)
VAV V(3) M50 Velocity vector . (local variable used in
_
AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR)
VAVGG V(3) M50 Velocity Vector of _orbiter,_ updated by
_ —
the-user parameters propagator
s ^
APPENDIX D VARIABLE LEST (Continued)
VARIABLE NAME DATA TYPE INITIAL -COORD VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
VALUE _ FRAME
V COMP V(3)• 0 M50 Orbiter velocity vector at either the
— current_ time or a future tirre--^
V EF V(3) 0 EF Orbiter velocity vector in earth-fixed
— —
coordinates
V IMU CURRENT V{3) M50. Current selected accumulated IMU velocity
V IMU OLD V(3) M50. Previous accumulated IMU velocity
V . IMURESET V(3) M50 Copy of IMU 'accumulated sensed velocity for
o
J	
—
— — user parameter prodagator reset
V _RESET V(3) M50 Copy of filter updated 'orbiter velocity
vector for user parameter propagator reset
V TARGET V(3) M50 Velocity vector of the target vehicle -
`' updated by the user parameters propagator
V TV RESET V(3) M50 Copy of filter updated target velocity vector
for user parameter propagator reset
tONORBIT REND UPP SEQ
TRANSITION TO OP. S-2 X SCHEDULE: ONORBIT FEND USER PARAM
	
STATE_
FROM (OPS-1,	 OPS-3, PROP ON OPS 2 INITIALIZE COMPLETE
or OPS--00 REPEAT AT A 0.5 HZ RATE
SCHEDULE: NAV MONITOR SUPPORT --
REPEAT AT A 0.5 HZ RATE
TRANSITION TO 201 SCHEDULE: NAV MONITOR SUPPORT
FROM OPS-8 REPEAT AT A 0.5 HZ RATE
TRANSITION TO OPS-8-
.... ,...^..e...-
CANCEL:
,o....r.,
Hl
NAV MONITOR SUP
FROM 201 _
TRANSITION FROM 201
	
a
c^EL: NAV MONITOR SUPPORT
to ( 202 or 213) ..K..^...
^-~-°^ : CANCEL: NAV MONITOR SUPPc)RTTRANSITION RGI^i
211TO(212 or21
N
TRANSITION TO 201 SCHEDULE: NAV MONITOR_ SUPPORT
FROM (202 or 213)"`""' REPEAT AT A :0.5 HZ RATE
TRANSITION TO 211	
-_.__.
SCHEDULE: NAV -MONITOR_,SUPPORT
FROM 212 REPEAT AT A 0.5 HZ RATE
(cont)
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AVERAGE G INTEGRATOR
IN LEST R AV, V AV, DTIME, AC, T STATE, T IMU
OUT LIST R AV, V AV
.I
t
NAV MONITOR-SUPPORT
DO PREDICT = ON
	
P. COMP = R AVGG
_	 OR	 \• _-^	 V COMP = V AVGGCOD9r MODE =	 - -
COMP 
MODERKE'Vil---T COMP = T STATE
CURRENT
	
'°'°"" """'1 	 _ ►^
i CALL: ONOP,RIT PREDICT
M TEMP TXPOS = EARTh FIXED f	 IN LIST: 2,0,1;10,2, DT P^'EUICT,
	
TO M50 COORD (T_COMP) 	 R AVGG, V AVGG, T
R EF = M: TEMP TXPOS R COMP	 STATE, T--PREDICT
V EF M TEMP TXPOS V COMP	 OUT LEST: R COMP, V COMP.
j	 CALL: EF TO GEODETIC	 T COMP = T PREDICT
IN LIST: REF	 ` DO PREDICT - OFF
OUT LIST: LAT GEOD, LONG, Al.I
-
ALTITUDE ALT NAUT MI
-
PER FT
}
	
	
LATITUDE = LAT GEOD DEG PER RAD
LONGITUDE = LONG, DEG` PER_RAD
ANG MOM,= R EF X V EF
ASC_NODE ARCTAN2(ANG_MOM19
-ANG MOM 2) DEG PER RAD
1
AL
^OF ftUR
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